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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON
ABSTRACT
DEPARTMENT OF ORIGINS OF HEALTH AND DISEASE: Doctor of Philosophy
THE IMMUNOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
IMMUNE TOLERANCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
By Louise Jane Michaelis
The increasing prevalence of allergic disease is linked to changes in the development of
immune tolerance in early childhood. Better understanding of immune tolerance mechanisms
that underpin these changes and the identification of strategies to prevent the development of
allergy are required. Here the potential of maternal vitamin D supplementation in pregnancy
to modify immune function at birth was investigated. The effects of familial risk of atopy on
immune function at birth was also considered. Vitamin D might be an important factor in the
development of the immune system in early life and in the development of allergy.
Interventional studies focusing on vitamin D supplementation during pregnancy suggest
supplementation will prevent the development of allergy. Here, the opportunity was taken as
part of a larger vitamin D supplementation in pregnancy study (MAVIDOS) to investigate the
effects of the infant’s vitamin D level at birth on various features of immune function at this
same time. Parameters measured included total T, B and NK cells, T memory cells, T
regulatory cells, iNKT cells and dendritic cells in cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMC) as
well as the cytokine response to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or phytohaemagglutinin (PHA).
The key findings were a positive association between neonatal 25(OH)D3 and total naive
CD4+ T cells and CD4+ and non-CD4+ CCR9+ putative gut homing T cells; PHAstimulated TNFα and TNFβ levels were both inversely related to neonatal 25(OH)D3. In a
parallel study, the effects of familial risk - high risk (HR) with two first degree relatives with
allergic disease versus low risk (LR) with no first-degree relatives with allergic disease – on
the innate immune response at birth was considered. This was part of a larger ongoing birth
cohort to study the development of immune tolerance in early life. A comparison of the
response of CBMC from HR versus LR newborns to various activators of pattern recognition
receptors (Toll like receptors, NOD-like receptors and inflammasome) formed a critical first
step to the longer-term analysis plans for this cohort.

Statistically significant cytokine

responses were found for IL10 for NOD1, NLRP3 and NLRP3/LPS; IL-13 responses for
TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8 and NOD1 and IL-6 for TLR7/8. In each occasion, the responses
were higher in the LR than the HR group. The novel findings presented in this thesis will
inform the proposed longer term follow up of the children born onto these two studies with
the goal of alleviating the burden of allergic diseases.
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1.0 Introduction
There has been a remarkable increase in immune-mediated diseases over the last three
decades, including allergic and inflammatory immune diseases (Bach 2002). This observation
has been accompanied by much controversy related to a probable breakdown in immune
pathway mechanisms underlying increasing prevalence of allergic disease (Wills-Karp,
Santeliz et al. 2001) which appear to be the result of complex gene-environment interactions.
While the precise mechanisms are not well understood the fact remains that there has been an
increase in the prevalence of atopy (a genetic predisposition to an allergic disease) and its
associated comorbidities namely atopic dermatitis (Roerdink, Flokstra-de Blok et al. 2016,
Tsakok, Marrs et al. 2016), asthma (Hsu, Wu et al. 2012), allergic rhinitis (Tan and Corren
2011), IgE and non-IgE mediated food allergy (Osborne, Koplin et al. 2011, Jyonouchi
2012). The underlying causes are likely to be multifactorial, and numerous studies have
investigated the most likely causal factors on the plausible effects on the developing immune
function in early life and later development of allergic disease. Many studies have proposed
many hypotheses as to the rise of food allergy and atopic dermatitis in allergic inflammatory
disease: maternal heritage, the use of antibiotics, caesarean section, vaccinations, formula
feeding and the changes to the microbiome (Pfefferle and Renz 2014). Whilst many studies
have focused on the hygiene and dual allergy hypotheses (du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016,
Tsakok, Marrs et al. 2016) the microbiome may also have immunomodulatory factors
affecting the changes in our immune system incorporating inflammation changes from birth
to adulthood in an allergic population (Prescott, Noakes et al. 2008, Reece, Thanendran et al.
2011).

1.1

Current concepts of allergic disease

Allergy is defined as a hypersensitivity reaction to a specific allergen that is normally well
tolerated by non-allergic individuals. The reaction is initiated by immunological mechanisms
that lead to type I-IV hypersensitivity. There are immune and non-immune mediated allergic
diseases (Johansson, Bieber et al. 2004). The immune mediated diseases are classified further
to acute (Immunoglobulin E (IgE) mediated) or delayed (non-IgE mediated). IgE mediated
disease involves the production of allergen specific IgE antibodies which are responsible for
acute reactions (type 1 hypersensitivity reactions) as well as delayed cell-mediated responses
to environmental allergens (type 4 hypersensitivity reactions). Non-IgE mediated diseases are
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chronic, delayed and are T cell mediated. In T cell mediated allergy other immune cells neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils - alongside inflammatory cytokines are thought to be
involved in the inflammatory cascade associated with allergic disease. Atopy refers to an
inherited predisposition to produce IgE and non-IgE responses to otherwise “normally
tolerated” allergens (e.g. house dust mite, milk, pollens or animal dander). The five diseases
associated with the “allergic march” include (1) food allergy (FA), (2) asthma, (3) atopic
dermatitis (AD), (4) allergic rhinitis (AR) and (5) gastrointestinal allergy.
1.1.1 The public health burden of allergy
Epidemiological data suggest that the incidence of FA, asthma, AD and AR has increased.
Assessments by the Department of Health (2006), House of Lords Allergy Enquiry (2007)
and Government initiative (2010) confirmed a rise of levels of morbidity, mortality and
escalating healthcare costs. This highlights the need to prevent the development of allergic
disorders. Unfortunately, a satisfactory model of disease pathogenesis remains elusive. A
report by the Medical Research Council (MRC) highlighted the need to have an awareness of
allergic disease in both the home and workplace (Ref*1). A further article by the Medical
Research Council (MRC) has outlined the need for further research to improve our
understanding of immune responses in early life and develop strategies to prevent chronic
allergic and inflammatory diseases (Ref*2).
1.1.2 Early life origins of allergy and atopic disease
The gene/environment interactions that influence the development of allergic sensitisation
and disease start early in foetal life. Health, nutrition and environmental exposures of the
mother during pregnancy have a profound effect, not only on immune ontogeny, but also on
form and function of numerous organ systems including the skin, airways and gastrointestinal
tract (Kim, Kim et al. 2017). Understanding these interactions may facilitate the identification
of nutritional supplements, which might lead to interventions to prevent disease (Warner
2007, Prescott 2016).
The development of childhood allergy is influenced by maternal factors and allergen
exposure in early life but our knowledge of the factors determining the development of
allergy and tolerance is limited. Recent literature has suggested that allergy might be
prevented if attempts to do so were initiated in early life. Early mucosal allergen exposure
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seems to have a protective role independent of the maternal immune responses (Hansen,
Nygaard et al. 2012) (Kumar,
Caruso et al. 2010). Allergens are transferred from mother to the foetus or neonate. The
mechanisms by which this early allergen exposure affects the development of allergy
responses is unclear. Evidence suggests that the balance between tolerance and sensitisation
depends on the amount (dose) as well as timing of maternal allergen intake during pregnancy
(Fusaro, de Brito et al. 2009). The development of immune tolerance and its (a) current
concepts of immune mechanisms (section 1.2), (b) physiology (section 1.3), mechanistic
pathways (section 1.4), development of vitamin D deficiency (section 1.5), (c) vitamin D
metabolism, mechanisms and associations (section 1.6) and how this relates to allergic
inflammation of the hypotheses related to Vitamin D Immune Study (VIS) (section 1.7) and
Immune Tolerance in Childhood Study (ITEC) (Section 1.8).

1.2 Current concepts of the mechanisms and development of immune
tolerance

Innate & Adaptive Immunity

Development & Physiology of
Immune Tolerance

Mechanistic pathways within
Immune Tolerance

Cellular modalities in Immune
Tolerance (NODs & Inflammasomes)

Figure: 1.1 Current concepts of the mechanisms and development of immune tolerance.
1.2.1 The innate and adaptive immune system
The literature pyramid for this thesis is shown in Figure 1.1. Allergy is due to a default in an
aberrant immunological response. To understand allergic disease and its mechanistic
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pathways, the immune system and its role within allergy needs to be understood. To protect
itself from a diverse array of environmental allergens, pathogens and toxins, the body has
various first line barrier defence mechanisms (e.g. the epithelial cells of gut, lung, and skin,
blood-brain barrier, mucous, pH and anti-microbial peptides) to limit the entry of potential
hazards. Although each barrier provides defence in very different environments, there are
many similarities in their mechanisms of action. There is a physical barrier formed by a
cellular layer that tightly regulates the movement of ions, molecules, and cells between two
tissue spaces. These barrier cells interact with different cell types, which dynamically
regulate their function, and with a different array of immune cells that survey the physical
barrier and provide innate and adaptive immunity, especially dendritic cells and macrophages
(Daneman and Rescigno 2009)). The skin and gut barrier is perhaps one of the most
important first lines of defence of allergen in the prevention of allergen sensitisation and the
induction of tolerance.
The innate and adaptive immune systems are described as contrasting, separate arms of the
host response but typically act together. Components of the innate immune system contribute
to activation of the antigen-specific cells of the adaptive immune system. The adaptive
response becomes prominent several days after antigen-specific T and B cells have
undergone clonal expansion. These antigen-specific cells amplify their responses by
recruiting innate effector mechanisms and complete the control of invading microbes. Thus,
although the innate and adaptive immune responses are fundamentally different in their
mechanisms of action, synergy between them is vital for an intact, fully effective immune
response (Thornton and Morgan 2009). The innate immune response is the first line of host
defence and consists of rapid, non-specific, non-anticipatory, and non-clonal responses and
used germ-line encoded receptors. The innate response uses a cohort of cells, which includes
phagocytic cells (neutrophils, and macrophages), inflammatory cells (basophils, mast cells,
and eosinophils) and natural killer cells. The molecular components of the innate repertoire
include complement, acute phase proteins and cytokines (Ref*3). In contrast, adaptive (also
referred to as “acquired”) immune responses are specific, anticipatory and clonal using
receptors generated by somatic DNA rearrangement. The adaptive response involves the
binding of peptides derived from antigens to surface receptors of specific B and T cells via
MHC molecules on antigen presenting cells (APC) with subsequent activation, proliferation
and regulation of many immune pathways. Outcomes of this cascade include B cell secretion
of immunoglobulins (Ig), the antigen specific antibodies whose key role is to identify and aid
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destruction of extracellular micro-organisms. Different types of T cells assist B cells to
produce antibody and eradicate intracellular organisms by triggering macrophages and
directly destroying virally infected cells. Ultimately, both innate and adaptive immune
responses work together to eliminate organisms, toxins and allergens, and provided normal
immune homeostasis. This refined relationship between the immune system and allergens is
key to understanding allergic sensitization versus immune tolerance.
1.2.2 The definitions and development of immune tolerance
Immune tolerance encompasses the range of physiological mechanisms by which the body
reduces, controls or eliminates an immune response to various agents. It is the phenomenon
which underpins discrimination of self from non-self, suppresses allergic responses, allows
chronic infection instead of rejection and elimination, and prevents attack of the foetus by the
maternal immune system. Typically, a change in the host, not the antigen, is implied (Ref*4).
Immune tolerance does not refer to artificially induced

immunosuppression by

corticosteroids, lymphotoxic chemotherapy agents, sub lethal irradiation, etc. nor other types
of non-reactivity such as immunological paralysis. In these cases, the host’s physiology
typically is “handicapped” rather than fundamentally changed. Immune tolerance is classified
into central (natural) tolerance or peripheral (acquired) tolerance depending on where the
state is originally induced, i.e. in the thymus and bone marrow (central) or in other tissues
and lymph nodes (peripheral). The mechanisms by which these forms of tolerance are
established are distinct, but the final effect is similar. These two methods of categorisation
are sometimes confused - both can be present naturally or induced experimentally. This
difference is important to keep in mind. Central tolerance is the key mechanism whereby the
immune system discriminates self from non-self (Hogquist, Baldwin et al. 2005). Peripheral
tolerance is key to preventing over-reactivity of the immune system to various environmental
entities (allergens, gut microbes, etc.) (Devi and Anandasabapathy 2017). Deficits in central
or peripheral tolerance causes autoimmune disease, resulting in syndromes such as systemic
lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes, autoimmune poly-endocrine
syndrome type 1 (APS-1), and Immunodysregulation polyendocrinopathy enteropathy Xlinked syndrome (IPEX), and potentially contribute to asthma, allergy, and inflammatory
bowel disease (Kim and Burks 2015).
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1.2.3 Central (natural) tolerance
Central tolerance is established by deleting autoreactive lymphocyte clones before they
develop into fully immunocompetent cells. It is established during lymphocyte development
in the thymus for T and bone marrow for B lymphocytes. Maturing lymphocytes are deleted
if they come into contact with self-antigens presented by medullary thymic epithelial cells
and thymic dendritic cells, or bone marrow cells (Sprent and Kishimoto 2001). Self-antigens
are presented due to endogenous expression, antigen transfer from peripheral sites via the
circulating blood, and in the case of thymic stromal cells, expression of proteins of other nonthymic tissues by the action of the Auto-Immune Regulatory transcription factor gene, AIRE.
The receptors on lymphocytes recognise self-antigens and are removed by initiation of
apoptosis of the autoreactive cells, a state of anergy (Hogquist, Baldwin et al. 2005). Weakly
autoreactive B cells remain quiescent and do not respond to stimulation of their B cell
receptor. Some weakly self-recognising T cells are alternatively differentiated into natural
regulatory T cells (nTreg cells), which act in the periphery to “calm down” potential
instances of T cell autoreactivity (Perry, Lio et al. 2014).
The deletion threshold is more tightly controlled for T compared to B cells: it might be
advantageous for the organism to retain B cells that recognise a wider variety of antigens to
produce antibodies against a greater diversity of pathogens. However, both T and B cells can
cause direct tissue damage if autoreactivity is not controlled. Negative selection ensures that
T and B cells capable of initiating an immune response to the host’s own tissues are
eliminated while preserving the ability to recognise foreign antigens. This mechanism should
prevent the development of autoimmunity. Lymphocyte development and education is most
active in fetal development but continues throughout life as immature lymphocytes are
generated, slowing as the thymus involutes and the bone marrow shrinks in adult life.
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Figure 1.0

Positive and negative T cell selection.

1.2.4 Peripheral (acquired) tolerance
Peripheral tolerance develops after naive (antigen inexperienced) T and B cells have matured
and entered the peripheral tissues and lymph nodes. It is established by many mechanisms
that involve control at the level of the T cell, especially CD4+ helper T cells, which
orchestrate immune responses and give B cells the confirmatory signals they need to produce
antibodies. Inappropriate reactivity toward normal self-antigen that is not eliminated in the
thymus can occur. Some T lymphocytes receptors (TCRs) respond to self-antigens that: (a)
are present in such high concentration outside the thymus that they can bind to "weak"
receptors and/or (b) the T cell would not have encountered in the thymus (such as, tissue
specific molecules like those in the islets of Langerhans, brain, or spinal cord not expressed
by AIRE in thymic tissues). Those self-reactive T cells that escaped intra-thymic negative
selection in the thymus could inflict cell injury unless they are regulated in the peripheral
tissue chiefly by nTreg and other regulatory cells (Curotto de Lafaille and Lafaille 2009).
Reactivity toward certain antigens can also be calmed by induction of tolerance after repeated
exposure to the offending antigen. This process is accompanied by the differentiation of
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naïve CD4+ helper T cells into induced Treg cells (i TReg cells) in the peripheral tissue or
nearby lymphoid tissue (lymph nodes, mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue, etc.).
Natural and induced Treg cells, as well as other regulatory immune cells, mediate peripheral
tolerance. T cell subsets including Tr1 cells (that make IL-10 but do not express Foxp3),
TGFβ-secreting Th3 cells, Th17 and Th9 cells are perhaps better characterised to establish a
local tolerogenic environment (Sakaguchi, Miyara et al. 2010). A subset of regulatory B cells
that make IL-10 and TGFbalso exist (Vadasz, Haj et al. 2013). Some Dendritic Cells can
make indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) that depletes the amino acid tryptophan needed by
T cells to proliferate and thus reduces responsiveness. DCs also had the capacity to directly
induce anergy in T cells that recognise antigen expressed at high levels so is presented at a
steady state by DCs (Ganguly, Haak et al. 2013). In addition, Fas ligand (FasL) expression by
immune privileged tissues can result in activation-induced cell death of Fas-bearing T cells
(Maher, Toomey et al. 2002).
1.3

The physiology of tolerance

1.3.1 Foetal development
The foetus and the mother differ in their genetic makeup due to the paternal contribution to
the foetus, therefore the foetus should be perceived as foreign by the maternal immune
system. It was thought that the placental tissues which interface with maternal tissues not
only try to escape immunological recognition by downregulating identifying MHC proteins
but also actively induce a marked peripheral tolerance. Placental trophoblast cells, the fetal
cells in direct contact with the mother, express a unique Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA-G)
that inhibits attack by maternal NK cells(Le Bouteiller 2000). These cells express IDO which
represses maternal T cell responses by tryptophan starvation. Maternal T cells specific for
paternal antigens are also suppressed by tolerogenic DCs and activated iTRegs or cross
reacting nTregs (Clark and Chaouat 2012). Some maternal Treg cells also release soluble
fibrinogen-like proteins 2 (sFGL2), which suppress the function of DCs and macrophages
involved in inflammation and antigen presentation to reactive T cells (Clark and Chaouat
2012). These mechanisms altogether establish an immunological state in the placenta that
protects the fetus. Clearly, women make an adaptive immune response to the foetus: women
who have borne multiple children by the same father typically create antibodies against the
father’s red blood cell and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) proteins. Disruption of
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pregnancy-associated peripheral tolerance is linked to miscarriage and fetal loss (Christiansen
2013).
1.3.2 The microbiome and tolerance
The skin and digestive tract, as well as other body surfaces, is colonised with an ecosystem of
microorganisms referred to as “the microbiome” (Dybboe, Bandier et al. 2017). In mammals,
host defense mechanisms with the skin, gut, lungs and reproductive tract serve to prevent
inappropriate responses to the commensal flora.

Most organisms do not react against

commensal microorganisms and tolerate their presence mounting reactions only to
pathogenic microbes that breach the physiological barriers discussed above. Peripheral
mucosal immune tolerance, mediated by iTreg cells and tolerogenic antigen-presenting cells,
is thought to be responsible for this phenomenon. In particular, specialised gut CD103+ DCs
that produced both TGFβ and retinoic acid efficiently promote the differentiation of iTreg
cells within the gut lymphoid tissue (Curotto de Lafaille and Lafaille 2009). Foxp3-negative
Tr1 cells that make IL-10 and subsequently induce tolerance are also enriched in the
intestinal lining. A break in this tolerance is thought to underlie the pathogenesis of
inflammatory bowel diseases like Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis (Round, O'Connell et
al. 2010). There is much excitement in the literature about the role the microbiome might
have to play in the development of atopic dermatitis and gastrointestinal disease with the
dysregulation of immune tolerance and subsequent allergy (West, Ryden et al. 2015).

1.3.3 Hypersensitivity and oral tolerance
Oral tolerance refers to a specific type of peripheral tolerance induced by antigens given by
mouth and exposed to the gut mucosa and its associated lymphoid tissues (Jump and Levine
2004). Hypo-responsiveness induced by oral exposure is systemic, and can reduce
hypersensitivity reactions in certain cases (Nurmatov, Dhami et al. 2017). The systemic
effects of oral tolerance can be explained by the extensive recirculation of immune cells
primed in one mucosal tissue to another mucosal tissue, allowing extension of cell mediated
mucosal immune tolerance. Oral tolerance depends on the same mechanisms of peripheral
tolerance that limit inflammation to bacterial antigens in the microbiome, since both involve
the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (Gernez and Nowak-Wegrzyn 2017). It has also evolved
to prevent hypersensitivity reactions to food proteins (Wood 2017).
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Allergy and hypersensitivity reactions in general are thought of as excessive reactions by the
immune system due to underdeveloped mechanisms of peripheral tolerance. Usually, Tr1 and
Th3 cells at mucosal surfaces suppress type 2 CD4 helper cells, mast cells, and eosinophils,
which mediate allergic response. Deficits in Treg cells or their localisation to mucosa have
been implicated in asthma and atopic dermatitis (Soyer, Akdis et al. 2013). Attempts have
been made to reduce hypersensitivity reactions by oral tolerance and other means of repeated
exposure. Repeated administration of allergen in slowly increasing doses, subcutaneously or
sublingually, appears to be an effective therapy for allergic rhinitis (Petalas and Durham
2013). Repeated administration of antibiotics, which can form haptens to cause allergic
reactions, can also treat antibiotic allergies in children (Cernadas 2013).

1.3.4 The normal mechanisms of immune tolerance
The innate and adaptive immune responses that contribute to the development of tolerance do
not function independently of each other (Chehade and Mayer 2005) (Tsuji and Kosaka
2008). Innate immune pathways involved include pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), such
as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), expressed by epithelial cells and dendritic cells at mucosal
surfaces. Adaptive immune pathways have focused on specific IgA and the development of
effector T cell populations: the Th1/Th2 paradigm has evolved to encompass Th17 cells.
DCs play a key role in linking innate and adaptive immunity and regulatory T-cell
populations modify a broad range of immunological activities. The microenvironment of the
DC at the time of antigen exposure and uptake modulates co-stimulatory/co-inhibitory
molecule expression and cytokine production which orchestrates antigen-specific activity by
T cells, especially the development of different effector T-cell populations (Th1/Th2/Th17)
or Treg cells. Cascades of cytokines/chemokines play central roles in many types of immune
responses. These include: (i) TGFβ; (ii) IL-10, and (iii) thymic stromal lymphopoietin
(TSLP). Current paradigms of immunity and tolerance in relation to the development of
allergy relate to the interplay between innate and immunoregulatory mechanisms (Seeley and
Ghosh 2017).
Despite there being much research on the role of altered microbial burden on the increase in
allergic disease, the normal development of microbial recognition pathways has not yet been
well documented. Tulic and colleagues (Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011) have mapped out the
functional ontogeny of key microbial PRRs in childhood, namely TLRs. They specifically
examined the emerging hypothesis that children with allergic disease had altered
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responsiveness to microbial components, which lead to abnormal patterns of immune
maturation that underpinned disease predisposition. This study was built on the landmark
study which established the current paradigm that neonatal responses must undergo
environment driven Th1 maturation in the postnatal period to limit allergic sensitisation
(Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1999). Since the publication, postnatal suppression of Th2
propensity has been attributed to exposure to an increasingly diverse microbial environment
during the first years of life. Until now, there was no clear evidence that the failure of Th2
suppression in allergic children was related to an underlying disorder of innate microbial
recognition pathways. Pre-symptomatic differences in TLR function in neonates, who
subsequently had allergic disease compared with their non-allergic counterparts, has now
been identified (Prescott, Noakes et al. 2008).
Subsequent development of allergic diseases was associated with increased neonatal cord
blood TNFα responses to TLR3, TLR4, and TLR5 ligands and increased IL-6 responses to
TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 ligands. Despite this, neonatal cord blood T-cell IFN-γ responses to
allergens and mitogens remained attenuated compared with those seen in the non-allergic
group, as consistently observed in many previous studies (Tang, Kemp et al. 1994, Prescott,
Irvine et al. 2007) providing new evidence of discordance between the innate and adaptive
arms of the neonatal immune response in allergic children. These perinatal differences in
microbial responses highlighted the emerging role of antenatal events (Prescott and Clifton
2009, Martino and Prescott 2010). The Prescott group speculated that deviations in innate
TLR-mediated responses might be responsible for the differences in allergic predisposition,
which appear more likely to have emerged in an environment with low microbial burden.
They found that non-allergic children showed progressive and significant age-related
increases in innate cytokine responses (IL-1β, IL-6, TNFα, and IL-10) to virtually all TLR
ligands studied. This innate maturation corresponded with a parallel increase in adaptive Th1
(IFN-γ) responses to allergens and mitogens. In contrast, the allergic children showed
exaggerated innate responses at birth but a relative decrease with age thereafter, so that by
age 5 years TLR responses were attenuated compared with those seen in non-allergic
subjects. This early hyper-responsiveness in allergic subjects failed to translate to a
corresponding maturation of Th1 function, which remained attenuated relative to that seen in
non-allergic subjects but was associated with a characteristic age-dependent increase in
allergen-specific Th2 responses. Their findings suggested significant differences in the
developmental trajectory of innate immune function in children with allergic disease that
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might contribute to the recognized differences in postnatal adaptive T-cell immunity. In these
comparative studies little was discussed relating to nucleotide-binding oligomerisation
domain-like receptors (NODs) and inflammasomes in the allergen-specific Th2 responses
and as such this will be further reviewed and discussed related to NOD (section 1.4.2) and
inflammasome (section 1.4.3) and related to this thesis in chapter 5.

1.4

Mechanistic Pathways of immune tolerance and immunoregulation

1.4.1 T regulatory and iNKT cells
The contribution of T cells later classified as nTreg and iTreg cells to immune tolerance was
first recognised in 1995 when animal models showed that CD4+ CD25+ T cells were
necessary and sufficient for the prevention of autoimmunity in mice and rats (Sakaguchi,
Miyara et al. 2010). Initial observations showed removal of the thymus in mice resulted in
autoimmunity, which could be rescued by reconstitution of CD4+ T cells. They identified the
effector cells responsible for preventing the autoimmunity to be CD4+ and CD25+ and
showed Treg cells to be characterised by the expression of the Foxp3 transcription factor
which is responsible for the suppressive phenotype of these cells (Sakaguchi, Miyara et al.
2010). It was assumed that since the presence of Treg cells was dependent on the neonatal
thymus that these cells were thymically derived. However, evidence mounted of the
conversion of naïve CD4+ T cells to Treg cells outside of the thymus (Curotto de Lafaille and
Lafaille 2009). These were later defined as induced or iTreg cells to contrast them with
thymus-derived nTreg cells. Both types of Treg cells quieten autoreactive T cell signalling
and proliferation by cell-contact-dependent and -independent mechanisms (Sakaguchi, Wing
et al. 2009).
nTreg cells and iTreg cells, however, have a few important distinguishing characteristics that
suggest they have different physiological roles (Curotto de Lafaille and Lafaille 2009):
•
•

nTreg cells develop in the thymus whilst iTreg cells develop outside the thymus.
nTreg cells develop from Foxp3- CD25+ CD4+ cells whilst iTreg cells develop from
Foxp3+ CD25- CD4- cells (both become Foxp3+ CD25+CD4+).

•

nTreg cells, when activated, require CD28 co-stimulation whilst iTreg cells express
CTLA-4.

•

nTreg cells are specific for self-antigen whilst iTreg cells recognise allergens,
commensal bacteria, tumour antigens, alloantigens, and self-antigens in inflamed
tissue (Sakaguchi 2005, Suvas, Kumaraguru et al. 2003).
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•

nTregs also blunt inflammation, and maintain antigenspecific T cell homeostasis
(O'Garra and Vieira 2004).

Natural Treg cells constitutively express CD25 (IL-2-receptor a-chain) (Sakaguchi,
Sakaguchi et al. 1995), cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4 or CD152)
(Takahashi, Tagami et al. 2000), and Foxp3 (Fontenot, Gavin et al. 2003); the key control
genes in their development and function. Although no single marker identifies Treg cell
populations, panels of markers allow identification of CD4+ T cells with suppressive activity
(Sakaguchi, Miyara et al. 2010). Treg cells were often defined as CD3+CD4+CD25+FoxP3+
cells. The expression of intracellular CTLA-4 and Foxp3 are positively correlated with
surface CD25 expression. Higher levels of intracellular Foxp3 and CTLA-4 and lower levels
of surface CD127 consistently distinguished CD25hi cells from CD25int/low and CD25- cells.
Differentiation of nTreg from Tr1 cells is by lower expression of CD127 (IL-7 receptor αchain) (HartiganO'Connor, Poon et al. 2007) and CD49d (α-chain of integrin VLA-4; α4β1) (Kleinewietfeld,
Starke et al. 2009) by nTreg cells.
There are other T cells which possess regulatory activity including IL-10-secreting Tr1 cells,
TGFb-secreting Th3 cells and certain CD4-CD8- T cells and CD8+CD28- T cells. They
acquire regulatory functions following specific antigenic stimulation in particular cytokine
milieus (Meiler, Zumkehr et al. 2008). Therefore, they contrast with naturally occurring
CD4+Foxp3+ Treg cells most of which were developmentally determined in the thymus as a
distinct T cell subpopulation with a suppressive function (Sakaguchi, Miyara et al. 2010).
Recently, the role of the kynurenines in immune function and regulation has been highlighted.
The kynurenine pathway is the major route for tryptophan (TRY) metabolism in mammals. In
the first step of this metabolic process, TRY is transformed to kynurenine (KYN) in a reaction
catalysed by two dioxygenase enzymes: indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase (IDO) and tryptophan 2,
3-dioxygenase (TDO). IDO transforms tryptophan into kynurenine, which is metabolised into
other catabolites through the action of enzymes within the kynurenine pathway. IDO occupies a
key position connecting the immune system and the kynurenine pathway.

The

immunosuppressive effect of IDO and kynurenines enzymes are reviewed (Mandi and Vecsei
2011) and include inhibition of T cell function, activation of Tregs and inhibition of NK cells.
Previous studies demonstrated a complex yet crucial role of IDO in immunoregulation during
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infection, pregnancy, allergy, autoimmunity, transplantation and neoplasia (Mellor and Munn
2004, Pallotta, Orabona et al. 2011).
1.4.2 NODs and their essential role in immune tolerance
NOD-Like Receptor Family (NLR)
Classification of the NOD-like receptor family is complicated and needs to be understood.
Names such as CATERPILLER, NOD, NALP, PAN, NACHT, PYRAF have been used to
describe the NLR family. The nomenclature was unified by the Human Genome Organisation
(HUGO) Gene Nomenclature Committee in 2008 (www.genomes.org). The family was recharacterised as NLRs to provide description of the family’s features (Ting, Lovering et al.
2008, Ye and Ting 2008).
This nomenclature divides NLRs into 4 sub-families based on the type of N-terminal domain:
1. NLRA: (A for acidic transactivating domain): Class II Transactivator (CIITA)
2. NLRB: (B for Baculovirus Inhibitory repeats (BIRs): Neuronal Apoptosis Inhibitory
Protein (NAIP)
3. NLRC: (C for CARD): NOD1, NOD2, NLRC3, NLRC4, NLRC5
4. NLRP(P

PYD): NLRP1, NLRP2, NLRP3, NLRP4, NLRP5, NLRP6, NLRP7,

NLRP8, NLR,P9, NLRP10, NLRP11, NLRP12, NLRP13, NLRP14
An additional subfamily NLRX which does not have homology to any N-terminal domain
is the NLRX1(Tattoli, Carneiro et al. 2008).
NLRs can also be divided into 3 subfamilies regarding their phylogenetic relationships:
1. NODs: NOD1, NOD2, NOD3 (NLRC3), NOD4 (NLRC5), NOD5 (NLRX1), CIITA
2. NLRPs:

NLRP1, NLRP2, NLRP3, NLRP4, NLRP5, NLRP6, NLRP7, NLRP8,

NLRP9, NL,RP10, NLRP11, NLRP12, NLRP13, NLRP14
3. Protease Activating Factor (IPAF): IPAF (NLRC4), NAIP
NLRs contain 3 domains (1) central NACHT (NOD or NBD – nucleotide-binding domain)
domain, which is common to all NLRs, (2) C-terminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain, and
(3) a variable N-terminal interaction domain. N-terminal domain is responsible for homotypic
protein-protein interaction and consisted of Caspase activation and recruitment domains
(CARD), Pyrin domain (PYD), acidic transactivating domain or baculovirus inhibitor repeats
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(BIRs). The NOD subfamily consists of NOD1, NOD2, NOD3, and NOD4 which have a
CARD domain containing acidic transactivator domain (CIITA), and NOD5 without any N
terminal domain. The well-known receptors are NOD1 and NOD2 (Byndloss,
KeestraGounder et al. 2016) and for this thesis only NOD-1 and NOD-2 will be discussed in
more detail.
NOD1 and NOD2 are intracellular with cytosolic proteins that contain a central NACHT, an
N-terminal effector-binding PYD or CARD, and C-terminal LRRs. Recognition of ligand by
NODs recruits oligomerisation of NACHT domain and CARD-CARD interaction with
CARD containing serine-threonine kinase Receptor Interacting protein-2 (RIP-2) which leads
to RIP-2 activation. RIP2 mediates recruitment of the kinase Transforming GF-β Activated
Kinase 1 (TAK-1), which phosphorylates and activates IκB kinase. The activation of IκB
kinase results in the phosphorylation of inhibitor IκB which releases Nuclear Factor – kappa
B (NF-κB) for nuclear translocation and activation of

inflammatory cytokine gene

expression. Mutations in NOD2 are associated with Crohn’s disease or Blau syndrome. .
NOD1 and NOD2 recognise bacterial peptidoglycan motifs which consist of Nacetylglucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid (Keestra-Gounder, Byndloss et al. 2016).
These sugar chains cross-link with peptide chains that can be sensed by NODs. NOD1
recognises a molecule called meso-diaminopimelic acid (meso-DAP) mostly found in Gramnegative bacteria (for example Helicobacter pylori, Pseudomonas aeruginosa). NOD2 senses
intracellular muramyl dipeptide (MDP), typical for bacteria such as Streptococcus
pneumoniae or Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
The Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 1 (NOD1)
The NOD1 protein 1 is a protein receptor that in humans is encoded by the NOD1 gene
(Bertin,
Nir et al. 1999, Byndloss, Keestra-Gounder et al. 2016, Caruso and Nunez 2016,
KeestraGounder, Byndloss et al. 2016). It recognises bacterial molecules and stimulates an
immune reaction. NOD1 detects a unique diaminopimelate-containing tripeptide motif (γ-Dglutamyl meso-diaminopimelic acid (iE-DAP) present in the peptidoglycan of Gram-negative
bacteria (Chamaillard, Hashimoto et al. 2003) to mediates innate and acquired immunity
(Cardenas, Mulla et al. 2011, Zhou, Yu et al. 2013). The domain structure of NOD1 is
characterised by a single N-Terminal CARD domain which interacts with the effector RIP
kinase 2 (RIPK2) via induced proximity signalling. NOD1 interacts with RIPK-2 through the
CARDs of both molecules. Stimulation of NOD1 by iE-DAP containing molecules results in
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activation of the transcription factor NF-κB. No coding mutations in NOD1 have been linked
to human disease entities. We thus endeavoured to use iE-DAP as out main NOD1 in our
ITEC study (chapter 8,9)
The Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 2 (NOD2)
NOD2, also known as CARD15 or inflammatory bowel disease protein 1 (IBD1), in humans
is encoded by the NOD2 gene located on chromosome 16 and plays an important role in the
immune system (Caruso and Nunez 2016). Like NOD1, NOD2 is an intracellular PRR
similar in structure to resistant proteins of plants and recognises molecules containing the
specific moiety called muramyl dipeptide (MDP). The C-terminal portion of the protein
contains a LRR with a role in protein–protein interactions. The middle part of the protein is
characterised by a NOD domain involved in protein self-oligomerisation. The N-terminal
portion contains two CARD domains known to play a role in apoptosis and NF-κB activation
pathways. With MDP having a strong association to allergic inflammatory disease we thus
endeavoured to use MDP as our main NOD2 in our ITEC study (chapter 8, 9) (Qiu, Wong et
al. 2013).
NLRs and their essential role in clinical disease
NLRs have been associated with human disease in the absence of inflammasome activity,
suggesting additional roles for NLRs in the regulation of inflammation and disease (Le
Bourhis, Benko et al. 2007). Mason and colleagues provide a summary of NLR-associated
diseases and, where possible, the mechanisms behind these associations (Mason, Beck et al.
2012). The NLR family have been implicated in the detection of intracellular bacterial
pathogens and regulate pro-inflammatory pathways in response to bacteria by inducing
signalling pathways such as NF-kB (nuclear factor-kB), MAPKs (Mitogen-activated protein
kinases), IL-1β processing, and apoptosis (Rosenstiel, Till et al. 2007). The NOD proteins act
independently of the TLR cascade, but potently synergise with the latter to trigger innate
immune responses to microbes and alter immune tolerance (Kanneganti, Lamkanfi et al.
2007). NLRs can cooperate with other TLRs and regulate inflammatory and apoptotic
responses. NLRs are found in lymphocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells and in non-immune
cells, e.g. epithelium (Franchi, Warner et al. 2009). The role that NOD-1 and NOD-2 may
have in immune tolerance, inflammation and allergy still needs clarification (Tattoli,
Travassos et al. 2007). The pivotal role of NLRs in the physiological innate immune response
is emphasised by recent studies which have described genetic polymorphisms in NLR genes
and their involvement in inflammatory homeostasis with chronic inflammatory disorders
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such as Crohn’s disease (CD), asthma, and atopic dermatitis (AD) (Le Bourhis, Benko et al.
2007). (Table 1.1).
NLR protein

NOD1

NOD2

NOD2

NALP3

Associated Disease

Asthma, AD, CD

CD, AD

BS, EOS

MWS, FCU, CINCA

Major site of
manifestation

Skin, Lung,

Skin, Gastrointestinal
tract

Skin, joint, eyes

Skin, joint, eyes, ears

Molecular effect

To be determined

Loss
of
function
Impaired MDP
recognition

Gain of function

Gain of function IL-1β
secretion

Gastrointestinal
tract

NF-kB activation

Table 1.1: Nod Like Receptor-associated diseases (Le Bourhis, Benko et al. 2007). Note:
Crohn’s disease (CD), asthma, and atopic dermatitis (AD), Familial cold urticarial (FCU),
Blau Syndrome (BS), Muckle-Wells Syndrome (MWS), early onset sarcoidosis (EOS), bare
lymphocyte syndrome (BLS), chronic infantile neurological, cutaneous and articular
syndrome (CINCA).
These disorders are characterised by chronic relapsing-remitting inflammation of barrier
organs (intestine, lung and skin). Other rare auto-inflammatory syndromes including familial
cold urticaria (FCU), Blau Syndrome (BS), Muckle-Wells Syndrome (MWS), early onset
sarcoidosis (EOS) or immune defects such as bare lymphocyte syndrome (BLS) follow
classical mendelian modes of inheritance. In the past NLRs were an important element to
provide flexibility to antigen recognition and host defence. However recent changes in our
industrial lifestyle (e.g.: Hygiene cold hypothesis, nutrition and antibiotics) have changed
genetic variability into disease-causing mutations. Whilst NOD1 is well established in its role
in clinical inflammatory and autoimmune disease (Correa, Milutinovic et al. 2012), NOD2
and TLR2 ligands appear to trigger the activation of basophils and eosinophils by interacting
with dermal fibroblasts in AD-like skin inflammation (Jiao, Wong et al. 2016). Evidence is
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showing that early interaction of the innate immune system with microbial components (e.g.
LPS or peptidoglycan) during childhood may exert a strong influence on the development of
allergic disease. Polymorphisms in the NOD2 gene leading to loss-of-function variants are
significantly associated with a risk of atopy-related traits and an increase in serum IgE
(Wong, Hu et al. 2013). An impaired recognition of the microbial components via NOD2
may result in an insufficient down regulation of excessive immune responses and predispose
an individual to allergic disease. Mutations in the NOD2 gene are associated with
inflammatory bowel disease/Crohn's disease)(Mirkov, Verstockt et al. 2017), Blau syndrome
(Ebrahimiadib, Samra et al. 2016) and graft-versus-host disease (Zhao, Jia et al. 2015).
NOD2 has been implicated as a molecular sentinel in maintaining the integrity of the
intestinal barrier against luminal pathogens. Expression of NOD2 sensitises intestinal
epithelial cells to bacterial products and enhanced the release of the chemotactic IL-6 and IL8 and defensins (Liu, Wang et al. 2014). Alongside NODs inflammasomes have an essential
role in allergic inflammatory disease (Lee, Song et al. 2014).
1.4.3 Inflammasomes and their essential role in immune tolerance
Function of the inflammasome
The first form of defense employed by the innate immune response during an infection
involves PRRs encrypted in the germline to recognise molecular patterns expressed by
invading pathogens (pathogen associated molecular patterns; PAMPs). These receptors are
distributed on and within the cells at the site they are most likely to encounter the relevant
PAMP – at the cell surface, within endosomes and within the cytoplasm. A subset of the
NLR family named NLRP1 can assemble and oligomerise into a common structure which
together activates the caspase-1 cascade leading to the production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines namely IL-1βand IL-18. This NLRP1 multi-molecular complex was dubbed the
‘inflammasome’. Two further inflammasome NLR subsets have since been described,
NLRP3 and NLRC4 (Shao, Xu et al. 2015).
Initiation of an innate immune response requires a set of sensors that detect any noxious
agent within the cellular microenvironment to trigger an effector response. Inflammasomes
form part of the innate immune response which houses PRRs that engage different signalling
cascades that lead to pro-inflammatory gene expression and transcription-independent
activation of proteases and/or phagocytosis. The inflammasome pathway allows a signalling
platform to lead the activation of so-called inflammatory caspases, most notably caspase-1,
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which cleave and mature pro-inflammatory cytokines and induce pyroptosis, a form of cell
death. These mechanisms play an essential role in the immune tolerance of allergic disease
and provide important information regarding the potential signalling nodes that might be
targeted for therapeutic intervention in the prevention of allergic disease and infection
(Mankan, Kubarenko et al. 2012).
The inflammasome was discovered by the team of Prof. Jürg Tschopp, at the University of
Lausanne, in 2002 (Martinon, Burns et al. 2002) (Dagenais, Skeldon et al. 2012). It is a
multiprotein oligomer consisting of a caspase and other key components such as CARD,
ASC or NALP. The exact composition of an inflammasome depends on the “activator” which
initiated its assembly, e.g. dsRNA triggered one inflammasome composition whereas
asbestos assembled a different variant. The inflammasome promotes the maturation of some
members of the IL-1 family, notably IL-1β and IL-18 (Martinon, Burns et al. 2002), the
activation of inflammatory processes (Mariathasan, Newton et al. 2004), and the induction of
cell pyroptosis (Fink and Cookson 2005) .
Inflammatory cascade
The inflammasome activates an inflammatory cascade. Once the inflammasome is active it
binds to pro-caspase-1 (the precursor molecule of caspase-1), via its own caspase activation
and recruitment domain (CARD) or via the CARD of the adaptor protein (ASC) which it
binds to during inflammasome formation. In its full form, the inflammasome appositions,
together many p45 pro-caspase-1 molecules, inducing their autocatalytic cleavage into p20
and p10 subunits. Caspase-1 then assembles into its active form consisting of two
heterodimers with a p20 and p10 subunit each. Once active, it carried out a variety of
processes in response to the initial inflammatory signal. These includes the proteolytic
cleavage of pro-IL-1β at Asp116 into IL1β, cleavage of pro-IL-18 into IL-18 which acts to
induce IFN-γ secretion and natural killer cell activation, cleavage and inactivation of IL-33,
DNA fragmentation, cell pore formation, inhibition of glycolytic enzymes, activation of lipid
biosynthesis and secretion of tissue-repair mediators such as pro-IL-1α. Additionally, Absent
in Melanoma 2 (AIM2) contains a HIN200 domain which senses and binds foreign
cytoplasmic dsDNA and activates NF-κB, a role that is crucial in bacterial and viral infection.
Whilst the role of inflammasome in cancer is well researched, its role within the
inflammatory cascade associated with allergy is yet to be defined (Zhang and Gu 2016).
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NLR Subsets of inflammasomes
Different inflammasomes demonstrate regulation of the immune system to control immune
tolerance. NLRP1, NLRP3 and NLRC4 are subsets of the NLR family and have two
common features (Hu and Chai 2016): the first is a nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) which
is bound to by ribonucleotide-phosphates (rNTP) and is important for self-oligomerization.
The second is a C-terminus leucine-rich repeat (LRR), which serves as a ligand-recognition
domain for other receptors (e.g. TLR) or microbial ligands. For purpose of this thesis the
mechanisms and role of each inflammasome will be discussed as opposed to the structure.
NLRP1
NLRP1 contains a pyrin domain (PYD) at its N-terminal and a function to find domain
(FIIND) motif at its C-terminal along with a caspase activation and recruitment domain
(CARD) which distinguishes it from the other inflammasomes. Upon activation, the Cterminal CARD interacts with the CARD of the relevant procaspase, while it’s N-terminal
PYD homotypically interacts with the PYD of adaptor protein ASC; the CARD of the ASC
can then recruit another pro-caspase-1. The overall recruitment and cleavage of procaspase-1
can then activate all downstream caspase-1 pathways. The mechanism of NLRP1 activation
is unclear and is thought to involve ion flux and/or lysosomal rupture. NLRP1 has an
important role in cellular activation by PAMPs and DAMPs (danger associated molecular
patterns). Activation via NLRP1 is a two-step process involving (1) activation by microbial
ligands followed by (2) binding of an ribonucleotide Tri-Phosphate (rNTP) to the nucleotidebinding domain of NLRP1 (Faustin, Lartigue et al. 2007). NLRP1s confer macrophage
sensitivity to anthrax lethal toxin (LT) suggesting the role of bacterial toxins in inducing
inflammasome formation (Boyden and Dietrich 2006).
NLRP3
In addition to the NBD and LRR domains, NLRP3 contains a PYD domain like NLRP1 and
activates caspase-1 using its PYD to recruit ASC. NLRP3 is the biggest inflammasome of all
being about 2 µm in diameter (Shao, Xu et al. 2015). Its mechanisms of action include
mitochondrial ion flux, lysosomal rupture and oxidative stress. Its activity has been shown to
be enhanced by low intracellular potassium concentrations, viruses (e.g. influenza A),
bacteria (e.g. Neisseria gonorrhoeae), bacterial toxins (e.g. nigericin and maitotoxin),
liposomes, urban particulate matter, and most notably, crystallized endogenous molecules
(e.g. cholesterol crystals and monosodium urate (MSU))(Guo, Callaway et al. 2015). These
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crystals increase NLRP3-induced IL-1β-production and this process is thought to have a role
in atherosclerosis and gout (Kingsbury, Conaghan et al. 2011). Inorganic particles like
titanium dioxide, and asbestos trigger the inflammasome response. Pore-forming toxins and
ATP activated pannexin-1 might also trigger K+ efflux and grant access of toxins into the
cell to directly activate NLRP3(Chow, Tschopp et al. 2012).
NLRC4
NLRC4 is the only known member of the NLRC family to form an inflammasome. It
contains a CARD domain in addition to the NBD and LRR, and recruits procaspase-1
directly. NLRC4 is activated by bacteria, e.g. Salmonella typhimurium (Lara-Tejero,
Sutterwala et al. 2006), Legionella pneumophila and Pseudomonas aeruginosa although
much of this has been demonstrated using in vitro animal models (Pereira, Morgantetti et al.
2011).
Inflammasomes and their role in clinical disease
Franchi and colleagues (Dowling and O'Neill 2012) outlined the biochemical regulation of
the inflammasomes discussed above and their contribution to immune tolerance within the
gut. It is well known that intestinal phagocytes transport oral antigens and promote immune
tolerance via the inflammasome. Intestinal phagocytes are anergic to ligands for TLRs or
commensals but express the precursor to interleukin 1β (pro-IL-1β). After infection with
pathogenic intestinal phagocytes produce mature IL-1β via the NLRC4 inflammasome but do
not produce TNFα or IL-6. BALB/c mice deficient in NLRC4 or the IL-1 receptor are highly
susceptible to orogastric but not intraperitoneal infection with Salmonella (Franchi, Kamada
et al. 2012). This exaggerated lethal response is preceded by impaired expression of
endothelial adhesion molecules and lower neutrophil recruitment and these animals show
poor intestinal pathogen clearance. Thus, NLRC4-dependent production of IL-1β by
intestinal phagocytes represents a specific response that discriminates pathogenic bacteria
from commensal bacteria and contributes to host defence in the intestine (Franchi, Kamada et
al. 2012).
Dysregulation of inflammasome activity has been associated with numerous proinflammatory, non-microbial human diseases. The discovery of NLRP3 gene mutations in
autoinflammatory diseases such as Muckle-Wells syndrome (Kuemmerle-Deschner, Lohse et
al. 2011) has led to the association of NLRs with the pathogenesis of diseases such as arthritis
(Zhang, Zheng et al. 2016), metabolic disorders (obesity and diabetes) (Carlos, Costa et al.
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2017), cardiovascular disease (atherosclerosis, myocardial infarction)(Karasawa and
Takahashi 2017), inflammatory bowel disease (Perera, Kunde et al. 2017), kidney disease
(Hutton, Ooi et al. 2016) and hypersensitivity dermatitis (Niebuhr, Baumert et al. 2014). It is
feasible that this pathway has a role in severe multisystem allergic inflammatory disease.
Inflammasomes have also been implicated in inflammatory diseases of the skin (Contassot,
Beer et al. 2012), cystic fibrosis (Tang, Sharma et al. 2012), age related macular degeneration
(Chen and Smith 2012) and allergic disease (Allen, Jania et al. 2012). Inflammasomes play a
role in the induction of allergic airways disease (Allen, Lich et al. 2012), asthma and
autoimmune inflammatory syndromes (Ozkurede and Franchi 2012). The main
inflammasome effect of interest in immune tolerance is the production of IL1-β (Contassot,
Beer et al. 2012). IL1-β is a potent mediator of fever, pain and inflammation. The
inflammasome is emerging as having a role in detecting and responding to intracellular
danger (e.g. uric acid, ATP, cytoplasmic Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) to trigger diseases
such as gout (Goldberg, Asher et al. 2017) and the autoimmune disorders mentioned above.
Inflammasome dysregulation, linked to genetic variants, is also the cause of a family of
genetic autoinflammatory diseases known as cryopyrin associated periodic syndromes
(CAPS) characterised by recurrent episodes of fever, urticaria like skin lesions, systemic
inflammation and arthritis (Vento-Tormo, Alvarez-Errico et al. 2017). In mouse models
recapitulating mutations observed in CAPS, neutrophilic inflammation of the skin is a
cardinal feature, in a manner like several autoinflammatory diseases with skin involvement
such as PAPA (pyoderma gangrenosum, acne and pyogenic arthritis) and Schnitzler's
syndrome, in which IL-1β plays a pathogenic role (Pizzirani, Falzoni et al. 2009). The role of
the inflammasome in IL-1 biology, autoinflammation and disease needs further discussion
and might offer new avenues for the therapy of allergic diseases.

1.5

The public health burden of vitamin D deficiency

The mechanisms by which inflammation has a role in immune tolerance and allergy is poorly
understood. This thesis explores two of the current explanations for this: changing patterns of
vitamin D exposure and the role of immune tolerance and allergen exposure in early life. A
recent hypothesis that vitamin D insufficiency plays a role in allergy and asthma (Wjst 2012)
has led to studies investigating the role of vitamin D in the pregnant woman and its role in
allergic disease development by her offspring (Mullins and Camargo 2012). There have been
studies speculating that the lack of vitamin D causes a change in the immune modulatory
mechanisms of immune cells (Prietl, Treiber et al. 2013). Vitamin D, sourced from either the
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diet or via UV-mediated synthesis in the skin, has been recognised as a regulator of bone and
mineral metabolism with interest in immunomodulatory effects via the vitamin D receptor
(VDR) emerging more recently (Dusso, Brown et al. 2005). Various cells of the immune
system express VDR, and VDR and vitamin D itself are important regulators of innate and
adaptive immune cell function (Baeke, Takiishi et al. 2010). The combined association of an
enhanced allergic inflammatory state (Searing and Leung 2010), an altered environment with
reduced vitamin D exposure (Chaplin and Jablonski 2013), a poor diet with inflammation of
the skin, lung and gastrointestinal tract (Peroni and Boner 2013) may all have a role in our
immune tolerance in early childhood.

1.5.1 Current concepts of immune tolerance and the role of Vitamin D
The epidemiology of Vitamin D deficiency, its clinical spectrum of disease, its metabolism
and immune mechanistic pathways will be discussed further in Chapter 2. Vitamin D
deficiency and the effect on allergic disease both in utero and in childhood (Holick 2007,
Masvidal Aliberch, Ortigosa Gomez et al. 2012) will be discussed with the wider literature.
There are many hypotheses relating to a role of vitamin D with the increase in atopy and/or
the prevention of the allergic march (Muraro, Halken et al. 2014, Tsakok, Du Toit et al. 2015,
du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016). This is linked to increasing appreciation of role of the diet of our
children and indeed the pregnant mother in the prevention of allergy (Du Toit, Foong et al.
2016, Du Toit, Foong et al. 2017). In this thesis the development of immune tolerance in
early childhood and its failure in allergic disease will be investigated utilising two birth
cohorts. (1) The Vitamin D Immune study (VIS) (Chapter 2-4) and (2) The Immune
Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC) study (Chapter 5-9).

1.6 Hypotheses and Aims of the Thesis
The overall aim of this thesis is to develop an understanding of the innate and adaptive
immune tolerance mechanisms at birth and later in early childhood as they relate to the
development of allergy. This is to be achieved using two birth cohort studies: The Vitamin D
Immune Study (VIS), and the Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC) study.
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1.6.1 Hypotheses and Aims of the Vitamin D Immune Study (VIS)
Aims of the Vitamin D Immune Study (VIS)
The aim of the Vitamin D Immune Study is to determine the effects of maternal vitamin D
supplementation in pregnancy on neonatal immune function. Specifically, the effects of
maternal vitamin D on neonatal immune function will be measured in umbilical cord blood
with a specific focus on innate responses and regulatory functions.
Hypothesis of VIS
In the antenatal period, within a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study,
maternal antenatal vitamin D supplementation alters immune responses at birth (cord blood)*
and later in peripheral blood at 5, 12 and 18 months of age indicative of altered mechanisms
of immune tolerance will include:
•

Altered dendritic cell responses

•

Altered/reduced number and function of regulatory T cells, included Foxp3+ T
regulatory and iNKT cells.

•
•
•

Altered/decreased Th1/Th2 cytokine ratio responses to mitogens and microbial
elements.
Altered/increased NOD and inflammasome activity
Increased Total IgE levels

Specific objectives for VIS
1.

To quantify (a) the different leukocyte subsets in umbilical cord blood of new-borns

and (b) the production of IL-4, -5, -13, -17, IFN- .. and TGFβ in relation to antenatal vitamin
D supplementation.
2.

To quantify (a) the number of CD4+CD25+high cells in umbilical cord blood of new-

borns and (b) the production of IL-10 from cord blood leukocytes to assess whether
regulatory T cell activity is related to antenatal vitamin D supplementation.
3.

To quantify the levels of total IgE in umbilical cord blood and assess whether this is

related to antenatal vitamin D supplementation.
Research Questions for VIS
1.

Does antenatal vitamin D supplementation reduce the (a) Th2 skewing of lymphocyte

subsets and (b) reduce the production of Th2 cytokines at birth thereby reducing the risk of
developing allergy?
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Does antenatal vitamin D supplementation (a) increase the numbers of

2.

CD4+CD25+high regulatory T cells and (b) increase the production of IL10 from cord blood
of infants providing a mechanism via which supplementation might affect the pattern of the
infant immunological response?
Does antenatal vitamin D supplementation reduce the level of total IgE in cord blood

3.

and therefore suggest that it can additionally modulate B lymphocyte function?
The introduction and study design (chapter 1 and 2), methods (chapter 3) and results (chapter
4) of the VIS study will be discussed alongside a discussion of the wider literature and future
directions (chapter 5) and Appendices (chapter 6).

1.6.2 Hypotheses and Aims of the Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood
Study (ITEC)
Aims of the Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood Study (ITEC)
The aim of the immunological study arm of Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC)
study is to improve our understanding of the development of allergic sensitisation in infancy,
especially in children at high risk of atopy, by investigating cellular responses and relevant
biochemical mediators in blood samples collected at birth (cord blood) * and later in
peripheral blood at 5,12 and 18 months of age. Specifically, the development of innate (DC
type and function) and adaptive (T cell subsets) immune responses at birth (cord blood) * and
later in peripheral blood at 5, 12 and 18 months of age in those with and without heredity risk
of atopy was studied. This thesis will only utilise a subset of this main cohort to establish the
methodology for a larger, full cohort analysis.
Hypothesis of ITEC
The central hypothesis is that children with atopic heredity (high risk) are at increased risk of
the development of allergic sensitisation (as defined by the presence of specific IgE to
common allergens) at birth and later in early childhood due to a lack of maturation of DC
cells. The effect of this is mediated via T regulatory cell impairment, with consequent
persistence of a Th2 phenotype. How changes in immune responses at birth (cord blood) *
and later in peripheral blood at 5, 12 and 18 months of age predicts or are indicative of
altered mechanisms of immune tolerance will include:
•

Altered dendritic cell responses
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•

Altered/reduced number and function of regulatory T cells, included Foxp3+ T
regulatory and iNKT cells.

•

Altered/decreased Th1/Th2 cytokine ratio responses to mitogens and microbial
elements.

•

Altered/increased NOD and inflammasome activity

•

Increased Total IgE levels

Specific objectives
1.

To quantify (a) the different leukocyte subsets in umbilical cord and peripheral bloods

of infants and (b) the production of IL-4, -5, -13, -17, IFN- .. and TGFβ to determine whether
the degree of Th2 skewing is related to the heredity risk of atopy.
2.

To quantify (a) the number of CD4+CD25+high cells in umbilical cord and peripheral

blood of infants and (b) the production of IL-10 to assess whether regulatory T cell activity is
related to heredity risk of atopy.
3.

To quantify the levels of total IgE in umbilical cord and peripheral bloods and assess

whether this is related to the heredity risk of atopy.
4.

To quantify the levels of NODs and inflammasomes in cord and later peripheral

bloods and assess whether they are related to the heredity risk of atopy.
[Please note that (*) for the ITEC cohort for this thesis only a subset of infants from the HR
(n=35) and the LR (n=10) group cord blood samples will be analysed. No peripheral blood
samples will be taken. This thesis will set the methodology for the full cohort. The
introduction and study design (chapter 2), methods (chapter 3) and results (chapter 4) of the
ITEC study will be discussed alongside a discussion of the wider literature with future
directions (chapter 5) and Appendices (chapter 6)].
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Chapter 2

Design and set up
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2.0 Introduction
The literature of immune tolerance in infancy and early childhood has been outlined
extensively in Chapter 1. The specific aim of the immune tolerance in early childhood study
(ITEC) was to better understand the immune mechanisms contributing to allergy
development in infants at high and low risk secondary to genetic predisposition. Whilst we
have a growing understanding of the development of the innate immune response at birth and
in infancy in relation to allergy development ((Thornton and Morgan 2009, Thornton and
Marsland 2016) there are many gaps in our knowledge about the development of tolerance
especially in children with either a high or low risk of atopy based on their family history of
allergy. In this thesis, a subset of participants from the wider ITEC study are investigated in
detail from an immunological perspective. The outline of the study design, hypothesis and
aims are outlined in section 1.6. The immune repertoire of infants at high risk of developing
atopy is compared to those at low risk by studying cellular responses and biochemical
mediators at birth (cord blood mononuclear cells; CBMCs). This data and the methodology
described will be used to complete the future work-up and analysis of the complete ITEC
cohort at birth, 5 and 18 months of age. This should improve our understanding of an
important step in the failure of induction of immune tolerance in allergy in childhood.
Atopic diseases, such as food allergy and asthma, are major health problems in the United
Kingdom which has one of the highest prevalence rates in Europe. Vitamin D has emerged as
an immunomodulator targeting various immune cells to modify both innate and adaptive
immune responses (Baeke, Takiishi et al. 2010). Vitamin D receptor (VDR) expressions by T
cells, B cells and dendritic cells allows vitamin D to exert these effects (references). Immune
cells also express vitamin D-activating enzymes, allowing local conversion of inactive
vitamin D into 1,25 Dihydroxy Vitamin D3 (1,25(OH)2D3) within the immune system. Taken
together, these data indicate that 1,25(OH)2D3 might have a role in maintenance of immune
homeostasis. As discussed in chapter 1, there is growing evidence that vitamin D might be an
important factor in the development of the immune system in early life and thereby in the
development of allergy (Rothers, Wright et al. 2011) and asthma (Camargo, Ingham et al.
2011). Studies on the association of vitamin D deficiency with asthma and allergic disease
demonstrate that it is also becoming a worldwide problem (Paul, Brehm et al. 2011).
Interventional studies focusing on the relationship between allergy and vitamin D deficiency
have been few and far between. To date, three such studies, as summarized in chapter 1, have
been undertaken to specifically explore whether vitamin D supplementation during
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pregnancy will prevent the development of allergy and asthma (Bener, Ehlayel et al. 2011).
These studies used varying doses of vitamin D and had contrasting outcomes. Only with
longitudinal, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies can we overcome the
potential issues of bias and confounding factors to establish whether antenatal vitamin D
exposure is an important factor in protecting against the development of childhood allergic
disease. Also, none of these studies explored the potential underpinning mechanisms of any
observed effects on the immune response of the infants. With this knowledge, the Chief
Investigators of an existing vitamin D antenatal supplementation trial at Southampton were
approached with a request to form a collaboration to determine the potential vitamin Dmediated mechanisms of immune tolerance in umbilical cord blood. This trial was
MAVIDOS (Maternal Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study; (Harvey, Javaid et al. 2012, Cooper,
Harvey et al. 2016, Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016) and an ethically approved amendment was
made to collect umbilical cord blood from newborns on this study that could be used for
detailed immunological analysis. The outline of the study, the hypothesis and aims are
described in section 1.6. This analysis included detailed phenotyping of leukocytes and
information learnt from the ITEC study allowed us to undertake a further, more detailed
analysis of cytokine responses that could be related to the infants’ vitamin D levels at birth.

2.1

Immune tolerance in early life

Allergy has a strong genetic basis and develops early in life (Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011).
Therefore, any interventions to prevent allergy must start ideally in utero (Thornton, Capristo
et al. 2003) (Holt and Macaubas 1997). Some of the mechanisms targeted to prevent the
development of allergic disease might relate to those mediating maternal tolerance of the fetal
semi-allograft: Th cytokine profiles, Treg cells indoleamine 2, 3,-dioxygenase and innate
immunity/inflammation, such as that mediated by natural killer cells and trophoblast debris.
Antenatal determinants of the immune function of pregnant women and their offspring have
consequences for health and disease in childhood and adulthood. Therefore, understanding
how in utero events set the scene for the immune system later in life is critical. For example,
maternal responses to foetal antigens have been suggested to be related to foetal immune
responses and subsequent allergy (Prescott 2010). During normal pregnancy, peripheral Tcell cytokine responses to these foetal allo antigens may be altered by both allergic status of
the mother and previous pregnancies (Breckler, Hale et al. 2010). These factors could
influence the cytokine milieu experienced by the foetus and have been further explored in the
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development of allergic disease during early life (Breckler, Hale et al. 2008). Maternal atopy
has also been linked to altered immune responses in pregnancy to human leucocyte antigen
(HLA) (Prescott, Breckler et al. 2010) and at birth for neonatal Interferon-γ (IFNγ)
production (Breckler, Hale et al. 2008) and response via TLRs (Prescott, Noakes et al. 2008)
(Dunstan, Hale et al. 2005). Key considerations must be the temporal and spatial variation in
any of these pathways (e.g. implantation versus parturition) and what impact any intervention
might have on these.
Changes in maternal diet over recent decades have coincided with the increasing prevalence
of allergic disease and other immune-mediated diseases (Miles and Calder 2015).
Modification of the maternal diet has emerged as a strategy for disease prevention.
Approaches undergoing trials within Southampton University Hospitals NHS Trust and
around the world include dietary supplementation with fish oil (Eltweri, Thomas et al. 2017),
vitamin D, vitamin E (Raederstorff, Wyss et al. 2015) and/or pre-and-probiotics. The increase
in non-communicable diseases and the role of our fast food diet, preservatives, high corn
starch and fructose diet demands an understanding of the underlying mechanisms of any
positive/negative effect on disease outcomes and further novel strategies for disease
prevention are required (de Castro, Cardoso et al. 2015, Minihane, Vinoy et al. 2015).
Modern environmental changes which might influence foetal immune development include
not only diet but microbial exposure, maternal smoking, maternal allergens, pollutant and
chemical exposure as well as epigenetic effects on immune gene expression and disease
susceptibility.
2.0.1 Early life origins of allergic disease
Infants at high risk of developing allergic disease already demonstrate immunological
differences at birth. Infants with a high IL-10 at birth have a lower risk of allergic
sensitisation at 1 year and this pattern of IL-10 response was taken to indicate involvement of
Treg cells (Neaville, Tisler et al. 2003). Other groups have demonstrated the presence and
activity of Treg cells in cord blood and link these to the development of allergic disease,
especially egg allergy, in the first year of life (Smith, Tourigny et al. 2008). Several studies
report differences in Treg number or activity at birth in relation to familial risk of atopy,
especially maternal allergy, and environments known to modulate disease risk such as
farming. (Haddeland, Karstensen et al. 2005) (Schaub, Liu et al. 2008, Schaub, Liu et al.
2008). Reduced antigen presenting cell (APC) IL-12 production in the perinatal period is
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associated with reduced T cell activation (proliferation), stronger Th2 responses and weaker
Th1 responses in the postnatal period supporting the notion that variations in APC function in
early life may contribute towards the altered allergen specific cytokine responses associated
later with allergy (Prescott, Taylor et al. 2003). These observations suggest that events at the
maternal-foetal interface have an important influence on early immune development and
should be investigated further (Prescott, Taylor et al. 2005) (Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1998)
(Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1999). The research outlined above is the foundation of this ITEC
immunological study and is required to understand our main hypothesis and the immune
mechanistic validation work outlined below.

2.0.2 Immune tolerance associated with allergic disease in childhood
Mechanisms of immune tolerance - food allergy
The differences between natural (central and peripheral) tolerance (Section 1.2.2) and
induced tolerance are still not well understood. Whilst food allergy now affects 4-6% of UK
children and 2% of adults (Ref 4*), with increasing prevalence there is a need to create novel
therapies to induce oral tolerance to foods. Most food allergens share certain specific
physiochemical characteristics that allow them to resist digestion, thus enhancing
allergenicity. In IgE mediated food allergy, allergens are encountered by specialised dendritic
cell populations in the gut, leading to T-cell priming and the production of allergen-specific
IgE by B cells. Tissue-resident mast cells then bind IgE with allergic reactions elicited when
mast cells are re-exposed to allergen. Adjacent IgE molecules bound to the surface of the
mast cell become cross-linked, and cause mast cell degranulation and release of powerful
vasoactive compounds that caused allergic symptoms (Vickery, Chin et al. 2011). Although
seminal observations of oral tolerance were made a century ago, the relevant mechanisms are
only beginning to be unravelled with the use of modern investigational techniques. Vickery
and colleagues have further outlined the mechanisms by which oral tolerance is induced via
the gut mucosa (Vickery, Scurlock et al. 2011). The intestine identifies and responds to a
constant barrage of environmental stimuli that could be both dangerous and beneficial. The
proper execution of this task is central to the homeostasis of the host, and as a result, the
gastrointestinal tract contains more lymphocytes than any other tissue compartment in the
body, as well as unique antigen-presenting cells with specialized functions. When antigen is
initially encountered through the gut, this system generates a robust T cell-mediated hyporesponsiveness called oral tolerance. Recent work of Du Toit and colleagues (du Toit, Tsakok
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et al. 2016) have highlighted that there are three current hypotheses which, when linked
together, modulate current thoughts on oral tolerance in early childhood (1) The Hygiene
Hypothesis as related to the Microbiome (Prince, Mandel et al. 2015); (2) The Dual
Hypothesis (du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016) and (3) The vitamin D hypothesis (Neer 1975, Du
Toit, Foong et al. 2016, du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016).
Food allergy is among the clinical disorders that results from a failure of this system, and
therapies that seek to re-establish tolerance are currently under investigation (Vickery,
Scurlock et al. 2011). They also provide insight into the mechanisms that control immune
tolerance: novel therapeutic interventional studies have recently changed our view of the
management of food allergy and asthma and when to induce tolerance. Systematic reviews of
immunotherapy trials for the prevention of food allergy (Kristiansen, Dhami et al. 2016) and
for IgE mediated food allergy (Dhami, Nurmatov et al. 2016) recommend measures that are
not yet for clinical practice but with promising results. The Learning Early About Peanut
(LEAP) study has eloquently outlined that early dietary exposure (4-6 months of age) can
prevent food allergy in >85% of children at high risk of peanut allergy suggesting an early
window of opportunity for modifying the development of allergy (Fleischer, Sicherer et al.
2015, Primary, Fleischer et al. 2015, Du Toit, Sayre et al. 2016, Fleischer, Sicherer et al.
2016).The Early Allergen Tolerance (EAT) study (Perkin, Logan et al. 2016) highlights some
of the challenges of the proposed approaches: increased oral tolerance was found in 1303
healthy breast fed infants randomised to standard introduction group (SIG) and early
introduction group (EIG) – the latter being the intervention group. Healthy breast-fed
children at 6 months of age randomised to SIG or EIG (introduction of 6 allergenic foods).
The primary outcome of IgE-mediated food allergy to one or more of the six intervention
foods was reduced in the EIG, compared with the SIG, by 20% from 7.1% to 5.6% but the
difference was not statistically significant (p=0.32). A main confounding factor was that the
EIG had difficulties with compliance of the protocol.
Mechanisms of immune tolerance – asthma
As with experimental models of immunotherapy in food allergy, allergen-specific
immunotherapy (allergen-SIT) which is a potentially curative treatment approach in food
allergic diseases also provides potential insight into the pathogenesis of asthma. Desensitising
therapies have been in use for almost 100 years ((Krishna and Huissoon 2011). Their use
provides an iterative cycle enabling research on the mechanisms of immune regulation in
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allergy and asthma while developing a variety of allergen-specific therapeutic and preventive
approaches. The induction of peripheral T cell tolerance and promotion of the formation of
regulatory T cells subsets are the key mechanisms in allergen-SIT. Both naturally occurring
thymus-derived FoxP3+CD4+CD25+ Treg cells and inducible IL-10- and TGFβ-producing
type 1 Treg (Tr1) cells, prevent the development of allergic diseases and play a role in
successful allergen-SIT and healthy immune response via several mechanisms (Fujita and
colleagues. 2012). The formation of non-inflammatory antibodies particularly IgG4 (as a
blocking antibody) is mediated by the suppressive cytokines IL-10 and TGFβ contributing to
the success of immunotherapy. Other cells, such as dendritic cells, T helper cells, eosinophils,
mast cells and basophils alongside the suppression of inflammatory cell migration to tissues
also seems to have a role in immune tolerance. Knowledge of this molecular basis is crucial
to the understanding the regulation of immune responses and their possible therapeutic
targets in allergic diseases (Fujita, Meyer et al. 2012, Fujita, Soyka et al. 2012). While most
immunotherapy studies are of people with existing disease, novel interventional and
therapeutic trials on sublingual immunotherapy and the prevention of asthma for high risk
populations, are underway including Mite Antigen Prevention Study (MAPS)(Zolkipli,
Roberts et al. 2015), Grasax Asthma Prevention Study (GAP)(Valovirta, Berstad et al. 2011),
and the STOPPA Swedish study comparing the prediction and prevention of asthma in twins
(Almqvist, Ortqvist et al. 2015)
2.0.3 Immune mechanisms comparing high and low risk populations
Studies of children at high risk of atopy, derived by family history, have driven our
understanding of the immune mechanisms that might underpin the development of allergic
sensitisation (as defined by the presence of a positive skin prick test and/or specific IgE to
common allergens) in early childhood. The emergent mechanistic pathway relates to a lack of
maturation of DCs, altered T regulatory cell number and/or function, and persistence of Th2
allergic phenotype. Failure to optimise this pathway can be related to prevailing theories to
explain the increasing prevalence of diseases: hygiene/microbiome/dysbiosis/biodiversity/
diet. The challenge is to understand how these environmental changes manifest at the level of
the immune system and tolerance induction. Microbial products are known to modify DC
function so changing exposures could foreseeably affect DC function. Altered responses to
multiple TLR ligands have been demonstrated in children both at risk of allergic disease
(maternal allergy) and who went onto develop allergic disease (all from referenced Prescott
group).
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This was a heightened response at birth that waned as the children grew to 5 years of age,
whereas the decreased response of disease free children at birth showed steady maturation
until 5. Such a response maps to the apparent consolidation of Th2 responses over early
childhood in allergic children. Animal studies provide early evidence that microbial
exposures and, thereby, microbial products link the perinatal environment to altered immune
function of the offspring. How this manifests in humans remains to be determined but
understanding how and why DC function differs at birth and in early childhood, and the links
to the phenotype and function of various T cell populations is a pivotal challenge. This
challenge is addressed in both the ITEC and VIS studies presented in section 2.2.

2.1. Vitamin D and the immune system
2.1.1 The public health burden of vitamin D deficiency
The mechanisms by which inflammation has a role in immune tolerance and allergy is poorly
understood. This thesis explores two of the current explanations for this: changing patterns of
vitamin D exposure and the role of immune tolerance and allergen exposure in early life. A
recent hypothesis that vitamin D insufficiency plays a role in allergy and asthma (Wjst 2012)
has led to studies investigating the role of vitamin D in the pregnant woman and its role in
allergic disease development by her offspring (Mullins and Camargo 2012). There have been
studies speculating that the lack of vitamin D causes a change in the immune modulatory
mechanisms of immune cells (Prietl, Treiber et al. 2013). Vitamin D, sourced from either the
diet or via UV-mediated synthesis in the skin, has been recognised as a regulator of bone and
mineral metabolism with interest in immunomodulatory effects via the vitamin D receptor
(VDR) emerging more recently (Dusso, Brown et al. 2005). Various cells of the immune
system express VDR, and VDR and vitamin D itself are important regulators of innate and
adaptive immune cell function (Baeke, Takiishi et al. 2010). The combined association of an
enhanced allergic inflammatory state, an altered environment with reduced vitamin D
exposure, a poor diet with inflammation of the skin, lung and gastrointestinal tract may all
have a role in our immune tolerance in early childhood. Therefore, this thesis has analysed
the cell phenotype and inflammatory mechanisms which may contribute to immune tolerance
in early childhood using two different birth cohorts: (Vitamin D Immune Study) VIS and
(Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood) ITEC.
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There has been considerable recent interest in the role of vitamin D on outcomes related to
pregnancy and child health, but few efforts have been made to consolidate this evidence to
inform the research and policy agenda for high, middle and low-income countries. A
systematic review, by Thorne-Lyman and colleagues, was previously undertaken to identify
intervention and observational studies of vitamin D supplementation, intake and status (25hydroxy-vitamin D) during pregnancy on perinatal and infant health outcomes (ThorneLyman and Fawzi 2012). Data from trials and observational studies isolating the effect of
vitamin D supplementation and intake were extracted and study quality was evaluated. Metaanalysis was used to pool effect estimates. Five randomised trials with outcomes of relevance
to this thesis were highlighted. All studies had small sample sizes and dosage amount,
duration and frequency that varied as did the ability to correct deficiency. Pooled analysis of
trials using fixed-effects models suggested protective effects of supplementation on low
birthweight, but no effect on small-for-gestational age was evident. Little evidence from trials
exists to evaluate the effect of vitamin D supplementation during pregnancy on maternal,
perinatal or infant health outcomes. Based on both trials and observational studies, the UK
Department of Health recommended that future research explore small-for-gestational age,
preterm delivery, preeclampsia, and maternal and childhood infections, as outcomes of
interest (Ref*5). Trials focused on populations with a high prevalence of vitamin D
deficiency that explore the relevance of timing of supplementation, and the dosage used in
such trials should be sufficient to correct deficiency. Studies involving vitamin D
supplementation and the prevention of allergy or promotion of immune tolerance have not
been proposed.
2.1.2 Current concepts Immune Tolerance and the role of Vitamin D
There has been much discussion about vitamin D, its metabolism and effect on disease both
in utero and in childhood (Holick 2007, Masvidal Aliberch, Ortigosa Gomez et al. 2012).
There are many hypotheses relating to a role of vitamin D with the increase in atopy and/or
the prevention of the allergic march (Muraro, Halken et al. 2014, Tsakok, Du Toit et al. 2015,
du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016). This is linked to increasing appreciation of role of the diet of our
children and indeed the pregnant mother in the prevention of allergy (Du Toit, Foong et al.
2016, Du Toit, Foong et al. 2017).
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2.1.3 Vitamin D metabolism
Vitamin D is obtained from the diet but more commonly from exposure to sunlight. During
exposure to sunlight, 7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC) in the skin absorbs solar UVB radiation
and is converted to pre-vitamin D3 (preVitD3). Once formed, pre-vitamin D3 undergoes
thermally induced transformation to vitamin D3. Additional exposure to sunlight converts
pre-vitamin D3 and vitamin D3 to biologically inert photoproducts. Vitamin D3 originating
from the diet or the skin enters the circulation and is metabolised to 25(OH)D3 in the liver by
vitamin D 25hydroxylase (25-OHase). 25(OH)D3 re-enters the circulation and is converted to
1,25(OH)2D3 in the kidneys by 25(OH)D3 1α-hydroxylase. A variety of factors, including
serum phosphorus and parathyroid hormone levels regulate the renal production of
1,25(OH)2D3. 1,25(OH)2D3 regulates calcium metabolism through interactions with its major
target tissues - bone and intestine. The effects of vitamin D and its role in the skin are well
known (Holick, Chen et al. 2007, Rajakumar, Greenspan et al. 2007). There are many factors
that influence the cutaneous synthesis and dietary sources of vitamin D (Chen, Chimeh et al.
2007). Vitamin D2 and Vitamin D3 are both equally effective in providing adequate systemic
levels of vitamin D in the circulation (Holick, Biancuzzo et al. 2008). The impact that
sunscreen has had on the population is debatable however solar UVB light is required, in
combination with heat and chylomicrons in the diet, to convert pre-vitamin D3 to the active
vitamin D metabolite - 25(OH)D3 - in the liver.
2.1.4 Vitamin D insufficiency and deficiency
Vitamin D has well-defined classical functions related to calcium metabolism and bone
health but also has non-classical effects on other aspects of health. Vitamin D deficiency is
increasingly common in the world (Holick 2007, Antico, Tozzoli et al. 2012) There is
controversy as to the amount of vitamin D that is required to maintain a healthy life style and
prevent disease (Vieth, Bischoff-Ferrari et al. 2007). Vitamin D deficiency has been noted in
malabsorption syndromes which have been known to improve when treated with ultraviolet
(UV) light (Chandra, Wolfenden et al. 2007). Vitamin D deficiency has been known for
many years to predispose the young and the elderly to osteoporosis (Holick 2007). Healthy
mothers and their newborns are commonly vitamin D deficient (Lee, Smith et al. 2007) and
this insufficiency has a profound effect on both antenatal and postnatal care (Bodnar, Catov
et al. 2007). Vitamin D supplementation during pregnancy has been suggested as an
intervention to protect against adverse gestational outcomes (De-Regil, Palacios et al. 2012).
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They showed that Vitamin D supplementation in a single or continued dose during pregnancy
is known to increase serum vitamin D concentrations as measured by 25(OH)D3 at term. The
clinical significance of this finding and the potential use of this intervention as a part of
routine antenatal care are yet to be determined as the number of high quality trials and
outcomes reported are too limited to draw conclusions on usefulness and safety. Further
rigorous randomised trials are required to evaluate the role of vitamin D supplementation in
pregnancy (Harvey, Javaid et al. 2012).

Vitamin D deficiency can result from: inadequate nutritional intake, inadequate sunlight
exposure (sunlight with adequate Ultraviolet B (UVB) rays), disorders that limit vitamin D
absorption, and conditions that impair the conversion of vitamin D into active metabolites
including certain liver, kidney, and hereditary disorders (Bikle 2014). Deficiency results in
impaired bone mineralization and leads to bone softening diseases including rickets in
children and osteomalacia and osteoporosis in adults (Sahay and Sahay 2012). In adults,
lesser deficiency (insufficiency) is associated with various non-specific symptoms (Thacher
and Clarke 2011). Vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency are becoming more common in
developed countries (Thacher and Clarke 2011). In the UK, the prevalence of vitamin D
deficiency in all adults is around 14.5%, and may be more than 30% in those over 65 years
old, and as high as 94% in otherwise healthy south Asian adults (Gallagher and Sai 2010). In
adults, extensive covering with clothing, failure to spend time outdoors or the use of antiUVB sunscreens results in decreased skin synthesis of vitamin D and increases the likelihood
of primary vitamin D deficiency, as does an inadequate diet (Gallagher and Sai 2010). In
adults over 65 years of age, an inadequate diet, reduced gut absorption and reduced mobility
increase that risk, especially in those in residential care (Wigg, Prest et al. 2006). The
prevalence in children in the USA is 12% (deficient) and 40% (insufficient) (Gordon,
Feldman et al. 2008). There appears to be an epidemic of vitamin D deficiency (VDD) caused
by many factors namely a decrease in sunlight/UVB exposure (Vassallo, Banerji et al. 2010)
(Mullins and Camargo 2011) as well as an inadequate intake of vitamin D in young women
of child bearing age (Ginde, Sullivan et al. 2010).
2.1.5 Vitamin D and the development of allergic disease
Vitamin D is an important early life factor in the development of the childhood immune
system and its effects begin in utero (Visness, Sandel et al. 2015). Consequently, vitamin D
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levels at this time have been associated with the subsequent development of allergy
(Scacchetti, Cariani et al. 2014) (Theoharides 2017) and asthma (Hollams 2012, Kolokotroni,
Middleton et al. 2015, Thuesen, Skaaby et al. 2015) in certain populations. In contrast Crane
and others found an inverse relationship between maternal vitamin D status and respiratory
infection and childhood wheeze but not asthma (Keet, McCormack et al. 2011, Koistinen,
Turunen et al. 2014). Vitamin D deficiency associated with rickets in the clinical setting has
been reported increasingly (Fox, Du Toit et al. 2004) (Barreto-Chang, Pearson et al. 2010)
suggesting reduced vitamin D ingestion. These low vitamin D levels may be involved in the
development of allergy (Vassallo and Camargo 2010) (Baeke, Gysemans et al. 2010)
especially in the western world for those who are from equatorial climates (Yao, Tu et al.
2014). The evidence for this is provided by ecological, genetic, and epidemiological studies.
Ecological evidence: The link between allergic disease and the amount of vitamin D
exposure linked to where you live has long been debated worldwide (Grant 2016) and in
Europe (Ovesen, Andersen et al. 2003). The global International Study of Asthma and
Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) study clearly demonstrates a North–South gradient in atopic
disease with highest rates in Western industrialised countries that are furthest from the
equator (Masoli, Fabian et al. 2004, Mullins and Camargo 2011). The increase in atopic
dermatitis in children with little outdoor exposure has been highlighted (Tsakok, Weinmayr
et al. 2015). Much of our vitamin D is generated in the skin in a sunlight dependent manner
so vitamin D deficiency might be expected to be more likely the further away from the
equator you live (Mullins and Camargo 2011). However, Vitamin D deficiency has been
found in areas with abundant sun exposure (Binkley, Novotny et al. 2007), (Camargo,
Ingham et al. 2010). Understanding the link between vitamin D and health outcomes is
critical as vitamin D also has a role in infant growth (Feliciano, Ho et al. 1994).
Genetic evidence: Genetics is a field of great importance as regards to Vitamin D Receptor
(VDR) and its association to the development of allergy and atopic diseases (Papadopoulou,
Kouis et al. 2015), especially asthma (Han, Du et al. 2016, Zhao, Yu et al. 2017). Significant
associations between polymorphisms in the VDR and asthma has been reported (Raby,
Lazarus et al. 2004), (Poon, Laprise et al. 2004). The role of epigenetic dysregulation within
the epidemic of allergic disease is of incredible interest and is thought to provide the link
between environmental factors and the recent increase in disease prevalence (Poon, Laprise et
al. 2004, Morales, Sanchez-Solis et al. 2015, Papadopoulou, Kouis et al. 2015). These
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epigenetic effects may be being in utero (Prescott and Saffery 2011) although there is some
debate about this (Visness, Sandel et al. 2015). However, there is little information about
epigenetic regulation of VDR and other critical molecules in vitamin D production and
metabolism.
Epidemiological evidence:
Cross-sectional: Higher serum vitamin D levels have been associated with better lung
function in adults (Black and Scragg 2005, Bener, Ehlayel et al. 2011, Persson, Aanerud et al.
2015), adolescents (Paul, Brehm et al. 2011, Kolokotroni, Papadopoulou et al. 2015) and
children (Alyasin, Momen et al. 2011, Ozdogan, Sari et al. 2017). This has led to the
proposition that it is time to act on vitamin D deficiency (Beyhan-Sagmen, Baykan et al.
2017, Kaul, Glaser et al. 2017, Litonjua 2017).
Longitudinal: Two observational studies have examined the relationship between prenatal
and early life vitamin D status or intake, and allergy or asthma endpoints but these provide
contrasting results.
Southampton Women’s Survey (SWS) - children born to mothers in the highest quartile of
serum vitamin D levels (status) during the third trimester of pregnancy had significantly
higher rates of eczema at 9 months and self-reported eczema and asthma at 9 years (Gale,
Robinson et al. 2008). However, Aberdeen studies suggested that maternal vitamin D intake
in the third trimester was associated with less wheeze at 3 and 5 years respectively (Devereux
2008).
The evidence from these longitudinal studies is contradictory but all three had shortcomings
including poor follow up and a failure to account for endogenous Vitamin D. As with any
observational study, particularly with a nutritional intervention, there is always the potential
for bias and un-recognised confounding factors. However, if the results from the Scottish and
US studies are correct, it has been estimated that the population attributable risk for asthma
incidence caused by vitamin D deficiency in pregnancy is about 40% of all cases (Litonjua
and Weiss 2007).
With these conflicting data, it has been suggested that we need an intervention trial to
examine whether vitamin D supplements during pregnancy prevent the development of
allergy (atopy) and asthma (wheeze) (Bener, Ehlayel et al. 2011). Only with a randomised,
double-blind, placebo-controlled study can we overcome the potential issues of bias and
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confounding to establish whether antenatal vitamin D exposure is an important factor in
protecting against the development of childhood allergic disease.
Interventional studies focusing on the relationship between allergy and Vitamin D
Deficiency:
Studies on the association of vitamin D deficiency with asthma and allergic disease
demonstrate that it is a worldwide problem (Paul, Brehm et al. 2011). There are three
ongoing randomised controlled trials focusing on the potential role of antenatal vitamin D in
preventing the development of childhood asthma and wheeze. Weiss et al in the US are
examining the effect of a very large daily dose of 4000IU 25(OH)D3during the second and
third trimesters of pregnancy in 870 women with a personal history of allergic disease. Their
primary endpoint is the incidence of asthma in the first three years although it is impossible
to accurately diagnosis asthma at this age (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT00920621). The
Copenhagen Studies on Asthma in Childhood is assessing the effect of a daily dose of 2400
IU of 25(OH)D3 during the second and third trimesters of pregnancy in a general population
of 600 pregnant women (NCT00856947); they are focusing on the prevalence of recurrent
wheeze in the women’s children up to 3 years of age. Finally, Warner et al assessed a group
of 180 children born to women who participated in a randomised controlled study of
antenatal vitamin D supplementation in the final trimester. They examined them for the
presence of asthma and allergies although the study is almost certainly underpowered to have
a reasonable chance to detect any difference between the groups (Ref *6).
There is often a U-shaped relationship between micronutrients and health outcomes and, so it
is important to assess the effect of a more physiological dose. In the study by Camargo et al
(2007), children of mothers with the highest quartile of daily vitamin D intake (range 659–
1145 IU) had less than half the risk of wheeze of children of mothers with in the lowest
quartile of intake (60–445 IU). Devereux et al (2007) have demonstrated similar results from
their Aberdeen cohort. An additional UK randomised controlled trial is required to assess
whether such an intervention would be effective as a public health intervention enrolling
pregnant women with all risk levels for allergy and asthma and using a smaller dose that is
more relevant to the UK. For example, the NHS Choices and the Food Standards Agency
websites both recommend a daily dose of 400IU vitamin D during pregnancy, 10 folds less
than that being tested in the US study (Ref *7).
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2.1.6 Vitamin D as a modulator of the immune system.
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25(OH)2D3), the active form of vitamin D, regulates calcium
and phosphorus metabolism and is a key-player in bone-formation. However, 1,25(OH)2D3
also has a physiological role beyond its well-known role in skeletal bone homeostasis.
1,25(OH)2D3 is an immunomodulator targeting various immune cells - including monocytes,
macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), T-lymphocytes and B-lymphocytes - hence modulating
both innate and adaptive immune responses (Mullins and Camargo 2011, Hewison 2012,
O'Brien and Jackson 2012, White 2012). Besides being targets, dendritic and other immune
cells express vitamin D-activating enzymes, allowing local conversion of inactive vitamin D
into 1,25(OH)2D3 within the immune system. Taken together, these data indicate that
1,25(OH)2D3 may play a role in maintenance of immune homeostasis. Several
epidemiological studies have linked inadequate vitamin D levels to a higher susceptibility of
immune-mediated disorders, including chronic infections (TB) (Musarurwa, Zijenah et al.
2017) and autoimmune diseases (Type 1 diabetes)(Krul-Poel, Ter Wee et al. 2017). Others
have found an association of TB with vitamin D deficiency and question its role in disease
progression (Pareek, Innes et al. 2015).
Within the immune system, dendritic cells represent key targets for this hormone and
1,25(OH)2D3-induced changes in their phenotype and function ultimately affect T
lymphocytes. However, the presence of VDR in activated T cells suggests additional
mechanisms for 1,25(OH)2D3 to directly regulate T cell responses. The secosteroid hormone
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25(OH)2D3) plays a vital role in calcium metabolism, tissue
differentiation, and normal bone growth. Biosynthesis of 1,25(OH)2D3 is catalysed by the
mitochondrial cytochrome P450 enzyme 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 1alpha-hydroxylase (1alphahydroxylase) (Zehnder, Bland et al. 1999). Different activation stimuli elicited increased
VDR- and 1-alpha-hydroxylase expression, with a highly similar kinetic pattern (Baeke, Korf
et al. 2010). Addition of 1,25(OH)2D3 effectively triggered VDR signalling, as evidenced by
24hydroxylase induction, but only when introduced to T lymphocytes expressing high levels
of VDR. This enhanced degree of VDR signalling correlated with a stronger inhibition of
cytokines (IFNγ, IL-10) and modulation of homing receptor expression (CCR10, CLA) in
long term T cell cultures (Booij-Vrieling, Tryfonidou et al. 2009). Importantly, chronic
1,25(OH)2D3 exposure further amplified VDR signalling and the concomitant T cell
modulating effects. T cells have been validated as direct targets for 1,25(OH)2D3 (Kulkarni,
Yi et al. 2015) but the role of vitamin D in inflammation, allergic disease, asthma and
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immune tolerance remains unclear. is debatable however there is increasing evidence that
cytokines, inflammasome (NLRP3) and NODs might have a role in depicting an immune
tolerance signature for allergic disease.
Vitamin D does have effects on the immune system in early life, but these effects seem to
differ in mice and humans. In the newborn mouse, vitamin D induces a Th2 bias (Cantorna,
Zhu et al. 2004) resulting in reduced secretion of the Th1 cytokines IL-2 and IFNγ (Matheu,
Back et al. 2003) and an increase in the Th2 cytokine IL-4 (Boonstra, Barrat et al. 2001)
(Cantorna, Woodward et al. 1998). Vitamin D seems to affect these activities via IL-10
secreting T regulatory cells (Gregori, Casorati et al. 2001). In contrast, in human umbilical
cord blood cells, vitamin D seems to be broadly immunosuppressive inhibiting IFNγ, IL-4
and IL-13 production (Pichler, Gerstmayr et al. 2002) (Annesi-Maesano 2002).
In this thesis the development of immune tolerance in early childhood and its failure in
allergic disease are investigated in two birth cohorts. 1. The Vitamin D Immune study (VIS)
(section
2.3) is used to map the phenotypes of key cell populations of a normal infant birth cohort
with high risk (HR) and low risk (LR) parentage. 2. Preliminary immune data is provided
from the Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC) cohort that contains infants of high
and low risk by parentage (section 2.2).
2.1.7 The immune response in allergic disease
Here the main phenotypic and functional properties of the key cell populations and cytokines
of interest will be outlined. These have been chosen based on both their evidenced and
hypothetical role in the initiation of allergic diseases and where there is information about
them in newborns this has been included.
Dendritic cells (DCs)
Dendritic cells are responsible for the initiation of antigen-specific adaptive immune
responses. They are the only antigen presenting cell (APC) able to initiate reactivity within
naïve T cell populations (Tsuji and Kosaka 2008). DCs reside in intimate contact with
epithelial cells at mucosal surfaces and specialise in the capture and processing of antigen:
antigen is processed into peptides that are presented on MHC molecules to T cells. As an
adaptive immune response develops, the phenotype and function of DCs play an important
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role in initiating tolerance, memory and polarised T helper differentiation, i.e. Th1 versus
Th2 versus Th17 versus Treg (Kalinski, Wieckowski et al. 2010). The expression of costimulatory and co-inhibitory molecules as well as cytokines by DCs have important roles in
fine tuning the type of T cell response made. DCs are heterogeneous - e.g. myeloid (BDCA1) and plasmacytoid (BDCA-2) (Wendland, Czeloth et al. 2007) - and they differ in their
location, migratory pathways, function and dependence on stimuli to function. Changing
patterns of chemokine receptor expression over the DC life course control their involvement
in the immune response (Sigmundsdottir, Pan et al. 2007).
The role of DCs to immune tolerance is best studied in the gastrointestinal tract with the
healthy gut recognised as a suitable microenvironment for generating tolerogenic DCs that
favour the production of regulatory T cells ((Encabo, Solves et al. 2007, Holloway, Thornton
et al. 2009, Naderi, Moazzeni et al. 2011, David, Rubino et al. 2017)). DCs in the lamina
propria produce the CCR4 ligands CCL17 or CCL22 to attract CCR4+ Treg to and retain
them at this mucosal site. Initiation of antigen specific reactivity of conventional T cells by
intestinal DCs gives the reactive T cells a surface membrane expression profile that enables
them to preferentially traffic back to the gut, this included expression of α4β7 and CCR9
(Wendland, Czeloth et al. 2007). Tolerogenic DCs and Treg do not suppress the immune
response rather they support stabilisation of immunological homeostasis, reduction of
inflammation, and increased immunological activities focused on harmful agents and
antigens (Tsuji and Kosaka 2008). It may be that these mechanisms have a strong association
and role to play with vitamin D in the antenatal and postnatal period.
Amniotic fluid (AF) surrounds the growing foetus, and cells derived from AF are commonly
used for diagnosis of genetic diseases. Intra-amniotic infections are strongly linked to preterm
birth, which is the leading cause of perinatal mortality worldwide. Surprisingly little is
known, however, about mature hematopoietic cells in AF, which could potentially be
involved in immune responses during pregnancy. In this study by Marquardt and colleagues
the dominating population of viable CD45+ cells in AF is represented by a subset of foetal
CD103+ group 3 innate lymphoid cells (ILCs) and produced high levels of IL-17 and TNF.
Foetal CD103+ ILC3s could also be detected at high frequency in the second-trimester
mucosal tissues (e.g., the intestine and lung). Taken together, their data indicated that
CD103+ ILC3s accumulate with gestation in the foetal intestine and subsequently egress to
the AF. The dominance of ILC3s producing IL-17 and TNF in AF suggests that they could be
involved in controlling intraamniotic infections and inflammation and as such could be
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important players in regulating subsequent premature birth and perhaps in the future the
microbiome and allergic inflammation (Marquardt, Ivarsson et al. 2016). The neonatal
adaptive immune system, is naïve to foreign antigens, and requires a close relationship with
the innate immune system to protect the intestine. Goblet cells provide mucins, Paneth cells
produce antimicrobial peptides, and dendritic cells (DCs) present luminal antigens.
Intracellular signalling by Toll-like receptors (TLRs) elicits chemokines and cytokines that
modulate inflammation as stated previously. Enteric neurons and lymphocytes provide
paracrine and endocrine signalling. However, full protection requires human milk. Breastfeeding reduces enteric infection and may reduce chronic disease in later life. Although
human milk contains significant secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA), most of its protective
factors are constitutively expressed. Multifunctional milk components are nutrients whose
partial digestion products inhibit pathogens. Cytokines, receptors, TLR agonists and
antagonists, hormones, anti-inflammatory agents, and nucleotides in milk modulate
inflammation (Jones, Vance et al. 2001).
T memory cells and homing receptor expression
Initially studies using flow cytometry to identify memory from naïve T cells used expression
of CD45RO (for memory) and CD45RA (for naïve) to identify and further analyse these two
populations of cells. This approach has shown that the proportion of memory T cells
detectable in the circulation increases with age. In the newborn fewer than 10% CD4+ T cells
are CD45RA-CD45R0+ (i.e. memory) whereas in adults some 40 - 50% of T cells have a
memory phenotype. As our understanding of T cell phenotype and function has improved so
the panel of antigens studies to identified naïve and memory populations has evolved. A
strategy commonly used now incorporates the use of CCR7 (chemokine receptor 7) to further
subdivide human memory T cells into two functionally distinct subsets – CCR7+ (central
memory cells) and CCR7- (effector memory cells) (Menning, Hopken et al. 2007).
Chemokine receptor expression is recognised as a determining factor in migration and
localisation of T lymphocytes during physiological and inflammatory responses (Baeke, van
Etten et al. 2008, Baeke, Korf et al. 2010, Baeke, Takiishi et al. 2010) (Sackstein 2005). As
alluded to above, the chemokine and other receptor expression by antigen-experienced T cells
can dictate their homing capacity to the tissue site at which antigen-specific reactivity was
initiated. The age at which the homing receptor cells switch occurs in vivo is not known.
However, in sheep models it has been recognised that T cell trafficking capabilities may
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differ in foetal life with naïve T cells at this stage of development less restricted in movement
around the body than in adulthood (Kimpton, Washington et al. 1995, Cahill, Kimpton et al.
1999). While the presence of CD4+ T cells with effector memory phenotype and function
have been described in the foetus (Zhang, Mozeleski et al. 2014) much of the work on trying
to understand chemokine and other homing receptor expression in foetal development and
early life have focused on naive cells. Thus, populations that have a skin homing (CLA+
CCR7+ CD4+) (Sokolowska-Wojdylo, Wenzel et al. 2005) or gut homing (CCR9+ CD4+)
(Stenstad, Ericsson et al. 2006) phenotype have been described. Non-CD4+ T cell
populations with these phenotypes also have been identified (Aoki, Marin-Esteban et al.
2011). Whether these homing phenotypes at birth are linked to later disease (peanut allergy)
(Chan, Dumitru et al. 2012) or can be manipulated by modifications to the maternal
environment remains to be seen (Chan, Turcanu et al. 2012, Brough, Cousins et al. 2014).
However, 1,25(OH)2D3 has been demonstrated to affect the homing capacity of peripheral
CD4+ T cells in vitro and in an animal model (Sigmundsdottir, Pan et al. 2007, Baeke,
Gysemans et al. 2010).
T regulatory cells
T regulatory T cells (Treg) regulate other cells of the immune system including CD4+ T cells
and CD8+ T cells, B cells and dendritic cells. Most interest in them stems from their role in
regulating the immune response to self-antigens to prevent autoimmune disease but they also
have a role in regulating the immune response in cancer, infectious disease and other
immunological settings (Ohkura, Kitagawa et al. 2013, Sakaguchi, Vignali et al. 2013). They
are well recognised to have a role in allergy including through the production of soluble
mediators with a suppressive function, including TGFβ, IL-10 and adenosine (Eusebio, Kuna
et al. 2014). The different types of Treg produced have already been described in chapter 1.
As the potential effects of vitamin D on immune tolerance have been studied mostly with
CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells ((Hori, Nomura et al. 2003, Hori, Takahashi et al.
2003, Siklar, Karatas et al. 2016)) these will form the focus in this study.
Mutations in the FoxP3 gene can result in self-reactive lymphocytes and cause a rare disease
such as IPEX (Immune dysregulation, Polyendocrinopathy, Enteropathy X-Linked) in
humans. Other markers of interest have included CTLA4 (Li, Perez et al. 2007), GITR and
CD127. CD127 has emerged as a marker helpful in better differentiating CD4+CD25+FoxP3+
regulatory T cells within mixed populations such as peripheral blood: CD127lo Treg cells
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and CD127hi conventional T cells (Seddiki, Santner-Nanan et al. 2006). Cell surface
expression of CD127 allows the estimation of the number of Treg cells, especially if
accompanied by intracellular FoxP3 staining, and enables isolation of pure populations.
Altered numbers and/or function of CD4+CD25hiFoxP3+CD127lo Treg cells have been linked
to asthma and allergic airways disease but also cow’s milk allergy and vitamin D deficiency
(Perezabad, Lopez-Abente et al. 2017). Much of the research on the effects of vitamin D on
Treg function comes from murine and in vitro studies but a recent study showed an
interesting in vivo effect of vitamin D on Tregs in human subjects (Hayes, Hubler et al.
2015).
Tregs are readily detectable in umbilical cord blood and have a suppressive function
(Mackroth, Malhotra et al. 2011) although this seems to be reduced compared to adults
(Rueda, Moreno-Fernandez et al. 2015) and might require antigen encounter to attain
maturity (Thornton, Upham et al. 2004, Wing, Larsson et al. 2005, Mayer, Bannert et al.
2012). While these cells in newborns are naive they have a gut homing phenotype (Renno,
Nadaf et al. 2016). Prenatal environmental exposures linked to improved health outcomes,
including microbial exposures such as traditional farming lifestyles, favourably influence
Treg development and function at birth (Schaub, Liu et al. 2009). Deficiencies in Treg cell
number and function at birth are associated with subsequent development of egg allergy
(Smith, Tourigny et al. 2008). Environmental changes, including changing microbial
exposure, have been linked to a rise in allergy prevalence in childhood in westernized
countries (references). The underlying mechanism has been suggested to be the role of the
commensal for in conditioning early development of immunoregulatory pathways including
those of the Treg cell in utero. However, alternative pathways have been suggested
(Lisciandro, Prescott et al.
2012).
Natural Killer T cells (NKT)
Natural killer T cells (NKT cells) are CD1d-restricted, lipid antigen–reactive,
immunoregulatory T cells. NKT cells should not be confused with natural killer (NK) cells.
NKT cells are a specialised population of T cells that express a semi-invariant T cell receptor
(TCRab) and other surface antigens typically associated with natural killer cells such as
CD16 and CD56 expression. The TCR on NKT cells is unique in that it recognises glycolipid
antigens presented by the MHC I-like molecule CD1d. CD1d molecules present endogenous
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and exogenous glycolipid ligands to NKT cells. CD1d trafficking through endosomal
compartments is essential for the presentation of ligands to the NKT cells. Expression of
CD1d within the thymus on CD4CD8 double positive (DP) thymocytes is critical for the
development of NKT cells (Gapin, Matsuda et al. 2001) (Kronenberg and Gapin 2002). NKT
cells distributed in the thymus, bone marrow, spleen and liver, and comprise- 0.1% of
peripheral blood T cells. Most NKT cells, known as type I NKT (invariant NKT; iNKT) cells
express an invariant TCR achain (Vα24) plus one of a small number of TCR bchains and
recognise the prototypic glycolipid antigen alpha-galactosyl ceramide (alpha-GalCer). Within
this group, distinguishable subpopulations have been identified, including CD4+CD8- and
CD4CD8- (double negative; DN) populations that are present in mice and humans, and
CD4CD8+ cells that are found only in humans. Less is known about a smaller population of
NKT cells, known as type II NKT cells (or non-invariant NKT cells), which express a wider
range of TCR achains and do not recognize the alpha-GalCer antigen.
NKT cells play an important role in immune regulation through promotion of cell-mediated
immunity to tumours and infectious organisms, including bacteria and viruses, and
suppression of cell-mediated immunity associated with autoimmune disease and allograft
rejection (Godfrey, Stankovic et al. 2010). The protective or deleterious effects of NKT cells
are related to their production of cytokines that promote either inflammation or immune
tolerance. NKT cell-derived cytokines and chemokines modulate NK cells, CD4+ and CD8+
T cells, macrophages, neutrophils and B cells as well as recruiting and activating DCs. As a
result, NKT cells contribute to antibacterial and antiviral immune responses, promote
tumour-related immune surveillance or immunosuppression, and inhibit or promote the
development of autoimmune diseases. Like natural killer cells, NKT cells can also induce
perforin-, Fas-, and TNF-related cytotoxicity, but this is likely not their primary function
(Liao, Zimmer et al. 2013). In vitro studies have shown that CD4+ iNKT cells produce both
Th1 and Th2 cytokines and may have an immunoregulatory role in immune tolerance in
utero (Matsuda, Mallevaey et al. 2008, Novak and Lehuen 2011). DN iNKT cells appear
more Th1-like and have a strong perforin cytolytic ability (Kis, Engelmann et al. 2007).
iNKT differ functionally in the umbilical cord blood of newborns (Moreira-Teixeira, Resende
et al. 2011) versus peripheral blood of adults (Bienemann, Iouannidou et al. 2011) . Human
invariant natural killer T cells (iNKT cells) are a unique population of T cells that express a
semi-invariantly rearranged T cell receptor (TCR) and are involved in a variety of
immunoregulatory processes. Bienemann and colleagues assessed the frequency of peripheral
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blood iNKT cells in 64 healthy Caucasian children from 7 months to 18 years of age and five
cord blood samples by flow cytometry. iNKT cells were measured as CD3+ cells coexpressing TCRVα24 and TCRVβ11 and using the monoclonal antibody 6B11, which
recognised specifically their invariant TCR rearrangement. The absolute number of iNKT
cells ranged from 86 to 10,499 (CD3+/TCRVα24+/ TCRVβ11+) and 233 to 11,167
(CD3+/6B11+) iNKT cells per millilitre of blood. This range is stable from birth to adulthood.
The relative iNKT cell count was found to be 0.003–0.71% (CD3+/TCRVα24/TCRVβ11) and
0.019–0.776% (CD3/6B11) of peripheral blood T cells and shows only a slight increase with
age. iNKT cells have also been implicated to have a role in allergy and asthma (Scanlon and
McKenzie 2012). Previously, T helper cells, including Th1, Th2 and Th17 cells, were the
most significant sources of cytokine during the orchestration of immune responses in the
lung. Following the discovery of innate lymphoid cells, we now know that these previously
unappreciated cytokine-secreting cells, including ILC1 (IFN-γ-expressing NK cells), ILC2
(IL-5 and IL-13-expressing nuocytes) and RORγ ILC (IL-17 and IL-22-expressing ‘ILC3’)
are important mediators in immune processes. The Scanlon review outlined the role of ILC2
specifically in inflammatory lung responses with special attention to allergen-induced and
viral-induced type 2 lung disease.
To date, there have been limited studies that have investigated the relationship of human
iNKT cells at birth to either health outcomes or vitamin D status. However, Vitamin D
receptor (VDR) is required for iNKT cell development: in animal models, VDR was critical
for both iNKT cell number and function (14), whereas vitamin D (the ligand) controlled only
the number of iNKT cells [15]. Whilst trials have investigated whether vitamin D
supplementation antenatally may prevent asthma (Weiss and Litonjua 2007), a double-blind
placebo controlled intervention trial to examine whether vitamin D supplements during
pregnancy may prevent the development of allergy has completed in Southampton
(MAVIDOS) [1]. To investigate how maternal vitamin D status might impact on various
immune parameters of interest as described above, the study of umbilical cord blood
mononuclear cells was incorporated into this existing antenatal vitamin D supplementation
trial (section 2.3).
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2.2

Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC)

2.2.1 Study Design
All procedures were approved by the Southampton and South West Hampshire Research
Ethics Committee (Ethics number 09/H0504/5). The study design for both the wider and the
immunological arm of the ITEC study is outlined in Figure 2.1.
Observational immunological ITEC study
High risk: 300
Low risk: 60

Antenatal

Birth

Post-natal follow-up

Visit 1: consent,
questionnaires

Cord blood:

Visit 2 (5 -6 months):

12 months:

Visit 3: 18 months:

FACS,
Culture,
Cytokine
analysis,
genetics

FACS, Culture,
cytokine analysis

FACS, Culture,
cytokine analysis

FACS, culture,
cytokine analysis,
genetics

High
Risk

Low
Risk

Figure 2.1 Study design of ITEC. The outline of both the observational and the
immunological ITEC study from the initial visit 1 with recruitment and where consent was
obtained. Cord blood was retrieved for immunological profiling at birth and again at 6-month
intervals for flow cytometry, culture and cytokine analysis. Samples for genetics were
undertaken at the beginning and at the end of time points but these were not part of my thesis
analyses.
The initial setup paper work for the main ITEC started in 2009. Table 2.1 outlines the work
in progress for the clinical epidemiological ITEC study (RED) (Dr Zaraquiza Zolkipli) and
the immunological ITEC study (BLUE) (Dr Louise Michaelis) and the genetic preparatory
work (not relevant to this thesis (GREEN) (Dr Louise Michaelis). Table 2.1 outlines the work
in progress from the main clinical observational and epidemiological ITEC study (RED) and
this subset immunological ITEC study (BLUE). Study set up was undertaken between 20092010 with validation work undertaken between 2010 and 2011 and the final (n=45) subset of
this thesis between 2011 and 2013. Two periods of suspension of candidature were required
to undertake a locum consultant post in paediatric immunology and allergy at The Children’s
Hospital NHS Foundation Southampton (January – July 2011 (6PAs); April 2012- 2013
(1PA)).
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A new substantive consultant post was taken at The Great North Children’s Hospital
Newcastle upon Tyne on the 1st March 2013 and as such the final analysis of the results and
write up of the ITEC study were undertaken remotely April 2013-June 2017.
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X
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X

X

Table 2.1: ITEC timelines for set up, data entry and analysis
2.2.2 Study population and demographics The
ITEC study recruited:
Mothers of infants at high risk of atopy during pregnancy. These women completed a
validated parental health questionnaire (Appendix 5) and a validated environmental exposure
questionnaire (Appendix 6); provided a sample of cord blood following birth; allowed birth
related information to be collected from their maternity records (Appendix 7); and consented
for their infant’s peripheral blood to be taken at 5-6, 12 and 18 months of age with detailed
clinical follow-up at these same ages (not included in thesis as not part of demographics for
this thesis).
Mothers of infants at low risk of atopy during pregnancy. These women completed a
validated parental health questionnaire (Appendix 5) and a validated environmental exposure
questionnaire (Appendix 6); provided a sample of cord blood following birth; allowed birth
related information to be collected from maternity records (Appendix 7); and consented for
their infant’s peripheral blood to be taken at 5-6, 12 and 18 months of age with detailed
clinical follow-up at these same ages (not included in thesis as not part of demographics for
this thesis). Fathers of infants completed a validated questionnaire (Appendix 8) alongside
the mother at entry to the study.
The immunology arm of ITEC study analysed the immune repertoire of both high and low
risk subsets within ITEC. The rationale for including infants at low risk of allergy was twofold. Firstly, it allows comparison of the results from the low risk group with the high risk
group to provide a better understanding of the differential changes in the immune system
occurring as a result of heredity risk of atopy. Secondly, some of this low risk group of
children, despite their low heredity risk of allergy, are anticipated to develop asthma and
allergy. This low risk group of children is not often analysed as there is general a focus on
infants at high risk of atopy, so it was important to ultimately consider immune development
in this group and how it might relate to the development of allergic disease.
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Inclusion Criteria
•

High risk: Infants at high risk of the development of asthma and atopy, as defined by
two or more first degree relatives (i.e. biological mother, father or sibling) affected by
asthma or allergy, as defined by response to a questionnaire (Appendix 5 and 8).

•

Low risk: Infants at low risk of the development of asthma and atopy, as defined by
no first-degree relatives (i.e. biological mother, father or sibling) affected by asthma
or allergy, as defined by response to a questionnaire (Appendix 5 and 8).

Exclusion Criteria
•

Premature babies <37 weeks of gestation.

•

Low birth weight babies < 2.50kg at birth.

•

Twins or participants who are already enrolled onto another study.

Recruitment
The administrative staff included a study flyer with the 12 or 20-week antenatal scan
appointment letter to inform the women of the study. The research nurses discussed the study
with mothers and screened the pregnant women at their 12 or 20-week scan visit using a
validated basic questionnaire to ascertain their allergic family history. The pregnant mothers
were asked a simple previously used screening question i.e.: ‘Do you, the baby’s father or
baby’s sibling(s) have a “physician diagnosed or confirmed” allergic disease, that is: eczema,
asthma, or allergic rhinitis (hay fever)?’ Those identified as potentially eligible based on this
question were given the study information sheet. Following full explanation of the study
objectives and procedures, they were asked to consider participating in this study.
Additionally, pregnant women were approached later in their pregnancy, as and when the
opportunity arose, e.g. those attending allergy, asthma or dermatology clinics or in primary
care setting. Around 10 mothers were screened each week ( 800 in total), of whom
approximately 30% i.e. 3 per week were eligible for the high risk group ( 243) and 66% of
these (2 per week, 160) agreed to participate. Recruitment took place over a period of 24
months and occurred during months 3-27 of the study. We aimed to recruit 300 pregnant
women into the high-risk group with 60 in the low-risk group. With an estimated drop
out/refusal rate of 20-30%, we expected to be able to assess 240 infants at the age of 5
months. We planned to screen 100 and recruit 60 pregnant women in the low risk group.
Among the 10 screened mothers each week, 40% (4 per week) fulfilled the criteria for the
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low risk group. Of the 10 screened each week, around 10% (1-2 per month) agreed to
participate, so it took 36 months (months 6-42 of study) to recruit ~40-60 women into the low
risk group. A proportion of these high-risk and low-risk parents were randomly selected
between January 2011 and February 2012 for the ITEC Immunology study.
Informed consent was obtained for the collection of up to 20 mls umbilical cord blood at the
birth of the baby. Validated study baby infant questionnaires (Appendix 7) were completed in
clinic or over the telephone at the convenience of the participants from both low and highrisk groups. At around 30 weeks gestation women were contacted to remind them that some
cord blood would be collected at delivery. Up to 20ml cord blood (1ml EDTA, 9ml serum;
10ml in transport medium) was collected from both groups. This sample was transported to
the Welcome Trust Clinical Research facility (WTCRF) of the Southampton Centre of
Biomedical Research (SCBR) at the Faculty of Medicine at Southampton General Hospital
for processing and subsequent immunological assessment. It was anticipated that blood
samples for immunological assessments were processed within 8 hours. A proportion (<50%)
of the cord blood samples did not arrive at the laboratory within 12 hours of delivery (e.g.
babies born during the evening or at the weekend) so only serum was stored from these
samples.
2.2.3 Questionnaires
The ISAAC study (1991) and its questionnaires were used in this thesis as the research (1) is
validated, (2) allows for consistency of reporting and future systematic review, and (3) allows
a comparison of a high and low risk population (Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998,
Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015). The
validated ISAAC baseline questionnaires (Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998,
Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015) were
undertaken antenatally, at 20 weeks gestation screening visit with the parental/environmental
questionnaires being discussed and the infant questionnaire given after delivery.
1. Maternal parity/obstetric/allergy history (maternal) Questionnaire (Appendix 5)
2. Environmental exposure Questionnaire (Appendix 6)
3. Baby/infant follow up Questionnaire (Appendix 7)
4. Paternal allergy history Questionnaire (Appendix 8)
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The maternal and paternal questionnaires compiled information on the mother’s and father’s
history of personal medical issues, health, environment, family and education. A further four
sections involved data on: (1) respiratory disease, (2) ENT disease, (3) dermatology and (4)
food allergy. The environmental questionnaire compiled questions on the family’s
environment concentrating on five sections: (1) the home, (2) pets, (3) pollution, (4)
animals/farms, and (5) income.
Antenatal Questionnaire: Maternal history (appendix 5)
Validated baseline demographic questions were asked including the mother’s height, weight,
age, date of birth, ethnic group, education, occupation and smoking habits. Questions
regarding asthma, allergic rhinitis and atopic dermatitis were asked and included any history
of nocturnal cough, wheeze, sneezing, rhinitis, nasal congestion, non-purulent conjunctivitis
and skin rash. A clear non-leading question was asked subsequently on whether a “physician
diagnosis” of perennial or allergic rhinitis, asthma or atopic dermatitis was known. Further
questions included skin rashes, urticaria, angio-oedema or anaphylaxis to animal dander,
aeroallergens, or foods and whether any formal diagnostic allergy tests had been undertaken
and what were the results thereof. Further questions around symptoms of the reaction were
asked including associated oral symptoms, throat or chest tightness, diarrhoea, vomiting,
local or systemic effects and how long they last for (acute or delayed).
Environmental Exposure Questionnaire (Appendix 6)
Validated questions on the environment were asked of both parents. Questions focused
around the home environment including habitants, cooking facilities, pets, damp and mould,
indoor and outdoor pollution, traffic hazards, and family income.
Baby/infant Questionnaire (Appendix 7)
Validated questions on the infant were asked at birth, 6, 12 and 18-month reviews.
Demographics included date of birth, gender, height, and weight. A focus on feeding regimes
included questions on breast feeding, formula feeding, types of formula milk, and the infant’s
diet. Maternal supplements and medications whilst breast feeding was recoded within the
maternal questionnaire. The general health of the child included queries about their skin,
chest, and gastrointestinal systems and focused on developing rhinitis, asthma, atopic
dermatitis, viral induced wheeze, gastroenteritis, food, aeroallergen and animal dander
allergy. Information of the child vaccination health record was obtained including the regular
2, 3, 4, 12, 18 and 40-month regimes. Vaccinations to tuberculosis and hepatitis B were also
recorded. Environmental questions were asked and related to maternal or paternal smoking,
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nursery, crèche or child care habitat, family and pet habitat (both old and new) and change of
abode. If the latter was noted questions identical to the environmental questionnaire
(Appendix 6) were asked of the new abode. The methodology for the immune related
laboratory data is presented in Chapter 3. The data collected and analysed for the 45 infants
from the ITEC subset group is presented in chapter 4.
Antenatal questionnaire: Paternal history (Appendix 8)
Identical validated baseline questions (as above) were asked of the fathers with questions for
asthma, allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis, and animal dander, aeroallergen or food allergy.

2.3

Vitamin D Immune Study: VIS

2.3.1 Study design
The VIS is a small cohort of the MAVIDOS, a prospective, double-blind, placebo-controlled
parallel group study to evaluate the effect of antenatal vitamin D supplementation on bone
function in infancy (Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016, Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016). This is the most
appropriate design to assess the intervention: a randomised, blinded approach to minimise the
potential for allocation or assessment bias. Pregnant women were enrolled into the study at
12 weeks scan and randomised to receive antenatal vitamin D supplementation or placebo in
a blinded fashion (see 2.3.3). The small observational cohort study of the immune response at
birth (VIS) was incorporated as outlined in Figure 2.1. The study group allocation will not be
unblinded until completion of all aspects of the study. Infants born onto the study are being
followed up in the MAVIDOS study during the neonatal period and at 1 and 2 years of age.
There is a proposal to follow up the VIS babies at 3, 4 and 5 years prospectively (chapter 5)
to review the immune responses at each stage.
To recruit children from an established, funded randomised controlled study to assess the
effectiveness of antenatal vitamin D in reducing the development of childhood allergic
disease has three major advantages: (1) duration of the study can be shortened as the first
MAVIDOS children are already reaching 3 years of age; (2) the proposed study is an
extremely cost effective way of addressing this important research question; and (3) with the
established MAVIDOS children cohort, much of the risk associated with recruitment into a
randomised controlled trial of an antenatal intervention and follow up to age 3 years is
removed.
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All procedures were approved by the Southampton and South West Hampshire Research
Ethics Committee (07/H0502/113).

Figure 2.1 Study design of both MAVIDOS and VIS.
2.3.2 Study population and demographics
The inclusion criteria for pregnant mothers enrolling in the MAVIDOS study
were:
•

less than 17 weeks gestation at first assessment (based on LMP and dating
scan)

•

serum 25(OH)-vitamin D concentration of 25-100 nmol/l at dating scan

•

aged over 18 years

•

singleton pregnancy

Exclusion criteria included:
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•

known metabolic bone disease or chronic disease associated with bone
disease current medication likely to interfere with intrauterine growth

•

foetal physical anomalies on the 12-week scan

•

history of renal stones, hyperparathyroidism and/or hypercalciuria

•

a diagnosis of cancer in the last 10 years

•

cod liver oil or vitamin supplements containing vitamin D > 200 IU
per day

2.3.3 Maternal history and planned study intervention for MAVIDOS
Pregnant women enrolled into the MAVIDOS study were randomised in a 1:1:1 ratio to
placebo daily, 500 IU cholecalciferol daily or 1000 IU cholecalciferol daily from 14- weeks
gestation to term. The study medication and matched placebo were sourced from DHPBilcare (DHP Ltd, 1-3 Waller House, Elvicta Business Park, Crickhowell, and Powys NP8
1DF, UK). All medications were blister packed and labelled by DHP-Bilcare. Randomisation
was undertaken by DHP-Bilcare using a computer program. Manufacture and packaging was
to full GMP standards and the study has Medicines for Health Regulatory Authority (MHRA)
approval. The intervention was double-blind with neither investigators nor participants being
aware of their allocation. The recruitment strategy of MAVIDOD and VIS is outlined below
in Figure 2.2.
The maternal questionnaire relates to information of the mother and includes 10 sections: (1)
Food frequency in the last 3 months (2) Activity and exercise (3) Lifestyle (4) Alcohol
consumption (5) Education (6) Employment (7) Ethnic group (8) Marital status, (9) health
and medication and (10) Body measurements.
The infant questionnaire relates to information on the infant and includes 9 sections: (1) Milk
or formula feeding (2) Baby’s supplements (3) Introduction to foods (4) Food frequency
questionnaire (5) Food allergy (6) Family environment (7) Home environment (8)
vaccination history and (9) Examination.
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Figure 2.2 Consort Diagram of the recruitment strategy of MAVIDOS (Harvey, Javaid et al.
2012). Please refer to chapter 7 Appendices for the MAVIDOS Questionnaires.
2.3.4 Infants born into MAVIDOS (subset analysed for VIS)
In a subset of newborns on the MAVIDOS study (n=48), cord blood of healthy term newborn
infants delivered either vaginally or by caesarean section, at Princess Ann Hospital were
randomly collected and processed for investigation (Chapter 3). Only n=47 analysed as “one
infant blood sample had insufficient blood sample for analysis".
The methods for both studies run in parallel are now described in Chapter 3 with all
methodology outlined in the Appendices (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 3

Methods
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3.0 Introduction and Rationale
This thesis outlines the immune responses in a small cohort of infants at birth from a normal
population born to mothers of a randomized supplementation of vitamin D in pregnancy (VIS
study). With new techniques learned a subsequent comparison to the innate immune
responses of a small cohort of infants from a LR and HR allergy population, ITEC was made.
This methods chapter outlines a pilot study that enable the effects of antenatal vitamin D
supplementation on the immune response at birth to be assessed while providing the platform
and mechanistic studies for a related study on induction of immune tolerance at birth in a
high versus low allergic risk population (ITEC.). This work relies on the use of umbilical
cord blood to be collected at birth and the cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMCs) collected
from term newborns of mothers participating in MAVIDOS (Ethics number 07/H0502/113)
and ITEC (Ethics number 09/H0504/5) studies. The collection, processing, separation and
cryopreservation (section 3.1.1), and thawing (section 3.1.3) in the general methods section
(section 3.1) was identical for both the VIS and ITEC studies. The CBMCs were
cryopreserved using standard techniques for future batch analysis (Ausiello, Lande et al.
1999) (Prescott and Holt 1998). Batched culturing limits day-to-day variability and does not
distort the immune responses of interest (Upham, Holt et al. 1995, Macaubas, Sly et al. 1999,
Rudin, Macaubas et al. 2001). Plasma was also retained from the umbilical cord blood for
various analyses (including in RNA Protect for MiRNA analysis). In the VIS study the flow
cytometry and immune phenotyping work is outlined in section 3.2 and for the ITEC study,
validation work of the innate immune responses is outlined and discussed in section 3.3 prior
to the final panel being outlined in section 3.4.

3.1 General methods
3.1.1 Collection of umbilical cord blood
Umbilical cord blood was collected at delivery of term babies by means of venepuncture of
the umbilical cord (n=48). Only 47 samples were analysed as one sample had insufficient
blood to be used for analysis. Blood was collected into 6ml heparinised tubes and separated
into plasma, mononuclear cell and red cell (erythrocyte) fractions as described below.
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3.1.2 Processing of umbilical cord blood
Density gradient centrifugation
The class II tissue culture hood was prepared as per laboratory Departmental Origins of
Health and Disease (DoHAD) protocol. Histopaque, a density gradient solution designed for
cell separation, (Sigma-Aldridge; H8889-500ml) and RPMI (Roswell Park Memorial
Institute Medium) (RPMI 1640 without glutamine (PAA Laboratories; E15-039) were
brought to room temperature before use. RPMI is a cell culture medium used for growth of
human lymphoid cells that has been formulated for use in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The
10C/min cooling chamber was placed in the fridge a few hours prior to usage.
Working within the class II tissue culture cabinet, aliquots of histopaque were poured into
polypropylene tubes – 10mls to 50 ml tube or 2.5ml into 15 ml tubes. Equal volumes of
heparinized umbilical cord blood were layered over 2 x 50 ml (or 15ml) polypropylene tubes
containing histopaque. The samples were centrifuged 2000 rpm (400-500 x g) for 15 minutes
at room temperature (20-24oC) with the brake off. Density gradient centrifugation separates
he blood into plasma, mononuclear cells and red blood cells with a granulocyte buffy layer
(GBL) (Figure 3.1). After centrifugation, the tubes were carefully returned to the culture
hood. The plasma was removed and stored in aliquots in the -200C freezer. The mononuclear
cell layer was collected and placed into a new 50 ml polypropylene tube which was filled
with RPMI media (RPMI 1640 500ml bottle with + 1.875 ml of 200 mM glutamine + 0.5 mls
antibiotic mixture with penicillin + streptomycin. [0.5g benzyl penicillin (Sigma-Aldridge;
P3032-10MU) + 0.5g streptomycin sulphate (Sigma-Aldridge; S9137-25G) in 10 ml RPMI)]
and the cells collected by centrifugation (1200 rpm (400-500 x g), 7-10 min, brake on). The
RPMI was decanted again and the cell pellet re-suspended in 1-2 ml RPMI/2% heat
inactivated fetal calf serum [Heat Inactivated (HI)-FCS (filter sterilized): 1 ml heat HI-FCS +
49 ml RPMI-1640). (HI-FCS (PAA Laboratories; A15-104). This volume was transferred
into a 15-ml polypropylene tube which was topped up to 10 mls with RPMI/2% HI-FCS prior
to further centrifugation (1200 rpm (400-500 x g), 7-10 min, brake on). Once more, the
supernatant was decanted, and the cells washed again in RPMI/2% HI-FCS (1200 rpm (400500 x g), 7-10 min, brake on). On the third occasion the supernatant was decanted, and the
cells re-suspended into 1ml RPMI/2% HI-FCS. It was noted that different lot numbers for HIFCS were used for the storage of all mononuclear cells in VIS, as the study was recruited
over eighteen months.
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Figure 3.1 Cell separations of mononuclear cells
Cell counting
The haemocytometer was prepared by placing an appropriately weighted coverslip dampened
on the edges with a tiny amount of water onto the haemocytometer and Newton’s Rings
observed. A 1/10 dilution of cells into 0.4% trypan blue was made and approximately 10µl of
this solution pipetted onto the counting area (capillary action drew the sample in and as such
it was pipetted slowly). When staining with trypan blue the dead and dying cells absorb the
stain and appear blue. The viable cells do not stain and remain clear and translucent. The
cells were counted per square grid of the plate three times and an average score was taken
and the number of cells per ml determined for cryopreservation and storage at approximately
1.2 – 1.5 x 107 cells/vial.
Cryopreservation
The cells were prepared at half the required volume and double the cell number for
cryopreservation. In the meantime, a box of ice had been obtained and placed in the sterile
class II culture hood. All cryopreservation vials were placed on ice and the cells kept cool.
The number of vials required were based on the cell number, i.e. for 20 x 106 cells, 2 vials of
10 x 106 cells/ml were stored.
The prepared cells were diluted 1:2 with 15% Dimethyl Sulphoxide (DMSO) in HI-FCS (15
ml sterile DMSO added to 85 ml HI-FCS in a glass ml shot bottle) ((DMSO), (Fisher
Scientific; BPE231-1). This equal volume of 15% DMSO in HI-FCS was added slowly
dropwise to the cells (1ml per minute) using a disposable transfer pipette with mixing after
addition of each drop whilst the tubes were placed on ice. 1ml aliquots were then transferred
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to cryovials (Fisher Scientific; FB74383) labelled with study number, number of cells, date
and investigators initials. As an example: if the cell count was 3 x 107 cells in 1 ml, 1ml of
DMSO was added to give 2 vials at 1.5 x 107 cells/vial in a volume of 1 ml each. The final
concentration of DMSO was 7.5%. The cells were kept on ice and the cell suspension
aliquoted into cryovials. Closed vials were dried and placed into a Mr Frosty (i.e. Nalgene
Cryo 1°C Freezing container which contains 250 ml isopropyl alcohol (Isopropanol (Fisher
Scientific; P/7490/17) and placed directly into a -80oC freezer. They remained in this freezer
for a minimum of 4 hours prior to being transferred into the liquid nitrogen tank and their
position recorded. The isopropanol in the freezing containers was replaced after the container
had been used 5 times. The lid of the freezing container was marked after usage.
3.1.3 Thawing of cryopreserved mononuclear cells
Cryopreserved mononuclear cells, in the liquid nitrogen, had to be thawed rapidly prior to
further analysis as described below:
Prior to starting preparatory work, all tubes were labelled appropriately (i.e. name, study
number, treatment plus any other relevant information). The flow cytometer and the class II
tissue culture hood were prepared, ice was collected in a container and put into the hood.
Enough 50 ml tubes with cold RPMI/2% HI-FCS were made to correspond to the number of
vials of cells to be thawed and these were kept on ice. Cryopreserved CBMC vials were
collected in a thermos ¼ filled with liquid nitrogen. All logging of samples was meticulous.
One vial of cells was removed from the liquid nitrogen using tweezers and thawed rapidly in a
37°C water bath. It was essential to ensure that a small piece of ice was left in the vial prior to
transfer as this ensured the temperature of the cells has not risen above 0oC. The cells were
pipetted into a labelled 15 ml tube, and ice cold RPMI/2% HI-FCS was added drop wise from
the 50 ml tube prepared (as above) using a disposable transfer pipette with mixing throughout.
Once the tube was full (it took about 1 minute to add the first ml of RPMI/2% HI-FCS) it was
placed on ice and the procedure repeated for all the other vials to be thawed. The vials were
then centrifuged at 1500 rpm (400-500 x g), for 7 minutes with the brake on. The supernatant
was discarded by tipping in one motion and the cells re-suspended in 1.0 ml RPMI/ 2% HIFCS media and placed at room temperature. Live / dead cell discriminator (pre-diluted)
included Cpd A (Calcein) 2 uL/10 and Cpd B (AmCyan) 2.5uL /10 (Chapter 7: Appendix 1a).
The cells were counted as described above and both live (clear) and dead (blue) cells were
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recorded. The required cell number and the volume of appropriate media (e.g. RPMI/ 2% HIFCS + supplements) was calculated and the cells re-suspended to the correct volume with this
media.

3.2

Specialised methods for the Vitamin D study (VIS)

VIS was part of The Maternal Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study (MAVIDOS), a double-blind
placebo-controlled multi-centre study (Harvey, Javaid et al. 2012, Cooper, Harvey et al.
2016, Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016). Within the subset on the VIS study maternal age at
delivery, the gestational age of the infants at delivery, gender and range of birth was recorded
(section 4.1.1). This study has subsequently been unblinded and as part of the forward
direction (chapter 5) a more in-depth analysis of the epidemiology and demographics will be
taken in the future and is not part of this thesis.
3.2.1 Total cord blood plasma Immunoglobulin E concentration
Umbilical cord blood plasma was collected at delivery and total serum IgE was measured
(n=47) using a high sensitivity (hs) IgE assay (Phadia Immuno CAP 250); the lower limit of
detection was 0.01 IU/mL. This was performed by the Immunology Department, University
Southampton Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton, UK.
3.2.2 Cord blood vitamin D3 Hormone assay
Umbilical cord blood plasma 25(OH)D3 concentration (n=47) was determined by liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectroscopy (LC/MS). This was performed in the main
biochemistry laboratory at The University of Southampton NHS Foundation Trust. After the
extraction of 25(OH)D3 from standards, quality controls, and umbilical cord plasma with
methanol, the extract was transferred to a new 96-well plate and placed in the HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) auto sampler. Analysis was performed using
an Acquity UPLC system (Waters, Hertfordshire, UK) and a Triple Quad Detector (TQD)
mass spectrometer (Waters, Hertfordshire, UK). The detection limit for the assay was 5.0
nmol/L, and the inter-assay coefficient of variation was approximately 10%.
There is no standardized classification of 25(OH)D3 concentrations in cord blood. Based on
previously defined serum criteria (Holick 2007) 25OHD >50 nmol/L (30 ng/ml) in plasma
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was taken to reflect ‘sufficient’ vitamin D status. Levels of 25-50 nmol/L (x-20 ng/ml) and
<25nmol/L (x ng/ml) were taken to reflect vitamin D insufficiency and deficiency,
respectively, for this study as discussed with Dr Nicholas Harvey (University Southampton
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust laboratory reference). Levels are reported in section 4.1.3.
3.2.3 Phenotypic characterisation of cord blood mononuclear cells - flow cytometry
(T Lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets)
Flow cytometry is a laser- or impedance-based, biophysical technology used in cell counting,
cell sorting, biomarker detection and protein analysis, by suspending cells in a stream of fluid
and passing them through an electronic detection apparatus. Our flow cytometer allowed
simultaneous multi-parametric analysis of both the physical and chemical characteristics
thousands of particles per second. In our studies we involved linking the analytical capability
of the flow cytometer to a sorting device, to physically separate and thereby purify particles
of interest based on their optical properties (phenotypical gating). Such a process is called
cell sorting, and the instrument we used is called a "cell sorter". The data we generated by the
flow-cytometer was plotted in a single dimension, to produce a histogram, or in twodimensional dot plots or even in three dimensions. The regions on these plots were separated,
based on fluorescence intensity, by creating a series of subset extractions, termed "gates."
Specific gating protocols were used (Appendix 1b,c,d).The plots were made on logarithmic
scales. Different fluorescent dyes' emission spectra overlap signals at the detectors and as
such must be compensated electronically as well as computationally. Data accumulated using
the flow cytometer was analysed using software, FlowJo and CellQuest Pro. Once the data
was collected, the analysis was performed on a separate computer. Fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) is a specialised type of flow cytometry. It provided a method for sorting
our CBMCs mixture of biological cells into two or more containers, one cell at a time, based
upon the specific light scattering and fluorescent characteristics of each cell. It was a useful
scientific instrument as it provided a fast, objective and quantitative recording of fluorescent
signals from individual cells as well as a physical separation of cells of interest. In addition to
the ability to label and identify individual cells via fluorescent antibodies, cellular products
such as cytokines, proteins, and other factors were also measured. Similar to ELISA
sandwich assays, which use antibody and colour change to identify a substance, cytometric
bead array (CBA) assays use multiple bead populations typically differentiated by size and
different levels of fluorescence intensity to distinguish multiple analytes in a single assay.
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The amount of the analyte captured is detected via a biotinylated antibody against a
secondary epitope of the protein, followed by a streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin treatment. The
fluorescent intensity of R-phycoerythrin on the beads is quantified on a flow cytometer
equipped with a 488-nm excitation source. Concentrations of a protein of interest in the
samples can be obtained by comparing the fluorescent signals to those of a standard curve
generated from a serial dilution of a known concentration of the analyte. Commonly also
referred to as CBA.
To enumerate different immune cell phenotypes within umbilical cord blood mononuclear
cells, thawed cryopreserved cells (section 3.1.2) were stained with various antibodies and
acquired using flow cytometry. The live/dead protocol (Appendix 1a), and staining protocol
(Appendix 1b) led to the Panel A (Appendix 1c) to be used for training for the VIS cohort
and Panel B (Appendix 1d) to be used for the final VIS results and as validation work for
ITEC.
All antibodies (Appendix 1c, 1d: as per Panels A&B) were stored in the dark and added to
each flow cytometry tube (Elkay – Cat no 2052-003) at predetermined volumes and
concentrations as stated below.

Appropriate isotype controls were always included.

Mononuclear cells (0.5-2.0 x 106 cells) were added to the flow cytometry tubes containing
optimized amounts of fluorochrome conjugated antibodies. The cell number used varied by
the target cell populations for analysis: iNKT cells are rare and so more cells were required.
The tubes were covered with parafilm and incubated for 30 minutes at 4oC in the dark. Red
blood cell lysing buffer was added to each tube (BD Bioscience; dilute lysing buffer 1:10
with dH2O (Cat no 349202)) which was subsequently incubated for 10 minutes in the dark.
The tubes were then centrifuged at 1000 rpm (400 x g) for 7 minutes with the brake on. The
supernatant was decanted to waste. The pelleted cells were washed by adding 2 ml cell wash
solution (Cat no 349524), vortexed and centrifuged again 1000 rpm (400-500 x g) or 7
minutes with the brake on. Once again, the supernatant was decanted to waste. The cells were
fixed with 200 µl cell fix solution (BD Bioscience; dilute 1:10 with dH2O (Cat no 340181)).
The cells were stored in the fridge until acquisition by flow cytometry on a FACS Canto II
(BD Biosciences) and analysed using DIVA software version within 48 hours.
The staining protocol (Appendix 1c) varied for analysis of FoxP3 expressing regulatory T
cells.
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After incubation with antibodies, the remaining cells were washed, and the cells fixed.
Intracellular flow cytometry for Foxp3 was performed with 0.5 x 106 cells/test using PE
antihuman Foxp3 staining buffer set (eBioscience), for permeabilisation and fixation,
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Stained cells were re-suspended and analysed
immediately.
We measured FOXP3 expression as median fluorescence intensities (MFI) Appendix A, B.
The LIVE/DEAD® violet viability/vitality kit (Invitrogen) was used to exclude dead cells
(Appendix 1a).
Panel A – Appendix 1c outlines Fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies trialled for VIS
Panel B – Appendix 1d outlines final Fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies used for VIS
Optimised FACS panels (see appendix 1a, b,c,d for optimisation work) were undertaken
using the following antibodies and gating strategies outlined in section 4.2.1:
TBNK cells: CD3 FITC, CD16 PE, CD56 PE, CD45 PerCP,CD4 PE-Cy7,CD19 APC, CD8
APC-H7.
Dendritic Cells: BDCA-2 FITC, BDCA-1(CD1c) PE, CD14 PC5, CD19 PC5, CD83 APC,
CCR7 PE-Cy7, CD45 APC-H7.
T Memory; CD45RA FITC, CLA PE, CD3 PerCP, CCR7 PE-Cy7, CCR9 AF647, CD4
APCH7.
T Regulatory (Fox P3; isotype): CD4 FITC, CD3 PerCP, CD25 APC, FoxP3 PE, Rat IgG2a
PE. iNKT cells: Vα24 FITC, Vβ11PE, CD3 PerCP, CD4 PE-Cy7, CD161 APC, CD8 APCH7.
T lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood are outlined in section 4.1.5-7
emphasising the difference in the populations of the Naïve T (CD4+ CCR7+CD45RA+) and
homing cells, T regulatory cells (CD4+CD25+FoxP3+), Invariant NKT cells (Vα24+Vβ11+)
and Myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (BDCA-1± and BDCA-2). Correlations
between the umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3 concentrations and T lymphocyte and dendritic
cell subsets in cord blood are outlined and the relationship between 25(OH)D3 (nmol/L) and
gut-homing receptor expression on T cells. Percentage (of live gate) of expression of A)
CD4+CCR9+ and B) nonCD4+CCR9+ T cells from cord blood mononuclear cells are also
shown all in section 4.1.5-4.1.7.
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3.2.4 Cell Culture
Resuscitated cord blood mononuclear cells (section 3.1.2) were used to assess responses to
mitogen and TLR stimulation. Flow cytometry was the priority and required 4.5x106 cells,
therefore cell culture was only performed when sufficient material was available (n=26). 1 x
106 CBMCs/mL (250µl/well) were cultured in duplicate in 96-well round-bottomed plates in
AIM-V serum-free medium (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) (Upham, Holt et al. 1995)
supplemented with 4 x 10-5 mol/L 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK) and 10%
heated-inactivated FCS (PAA, Somerset, UK). Cells were cultured with LPS (24 hoursTLRs) and PHA (48 hours-mitogen) to determine cytokine responses. Optimal
concentrations, determined previously, were used for all cell cultures performed.
(a)

24 hours with or without lipopolysaccharide (LPS; TLR4 ligand; (Escherichia coli

LPS, Sigma; 10ng/ml) at a final concentration of 10 µg/ml at 37oC with 5% CO2. After 24
hours, the supernatants were collected and stored at -20oC for cytokine analysis.
(b)

48 hours with or without phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) at a final concentration of 1

µg/ml (HA16; Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK) at 37oC with 5% CO2. After 48 hours, the
supernatants were collected and stored at -20oC for cytokine analysis.
At the end of the culture period, cell supernatants were collected and stored at -20oC for
cytokine analysis using cytometric bead array. As shown in section 4.4, Cytokine (IL-1β, -2,
4, -5, -6, -8, -10, -17A, -23, IFNγ, TNFα and TNFβ) protein levels above background were
determined by using Flow Cytomix Multiplex kits (eBioscience, Hatfield, UK), according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. This protocol is no longer available on line but is similar to
the 11 –plex (appendix E - BMS810FF but using 12 analytes) and is in hard copy BMS817FF
eBioscience). Limits of detection for each cytokine were (all pg/ml): IL-1β (2.1), IL-2 (8.2),
IL-4 (10.4), IL-5 (0.8), IL-6 (0.6), IL-8 (0.25), IL-10 (0.95), IL-17A (1.25), IL-23 (10.95),
IFNγ (1.6), TNFα (1.6) and TNFβ (1.2). Values below the level of detection (LOD) were set
at half LOD for all cytokines for statistical analysis as per manufacturer’s instructions. Cell
pellets were also retained. They were re-suspended in 100µL of RNA-later and stored at 20oC for
RNA extraction and subsequent RT-PCR. The RNA work will not be presented in this thesis.
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3.2.5 Cytokine detection and analysis
T cells and dendritic cells release soluble proteins called cytokines, small molecular weight
proteins which act as soluble mediators and as “messengers” secreted by one cell to alter its
own behaviour or that of another cell. As such they shape the immune response (Table 3.1)
my own adaptation from (Parkin and Cohen 2001). Cytokines send intracellular signals by
binding to specific cell surface receptors. Cytokines are produced by virtually all cells and
have a wide variety of functions. The biological effect depends on the cytokine and the cell
involved, but normally cytokines affect cell activation, division, apoptosis or movement.
They act as autocrine, paracrine, or endocrine messengers. Cytokines produced by leucocytes
and which have effects mainly on other white cells are termed interleukins. Cytokines that
have a chemoattractant activity are called chemokines. Those that cause differentiation and
proliferation of stem-cells are called colony-stimulating factors. Some cytokines also have a
role in defence and interfere with viral replication and as such are called interferons. IFNs
released by virally infected cells create a barrier around neighbouring cells and create viral
resistance. Cytokines and their antagonists are being used increasingly for therapeutic agents
such as interleukin (IL)-2 and IFN-α for the treatment of melanoma (Nicholas and Lesinski
2011).
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Table 3.1: Summary of the main sources and effects of cytokines (own adaptation) (Parkin
and Cohen 2001).

Cytokine
IL-1 family IL-1α

Main source(s)

Primary effects

IL-1β

Macrophages, epithelial cells
Monocytes/macrophages

Cell proliferation and differentiation
Cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis; induction of COX-2

IL-1RA

Monocytes/macrophages

Competitively inhibits the binding of IL-1 to cell surface receptors

IL-18

Macrophages, Kupffer cells

Like IL-12, inhibits IgE production by increasing IFN-γ

IL-33

Fibroblasts, epithelial cells, endothelial
cells

Induction of Th2 cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 by Th2 cells,
basophils and mast cells

Monocytes, macrophages, T cell
subsets, DCs, B and NK cells, mast
cells, neutrophils, eosinophils

Differentiation to macrophages; inhibits expression of MHC class II
and many adhesion molecules; inhibits IFNγ and TNF production
resulting in switch of T cell differentiation from Th1 to Th2

Monocytes, macrophages, tissue cells
(e.g. keratinocytes)
Monocytes, mature DCs, tissue cells
T and NK-cell subsets
Monocytes, T cells, tissue cells
T and NK-cell subsets

Enhanced expression in IL-4 (or IL-13), but not IFN-γ
Unknown
Induction of acute phase reactants
Unknown
Unknown

DCs, monocytes, macrophages, B cells

Th1 activation/maintenance; blocks Th2

IL-23

DCs, monocytes, macrophages, B cells

Th1 activation; Th17 polarization/proliferation

IL-27

DCs, monocytes, macrophages, B cells

Th1 cell proliferation, skewing effector T cell lineages; blocks Th17

FoxP3+ Tregs, others?

Inhibits T cell proliferation; additional?

CD4+ cells (memory)
?
?
CD4+ cells
CD4+ cells
CD4+ cells

Autocrine proliferation and activation; secretion of IL-6, IL-8, G-CSF,
GROα, PGE2; expression of ICAM-1
Release of TNF-α and IL-1β
Release of TNF-α and IL-1β
Expression of IL-6, IL-8, CSF2 and GM-CSF
Induction of Th2 cytokines, IL-4 and IL-13
Secretion of IL-6, IL-8, G-CSF, GROα, PGE2 and TGFβ

Monocytes, macrophages, pDC
Monocytes, macrophages
CD4+ Th1, lymphocytes, NK cells and
some CD8+ lymphocytes

Inhibits viral replication
Like IFN-α
Differentiation; activation to express FcγR, MHC I and II, nitric oxide
synthase, IL-1 and TNF

Monocytes/macrophages

Enhanced apoptosis; enhanced cytokine, MHC I and II, adhesion
molecule expression; cytotoxicity
Immune activation and generalised vascular effects (also known as
lymphotoxin)

IL-10 family IL-10

IL-19
IL-20
IL-22
IL-24
IL-26
IL-12 family IL-12

IL-35
IL-17 family IL-17
IL-17B
IL-17C
IL-17D
IL-17E (IL-25)
IL-17F
IFN family IFN-α
IFN-β
IFN-γ
TNF family TNF-α
TNF-β
Other cytokines
IL-2
IL-3
IL-4
IL-5
IL-6

T cells
CD4+ cells
T cells
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells
CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes
Monocytes/macrophages

Clonal expansion of Ag-specific cells; differentiation and cytokine
expression; maturation of CD8+ cells Proliferation of differentiation
Growth and activation; production of MHC II, IL-6, TNF,
CD23, CD72; switch factor for IGE and IgG1 Proliferation,
chemoattraction, adhesion, activation, enhanced survival and
degranulation Differentiation into plasma cells
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Measurements of immune function (both pattern and magnitude) relied on stimulated ex vivo
cultures of cord blood mononuclear cells. The limitations of using ex vivo methods to reflect
the in vivo situation, are acknowledged, however the current state of technology and ethical
considerations made it impossible to test in vivo immune function directly. Furthermore, in a
prospective birth cohort such as this, it was highly impractical to set up all cell cultures using
fresh cells.

Mononuclear cells were isolated from cord blood and cryopreserved for

subsequent batch analysis of cytokine responses. BMS810FF (11 analytes) is similar to
BMS817FF (13 analytes) used for ITEC and the former 11-plex protocol is outlined in the
Appendix E. It is a bead based Analyte Detection System for quantitative detection of human
IFN-δ, IL-1β, IL-2,
IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12 p70, , IL-17, IL-23, TNF αand β by Flow Cytometry. The
term Th1 cytokines (referred to also as Type-1 cytokines) and Th2 cytokines (referred to also
as Type-2 cytokines) refers to the patterns of cytokines secreted by two different
subpopulations of murine CD4 (+) T cells that determine the outcome of an antigenic
response toward humoral or cell-mediated immunity. Numerous cells other than T-cells
expressing CD4 have been shown to be capable of producing Th1 cytokines and Th2
cytokines. These cells include CD8 (+) T-cells, monocytes, natural killer cells, B-cells,
eosinophils, mast cells, basophils, and other cells. Type-1 cytokines include IL-2, IFN-δ, IL12 and TNF-β, while Type-2 cytokines include IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10 and IL-13. Type-1
helper cells (Th1), but not type-2 helper cells (Th2), secrete IL- 2, IFN-δ and TNF-β, whereas
Th2 cells, but not Th1 cells, express IL-4, IL-5, IL-6 and IL-10. The molecular mechanisms
underlying the evolution of these two different cell types from common precursors are still
not completely known. Studies with transgenic mice carrying null mutations of the IL-4 gene
have shown that IL-4 plays an important role in the establishment of a functional Th2
immune response. The different patterns of cytokine secretion correspond with different
functions as immune effectors. Th1 cells promote cell-mediated effector responses. Th2 cells
are mainly helper cells that influence B cell development and augment humoral responses
such as the secretion of antibodies, predominantly of IgE, by B-cells. Both types of Th cells
influence each other by the Cytokines they secrete; IFN-δ, for example, can downregulate
Th2 clones while Th2 cytokines, such as
IL-10 can suppress Th1 functions. IFN-δ has been shown also to inhibit the proliferation of
murine Th2 cells but not that of Th1 helper T-lymphocyte clones. It thus appears that these
functional subsets are mutually antagonistic such that the decision of which subset
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predominates within an infection may determine also its outcome. The results are discussed
in section 4.1.7, table 4.3-4.5. Cytokine responses to umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3
concentrations are outlined in section 4.1.6. Only 26 neonatal samples were possible due to
sample availability.
3.2.6 Statistical analysis
Sample size calculation
As this is a pilot study of a novel intervention, we do not have any data to undertake a sample
size analysis. In previous similar studies (Smith, Tourigny et al. 2008) it was shown that a
sample size of around 20 per group reveals differences in the above mentioned
immunological outcomes at 0.05 significance level. This suggests that moderate sized
differences between the groups should be detectable.
Data analysis
The distribution of all quantitative data was evaluated for normality and the statistical
analysis was conducted accordingly. Correlations were assessed using Pearson’s, Spearman’s
or Kendall correlations where a proportion of the variables of interest sheared zero values to
avoid the problems associated with ties in the data. The phenotypic and cytokine data were
compared between tertiles of 25(OH)D3 level in cord blood plasma using ANOVA and
Kruskal Wallis tests, respectively. Where the P value was less than 0.1, post hoc testing was
undertaken looking for differences between pairs of tertiles. A P value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant for all analyses. Statistical analysis was performed with
SPSS software (version 19 for Windows).

3.3

Specialised methods for the Immune Tolerance study (ITEC)

3.3.1 Study design and demographics
Overarching study design, recruitment and epidemiological study of ITEC were discussed in
Chapter 2.2. The focus of this latter part of the thesis was a further parallel immunological
study to consider the effect of familial risk for atopy – high versus low- on the innate immune
response at birth. This was intended to provide the opportunity to validate some of the
immunological methods required for the greater study once sample collection was completed
and preliminary data on the effects of familiar risk on the immune response at birth.
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Umbilical cord blood mononuclear cells samples for study were selected from the wider
cohort: 35 high risk and 10 low risk newborns randomly selected from 300 infants enrolled in
our prospective ITEC birth cohort (between 2010- 2012). The parents had to meet the clinical
definitions for respective allergic status (chapter 2.2) and cord blood CMBCs samples were
collected at birth after parental consent. Paternal, maternal, birth and environmental
questionnaires were undertaken (Appendices 5-8) and a full clinical assessment for allergic
disease required prior to entry to the study. Analysis of the wider cohort including
longitudinal follow-up period is not part of this thesis. Future ambitions for future of this
ITEC study is discussed in Chapter 5.
3.3.2 ITEC validation laboratory work
The validation laboratory work for the subgroup of 45 infants from the ITEC cohort was
completed between 01.10.2012 and 27.11.2012.
Blood collection
Blood samples were taken from healthy adult volunteers (PBMCs) and surplus cord blood
samples (CBMCs) from ITEC infants. Blood collection, is as outlined in section 3.1.
Immune methods
The methods for the validation ITEC samples in this chapter included: (1) assessment of
Pattern Recognition Repeat (PRR) ligand function (TLR, NOD and inflammasome); (2)
cytokine protein detection methodologies via Pathogen Associated Patterns (PAMP). The
following sections convey the journey to a destination of a set of experimental conditions that
I feel finalise the required assessment of the innate immune signature of the ITEC samples.
Please refer to Appendices A-G with regards to the named methodology.
Assessment of PRR function
Chapter 1 has outlined the physiology, structure, function and mechanisms of TLRs, NLRs,
inflammasome and NODs. The NLRP3 inflammasome, to which nigericin with LPS priming,
was used as a trigger in our final chosen two synthetic types of NLRs: Ei-DAP (NOD 1) and
muramyl dipeptide MDP (NOD2). Measurements of the response to these relied on
stimulated ex vivo cultures of cord blood mononuclear cells (and adult peripheral blood
mononuclear cells in the validation phase). A multi-step validation process was pursued
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using thawed cord blood mononuclear cells and control adult fresh samples. First cells were
cultured alone or with optimized doses of LPS to determine cytokine responses and then this
was expanded to include multiple TLR and NLR ligands and inflammasome activation; all
cultures were performed for 24 hours before the harvesting of cell free supernatants. These
supernatants were frozen and used for optimising the cytokine detection strategy. Having
validated ligand doses and cytokine detection methodology these optimised protocols were
applied to the study samples.
The optimised doses of PRR ligands in the final runs included: PGN-SA (3µg/mL, TLR2
ligand), LPS-EK (10ng/mL, TLR4 ligand), PAM2CSK4 (10µg/mL, TLR2/6 ligand), R848
(10µg/mL, TLR7/8 ligand), Ei-DAP (10µg/mL NOD 1 ligand), muramyl dipeptide MDP
(10µg/mL NOD 2 ligand) and Nigericin (1µg/mL, NLRP3 inflammasome inducer with
nigericin LPS), all of which were purchased from InvivoGen. All methodology for the
preparation of these stock solutions is outlined in Appendices A and B. All cultures were
plated in duplicates in 96-well round-bottom plates in 250 µL of RPMI (Sigma-Aldrich) plus
non– heat-inactivated 10% FCS and incubated at 37oC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere for 24 hours.
After culture, the plate was centrifuged (1500 rpm for 5 minutes with brake on high) and the
supernatants were removed and stored frozen until cytokine analysis.
Cytokine protein detection methodologies using a human single plex IL-1β bead kit and a
Human 10- or 11-cytokine multiplex
Validation was done using a single plex kit for IL-1β (Invitrogen), a human 10-plex array
using Luminex® xMAP® technology (GM-CSF, IL-1-β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10,
IFN-δ and TNFα; limit of detection 3 pg/ml for all cytokines; Invitrogen) and the human
Th1/Th2 11plex flow cytometry based bead array (IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10,
IL-12p70, IFN-δ, TNFα, and TNF-β Flow Cytomix; eBioscience) with the above ligands.
Details of methodology is found in the appendices A-G. Part of the validation process was to
compare the luminex-based multiplex approach to that conducted on the flow cytometer. One
of the long-term goal, beyond the work presented in this thesis, is to undertake analysis of
samples collected from infants where blood sample size and thereby cell numbers are
restrictive. Therefore, validation of the multiplex approach best suited to our needs formed
part of the experimental design.
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The stock solutions (Appendix A and B) and validation laboratory work for the ITEC cohort
included: Validation of ligand concentrations. These were chosen from previously published
studies (Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011). Initial experiments were conducted using IL-1β human
single-plex bead kit (with IL-6 and IL-8) and were analysed as part of a single/dual plex
analysis. Appendix C. Further validation was then made with the same experimental
conditions but with the cytokine outputs measured now extended to a Th1/Th2 10-Plex Panel
(Appendix D) designed for the quantitative determination of GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFNγ and TNFα). All results were analysed using sigma plot and the (i)
type of response, (ii) pattern of response, and (iii) dose of activity discussed. Appendix D/F.
Part of the validation process was to compare two different multiplex approaches and
determine which should be used for analysis of the cohort when the time came. Therefore,
cytokine outputs were also measured using the Human Th1/Th2 11-plex panel (eBioscience;
Appendix E) to measure IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p70, IFNγ, TNFα,
and TNFβ. All results were analysed using sigma plot and the (i) type of response, (ii) pattern

of response, and (iii) dose of activity discussed. Appendix E. Final validation work confirmed
Tri-DAP to be were ineffective cell activators in our work so alternative NOD1 and NOD2
ligands were validated C12-iE-DAP (NOD1) and L18-MDP (NOD2). This was on the
recommendation of the supplier of PRR ligands (Invivogen). Details of these are provided in
Appendix B/G.

3.3.3 ITEC main analysis of high versus low risk cord CMBCs samples
Clinical samples and immune methodology
Cryopreserved umbilical cord blood mononuclear cells were selected randomly from among
the main ITEC cohort to represent high risk (n =35) and low risk (n = 10) arms of the ITEC
study.
PRR ligand concentrations were validated and cytokine outputs were determined using
Luminex® xMAP® technology. The assay chosen was the Human Th1/Th2 Human 13-plex
array that measures IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-17F, IL21, IL-22, IFNγ and TNFα (BM5817FFRTU) (Appendix G). The limit of detection was 3 pg/
mL for all cytokines was given, and all data are shown as increases above
unstimulated/baseline responses. This was to enable further consideration of Th17
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contribution to the phenotype (Holley and Kielian 2012). In addition to harvesting
supernatants for cytokine analysis, cell pellets were also retained for miRNA analysis: the
cells were re-suspended in 100 µl RNAprotect®, the plate was labelled, sealed in cling film
and placed in the freezer until analysis (this analysis does not form part of this thesis). All
bench work was completed between 01.10.2012 and 27.11.2012. A master template of results
was finalised (Appendix H) and all final results analysed with graphs from sigma plot to
graph pad prism with final data and graphs outlined in chapter 4. The full data set has not
been entered the thesis due to time restraints but is accessible.
3.3.4 Statistical analysis
There is an extensive body of the literature by Prof C Thornton and colleagues supporting the
feasibility of the experimental approaches which were used in this pilot study (Thornton,
Upham et al. 2004, Smith, Tourigny et al. 2008). This study utilized techniques which have
already been shown to be successful and as such we expect to be able to detect any
differences in responses and cytokines that exist between future HR and LR groups or control
and intervention groups in the future (chapter 5). As stated at the beginning of the chapter,
previous studies (Prescott, Noakes et al. 2008) have shown that we will require a sample size
of 18-25 per group to illustrate differences in the above mentioned immunological outcomes
(with 80% power at 0.05 significance level), with a future study of 60 infants per group.
Significant differences between groups (High and Low risk subjects) at birth were compared
with the simple student t test on log transformed data. A significance threshold of 0.05 was
used for all tests, unless otherwise stated.
3.3.5 Methodology Appendices contents and reference
The following Appendices are available for reference in chapter 7 for the methodology in the
sections above for both the VIS and ITEC study:
Appendix 1: Methodology VIS Study
Appendix 2-8: Questionnaires for MAVIDOS and ITEC
Appendix 9: Results of demographics for ITEC
Appendix 10: Methodology of ITEC
Sub-Appendices
Appendix A: Preparation of stock solutions
Appendix B: Preparation of the synthetic stock solutions
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Appendix C: IL-1β human single plex bead kit (luminex) Invitrogen
Appendix D: Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 10-plex (for male) Invitrogen
Appendix E: Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 11-plex eBioscience
Appendix F: Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 10-plex (for female) eBioscience
Appendix G: Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-plex (BMS817ff) eBioscience - Unable to access
Appendix H: Master template for cytokine responses for infants in ITEC
Appendix I: Viability and recovery of CBMC for ITEC study
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Chapter 4

Results and Specific Discussion
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4.1

Vitamin D Immune Study: results and specific discussion

The vast literature on immune tolerance in allergic disease is outlined in chapters 1 and 2.
This thesis builds on a landmark study by Professor Susan Prescott published in the Lancet in
1999 (Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1999), with subsequent understanding of immune
dysregulation in allergic disease (Prescott, Martino et al. 2010) and the role of the maternal
immune system in allergy (Reece, Thanendran et al. 2011). The current paradigm is that
neonatal responses must undergo environment-driven Th1 maturation in the postnatal period
(Prescott, Macaubas et al.1999). The accompanying postnatal suppression of the newborn’s
Th2 propensity has been attributed to exposure to an increasingly diverse microbial
environment during the first years of life (Bach 2002, Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011). Until now,
there has been little clear evidence that the failure of Th2 suppression in allergic children is
related to an underlying disorder of innate inflammatory recognition pathways. We
speculated that deviations in innate TLR mediated, inflammasome and NOD-like responses
at birth are responsible for the differences in allergic predisposition.
Further studies have identified pre-symptomatic differences in TLR function in neonates who
subsequently developed allergic disease compared with their non-allergic counterparts (Tulic,
Hodder et al. 2011). Specifically, subsequent allergic disease was associated with increased
neonatal TNFaresponses to TLR3, TLR4, and TLR5 ligands and increased IL-6 responses to
TLR2, TLR4, and TLR5 ligands. Despite this, neonatal T cell IFNγ responses to allergens
and mitogens remained attenuated compared with those seen in the non-allergic group, as
consistently observed in many previous studies outlined in chapters 1 and 2, providing new
evidence of discordance between the innate and adaptive arms of the neonatal immune
response in allergic children is essential. These perinatal differences in responses to microbial
ligands also highlighted the emerging role of antenatal events. The Tulic paper outlined the
ontogeny of TLRs and extended the innate signature up until 5 years of age (Tulic, Hodder et
al. 2011). Novel at time of embarking on this study, extending the innate signature to look at
inflammasomes and NODs appeared important. Further literature has now outlined the study
of NODs in this setting and highlighted why this might be important (Lisciandro, Prescott et
al. 2012). In the VIS and ITEC studies the aim is to examine the consequences of perinatal
immune dysregulation in an independent cohort in the first comprehensive analysis of PAMP
inflammatory recognition pathways at birth.
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4.1.1 Introduction and rationale
As outlined in chapters 1 and 2, there is intense interest in the role of vitamin D and
inflammation in the dramatic increase in allergic disease and other immune disorders. The
importance of NKT cells, iNKT cells, Treg cells, dendritic cells and associated cytokine
signatures of inflammation have all been outlined in Chapter 1. The development of innate
and adaptive immune recognition pathways related to immune tolerance in food allergy and
asthma were discussed in Chapter 2.
Whilst the main MAVIDOS study looked at osteoporosis in mothers supplemented with
different doses of vitamin D in pregnancy, the vitamin D immune study (VIS study) was
utilized as a platform to establish an immune signature within a normal population (section
4.1) and subsequently as a comparison of the immune signature in populations of infants at
high or low risk of developing allergy – the ITEC study validation (section 4.2).
The main ITEC study, that falls outside this thesis, intends to specifically examine the
emerging hypothesis that children at high risk of allergic disease have altered responsiveness
at birth which might lead to abnormal patterns of immune maturation that underpin disease
predisposition. In this thesis, an initial subgroup (n=45) analysis of a small cohort within the
main ITEC study of key PRRs – notably TLRs, inflammasome and NODs – was made to
compare the response by babies with a high (n=35) or low risk (n=10) of parental heritage of
atopy. The study design, clinical definitions, demographic questionnaires (chapter 2) and
immunological methods (chapter 3) have been presented, the observational, epidemiology
and immune responses will be the focus of this chapter 4. The demographic data on this
subgroup of infants is provided in Appendix 9, the in-depth analysis of the immunological
differences in innate function at birth between infants at high and low risk of atopy is given
in section 4.2. Taken together, the role of active vitamin D on the developing immune system
warrants further investigation. The aim of this study was to assess the influence of prenatal
vitamin D status on immune function at birth.
4.1.2 Study population and demographics
Characteristics of the VIS subset of subjects
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VIS was part of the Maternal Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study (MAVIDOS), a double-blind
placebo-controlled multi-centre study (Harvey, Javaid et al. 2012, Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016,
Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016). Within the subset on the VIS study, maternal age at delivery
ranged from 19-43 years. The gestational age of the infants at delivery was 40.2 ± 1.1 weeks
and cohort of newborns on this study (n=48) was 21 (44%) males and 27 (56%) females. The
range of birth weight was 2,570g – 4,850g.
4.1.3 Total cord blood plasma Immunoglobulin E concentration
Umbilical cord blood plasma was collected at delivery and total serum IgE was measured
(n=47) using a high sensitivity (hs) IgE assay (Phadia Immuno CAP 250); the lower limit of
detection was 0.01 IU/mL (section 3.2.1). There was insufficient blood available for one
sample to undertake analysis. This was performed by the Immunology Department,
University Southampton Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton, UK. The data
recorded showed total IgE levels all to be within the normal range. There was no significant
correlation between neonatal 25(OH)D3 status and concentrations of total serum IgE
(IU/mL) in cord blood (Figure 4.1). The raw data is unavailable to submit to this thesis as the
raw data remains with my previous supervisor.

Figure 4.1: Correlation between 25(OH)D3 status and concentrations of total serum IgE (IU/mL)
in cord blood serum. r=correlation co-efficient; p-value are indicated on the graph.
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4.1.4 Cord blood vitamin D3 hormone assay
As outlined in section 3.2.2, there is no agreed normal range for 25(OH)D3 concentration in
umbilical cord blood; levels described here are based on those from the Southampton NHS
Foundation Trust laboratories: 25(OH)D3 > 50 nmol/L (20 ng/ml) in plasma was taken to
reflect ‘sufficient’ vitamin D status while 25-50 nmol/L (10-20 ng/ml) and < 25nmol/L (10
ng/ml) were taken to reflect vitamin D insufficiency and deficiency, respectively, for the
current study. The mean 25(OH)D3 concentration of the umbilical cord blood plasma was
53.85 ± 3.92 nmol/litre (n = 47; one sample of the 48 above was not analysed due to
insufficient blood). Vitamin D insufficiency was identified in 12 (25.5%) of samples, 9
(19.2%) were deficient, and 26 (55.3%) samples were considered replete in 25(OH) D3.
4.1.5 Phenotypic characterisation of cord blood mononuclear cells
Flow cytometry
To understand how the phenotypic cellular repertoire of the cord blood samples might relate
to vitamin D levels, we developed five flow cytometry panels and immunophenotyping
strategies suitable for multi-parameter flow cytometry (section 3.2.3). The five flow
cytometry panels were: (1) TBNK, (2) T memory, (3) T regulatory, (4) iNKT and (5)
dendritic cells. Details of these panels are in chapter 3 (section 3.2.3, Appendix 1a-d). The
gating strategies used are shown here (Figure 4.2-Figure 4.6).
Flow cytometry: gating strategies
Fresh adult blood was used to optimise the gating strategies before applying them to test cord
blood mononuclear cell (CBMC) samples and then the study samples. This data analysis has
not been submitted as part of the thesis and was required as validation work only. The panels
set up were TBNK cells (Figure 4.2), T Memory cells (Figure 4.3), T regulatory cells (Figure
4.4), invariant (Figure 4.5) and dendritic cells (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.2: Example staining and gating of a cord blood mononuclear cell donor for
identification of TBNK cells. After selecting lymphocytes using FSC-A versus SSC-A (red
cells in panel A), live cells are selected using Aqua dead cell exclusion (grey cells in gate in
panel B). CD45+ lymphocytes are then derived from CD45+ versus SSC (red cells in panel
C). CD3+ T cells are then derived from CD3+ versus SSC (green cells in panel D). B
lymphocytes are then derived from CD19+ versus SSC (blue cells in panel E). CD4+ T cells
are further identified via CD4+ (orange cells in panel F) versus CD8+ (green cells in panel
F).
NK cells are identified using CD16/56+ versus CD3+ (purple cells in panel H).
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Figure 4.3: Example staining and gating of a cord blood mononuclear cell donor for
identification of naïve CD4+CCR7+ T cells, skin-homing CLA+ and gut-homing CCR9+
CD4+ and non-CD4+ T cells. After selecting lymphocytes using FSC-A versus SSC-A (red
cells in panel A), live cells are selected using Aqua dead cell exclusion (Grey cells in gate in
panel B). CD3+ T cells are then derived from CD3+ versus SSC (Blue cells in panel C).
CD4+ T cells are further identified via CD4+ versus CD3+ (orange cells in panel D). The
naïve T cell population is subdivided into CD45RA+ and CCR7+ (orange cells in panel E)
and the NonCD4+ CD45RA+ and CCR7+ (green cells in panel F). CLA+ and CCR9+
lymphocytes are demarcated in CD4+ and non-CD4+ populations (dark green cells in panel
I).
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Figure 4.4: Example staining and gating of a cord blood mononuclear cell donor for
identification of CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg cells. Live cells are selected using FSC-A versus
Aqua dead cell exclusion (Grey cells in gate in panel A). CD3+ T lymphocytes are then
derived from CD3+ versus SSC (blue cells in panel C). Tregs are identified via CD25 versus
FoxP3 (purple cells in panel E). Non-CD4+ T cells expressing FoxP3 are also shown (panel
F). Panel G shows that FoxP3 cells reside within the CD4+/CD25+ gate.
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Figure 4.5: Example staining and gating of a cord blood mononuclear cell donor for
identification of Va24+Vb11+ iNKT cells. After selecting lymphocytes using FSC-A versus
SSC-A (red cells in panel A), live cells are selected using Aqua dead cell exclusion (Grey
cells in gate in panel B). CD3+ lymphocytes are then derived from CD3+ versus CD4+ (light
green cells gated in panel C). Vα24 T cells are identified via CD161 versus Vα24 (purple
cells in panel E). Vα24+Vβ11+ iNKT cells are then identified (purple cells in gate in panel F)
and CD4 versus CD8 expression compared (panel G).
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Figure 4.6: Example staining and gating of a cord blood mononuclear cell donor for
identification of myeloid (BDCA-1+) and plasmacytoid (BDCA-2+) dendritic cells. Live
cells are selected using Aqua dead cell exclusion (Grey cells in gate in panel A). Monocytes
and lymphocytes are then derived as CD14-positive and CD19-positive cells from CD45
versus SSC gate (green cells in panel B). The ‘monocyte and lymphocyte’ gate was passed
through a SSC (SSC/CD19 PerCP/ CD14-PerCP) dot plot to exclude B cells (green cells in
gate in panel. C), monocytes and granulocytes and the second gate (labelled as the
“interesting gate” blue cells in panel C) created. The interesting gate population is passed
through a dot plot of FL1/FL-2 (CD303 (anti-BDCA-2)-FITC/CD1c (anti-BDCA-1)-PE) to
allow initial gating of plasmacytoid DC (dark purple cells in panel D) and myeloid DC
(fuchsia cells in panel D) populations. Note: CD83 is an early activation marker and CCR7 a
late activation marker. As we did not stimulate cells to promote expression of these they are
not considered here.
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4.1.6 T lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood
Percentages of T lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in CBMCs are reported Table 4.1. As
expected, the dominant subset (almost 80%) within this mixed population was naïve T cells
(CD4+CCR7+CD45RA+). Next, the cells were assessed for surface expression of homing
receptors CCR9 (gut homing) and CLA (skin homing). Among cord blood CD4+ T cells,
2.3% were CCR9+ and 1.8% were CLA+. In contrast, 9.7% of non-CD4+ T cells were CCR9+
and 3.8% were CLA+. The percentage of Treg (CD4+CD25+FOXP3+) cells was 9.1% and of
iNKT (Vα24+Vβ11+) cells was 0.12%. Myeloid (BDCA-1+) and plasmacytoid (BDCA-2+)
dendritic cells were 0.92% and 0.89%, respectively, giving a ratio of 1:1 (Table 4.1).

T Lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood mononuclear cell preparations
Mean Percentage (%)± SEM
Phenotype

N=47

Naïve CD4+ T cells (CCR7+CD45RA+)

79.66±1.40

Gut-homing cells (CD4+CCR (+)

2.33±0.22

Skin-homing cells (CD4+CLA+)

1.86±0.21

Gut-homing cells (Non-CD4+CCR9+)

9.70±0.88

Skin-homing cells (Non-CD4+CLA+)

3.83±0.34

Invariant NKT cells (vα24+Vβ11+)

0.12±0.34

Regulatory T Cells (CD4+CD25+FoxP3+)

9.10±0.44

Myeloid dendritic cells (BDCA-1+)

0.92±0.18

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (BDCA-2+)

0.89±0.12

2

Mean percentage (%)± SEM.

Table 4.1: T lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood mononuclear cell preparations
showing the Mean Percentage (%)± SEM. Dominant subsets in bold.
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Naïve T (CD4+ CCR7+CD45RA+) and homing cells:
As reported in the literature, most CD4+ T cells were of the naïve (antigen inexperienced)
CCR7+CD45RA+ phenotype (79.66 ± 1.40%). Of the smaller homing cell populations there
were more non-CD4+ cells in both the gut-homing (9.70 ± 0.88%) and skin-homing (3.83 ±
0.34%) phenotypes (Deluca and Cantorna 2001, Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011, Walker, Zhang et
al. 2011). These cells either represent CD8+ or CD4-CD8- T cells.

T regulatory cells (CD4+CD25+FoxP3+):
According to the literature, up to 5% of total CD4+ T cells in adult blood can be
CD4+CD25+ putative Treg cells. This study shows twice as many CD4+ CD25+ FOXP3+ as
a percentage of CD4 T cells in our cord blood samples (9.10 ± 0.44%). The Treg cell
populations are present at birth and express a significant FoxP3 signature associated with a
higher expression of CD25.
Invariant NKT cells (Vα24+Vβ11+):
It has been speculated that the amount of vitamin D exposure in utero during the development
of neonatal iNKT cells might influence the number of iNKT cells. Invariant NKT cells are
relatively rare in adult blood, being <1% of the total mononuclear cell population (Yu and
Cantorna 2008). Human invariant natural killer T cells (iNKT cells) are a unique population
of T cells that express a semi-invariantly rearranged T cell receptor (TCR) and are involved
in a variety of immunoregulatory processes. Bienneman and colleagues (Bienemann,
Iouannidou et al. 2011) assessed the frequency of peripheral blood iNKT cells in 64 healthy
Caucasian children and iNKT cells were measured as CD3+ cells co-expressing TCRVα24
and TCRVβ11.
The absolute number of iNKT cells ranged from 86 to 10,499 (CD3+ ⁄TCRVα24+ ⁄
TCRVβ11+) and 233 to 11,167 (CD3+ ⁄ 6B11+) iNKT cells per millilitre of blood. This
range is stable from birth to adulthood. The relative iNKT cell count was found to be 0.003–
0.71% (CD3+ ⁄TCRVα24 ⁄TCRVβ11) and 0.019–0.776% (CD3 ⁄ 6B11) of peripheral blood T
cells and shows only a slight increase with age. These cells were present in our cord blood
samples where our result was also low (0.12 ± 0.03%). Jin Seon and colleagues demonstrated
that CD4+CD25+CD161-iNK T cells were enriched in cord blood, and indeed displayed
regulatory properties. Their results suggested that CD4+CD25+ iNK T cells may play role in
immunoregulation to prevent GVHD via regulatory function.
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Myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (BDCA-1± and BDCA-2):
The first study to demonstrate the presence of three previously unidentified BDCA-1+,
BDCA3+ and BDCA-2+ DC subsets in human decidua was by Ban and colleagues (Ban,
Kong et al. 2008). These decidual DCs have an important role in the maintenance of
pregnancy. The ratio of the myeloid (0.92 ± 0.18%) and plasmacytoid (0.89 ± 0.12%) cells is

1:1 in our cohort and the results are more than expected from the literature with regards to
healthy adult blood samples (Mariucci, Rovati et al. 2010) and the decidua above (Ban, Kong
et al. 2008). The mean values of the percentage and of the absolute number were: 0.5±0.2%
and 30±11 cells/µL for DCs; 0.2±0.1% and 15±6 cells/µL for DC1; and 0.2±0.1% and 15±7
cells/µL for DC2.The same values were: 0.2±0.1% and 16±7 cells/µL for BDCA.1; 0.2±0.1%
and 12±7 cells/µL for BDCA.2; 0.02±0.01% and 2±1 cells/µL for BDCA.3, respectively.
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4.1.7 Correlations between Vitamin D3 and cells
The main objective of this part of the project was to determine if there was an association
between cord blood vitamin D levels and the abundance of various cell populations. A
positive association between neonatal 25(OH)D3 concentrations and the levels of naïve CD4+
T cells (CCR7+CD45RA+) (r=0.39, P=0.051) was found (Figure 4.7). Cord blood plasma
25(OH)D3 also was associated positively with the level of gut homing CD4+CCR9+ T cells
(r=0.44, P=0.03); a similar but weaker positive association was seen with gut homing nonCD4+CCR9+ T cells (r=0.36; P=0.07) (Figure 4.8). Cord blood plasma 25(OH)D3 levels did
not correlate with either CD4+ or non-CD4+ skin-homing (non-CD4+CLA+) cells,
CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells, iNKT cells or either of the DC populations studied
(Table 4.2). Data is only available on 26 neonatal samples due to insufficient blood available
on 21 samples.

Figure 4.7: The relationship between 25(OH)D3 (nmol/L) and the percentage of CD4+ T
cells co-expressing CCR7 and CD45RA. Thawed CBMC were analysed for the respective
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markers using flow cytometry. 25(OH)D3 (nmol/L) data was only available on 26 of 47
neonatal samples (Section 2.6.6) due to insufficient sample available in 21 neonatal samples.
r= correlation coefficient and p-value are indicated on graph.
Correlations between umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3 concentrations and T lymphocyte
and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood
n=26
Phenotype

R(P-value)2

Gut-homing (CD4+CCR9+)

0.44 (0.03)

Skin-homing (CD4+CLA+)

-0.02 (0.92)

Gut-homing cells (Non-CD4+CCR9+)

0.36 (0.07)

Skin-homing cells (Non-CD4+CLA+)

-0.16 (0.44)

Gut-homing cells (non-T-cells CCR9+)

0.36 (0.07)

Skin-homing cells (non-T-cell CLA+)

-0.03 (0.88)

Naïve CD4+T cells (CCR7+CD45RA+)

0.39 (0.051)

Invariant NKT cells (vα24+Vβ11+)

0.14 (0.43)

Regulatory T cells (CD4+CD25+)

0.10 (0.43)

Myeloid dendritic cells (BDCA-1+)

0.02 (0.88)

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (BDCA-2+)

-0.07 (0.67)

2

Correlationswith P-Values <0.05 are in bold

Table 4.2:

Correlations between umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3 concentrations and T

lymphocyte and dendritic cell subsets in cord blood.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4.8:

The relationship between 25(OH)D3 (nmol/L) and gut-homing receptor

expression on T cells. Percentage (of live gate) of expression of A) CD4+CCR9+ and B)
nonCD4+CCR9+ T cells from cord blood mononuclear cells. Thawed CBMC were analysed
for the respective markers using flow cytometry. Due to insufficient samples, data show
results from 26 neonates (Section 3.2.5). Correlation coefficient and p-value are indicated on
graph.
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4.1.8 Cytokine production by Cord Blood Mononuclear Cells
The ability of CBMCs to produce the cytokines of interest was assessed in response to two
different stimuli to reflect either innate or adaptive immune function: (1) innate, using TLR4
ligand (LPS [10ng/ml] for 24 hours) and (2) adaptive, using mitogen (PHA [1µg/ml] for 48
hours) (Table 4.3). Eleven cytokines were analysed using a multiplex approach: absolute values
are shown in Table 4.3 and % responders in Table 4.4. The pro-inflammatory cytokines of
interest for the innate response were IL-23, IL-6, IL-1β, and TNFα. TNFα (median 104.4pg/ml),
IL-23 (median 65.72pg/ml) were produced by most donors, but IL-6 (median 6005.1pg/ml) and
IL-1β (median1576.6pg/ml) were produced in response to TLR4 activation by all donors,
consistent with the literature (Kollmann, Crabtree et al. 2009) (bold). For the response to PHA,
the cytokines of interest were IFNγ, IL-17, IL-2, IL-10, IL-4, IL-5 and TNFβ. Of these, only
TNFβ was produced (median 228.6pg/ml) at detectable concentrations in more than 70% of
cases (21/27; 77.7%) in response to PHA stimulation (bold).
Cord blood (absolute) cytokine responses (pg/mL) to TLR4 (LPS) ligation and mitogen
(PHA)
Median (IQR)2
Cytokine

LPS
N=27
IL-23
65.72
(20.48-187.88)
IFN-δ
0.80
(0.80-0.80)
IL-17
1.25
(1.25-1.25)
IL-2
8.20
(8.20-8.20)
IL-10
0.95
(0.95-38.28)
IL-6
6005.1
(2940.6-7392.4)
IL-4
10.40
(10.40-10.40)
IL-5
0.80
(0.80-0.80)
IL-1β
1576.6
(338.6-2759.6)
TNF-α
104.4
(28.15-605.87)
TNF-β
1.20
(1.20-1.20)
2
IQR- interquartile range in parentheses

PHA
N=27
10.95
(10.95-10.95)
0.80
(0.80-10.48)
1.25
(1.25-1.25)
8.20
(8.20-43.63)
0.95
(0.95-0.95)
0.60
(0.60-13.98)
10.40
(10.40-10.40)
0.80
(0.80-0.80)
2.10
(2.10-2.10)
1.6
(1.6-6.82)
228.6
(4.00-440.47)

Table 4.3: Cord blood (absolute) cytokine responses (pg/ml) to TLR4 (LPS) and mitogen
(PHA).
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Proportions of responders in the Cord Blood Mononuclear cell population
Responders2
Cytokine

TLR4 (LPS) (%)
Mitogen (PHA) (%)
N=27
N=27
IL-23
21/27 (77.8)
2/27 (7.4)
IFN-γ
6/27 (22.2)
9/27 (33.3)
IL-17
0/27 (0.0)
0/27 (0.0)
IL-2
6/27 (22.2)
11/27 (40.7)
IL-10
13/27 (48.1)
2/27 (7.4)
IL-6
24/27 (88.9)
9/27 (33.3)
IL-4
0/27 (0.0)
0/27 (0.0)
IL-5
0/27 (0.0)
0/27 (0.0)
IL-1β
24/27 (88.9)
9/27 (33.3)
TNF-α
22/27 (81.5)
11/27 (40.7)
TNF-β
0/27 (0.0)
21/27 (77.7)
2
Data show the proportion of samples that respond to stimulation (i.e.: concentration of
cytokine that was above detectable limit (see Methods chapter 3).
Table 4.4: Proportions of responders for each of the cytokines of interest.

4.1.9 Cytokine responses and vitamin D levels
Table 4.5 summarises the correlations between the umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3
concentrations and CBMC cytokine responses to TLR4 (LPS) and mitogen (PHA)
stimulation. Whilst many inflammatory cytokine responses of umbilical cord mononuclear
cells were not correlated with neonatal 25(OH)D3, TNFα and TNFβ release after stimulation
with T cell mitogen PHA, were both inversely related to neonatal 25(OH)D3 (TNF-α; r=0.48, P=0.01 and TNF-β; r=-0.44, P=0.02). (Table 4.5). The cytokine IL-10 is a pluripotent
cytokine and many different cell types can produce IL-10. Its release after LPS stimulation
was weakly negatively correlated with 25(OH)D3 (r=-0.351, P=0.073). A similar, statistically
significant, negative correlation was evident with IFNγ after mitogen stimulation (r=-0.40,
P=0.04). r=correlation co-efficient; p-value are indicated. Cord blood T cells are generally
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naïve/antigen inexperienced (Table 4.2) and often the adaptive cytokine responses are low. In
accordance with many published studies, none of the samples contained detectable levels of
IL-17, IL-4 and IL-5 (Table 4.4). Multiple testing and the “Bonferroni correction factor test”
will be applied to the data when analysed for the whole cohort for publication.

Correlations between umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3 concentrations and CBMC cytokine
responses to TLR4 (LPS) and mitogen (PHA) stimulation.
R (P-value)2
Cytokine

TLR4 (LPS)N=27

Mitogen (PHA) N=27

-0.11 (0.58)
-0.01 (0.96)
-b
0.07 (0.72)
-0.35 (0.07)
-0.33 (0.09)
-b
-b
-0.11 (0.58)
-0.20 (0.31)
-b

0.24 (0.22)
-0.40 (0.04) a
-b
-0.27 (0.18)
-0.26 (0.20)
-0.26 (0.18)
-b
-b
-0.24 (0.23)
-0.48 (0.01) a
-0.43 (0.02) a

IL-23
IFN-δ
IL-17
IL-2
IL-10
IL-6
IL-4
IL-5
IL-1β
TNF-α
TNF-β
a

Correlations with p-values <0.05 are in bold font. bAbsolute cytokine
concentrations (pg/mL) were below detectable levels, therefore correlations could
not be performed.

Table 4.5: Correlations between umbilical cord plasma 25(OH)D3 concentrations and CBMC
cytokine responses to TLR4 (LPS) and mitogen (PHA) stimulation. R=correlation co-efficient;
P-values in brackets.
4.1.10 Specific Discussion
The increasing burden of allergy in both early life and in childhood has been outlined in
Chapters 1 and 2. Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin that can be obtained from two distinct
sources, either from the diet (naturally or via supplementation) or by endogenous synthesis
beginning with UV-mediated events in the epidermal layer of the skin. Classically, whilst
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vitamin D has been well characterised as a regulator of bone and mineral metabolism, it is
now widely accepted that vitamin D also has immunomodulatory effects. As stated
1α,25dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25(OH)D3), functions through binding to the vitamin D
receptor (VDR) and is an important regulator of immune cell function. 1,25(OH)2D3 targets
different cells of both the innate and adaptive immune compartments (Baeke, Takiishi et al.
2010). As an important modulator of innate immune responses, it enhances the antimicrobial
properties of immune cells such as monocytes and macrophages. It has direct effects on the
adaptive immune response including CD4+ T cells, Tregs, B cells and DCs (Prietl, Treiber et
al. 2013). Differentiation of naive CD4+ T helper cells into major subgroups of effector T
cells (namely Th1 or Th2 cells) or into regulatory T cells is dependent on the
microenvironment to which they are exposed (Cantorna, Snyder et al. 2015) and indeed
might reflect interaction with the microbiome and its products (Chen, Waddell et al. 2015).
Some studies have shown that 1,25(OH)2D3 favours Th2 responses through inhibition of
production of Th1-promoting IL12, and decreases lymphoproliferation and production of IFNγ and IL-2 from Th1 cells
(Jamali, Arababadi et al. 2013). However, contradictory effects of vitamin D on Th2 cells
have also been reported (Lyakh, Sanford et al. 2005).
The Vitamin D Study (VIS) shows that antenatal 25(OH)D3 is associated with the levels of
circulating naïve T cells and gut homing CD4+ and non-CD4+ T cells at birth. For the
cytokines studied PHA-stimulated TNFα and TNFβ were both inversely related to neonatal
plasma
25(OH)D3; there was a weak inverse correlation with IFNγ. The release of IL-10 and IL-6
after LPS stimulation was weakly negatively correlated with 25(OH)D3. There was no effect
on cord total IgE. At the time of writing this thesis we are still blinded as to which arm of
MAVIDOS the study participants were on so analyses have been made based on measurable
25(OH)D3 in umbilical cord blood plasma; un-blinding of the study will allow further
analysis of the data. Long term follow up also will need to be undertaken to determine
whether antenatal vitamin D supplementation affects the expression of allergic disease in
childhood.
In summary, neonatal 25(OH)D3 status was associated with an increase in naïve CD4+ T
cells accompanied by a greater proportion of T cells expressing a homing receptor profile that
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would favour migration to gut-associated tissues (CCR9 expression). There was no
correlation between the percentage of skin-homing CLA+ T cells and neonatal 25(OH) D3
status. There was some effect of 25(OH)D3 status on cytokine responses, particularly the
TNF family members included in this analysis. There is very little published information
about the immune repertoire of children with vitamin D deficiency and/or how vitamin D
links to allergy development in this early life age group. The work presented in this chapter is
novel and underpins future work of immune mechanistic studies for both the future VIS study
and the ITEC study and possible Mite Antigen Prevention Study I and II (Zolkipli, Roberts et
al. 2015). Strengths and weaknesses of both studies which were run in parallel are outlined
(chapter 5) and from these learning points and future directions will be made.

4.2. The ITEC study: initial development and validation work
4.2.1 Introduction and rationale

In Chapters 1 and 2, current concepts of the innate and the adaptive immune systems and the
important role they play in immune tolerance and regulation of allergic disease in childhood
was discussed. In this chapter the development and failure of immune tolerance in early
childhood was further investigated using samples from the ITEC study comparing innate
immune responses in an allergic high and a low risk infant cohort. As outlined in Chapter 3,
the ITEC study validation work has been built around a landmark study by Professor Susan
Prescott published in the Lancet in 1999 (Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1999), with subsequent
understanding of immune dysregulation in allergic disease (Prescott, Martino et al. 2010)
and the role of the maternal immune system in allergy (Reece, Thanendran et al. 2011). The
current paradigm that neonatal responses must undergo environment-driven Th1 maturation
in the postnatal period. Postnatal suppression of Th2 propensity has been attributed to
exposure to an increasingly diverse microbial environment during the first years of life. Until
now, there has been little clear evidence that the failure of Th2 suppression in allergic
children is related to an underlying disorder of innate inflammatory recognition pathways.
We speculated that deviations in innate TLR-mediated, inflammatory and NOD-like
responses at birth are responsible for the differences in allergic predisposition. This is the
first study to map the key inflammatory pattern-recognition receptors in childhood namely
TLRs, NLRs and the inflammasome in infants at birth comparing those at high versus low
risk of atopy. This chapter specifically outlines the emerging hypothesis that children at high
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risk of allergic disease have altered responsiveness at birth, which might lead to abnormal
patterns of immune maturation that underpin disease predisposition.
The methodology for the validation work-up for the final ITEC samples was outlined in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 7, 10 Appendices A -H. The immune methods for the validation work
outlined included: (1) assessment of PRR Function, (2) cytokine protein detection, and (3)
surface and intracellular PRR expression.

4.2.2 Assessment of innate TLR function
Measurements of immune function (both pattern and magnitude) relied on stimulated ex vivo
cultures of cord blood mononuclear cells. As outlined in Chapter 2, thawed cord blood
mononuclear cells and control adult fresh samples were cultured alone or with optimized
doses of LPS (24 hours-TLRs) to determine cytokine responses. All methodology for the
stock solutions is outlined in Appendices A and B.

4.2.2 Cytokine protein detection using human IL-1β single plex bead kit
and human 10, 11 and 13 cytokine plexes
All validation work was made co paring a human single bead kit IL-1β, the human 10-plex or
11-plex (eBioscience for Luminex) and subsequently the Human Th1/Th2 13-plex Flow
Cytomix (eBioscience) (Appendices C, D, E and F). Two different kits were validated with
cell culture supernatants and were quantified with Luminex Xmap multiplexing technology
(Luminex Corp, Austin, Tex). The limit of detection was 3 pg/ mL for all cytokines, and all
data are shown as increases above unstimulated/ baseline responses. To further optimise
workup, a trial of human cytokine Th1/Th2 13-plex cytometric bead assay was made utilising
two different modified synthetic nods (NOD1 and NOD 2 analogues using C12-iE-DAP
NOD 1 ligand and L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand) as suggested by Invivogen (Appendix G).
Cytokine protein detection was analysed using the Human single plex bead kit IL-1beta are in
section 4.2., the Human Cytokine 11-plex Panel (eBioscience RTU Flow cytomix kit on
luminex) section 4.2.3, and section 4.2.5. the Human cytokine 10-plex panel) in section 4.2.4
the Human Th1/Th2 Human 13-plex in section 4.2.6 and finally the Human Th1/Th2 Human
13-plex using synthetic (C12-iE-DAP NOD 1 ligand) and (L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand) using 4
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neonatal cord blood samples and 1 fresh adult sample is in section 4.2.7. The final discussion
of the validation work is outlined in section 4.2.8.

4.2.3 Cytokine protein detection using human single plex bead kit and
human Th1/Th2 cytokine 11-plex
The methods for the validation work up of the 8 PRR ligands using concentrations chosen
from previously published literature (Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011) was outlined in Chapter 3.
Response to the 8 ligands was first measured using human IL-1β human single plex bead kit
then extended to a human Th1/Th2 cytokine 11-plex (GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6,
IL-8, IL-10, IFNγ, 12p70 and TNFα; Appendix E). The response by 3 high risk CBMC
(ITEC 1020; ITEC 2080; ITEC 1047) and 1 fresh adult male PBMC sample were studied for
validation. Optimised ligand doses were PGN-SA (1 µg/mL, TLR2 ligand cell surface), poly
I:C (50 µg/mL, TLR3 ligand), Escherichia coli LPS-EK (10µg/mL, TLR4 ligand),
PAM2CSK4 (10 µg/mL, TLR2/6 ligand), R848 (10 µg/mL, TLR7/8 ligand), TriDAP (10
µg/mL NOD1 ligand)(Kim, Shin et al. 2010), Ei-DAP (10µg/mL NOD 1 ligand), Muramyl
dipeptide MDP (10µg/mL NOD 2 ligand) and Nigericin (5µg/mL NLRP3 inflammasome
inducer with nigericin LPS). These data illustrated IL-1β cytokine responses to both NOD1
and NOD 2 activation (using two different concentrations) to be satisfactory. The results
confirmed reproducible output of IL-6 and IL-8 in response to the ligands (Figure 4.11; 4.12).
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Table 4.6: Table showing the culture conditions for optimizing ligand concentrations: 250ul /
well plate; 1x106 cells/mL; RPMI +10% NHI FCS; 24 hr cultures; 3 resuscitated CMBC and
1 adult male fresh PBMC blood sample. * primed with LPS 3 hrs prior to addition of
nigericin; ** LPS sonicated prior to addition. Initial validation with IL-1β single plex.

Invivogen
amount

Reconstitution
amount

Stock
Concentration

Allergen

Stock
volume

5mg

5ml water

1 mg/ml

PGN-SA

10mg

10ml water

1mg/ml

POLY I:C

neat

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml**

LPS-EK

10

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml

Pam2CSK4

neat

Dilution

(ul)
1/10

1/1000

Working Dilution Volume
/well
Stimulant PBS
(ul)
(ul)
10

90

Final
Conc

ml: Conc

2.5µl

1 ug/ml

7.5:3

neat

2.5µl

50ug/ml

0.5:10

10+990 then
10+90
neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

25(1:100):1µg/ml)

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5
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5mg

5ml water

1mg/ml

R848

neat

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml

TRI-DAP

neat

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5

5mg

500ul water

10mg/ml

MDP

10

1/10

10

90

2.5µl

1.25:5

2.5:5

10mg

2ml ethanol*

5mg/ml

Nigericin+

50

1/100

10

990

5µl

1.25:5

1.25:0.5

Table 4.7: Table of solution preparation details. * 100% ethanol ** Sonicated LPS stock used
A full set of standards (7) was always included (Table 4.8 and Figure 4.9). A control sample was
prepared for each cord blood HR sample with an adult fresh sample.
Standard

1

Mean
Florescent
Intensity
(MFI)
99.0

Concentration

Pg/ml

None

11.25

1

101.0

11.37

2

325.0

36.74

2

267.0

30.42

3

935.0

99.78

3

963.0

103.12

4

2497.0

319.04

4

2389.0

296.37

5

4469.0

881.65

5

4675.0

1002.59

6

6403.0

2544.51

6

6825.0

3391.24

7

8033.0

7175.58

7

8685.0

9224.81

33.74

101.23

303.70

911.11

2733.33

8200.00

Table 4.8: Standards for Luminex 100 calibration report for IL-1β assay.
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Figure 4.9: Graph of standard curve for Luminex 100 Calibration report for IL-1β assay.
To determine that a cytokine response would be measurable, IL-1β was chosen as the
candidate output. The sigma plot illustrated (Figure: 4.10) shows IL-1β cytokine responses to
many for the ligands to be satisfactory: summary data from three high risk CBMC blood with
results from 1 fresh adult male PBMC blood sample shown to the right of the dotted line.
LPS/NLRP3 were the only readout for the adult sample due to constraints on availability of
the ligand.
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Figure 4.10: IL-1β response to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk newborns (n =3)
and an adult (n = 1; male) were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-1β measured
Cytokine response after PRR activation is shown as mean ± SEM after exposure to low dose
(open bars) and high dose (solid bars) of ligand as per methods chapter 3. Response by adult
cells is shown to right of dashed vertical line.

Figure 4.11: IL-6 response to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk newborns (n =3)
were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-6 measured Cytokine response after
PRR activation is shown as mean ± SEM after exposure to low dose (open bars) and high
dose (solid bars) of ligand as per methods chapter 3. No comparison adult sample was
undertaken for this readout.
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Figure 4.12: IL-8 response to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk newborns (n =3)
were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-8 measured. Cytokine response after
PRR activation is shown as mean ± SEM after exposure to low dose (open bars) and high dose
(solid bars) of ligand as per methods chapter 3.
A fresh adult sample was used to make a comparison between CBMC and PBMC to ensure
the ligands and NODs were working (Figure 4.10). We were reassured this was indeed true
and as such no adult fresh PBMC sample was required for activation utilising IL-6 and IL-8
as a readout (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). NOD ligands are not good inducers of IL-1β. This is
consistent with the work from Wren and colleagues (Wen, Miao et al. 2013, Nagyoszi, NyulToth et al. 2015). This lead to the decision to always include two concentrations of ligands (5
and 10ng/mL) for future NOD1 and NOD2 work and to consider if IL-6 rather than IL-1β
would provide a better signature readout.
The initial interpretation of the graphs in figure 4.11 and 4.12 show the background for IL-8
to be exaggerated and as such results must be interpreted with caution. The background
control for IL-6 assay was satisfactory. With regards to PGN-SA (tlrl-pgnsa; TLR2) there is a
mild response with not much difference between the two dose concentrations and the TLR2
has the same activation response for IL-6 as for IL-8. With regards to LPS-EK Ultrapure (tlrlpeklps; TLR4) there is a moderate response for both IL-6 and IL-8 at both concentrations.
With regards to PAM2CSK4 (tlrl-pam2-1; TLR 2/6) the response is low and there is not
much difference between the two dose concentrations. With regards to Poly (I: C) (HMW)
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(tlrl-pic; TLR-3) the response is poor especially for IL-6. With regards to R848 (tlrl-r848-5;
TLR 7/8) there is a similar response for both dose concentrations and the pattern is similar for
IL-6 and IL-8. With regards to TriDAP (tlrl-tdap; NOD1) and MDP (tlrl-mdp; NOD2) there
is poor response possible due to poor vector mechanism. We concluded that the results may
have been due to the analogue used and as such we were advised Invivogen/ eBioscience
representatives to try a synthetic analogue. Finally, there was a good response with nigericin
(tlrl-nig; inflammasome) with or without LPS priming in both the IL-6 and IL-8 assays.
At this stage, delta values generated by subtracting the background noise for either IL-6 or
IL8 have not been performed but this would be key in the future with the hazard of giving
negative values. The IL-1β Luminex work was initiated to consider the inflammasome
mechanism and we could confirm a good response with the NLRP3 inflammasome ligand
nigericin (with LPS priming). However, NODS 1 and 2 once again show poor responses (in
relation to the control) possibly due to (1) no vector, (2) the need for a synthetic adjuvant to
aid entry to the cell, and (3) the effect of gender differences. We also chose to compare IL-6
and IL-8 cytokine readouts to provide a more extensive readout and to check if the responses
were comparable to those for IL-1b. The results were similar – the NODs appear to have a
low response for all results with IL-6, as anticipated, having a higher activation response than
IL-1β. The work was repeated on Luminex utilising a different brand of cytokines
(eBioscence) and the results were found to be equivocal. For further validation we decided to
(1) compare HR CBMC with an adult female fresh PBMC sample, (2) compare HR and LR
CBMC using the Th1/Th2 11-plex from the MRC grant and (3) to compare HR CBMC with
5 fresh adult PBMC samples validating the ready-to-use 13-plex kit with modified synthetic
NODS. This would thus complete our innate immune signature panel for the 35 HR and 10
LR infants of the immune mechanistic subset study of ITEC.

4.2.4 Cytokine protein detection using Human Cytokine single-plex kit
(Invitrogen Multiplex bead assay IMPIA) and Human cytokine 10-plex
panel)
Previous data illustrated attenuated IL-1βcytokine responses to both the NOD1 (Tri-DAP)
and NOD2 (MDP) using 2 different concentrations. Therefore, as part of the validation
process we considered Invitrogen’s Human Multiplex Bead Immunoassay (IMPIA) IL-1β
single plex kit which would permit the measurement of multiple proteins in a personalised
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human cytokine 10-plex panel as the study progressed. Therefore, the response by 3 High
Risk ITEC cord blood samples (2057, 2050, 2014) and a fresh female adult sample was
determined. All results were analysed using sigma plot as before and (i) type of response, (ii)
Pattern of response (iii) Dose of activity discussed.
A full set of standards (7) was carried out (Table 4.9) (Appendix F) and a control sample was
prepared for each HR cord blood and fresh sample. The ligands investigated were as before.
Sample
s

Control

PGN-SA
pg/ml

LPS
pg/ml

PAM2
pg/ml

R848
pg/ml

TriDAP
pg/ml

MDP
pg/ml

CB1a

5.47

5.47

5.47

8.04

441.05

5.47

5.47

104.19

1484.05

5.47

5.47

-

5.47

5.47

5.47

5.47

-

CB1b

NIG
pg/ml

LPS/NIG
pg/ml

CB2a

8.04

13.39

247.31

10.42

394.93

6.36

6.36

72.89

1836.95

CB2b

5.47

-

6.36

5.47

5.47

8.04

5.47

5.47

-

CB3a

5.47

6.36

37.53

6.36

61.66

5.47

5.47

11.18

162

CB3b

5.47

6.36

41.4

5.47

91.58

-

5.47

10.42

136.63

Adult 1

5.47

-

117.37

6.36

329.9

5.47

5.47

44.11

1323.66

Adult 2

5.47

-

95.22

6.36

318.52

5.47

6.36

44.64

793.21

Table 4.9: The mean concentration (pg/ml) of the IL-1β cytokine response to each of the
ligands.

Figure 4.13: IL-1β response to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk newborns (n =3)
and an adult (n = 1; female) were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-1β
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measured Cytokine response after PRR activation is shown as mean ± SEM after exposure to
low dose (open bars) and high dose (solid bars) of ligand as per methods chapter 3. Response
by adult cells is shown to right of dashed vertical line.
IL-1β was again used to analyse the inflammasome and NOD1 and NOD2 response. The data
confirmed that the inflammasome was active. However, NODs 1 and 2 again gave poor
responses. The main initial interpretation of this graph above (Figure 4.13) is that there is a
large background response in the control group possibly due to poor washing during assay
performance. This response makes it impossible to draw any conclusions from this
experiment. Again, there was no adult comparison for the other ligands. The pragmatic
approach is that the ligand of interest was the inflammasome and thus deemed important to
compare to an adult sample to which results are known in the literature.

4.2.5 Cytokine protein detection using Human Cytokine 11-plex panel
comparing cord blood mononuclear cells from high and low risk newborns.
This work utilised a human Th1/Th2 Cytokine 11-Plex Panel (GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFNγ, 12p70 and TNFα; Appendix E). PRR ligand doses as validated
above were used to treat the samples: 3 HR and 3 LR CBMC. Only responses for IL-1β
(Figure 4.13), IL-6 (Figure 4.14) and TNFα (Figure 4.15) are shown as these have been
shown in our validation work to be the relevant cytokine readouts to show our enhanced
inflammasome, NOD1 and NOD2 responses. The response for IL-1β was thought to be
helpful in determining NOD1 and NOD2 activation as previously shown. These data
illustrated IL-1β cytokine responses to both NOD1 and NOD 2 activation (using two different
concentrations) to be once again satisfactory.
These results ensured further work to be completed including a comparison of HR/LR CBMC
data in section 4.2.6 with 5 fresh adult PBMC samples thus validating the ready-to-use
Human Th1/Th2 13-plex kit with modified synthetic NODS (Appendix B). Once this data
was deemed satisfactory the final HR (n=35) and LR (n=10) cohort would be run.
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Figure 4.14: IL-1β response by cord blood mononuclear cells of newborns at different risk of
allergic disease to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk (black) and low risk (white)
newborns (n =3 per group) were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-1β (pg/ml;
mean ± SEM) measured.

Figure 4.15: IL-6 response by cord blood mononuclear cells of newborns at different risk of
allergic disease to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk (black) and low risk (white)
newborns (n =3 per group) were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-6 (pg/ml;
mean ± SEM) measured.
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Figure 4.16: TNFα response by cord blood mononuclear cells of newborns at different risk
of allergic disease to various PRR ligands. Cells from high risk (black) and low risk (white)
newborns (n =3 per group) were stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and TNFα (pg/ml;
mean ± SEM) measured.

4.2.6 Cytokine protein detection using synthetic version (C12-iE-DAP NOD 1
ligand) and (L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand) with human Th1/Th2 13-plex.
Given the lack of response measurable to the chosen NOD ligands alternative ligands were
considered. Two different modified synthetic NOD ligands C12-iE-DAP (NOD1 ligand) and
L18-MDP (NOD2 ligand) were suggested by the supplier (Invivogen) and these were
incorporated into the experimental plan (Table 4.10). The human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-Plex
(IFN- , IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-17, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-22 and TNFα;
(methods as per chapter 3, Appendix B, Appendix G) was utilised. Only fresh adult PBMCs
(3 female; 2 male) were analyses and responses are shown for IL-1β (Figure 4.17), IL-6
(Figure 4.18), TNFα (Figure 4.19).
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Invivogen
amount

Reconstitution
amount

Stock
Concentration

Allergen

Stock
volume

5mg

5ml water

1 mg/ml

PGN-SA

(ul)
10

10mg

10ml water

1mg/ml

POLY I:C

neat

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml**

LPS-EK

10

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml

Pam2CSK4

5mg

5ml water

1mg/ml

1mg

1ml water

1mg
10mg

Dilution

Volume
/well

Final
Conc

7.5µl

3 ug/ml

neat

2.5µl

50ug/ml

2.5µl

10ng/ml

100

10+990 then
10+90
neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

R848

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1mg/ml

iE-DAP

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1ml water

1mg/ml

L18-MDP

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

2ml ethanol*

5mg/ml

Nigericin+

50

5µl

10ug/ml

1/10

1/1000

1/100

Working
Dilution
Stimulant PBS
(ul)
(ul)
10

10

90

990

Table 4.10: Experimental plan for testing alternative synthetic NOD ligands. 250ul / well
plate; 1x106 cells/mL; RPMI +10% NHI FCS; 24 hr cultures. Cytokine outputs determined
using human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-Plex (IFNγ, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL17α, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-22 and TNFα). * 100% ethanol ** Sonicated LPS stock.

Figure 4.17: IL1β response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. Adult peripheral blood mononuclear cells (n = 5) were
stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-1β (mean±SEM) measured.
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Figure 4.18: IL-6 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. Adult peripheral blood mononuclear cells (n = 5) were
stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and IL-6 (mean ± SEM) measured.

6000

Figure 4.19: TNFα response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. Adult peripheral blood mononuclear cells (n = 5) were
stimulated with various ligands for 24hrs and TNFα (mean ± SEM) measured.
From figures 4.17-4.19 it can be concluded that despite trying alternative synthetic NOD
ligands there is still no response measurable as increased IL-1β, IL-6 or TNFα expression.
TLR4 and the inflammasome NLRP3 with LPS stimulation provide a positive control in this
case showing that these outputs can be made. It was thus proposed to repeat the Th1/Th2 13plex platform comparing fresh adult PBMCs and cryopreserved CBMC to determine their
recovery status and viability. This was accompanied by luminex and the flow cytometry to
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compare results. Cell pellets were also collected into RNA protect for future miRNA
analysis.

4.2.7 Cytokine protein detection using human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-plex
using 4 neonatal cord blood samples and 1 fresh adult sample.
Utilising 4 CBMC and 1 fresh adult PBMC sample and the PRR ligands of choice which
included the modified synthetic NODs all 13 cytokine responses were compared from the 13
cytokines (Figures 4.20-4.29). There are no separate bars for the adult fresh. Only 10 graphs
of interest are shown. On discussion with my supervisor all 3 neonatal samples were analysed
together and not separately.

6000

Figure 4.20: TNFα response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and TNFα (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.
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Figure 4.21: IL-1β response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-1β (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.

Figure 4.22: IL-6 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-6 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.
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Figure 4.23: IL-10 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-10 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.

Figure 4.24: IFNγ response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IFNγ (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.
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Figure 4.25: IL-22 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-22 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.

Figure 4.26: IL-12p70 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and
(L18-MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were
stimulated with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-12p70 (mean ± SEM) measured in a
multiplex assay.
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Figure 4.27: IL-2 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-2 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.

Figure 4.28: IL-9 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-9 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.
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Figure 4.29: IL-4 response to alternative synthetic NOD (C12-iE-DAP; NOD1 and (L18MDP; NOD2) and other PRR ligands. PBMCs (n = 1) and CBMCs (n = 4) were stimulated
with various ligands for 24 hrs and IL-4 (mean ± SEM) measured in a multiplex assay.

4.2.8 ITEC Discussion
In Chapter 1 current concepts of the innate and the adaptive immune systems and the
important role they play in immune tolerance and regulation of allergic disease in childhood
was discussed. In this chapter the development and failure of immune tolerance in early
childhood was further investigated using samples from the ITEC study comparing innate
immune responses in an allergic high and a low risk infant cohort alongside fresh adult
samples for comparison. As outlined in Chapters 2 and 3, the ITEC study validation work has
been built around a landmark study by Professor Susan Prescott published in the Lancet in
1999 (Prescott, Macaubas et al. 1999), with subsequent understanding of immune
dysregulation in allergic disease (Prescott, Martino et al. 2010) and the Tulic paper which
outlined the ontogeny of toll like receptors and extended the innate signature up until 5 years
of age (Tulic, Hodder et al. 2011). Extending the innate signature to look at inflammasomes
and NODs appeared important at the outset of our study as discussed in chapters 1 and 3.
To evaluate innate immune function at birth and in early childhood, we developed a
comprehensive functional assessment of PAMP responses through cytokine profiling of PBMCs.
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In section 4.1 we evolved a panel of 9 ligands for stimulation via TLR2, TLR3, TLR4, TLR2/6,
TLR7/8, NOD1, NOD2, NLRP3 and LPS/NLRP3 to represent stimuli of the TLR, NOD and
inflammasome pathways. They were then used on PBMCs with various cytokines profiled and
we determined the ideal cytokines to measure outputs for analysis of the larger ITEC cohort to
generate a complete data set (section 4.2 and pilot data in section 4.3). All validation work
presented in this chapter clearly outlines our proposals, thoughts and discussions to the final
immune signature and platform utilizing synthetic NOD1 and NOD2 ligands and inflammasome
activation. Initial validation work was provided by VIS (section 4.1) and with both CMBCs and
PBMCs (section 4.2). In summary, stimulation was via the TLR/NLR ligands and we proposed
to measure multiple cytokines simultaneously using a multiplex approach on both the luminex
and flow cytometry platforms. All methods and stock solutions are as stated in Chapter 3 and
Appendix A-G.
At the point of final validation there was a concern that the samples had been jeopardised at
some point between cryopreservation, thawing and recovery thus a separate quality standard
was undertaken to review the technique of the cryopreservation and thawing procedure
outlined in chapter 3. This additional analysis and the outcome of the quality control
experiment is shown in Appendix I. The main cohort of ITEC samples have since been
analysed and there appears to be no compromise to the samples.
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4.3

Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood: Main results and discussion

4.3.1 NLR and inflammasome response by cord blood mononuclear cells of high risk
(n=35) and low risk (n=10) infants
All HR and LR samples were thawed, counted and cell cultures prepared as per methods in
Chapter 3. Alongside Quality Control and standards seven runs of HR 5 samples each (Total
n=35) and 2 runs of LR 5 samples (Total n=10) were carried out on Luminex 100 (Table
4.12). Both HR and LR were run at the same time to reduce bias and confounding factors.

High
Risk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Cryopreservation Thaw
date
date

ITEC
Previous Average Luminex
number Cell
recovery date
count
count
6
x10 /ml Cells
x106ml

15.01.2010
14.01.2010
22.01.2010
12.02.2010
11.02.2010
16.03.2010
17.02.2010
28.03.2010
09.04.2010
08.04.2010
10.04.2010
20.04.2010
16.04.2010
17.05.2010
17.05.2010
28.06.2010
27.07.2010
30.07.2010
16.07.2010
09.07.2010
11.08.2010
12.08.2010
26.03.2010
05.03.2010
22.09.2011
11.11.2011

2006
2051
2025
2050
1043
1021
1033
1037
2047
2064
1055
1052
2032
1041
2076
2083
2099
1087
2106
2113
2110
2057
1022
1011
1123
2168

01.10.2012
01.10.2012
01.10.2012
01.10.2012
01.10.2012
08.10.2012
08.10.2012
08.10.2012
08.10.2012
08.10.2012
15.10.2012
15.10.2012
15.10.2012
15.10.2012
15.10.2012
22.10.2012
22.10.2012
22.10.2012
22.10.2012
22.10.2012
22.10.2012
29.10.2012
30.10.2012
30.10.2012
30.10.2012
30.10.2012

17
20
10
17.6
11
20
10
16
16
14
17
20
18
20
20
20
20
15
19
9.7
16
18
17
20
17.8
14.1

2.7
13.1
2.8
4.3
1.2
12.2
7.1
3.0
2.6
3.9
4.6
7.4
7.7
0.6
0.86
4.5
5.3
11.2
9.7
5.4
4.4
1.6
6.9
7.8
3.5
1.1

03.10.2012
03.10.2012
03.10.2012
03.10.2012
03.10.2012
18.10.2012
18.10.2012
18.10.2012
18.10.2012
18.10.2012
05.11.2012
05.11.2012
05.11.2012
05.11.2012
05.11.2012
06.11.2012
06.11.2012
06.11.2012
06.11.2012
06.11.2012
06.11.2012
19.11.2012
26.11.2012
26.11.2012
26.11.2012
26.11.2012
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
Low
Risk
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

02.03.2011
20.07.2011
01.08.2011
18.08.2011
01.06.2011
16.06.2011
07.07.2011
06.07.2011
04.08.2011

13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012
13.11.2012

2131
1114
1115
2162
1103
2161
1112
1113
1116

19.4
20
17.4
19.6
30.2
17.2
19.7
12.8
20

6.0
6.0
3.1
4.8
8.2
4.4
1.8
4.7
1.3

27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012
27.11.2012

18.08.2010
27.07.2010
25.11.2010
15.02.2011
04.03.2011
19.05.2011
22.06.2011
27.06.2011
03.10.2011
31.05.2011

29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
29.10.2012
13.11.2012

2503
2511
2515
1505
1503
1508
2523
2522
2524
2519

15
13.2
9.7
20
14.5
11.36
15.28
15.90
12
16.7

3.3
5.5
2.5
6.7
2.1
3.6
3.5
1.0
2.5
2.7

19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
19.11.2012
26.11.2012

Table 4.12: Table of ITEC samples: Date of cryopreservation, thawing, counting and cell
recovery obtained.
All cultures were plated in duplicate in 96-well round-bottom plates of 1 x 106 cells/mL in
250 mL of RPMI (Sigma-Aldrich) plus non– heat-inactivated 10% FCS and incubated at 37oC
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere for 24 hours. PRR ligands were as optimised: PGN-SA (3 µl/mL,
TLR-2 ligand cell surface), poly I:C (50 µg/mL, TLR-3 ligand), Escherichia coli LPS-EK
(10ng/mL, TLR-4 ligand), PAM2CSK4 (10 µg/mL, TLR2/6 ligand), R848 (10 µg/mL,
TLR7/8 ligand),
Tri-DAP (10 µg/mL NOD1 ligand), synthetic Ei-DAP (10µg/mL NOD 1 ligand), synthetic
Muramyl dipeptide MDP (10µg/mL NOD 2 ligand) and Nigericin (5µl/well, NLRP3
inflammasome inducer with nigericin/LPS. After culture, the supernatants were removed and
stored at -80oC until cytokine analysis using the Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-plex to measure IFNγ,
IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-17, IL-22 and TNFα (Chapter
3, Appendix G). All innate immune responses comparing high risk versus low risk cord blood
mononuclear cells to various PRR ligands are displayed in Figures 4.30- 4.39.
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Figure 4.30: IFNγ response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.31: IL-1β response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
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were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured (pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.32: IL-2 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured (pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.33: IL-4 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
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were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured (pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.34: IL-6 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.
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Figure 4.35: IL-9 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.36: IL-10 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.37: IL-12p70 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
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(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

Figure 4.38: IL-22 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured (pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

10,000

Figure 4.39: TNFα response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; black bars) and LR (n =10; white bars) infants
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were stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines
measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

For the HIGH RISK groups there are enhanced protein cytokine responses for IFNγ in TLR4
and TLR7/8; IL-1β in TLR 4, TLR7/8 and NLRP3/LPS; IL-2 with TLR 2/6, NLRP3 and
NLRP3/LPS however the baseline control was elevated and thus unreliable; IL-4 in all ligand
stimulation but not the NLRP3/LPS. Furthermore, there was an enhanced protein cytokine
response for IL-6 and IL-9 by all ligands but very high baseline control and thus unreliable;
IL-10 in TLR 4,7/8; TNF-α in TLR-2, TLR-4, TLR 2/6, TLR 7/8 and NLRP3 and
NLRP3/LPS. There were no responses for IL-12p70 and IL-22 so these are not shown
graphically.
For the LOW RISK groups there is enhanced protein cytokine expression for IFNgin
TLR2/6; IL-1β in TLR-2, TLR2/6 and NLRP3; IL-10 in TLR 2, TLR 2/6 with a high control
baseline, IL-6 in TLR-2, TLR-2/6, and NLRP3/LPS; and finally, TNF-α in TLR-2, TLR2/6,
and NLRP3.
4.3.2 Innate immune function: Comparison of neonatal cord blood mononuclear cell
cytokine responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3) in High and
Low Risk population: PRISM analysis
All results (Figure 4.30-4.39) were tabulated (Appendix H) and the data transferred to
PRISM. All data was transposed from SIGMA plot to PRISM for all 13 cytokines. The data
were reviewed and re-analysed using the Lowest Limit of Detection (LOD) was used for each
cytokine and the final statistical analysis is shown in with each cytokine analysis. For the
thesis cord blood mononuclear cell cytokine responses for IL-10 and IL-9 were used as base
comparisons but only IL-10 and IL-13 showed a statistically significant result after LOD was
replaced in the raw data. The cytokine responses for IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-12p70, IL-17a, and
IL-22 were too low in the cord blood mononuclear cell population for a statistically
significant result to be of any value. The row and column statistics alongside the graphic
representation have been outlined for the innate immune function comparing the neonatal
cord blood mononuclear cell responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP)
comparing the HR and LR population: IL-10 (Table 4.13, 4.14; Figure 4.40, 4.41); IL-1β
(Table 4.15, 4.16; Figure 4.42); IFN-γ (Table 4.17; Figure 4.43); TNF-α (Table 4.18; Figure
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4.44); IL-6 (Table 4.19; Figure 4.45); IL-9 (Table 4.20; Figure 4.46); IL-13 (Table 4.21;
Figure 4.47).

4.3.3 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IL-10 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

Con
0.90

TLR2
8.58

TLR4
27.99

TLR2/6
6.18

TLR7/8
29.7

NOD1
0.90

NOD2
0.90

NLRP3
0.90

LPS/
NLRP3
0.90

25/75th
centile

(0,0)

(0,31.1)

(11.1,94.5)

(0,12.6)

(11.1,54.5)

(0,0)

(0,0)

(0,0)

(0,3.7)

Mean

1.34

42.22

78.77

10.52

92.85

1.40

18.02

1.86

2.68

SD

1.73

76.58

138.29

14.24

227.49

1.76

90.16

2.88

3.53

number

35

31

35

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

0.90

18.43

27.54

14.67

19.04

9.06

0.90

5.17

12.59

25/75
centile
Mean

(0,9.4)

(10.2, 28.5)

(16.6,51.6)

(9.2,21.5)

(12.8,84.1)

(0,9.6)

(0,10.6)

(0,12.1)

(0,16.4)

4.59

21.21

52.11

14.92

44.47

6.26

7.81

6.46

10.13

SD

4.87

17.94

60.66

10.11

50.16

4.43

10.54

6.00

7.17

number

10

9

10

9

10

8

9

10

9

P value*

0.002

0.427

0.559

0.378

0.511

<0.001

0.748

0.002

<0.001

IL-10
High Risk

Low Risk

Median

th

Comparison

Table 4.13: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-10 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population. *Statistically significant results (red) using the
Holm-Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without
assuming a consistent Standard Deviation.

Number of values
Minimum
25th centile
Median
75th centile
Maximum
Mean
SD
SEM

Low Risk
9
4.591
6.359
10.13
32.84
52.11
18.66
17.67
5.889

High Risk
9
1.337
1.629
10.52
60.49
92.85
27.74
35.59
11.86
163

P value
0.0039
0.0039
Table 4.14: Column statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-10 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis
IL -10

Figure 4.40: IL-10 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. SIGMA PLOT without LOD.

IL -10
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Figure 4.41: IL-10 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD.
4.3.4

Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IL-1β responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

Median

Con
2.1

TLR2
128.29

TLR4
1371.04

TLR2/6
163.550

TLR7/8
1307.76

NOD1
16.56

NOD2
27.5

NLRP3
171.23

LPS/
NLRP3
1967.09

25/75th
centile

(2.1,
42.1)

(32.9,
215.3)

(832.4,
1912.2)

(115.4,29
2.6)

(929.3,2000
.6)

(2.1,97.6)

(2.1,76.2
1)

(46.1,
474.2)

(1444.4,318
2.3)

Mean

69.09

275.07

1447.60

235.02

1539.30

124.10

315.03

978.09

2567.71

SD

167.19

451.92

871.82

217.83

895.19

311.03

1299.78

3153.57

2062.73

number

35

31

30

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

6.92

35.73

1324.9

124.87

1238.89

2.1

18.92

195.76

1854.86

25/75th
centile
Mean

(2.127.18
)
49.11

(2.1,
326.01)
188.59

(63.23,187.
22)
1200.05

(63.2,187
.2)
131.5

(647.6,1763
.0)
1229.1

(2.1,59.2)
28.5

(2.1,189.
17)
91.23

(30.7,
727.1)
347.74

(1288.0,269
5.2)
1948.58

SD

794.14

282.16

75.89

75.89

703.94

33.41

124.68

390.05

926.93

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

10

9

P value*

0.727

0.591

0.414

0.173

0.320

0.365

0.656

0.536

0.389

IL-1β
High Risk

Low Risk

Comparison

Table 4.15: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-1β responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population. *Statistically significant results (red) using the
Holm-Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without
assuming a consistent Standard Deviation. There were no statistically significant results.

Maximum
Mean
SD
SEM
P value

Low Risk
1949
679.5
699.2
233.1
0.004

High Risk
2568
839.0
860.9
287.0
0.004
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Table 4.16: Column statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-1β responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

LR=9

IL -1beta

HR=32
p=0.390

Figure 4.42: IL-1β response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD. No statistically significant
results.
4.3.5 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IFNγ responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

IFN-δ

Con

TLR2

TLR4

TLR2/6

TLR7/8

NOD1

NOD2

NLRP3

LPS/
NLRP3
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High Risk

Low Risk

Comparison

Median

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

6.29

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

25/75th
centile

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,12.5

0.8,3.67

0.8,56.48

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

Mean

2.32

1.36

93.31

4.05

86.74

1.31

1.13

2.79

2.37

SD

3.66

2.19

434.75

6.74

199.95

2.69

1.73

6.43

5.01

number

33

31

35

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

0.80

0.80

2.56

0.80

2.88

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

25/75th
centile
Mean

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,34.0

0.8,0.8

0.8,102.71

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,2.86

0.80

0.80

25.95

2.84

111.28

0.80

0.80

0.73

2.06

SD

0.00

0.00

48.00

6.11

248.36

0.00

0.00

1.93

2.44

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

10

9

P value*

0.235

0.455

0.630

0.631

0.749

0.578

0.600

0.348

0.863

Table 4.17: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IFNγ responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population. *Statistically significant results (red) using the
Holm-Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without
assuming a consistent Standard Deviation. There were no statistically significant results.
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Figure 4.43: IFNγ response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD. No statistically significant
results.
4.3.6 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell TNFα responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

Median

Con
4.74

TLR2
168.87

TLR4
466.42

TLR2/6
111.42

TLR7/8
2048.93

NOD1
18.29

NOD2
21.89

NLRP3
10.75

LPS/
NLRP3
401.49

25/75th
centile

1.6,30.
6

31.0,617.5

230.1,2050.
82

46.0,494.
9

379.9,4154.
9

1.6,40.7

7.2,51.6

1.6,97.1

96.6,686.9

Mean

42.8

364.19

1429.47

284.52

3131.78

42.72

79.06

214.11

518.80

SD

82.95

459.09

2049.56

300.7

3772.18

72.74

173.65

455.37

598.51

number

34

32

35

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

17.85

157.92

468.48

207.63

2191.3

15.69

14.67

22.8

400.3

25/75
centile
Mean

9.3,29.
6
21.57

24.6,458.3

84.9,1081.5

4.5,55.7

3.2,346.2

970.76

1172.2,736
4.4
4056.94

2.5,19.7

250.93

44.9,441.
2
245.19

13.29

37.15

146.98

191.5,1253.
5
657.26

SD

18.55

298.65

1501.28

235.14

3874.58

9.63

55.62

187.04

683.1

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

10

9

P value*

0.435

0.490

0.515

0.720

0.502

0.230

0.509

0.654

0.556

TNF-α
High Risk

Low Risk

th

Comparison

Table 4.18: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell TNFα responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population. *Statistically significant results (red) using the
Holm-Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without
assuming a consistent Standard Deviation. There were no statistically significant results.
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Fig 4.44: TNFaresponse of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD. No statistically significant
results.
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4.3.7 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IL-6 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3) in
High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

IL-6
High Risk

Low Risk

Median

TLR2
1027.31

TLR4
4211.6

TLR2/6
2244.96

TLR7/8
4317.61

NOD1
29.50

NOD2
109.45

NLRP3
148.57

25/75th
centile

9.7,118
.1

174.1,2291.
2

3002.2,498
9.7

1684.7,3
550.3

3230.6,536
9.9

13.5,420.
1

31.8,491.
8

16.2,448.3

2057.9,672
1.4

Mean

363.24

1506.40

4205.24

2520.70

4388.73

551.15

522.99

970.06

5107.13

SD

979.72

1581.35

2112.4

1548.79

2172.35

1167.71

1021.32

2208.9

4802.51

number

35

31

35

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

90.29

280.3

5786.9

3050.37

6959.27

21.99

27.63

165.09

7296.79

25/75
centile
Mean

24.9,42
1.1
418.46

162.3,3365.
1
2106.98

3395.3,827
6.9
6918.32

1782.8,5
384.0
540.62

2938.3,146
76.7
1552.42

15.6,198.
3
116.32

19.9,210
8.3
1229.03

18.1,1943.6
972.98

3932.4,115
33.6
10863.21

SD

794.14

2885.2

5618.5

7561.13

13863.99

182.07

2471.42

1536.4

13557.71

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

10

9

P value*

0.871

0.416

0.021

0.052

0.0048

0.277

0.231

0.995

0.048

th

Comparison

LPS/
NLRP3
4264.04

Con
29.41

Table 4.19: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-6 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population.

*Statistically significant results (red) using the Holm-

Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without assuming a
consistent Standard Deviation. There were no statistically significant results.
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IL-6
p=0.05
p=0.004

Figure 4.45: IL-6response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array.

PRISM without LOD. No statistically

significant results.
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4.3.8 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IL-9 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

Con
0.75

TLR2
0.75

TLR4
6.99

TLR2/6
2.35

TLR7/8
7.15

NOD1
0.75

NOD2
0.75

NLRP3
0.75

LPS/
NLRP3
8.96

25/75th
centile

0.8,0.8

0.8,2.2

0.8,10.9

0.8,6.4

2.9,10.2

0.8,0.8

0.8,0.8

0.8,1.6

4.9,13.4

Mean

1.09

2.054

7.22

4.04

7.09

1.22

2.02

3.54

8.69

SD

1.56

2.69

5.8

4.26

5.02

1.42

5.97

7.01

5.24

number

35

31

35

30

34

28

28

34

32

Median

0.75

2.41

8.76

5.55

10.32

0.75

0.75

0.75

13.00

25/75
centile
Mean

0.8,2.3

0.8,8.1

4.4,11.6

2.1,7.8

5.6,12.2

0.8,0.8

0.8,4.6

0.8,4.3

1.2,13.0

2.28

3.80

8.26

5.56

8.80

0.93

2.28

2.51

11.66

SD

3.55

3.76

4.19

3.76

4.73

0.55

2.87

3.19

9.44

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

10

9

P value*

0.128

0.124

0.600

0.341

0.342

0.566

0.909

0.564

0.224

IL-9
High Risk

Low Risk

Median

th

Comparison

Table 4.20: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-9 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population.

*Statistically significant results (red) using the Holm-

Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without assuming a
consistent Standard Deviation. There were no statistically significant results.
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IL-9

Figure 4.46: IL-9 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD. No statistically significant
results.
4.3.9 Innate immune function statistics: Comparison of neonatal cord blood
mononuclear cell IL-13 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome (NLRP3)
in High and Low Risk population: PRISM analysis

IL-13

High Risk

Median

Con
2.2

TLR2
2.2

TLR4
2.2

TLR2/6
22.52

TLR7/8
16.04

NOD1
9.57

NOD2
2.2

NLRP3
16.23

LPS/
NLRP3
19.91

25/75th
centile

2.2,20.
3

2.2,20.7

2.2,27.9

2.2,34.1

2.2,30.94

2.2,26.6

2.2,26.3

2.2,32.6

2.2,31.3

Mean

12.92

15.03

15.09

21.58

19.5

14.24

13.4

22.91

22.20

SD

16.35

19.51

15.67

19.16

20.21

14.90

15.98

27.48

22.13
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Low Risk

Comparison

number

35

31

35

30

34

29

29

34

32

Median

2.2

71.63

55.05

74.03

72.09

73.93

16.55

72.28

73.63

25/75th
centile
Mean

2.2,73.
0
23.87

2.2,73.1

2.2,74.8

2.2,75.9

23.9,73.7

37.4,74.4

2.2,72.7

2.2,74.5

2.2,74.6

41.44

45.89

50.86

54.74

58.23

32.52

45.27

50.46

SD

34.9

37.23

34.02

36.55

30.65

31.79

35.3

37.09

36.21

number

10

9

10

9

10

9

8

9

10

P value*

0.165

0.007

0.0002

0.0027

0.0001

0.000014

0.029

0.043

0.006

Table 4.21: Row statistics for the comparison of innate immune function of neonatal cord
blood mononuclear cell IL-13 responses for TLR, NOD1, NOD2 and Inflammasome
(NLRP3) in High and Low Risk population. *Statistically significant results (red) using the
Holm-Sidak method with alpha= 5.000%. Each row was analysed individually without
assuming a consistent Standard Deviation.

Figure 4.47: IL-13 response of high risk versus low risk cord blood mononuclear cells to
various PRR ligands. CBMCs of HR (n = 35; red) and LR (n =10; blue) infants were
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stimulated with various PRR ligands as described in the methods and cytokines measured
(pg/ml; mean ± SEM) using a multiplex array. PRISM with LOD.
In summary and on review of the master template in Appendix H, the data and subsequent
graphs (Figure 4.40-4.46) the following protein cytokine responses for the following ligands
are highly statistically significant: IL-10 responses for NOD1, NLRP3 and NLRP3/LPS; IL13 responses for TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8 and NOD1 and IL-6 for TLR7/8. In each occasion,
the responses noted were higher in the low risk than the high-risk group.
4.3.10 Discussion: High versus low risk
In chapter 2 recruitment to the ITEC study was by initial characterisation of the infants with
atopy risk within two populations: (i) Isle of Wight, and (ii) Southampton City. For the highrisk group, 2295 mothers were screened with 470 eligible of which 298 babies, (174 from the
Isle of Wight and 124 from Southampton) were included. For the low risk group, 820
mothers were screened, 122 were deemed eligible and 30 indecisive at last review. A total of
40 babies have been recruited 29 from the Isle of Wight and 11 from Southampton. In a small
subset of patients 35 high risk infants and 10 low risk infant cord bloods were taken for
analysis for the pilot study for this ITEC Immune study.
To evaluate innate immune function at birth and in early childhood, we set out to develop a
comprehensive functional assessment of PAMP responses through cytokine profiling of
PBMCs. Validation work focused on the use of single plex IL-1β analysis using a Luminex
platform and some additional analysis of IL-6 and IL-8 to start progressing this work to
multiple cytokine analysis. In section 4.1 and section 4.2 we presented our validation results
and a subsequent proposal to:
(i)

Establish a new innate activation assay for NOD and inflammasome innate pathways

initially using IL-1β as a read-out.
(ii)

Extend our assay to other innate and adaptive cytokines (IL-6/IL-8) comparing

cryopreserved CBMCs and fresh adult PBMCs (the latter having mature T cell responses).
(iii)

Establish an assay to take forward for the ITEC study the changes in innate responses.

We would analyse both the (direct: IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and indirect: IL-2, IFNγ and IL-4) over
time.
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In the initial Luminex plex (Section 4.2) the IL-1β signal was used to consider the
inflammasome response. The results show a broadly similar type and pattern of response
changes with dose of stimuli. Background levels were noted. The data shown confirms that
the inflammasomes work as displayed by an upregulation of signal. However, as predicted
ligands for both NOD1 and NOD2 showed poor responsiveness which could be due to:
(1) the use of the wrong vector, or
(2) the need to try a synthetic derivative of the NOD-1 and NOD-2 ligands to aid entry into
the cell.
To extend this work (section 4.3) beyond IL-1β, the same 6 high risk samples and the twoadult fresh peripheral blood samples were analysed using the Th1/Th2 11-plex ready-to-use
flow cytomix kit focusing on the IL-6/IL-8 cytokine response to the 9 ligands. We wished to
use this 11 plex Th1/Th2 panel to broaden the cytokine evaluation of innate activation stimuli
to other cytokines from those cells that are then influenced by innate cytokines (i.e. T helper
cells). Background levels of IL-8 were high and it was not possible to discern effects of any
ligands.
For IL-6 some similarities to IL-1β were observed. For TLR2 (PGN-SA) there was a small
response with very little difference between the high or the low concentration. The LPS-EK
Ultrapure (TLR4) and the PAM2CSK4 (TLR 2/6) ligands both showed a moderate response
in both the high and low concentrations. The R848 (TLR 7/8) read-out showed a similar
response as to that shown when IL-1β was used as a read-out with the Luminex platform.
Both Tri-DAP (NOD1) and MDP (NOD2) showed a guarded attenuated response in the lower
concentrations due to (i) reduced ligand/cytokine interaction; (ii) poor vector mechanism or
(iii) the use of the non-synthetic analogue. The final Nigericin (inflammasome) ligand showed
enhanced stimulation when both IL-6 and IL-8 were used as cytokine read-outs.
Work presented in this final chapter set out to evolve a panel of 9 ligands (for TLR2, TLR3,
TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8, NOD1, NOD2, NLRP3 and LPS/NLRP3) chosen to represent
stimuli of the TLR, NOD and inflammasome pathways. These ligands were then used on
PBMCs with various cytokines profiled to determine the ideal cytokines to measure as
outputs for analysis of the larger cohort to generate a complete data set. Initial validation
work was provided by VIS (Chapter 4.1) and ITEC (Chapter 4.2). The LOD was
recommended and all the data reanalysed. It was obvious that we had a cohort of 35 HR
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patients with a very small LR cohort of 10 patients. The analysis was thus also re-run with a
30:10; 25:10 and 10:10 ratio and there were no differences in the statistical outcomes.
In summary, stimulation was via the TLR/NLR ligands and we measured multiple cytokines
simultaneously using a multiplex approach on both the luminex and flow cytometry
platforms. We established that the IL-10, IL-13 and IL-6 response to ligands able to activate
various TLRs, NOD1 and NOD2 (Tri-DAP and MDP) and the NLRP3 inflammasome
differed in the groups. Highly significant results were obtained in the low risk category for
IL-10 response to cell stimulation via NOD1, NLRP3 and NLRP3/LPS; IL-13 response via
TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8 and NOD1 and IL-6 response via TLR7/8.
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Chapter 5

Summary and future directions

Vitamin D Immune Study Immune Tolerance in
Early Childhood
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5.1 Immune tolerance in childhood
There has been a remarkable increase in immune-mediated diseases over the last three
decades, including allergic and inflammatory immune diseases (du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016).
This observation has been accompanied by much controversy related to a probable
breakdown in immune tolerance and the immune pathway mechanisms underlying the
increasing prevalence of allergic disease (O'Mahony, Akdis et al. 2016). This increase
appears to be the result of both the environment (Theoharides 2017), the change in our
microbiome (Smolinska, Groeger et al. 2017), complex gene-environment interactions (Kim,
Kim et al. 2017) (Meireles-Filho and Deplancke 2017) and a change in regulatory T cellmediated immune mechanisms (Wawrzyniak, O'Mahony et al. 2017). These mechanisms
were outlined in Chapter 1 and, although they are not well understood, the fact remains that
there has been an increase in the prevalence of atopy -the genetic tendency to develop the
classic allergic diseases -- atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis (hay fever), and asthma. Atopy
involves the capacity to produce IgE in response to common environmental proteins such as
house dust mite, grass pollen, and food allergens. Chapter 1 outlined numerous studies which
have investigated the most likely, multifactorial causal factors impacting on developing
immune function in early life and later development of allergic disease. Many studies have
proposed different hypotheses to explain the rise of food allergy and atopic dermatitis in
allergic inflammatory disease: maternal heritage, the use of antibiotics, caesarean section,
vaccinations, formula feeding, and the changes to the microbiome (Huang, Marsland et al.
2017) (Pfefferle and Renz 2014). Whilst many studies have focused on the hygiene and dual
allergy hypotheses (du Toit, Tsakok et al. 2016, Tsakok, Marrs et al. 2016), the microbiome
might also contain immunomodulatory factors affecting our immune system and
inflammation from birth to adulthood (Prescott, Noakes et al. 2008, Reece, Thanendran et al.
2011, Huang, Marsland et al. 2017).
Chapter 1 outlined the role of vitamin D (Papadopoulou and Priftis 2015), its genetic
predisposition (Zhao, Yu et al. 2017), its metabolism (Morales, Sanchez-Solis et al. 2015)
and its effects on allergic disease both in utero and in childhood (Theoharides 2017). There
are many hypotheses relating to the contribution of vitamin D to the increase in atopy and/or
the allergic march (Muraro, Halken et al. 2014, Tsakok, Du Toit et al. 2015, du Toit, Tsakok
et al. 2016). This is linked to increasing appreciation of the role of diet for both children and
pregnant women in the prevention of allergy (Du Toit, Foong et al. 2016, Du Toit, Foong et
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al. 2017). My thesis has linked two novel studies (each linked to and thus a small subset of
the parent cohorts), the Vitamin D Immune Study (VIS) and the Immune Tolerance in Early
Childhood Study (ITEC) which both set out to understand further the immune mechanistic
pathways of immune tolerance.

5.2

VIS

5.2.1 Summary
Atopic diseases, such as food allergy and asthma, are major health problems in the United
Kingdom which has one of the highest prevalence rates in the world (Morales, Sanchez-Solis
et al. 2015). Vitamin D has immunomodulatory effects targeting various immune cells to
modify both innate and adaptive immune responses (Baeke, Takiishi et al. 2010). Vitamin D
receptor (VDR) expression by T cells, B cells and dendritic cells allows vitamin D to exert
these effects (Papadopoulou and Priftis 2015). Immune cells also express vitamin Dactivating enzymes, allowing local conversion of inactive vitamin D into 1,25(OH)2D3
within the immune system. Taken together, these data indicate that 1,25(OH)2D3 might have
a role in maintenance of immune homeostasis (Kolokotroni, Middleton et al. 2015). As
previously discussed there is growing evidence that vitamin D might be an important factor
in the development of the immune system in early life and thereby in the development of
allergy (Rothers, Wright et al. 2011) and asthma (Camargo, Ingham et al. 2011). Studies on
the association of vitamin D deficiency with asthma and allergic disease demonstrate that it is
a worldwide problem (Paul, Brehm et al. 2011).
As an important modulator of innate immune responses, 1,25(OH)D3 enhances the
antimicrobial properties of immune cells such as monocytes and macrophages. It has direct
effects on the adaptive immune response including CD4+ T cells (3), regulatory T cells, B
cells and DCs (4). Differentiation of naive CD4+ T helper cells into major subgroups of
effector T cells (namely Th1 or Th2 cells) or into regulatory T cells is dependent on the
microenvironment to which they are exposed (5). Some studies have shown that 1,25(OH)2D3
favours Th2 responses through inhibiting the production of Th1-promoting IL-12 (6), and
decreasing lymphoproliferation and production of IFNγ and IL-2 from Th1 cells (5, 7, 8).
However, contradictory effects of vitamin D on Th2 cells have also been reported (9, 10) and
further clarification is required on the immunomodulatory effects of 1,25(OH)D3 at birth.
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Interventional studies focusing on the relationship between allergy and vitamin D deficiency at
birth have been few and far between. To date, two such studies, as summarised in chapter 2,
have been undertaken to specifically explore whether vitamin D supplementation during
pregnancy will prevent the development of allergy and asthma (Bener, Ehlayel et al. 2011). The
VIS study outlined in chapters 2, 3 and 4, in collaboration with the Chief Investigators of an
existing vitamin D antenatal supplementation trial at Southampton (MAVIDOS (Maternal
Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study; (Harvey, Javaid et al. 2012, Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016,
Cooper, Harvey et al. 2016) allowed us to determine the potential of vitamin D-mediated
mechanisms of immune tolerance using umbilical cord blood mononuclear cells. We analysed
the immune signature of 49 infant samples (from a normal population with randomization to
maternal vitamin D supplementation in pregnancy) at birth. The outline of the study is
described in chapter 2, the methods (chapter 3) and the immune protein cytokine analysis and
creation of an immune signature (chapter 4) which included detailed phenotyping of leukocytes
and analysis of cytokine responses that could be related to the infants’ vitamin D levels at birth.
In section 2.3.3, demographic data about the mother and infant data is presented: mothers in
VIS are between 19-43 years of age; mean gestational age of their babies is 40 weeks; and
there was a predominance of females (section 4.1.1). In section 4.1.2 data about neonatal
25(OH)D3 levels are presented and as a group of 48, Vitamin D insufficiency was identified
in 12 (25.5%) of samples analysed, a further 9 (19.2%) were deficient and 26 (55.3%)
samples considered replete in 25(OH)D3. In section 4.2 the immune characterization of the
phenotype of the cord blood mononuclear cells was investigated and an immune signature
panel created to analyse the immune phenotype of the VIS samples. These panels were
designed to capture detail of the abundance of TBNK cells, T memory cells, T regulatory
cells, iNKT cells and DCs. There was a significant positive association between neonatal
25(OH)D3 and (i) the percentage of naïve CD4+ T cells, and (ii) the percentage of both CD4+
and non-CD4+ CCR9+ putative gut homing T cells. T regulatory cells, iNKT cells, and
myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells were present in low numbers in keeping with
literature where they have been studied before but did not show a relationship with cord
blood vitamin D levels. In section 4.4 eleven different cytokines (with an interest in IFNγ, IL17, IL-2, IL-10, IL-4, IL-5 and TNFβ) were measured and the functional studies presented.
Both innate, using LPS, and adaptive, using PHA, responses were measured. As expected, all
samples demonstrated detectable response to TLR4 (LPS) stimulation for production of IL-6
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and IL-1β. For the response to PHA, the cytokine with the most frequently detectable
response was TNFβ. Indeed, it was discussed that this response should be measure in our HR
and LR ITEC cohort, but it was not deemed a suitable marker for this population at risk of
allergy. In general, PHA responses were low as expected in neonatal samples where T
memory cells and adaptive responses are limited. This included no measurable IL-17, IL-4,
IL-5 across the cohort. The association between neonatal 25(OH)D3 and the cytokines was
analysed. Most cytokine responses showed no correlation with neonatal 25(OH)D3, however
both TNFα and TNFβ levels after stimulation with T cell mitogen (PHA) were inversely
related to neonatal 25(OH)D3. LPS-stimulated IL10 and PHA stimulated IFNγ also showed a
negative correlation but this was not statistically significant. When we are party to the
unblinding of the cohort we shall analyse and cross tabulate the differences between the
infants in low, high 25(OH)D3 supplementation versus no supplementation.

Finally, in

section 4.6 there was no correlation found between neonatal 25(OH)D3 and the concentration
of cord plasma total IgE (IU/ml).
More detailed analysis awaits un-blinding of the study. Further clinical assessments will need
to be undertaken to determine whether antenatal vitamin D supplementation also effects the
expression of allergic disease in childhood. There is very little published information about
the immune repertoire of children with vitamin D deficiency and/or how vitamin D links to
allergy development in this early life age group. The work presented in this thesis on VIS is
novel and underpinned the further work for the whole MAVIDOS cohort but also that of the
immune mechanistic studies for the validation work for the ITEC study.
5.2.2 Specific reflections of VIS
Strengths
There are many positive outcomes to this observational study.
(i) To establish the assessments of main lymphocytes subsets in cord blood
(ii) To look for a longitudinal change in the cohort
(iii) To find an association with vitamin D once MAVIDOS is unblinded
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Limitations
There were some limitations to this observational study. Firstly, the sample size was
relatively small. Secondly, these samples were derived from MAVIDOS - a prospective,
double-blind placebo-controlled study. Women with circulating levels of less than 25nmol/L
were excluded from the trial so are not included in this observational study. Greater
differences between very low levels of cord blood vitamin D and neonatal immune
parameters might have been observed if these samples were available. Thirdly, whilst the
validity and reproducibility of the cell collection and preparation process was desirable we
had difficulty in obtaining some of the samples within four hours of delivery.
5.2.3 General Reflections of VIS
In summary, high neonatal 25(OH)D3 status was associated with inducing a homing receptor
profile that would favour migration to gut-associated tissues (CD4+CCR9) and skin homing
(CD4+CLA+) 159
T cells and regulatory (CD4+CD25+) T cells levels and (2) LPS stimulated IL-1β. However,
there are errors in this study as outlined above. Southampton has experience in analysing
mothers’ and their children in large cohorts (The SWS Cohort). The VIS study has managed
to be analysed alongside a similar large population of women and children within the
Southampton area. There is very little in the literature to guide the study of the immune
repertoire of children with vitamin D deficiency and/or allergy. The work undertaken is novel
and underpins much of the future work of both the ITEC study (Chapters four and five) and
MAPS.
5.2.4 Future directions for the Vitamin D Immune Study 2 (VIS2)
There is intense interest in the role of vitamin D in the development of asthma and allergies.
However, studies differ on whether a higher vitamin D intake or status in pregnancy or at
birth is protective against asthma and allergies. To address this uncertainty, the Vitamin D
Antenatal Asthma Reduction Trial (VDAART) was developed. VDAART is a randomised,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of vitamin D supplementation in pregnant women to
determine whether prenatal supplementation can prevent the development of asthma and
allergies in women's offspring (Bunyavanich, Rifas-Shiman et al. 2016, Gold, Litonjua et al.
2016, Joung, Burris et al. 2016, Litonjua, Carey et al. 2016, Litonjua and Weiss 2016). Like
the MAVIDOS trial the Vitamin D Antenatal Asthma Reduction Trial (VDAART) was a
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randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial conducted in 3 centres across the United
States. The enrolment began in October 2009 and completed follow-up in January 2015 when
our study was overlapping. Eight hundred eighty-one pregnant women between the ages of
18 and 39 years at high risk of having children with asthma were randomised at 10 to 18
weeks' gestation. Five participants were deemed ineligible shortly after randomization and
were discontinued. Four hundred forty women were randomised to receive daily 4000 IU
vitamin D plus a prenatal vitamin containing
400 IU vitamin D, and 436 women were randomised to receive a placebo plus a prenatal
vitamin containing 400 IU vitamin D. The co-primary outcomes of (1) parental report of
physician-diagnosed asthma or recurrent wheezing through 3 years of age and (2) third
trimester maternal 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels were taken. The results found eight hundred
ten infants were born into the study, and 806 were included in the analyses for the 3-year
outcomes. Two hundred eighteen children developed asthma or recurrent wheeze: 98 of 405
(24.3%; 95% CI, 18.7%-28.5%) in the 4400-IU group vs 120 of 401 (30.4%, 95% CI, 25.7%73.1%) in the 400-IU group (hazard ratio, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.6-1.0; P = .051). Of the women in
the 4400-IU group whose blood levels were checked, 289 (74.9%) had 25-hydroxyvitamin D
levels of 30 ng/mL or higher by the third trimester of pregnancy compared with 133 of 391
(34.0%) in the 400-IU group (difference, 40.9%; 95% CI, 34.2%-47.5%, P < .001). Their
conclusions found that in pregnant women at risk of having a child with asthma,
supplementation with 4400 IU/d of vitamin D compared with 400 IU/d significantly increased
vitamin D levels in the women. The incidence of asthma and recurrent wheezing in their
children at age 3 years was lower by 6.1%, but this did not meet statistical significance;
however, the study may have been underpowered. Longer follow-up of the children is
ongoing to determine whether the difference is clinically important.
There was little mentioned originally by the Litonjua group on the role vitamin D has on the
microbiome in 2016. However, in 2017, literature was published outlining that the host
microbiome regulates and maintains human health (Litonjua and Weiss 2017, Sordillo, Zhou
et al. 2017). They concluded that the infant gut microbial flora might alter the risk of
developing wheeze and upper respiratory tract infections in the first year of life. Taxa within
clostridia might be associated with increased wheeze and enterobacteria might be associated
with lower respiratory tract infections (Sordillo, Zhou et al. 2017).
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Ancillary studies in the VDAART also investigated neonatal T-regulatory cell function,
maternal vaginal flora, and maternal and child intestinal flora (Sordillo, Zhou et al. 2017).
There has been very little undertaken looking at the role of inflammation (with NODs and
Inflammasomes) in cord blood and indeed this would be a focus for the future. Hornsby and
colleagues (Litonjua, Carey et al. 2016, Hornsby, Pfeffer et al. 2017) however showed that
programming of the immune system during foetal development could influence asthmarelated risk factors and outcomes in later life. Vitamin D is a well-recognised immune
modulator (chapter 1 and 2), and deficiency of this nutrient during pregnancy is hypothesised
to influence disease development in offspring. As above cord blood samples from neonates
born to mothers supplemented with 4400 IU/d (n = 26) or 400 IU/d (n = 25) of vitamin D3
were analysed for immune cell composition by flow cytometry, Toll-like receptor (TLR)
expression by quantitative PCR, and cytokine secretion after stimulation with mitogenic,
TLR, and T-cell stimuli by cytometric bead array. Responsiveness to the glucocorticoid
dexamethasone was also determined. Supplementation of mothers with 4400 IU of vitamin
D3 resulted in an enhanced broad-spectrum proinflammatory cytokine response of cord blood
mononuclear cells to innate and mitogenic stimuli (P = .0009), with an average 1.7- to 2.1fold increase in levels of several pro-inflammatory cytokines (GM-CSF, IFN-γ, IL-1β, IL-6,
and IL-8) across stimuli, a higher gene expression level of TLR2 (P = .02) and TLR9 (P =
.02), a greater than 4-fold increase in IL-17A (P = .03) production after polyclonal T-cell
stimulation, and an enhanced IL-10 response of cord blood mononuclear cells to
dexamethasone treatment in culture (P = .018). They concluded that Vitamin D exposure
during foetal development influences the immune system of the neonate, which can
contribute to protection from asthma-related, including infectious, outcomes in early life. Our
VIS study has a similar outcome. However, there is very little in the literature focusing on the
role of NODs and Inflammasomes (NLRP3) in maternal vitamin D deficiency in pregnancy
and this would be my focus for the next VIS study (Tulk, Liao et al. 2015).
Aims and hypothesis of a future Vitamin D study
The overall aim for future vitamin D work (Figure 5.1) would be to assess the efficacy of
antenatal vitamin D supplementation as a primary prevention strategy for asthma and allergy.
Supplementary antenatal vitamin D supplementation has the potential to reduce the rate of
asthma and allergy during the pre-school years. As stated in the VDAART study I would
propose that the next VIS study focused on the cord blood samples from neonates born to
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mothers supplemented with 4400 IU/d (n = 26) or 400 IU/d (n = 25) of vitamin D3 and
analysed for immune cell composition by flow cytometry, Toll-like receptor (TLR)
expression by quantitative PCR, and cytokine secretion after stimulation with mitogenic,
TLR, and T-cell stimuli by cytometric bead array as noted in ITEC’s final results (section 4.1
and 4.3).

Figure 5.1 Overview of proposed VIS2 study
* Note: since review the protocol has changed to allergic assessment at 3 years of age.
Specific objectives
The specific objectives of this study would be to:
1. To enrol 375 infants born to mothers enrolled in the VIS (2) study.
2. To assess the infants at 3 years by an ISAAC questionnaire, examination and a skin prick test.
3. With funding permitted the group wish to further assess the infants at 6 years by
questionnaire, examination, skin prick testing and lung function tests.
4. With funding permitted to analyse for immune cell composition by flow cytometry, Toll-like
receptor (TLR) expression by quantitative Polymerised chain reaction (PCR), and cytokine
secretion after stimulation with mitogenic, TLR, and T-cell stimuli by cytometric bead array
as noted in ITEC’s final results (section 4.1 and 4.3).
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Method proposals
Children born to mothers in the MAVIDOS study will be invited to participate. Children will
be assessed at 3 and 6 years in the Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility or at home.
After the final analysis of the immune innate function at birth, to consider, funding permitted
to look at the immune cell composition by flow cytometry, Toll-like receptor (TLR)
expression by quantitative PCR, and cytokine secretion after stimulation with mitogenic,
TLR, and T-cell stimuli by cytometric bead array as noted in ITEC’s final results (section 4.1
and 4.3).
Clinical Outcomes
i.

Questionnaire: A similar questionnaire to that currently used in observation or

interventional studies within our academic paediatric allergy team in Southampton would be
used. This makes use of validated and extensively utilised ISAAC questionnaires. Questions
will focus on wheeze, eczema, allergic rhinitis and food allergy.
ii.

Examination: Full examination would be undertaken to assess wheeze and eczema

lesions using standardised photographs.
iii.

Skin prick testing: Common allergens (ALK, Horsholm, Denmark) will be tested

using standard lancets (ALK, Horsholm, Denmark).

The panel will include inhalant

allergens (house dust mite, cat, dog, Alternaria alternata, Cladosporium herbarium, grass
pollen mix, and tree pollen mix) and food allergens (cows’ milk, hens’ egg, peanut and soya).
Positive (histamine) and negative (saline) controls will be included. As with our previous
studies, the standard technique will be utilised (Dreborg 1993) (Dreborg, Businco et al.
1993). Wheal sizes will be assessed at 15 minutes as the average of the maximum wheal
diameter and the diameter perpendicular to this. Allergic sensitisation will be defined as a
mean wheal diameter of 3 mm greater than the negative control with atopy defined by having
a positive SPT to at least one allergen.
iv.

Lung function and reversibility: this will only be assessed at 5 years of age when

lung function testing becomes practical in most children.
v.

Blood testing: Innate and adaptive immune function: the immune cell composition

of the PBMCs would be undertaken by flow cytometry, Toll-like receptor (TLR) expression
by quantitative PCR, and cytokine secretion after stimulation with mitogenic, TLR, and Tcell stimuli by cytometric bead array as noted in ITEC’s final results (section 4.1 and 4.3).
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Rate of sensitisation at 3 and 6 years of age by skin prick testing (primary outcome at 3
years) Rate of atopic eczema at 3 and 6 years of age using the questionnaire and examination
finding. This will utilise the criteria of Hanifin and Rajka (Williams, Burney et al. 1994,
Williams, Burney et al. 1994, Williams, Burney et al. 1994). Specifically, the infant must
have:
•

an itchy skin condition in the last 12 months plus three or more of:

•

History of flexural involvement

•

History of a generally dry skin

•

Personal or family history of other atopic disease

•

Visible flexural dermatitis as per photographic protocol

In a validation study, these criteria had a sensitivity and specificity of 85% and 96%
respectively when compared with a dermatologist's diagnosis (Williams, Burney et al. 1994,
Williams, Burney et al. 1994, Williams, Burney et al. 1994).
•

Rate of wheeze in the previous year at 3 and 6 years of age

•

Rate of doctor diagnosed asthma at 6 years of age – defined as a doctor’s diagnosis of
asthma plus symptoms in the previous year (primary outcome at 6 years).

Statistical considerations
The primary outcome analysis at age 3 years (and funding permitted 6 years) will be a
comparison of the rate of sensitisation in the vitamin D group verses the placebo group using
a two-sample test of proportions. The secondary analyses will compare the rate of wheeze
and eczema in the two groups in a similar way. In a further planned secondary analysis, the
frequency of atopic wheeze (defined as wheeze in association with allergic sensitisation or
infantile eczema) will be compared in the treatment groups.
At 6 years, further clinical outcome analysis will be a comparison of the rate of doctor
diagnosed asthma in the vitamin D group verses the placebo group using a two-sample test of
proportions. The secondary analyses will compare the rate of sensitisation, wheeze and
eczema in the two groups in a similar way. Again, the frequency of atopic wheeze will be
compared in the treatment groups.
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Important covariates (asthma, atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis, food allergy) would be
considered using a logistic regression model where the influence of these factors on each of
the study primary and secondary outcomes can be explored alongside whether the infant's
mother received antenatal vitamin D supplementation. An example would be measures of
maternal compliance with the intervention assessed firstly by counting the number of tablets
mothers still had at 19 and 34 weeks gestation, and, secondly, by looking at the increase in
maternal serum vitamin D levels from 14 to 34 weeks gestation. A second example would be
a first degree relative with allergic disease as we need to assess whether the effectiveness of
the intervention varies with genetic risk for allergy.
If the rate of doctor diagnosed asthma at 6 years of age is around 30-35%, as in the ALSPAC
cohort (Boyd, Golding et al. 2013, Fraser, Macdonald-Wallis et al. 2013) and the
Southampton women’s survey (Inskip, Godfrey et al. 2006) , we have power (80%) to detect
a reduction in the rate to 8% in the intervention group assuming a 20% drop out rate (alpha
level 5%) (STATA v9.2)(Boyd, Golding et al. 2013, Fraser, Macdonald-Wallis et al. 2013). It
is expected that the rate of wheeze at age 4 years (30-35%) will be higher than the rate of
asthma at age 6 (20%). It will also be powered to see a reduction to 8% in the intervention
group.
The Southampton Women's Survey children had a 17% rate of allergic sensitisation at 3
years. We are therefore powered (80%) to detect a drop in the rate of sensitisation to 6% in
the intervention group (STATA v9.2) assuming a 20% drop out rate (alpha level 5%). With
the rate of sensitisation increasing to 28% at 6 years, we would be powered (80%) at this age
to detect a drop in the rate to 14% in the intervention group again assuming a 20% drop out
rate (alpha level 5%).
Recent, local, unpublished data from the United Kingdom Europrevall Birth Cohort based in
Winchester suggests that the local rate of eczema in the first few years of life of 30%. We
therefore have 80% power to detect a 20% reduction in the prevalence of eczema at 3 years
assuming a 20% drop out rate (alpha level 5%) (STATA v9.2).
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5.3 ITEC
5.3.1 ITEC summary
In chapter 1, current concepts of the innate and the adaptive immune systems and the
important role they play in immune tolerance and regulation of allergic disease in childhood
was discussed. In chapter 2 the study design and recruitment strategies for the ITEC study
were outlined including initial characterisation of the infants with atopy risk within two
populations: (i) Isle of Wight and (ii) Southampton. For the high-risk group, 2295 mothers
were screened with 470 eligible of which 298 babies (174 from the Isle of Wight and 124
from Southampton) are included. For the low risk group, 820 mothers were screened and 122
were deemed eligible: 40 babies have been included (29 from the Isle of Wight and 11 from
Southampton). In chapter 3 the methodology for both the validation work and the final
human Th1/Th2 13–plex panels on Luminex® xMAP® platform were outlined with standard
operating procedures in chapter 6 (Appendix A-H).
In chapter 4.2 and 4.3, the ITEC study validation and final work was presented. This included
validation of the use of NLR ligands and inflammasome activation to assess immune function
at birth. Comparison of the response by newborns of high and low risk of allergy was made.
This chapter specifically outlined the emerging hypothesis that children at high risk of
allergic disease have altered responsiveness at birth, which might lead to abnormal patterns
of immune maturation that underpin disease predisposition. Final conclusions are given in
section 4.3 whereby we have shown that we have e evaluated the innate immune function at
birth and in early childhood, and developed a comprehensive functional assessment of
pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMPS) responses through cytokine profiling of
PBMCs. In our work we have evolved a panel of 9 ligands (control, and ligands for TLR2,
TLR3, TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8, NOD1, NOD2, NLRP3 and LPS/NLRP3) to represent
stimuli of the Toll, NOD and inflammasome pathways. These have been used on PBMCs
with various cytokines profiles and we have determined the ideal cytokines to measure
outputs for analysis for our subset cohort and thus a final larger ITEC cohort to generate a
complete data set. In summary, stimulation was via the TLR/NLR ligands and we measured
multiple cytokines simultaneously using a multiplex approach on both the luminex and flow
cytometry platforms. We established that IL10, IL-13 and IL-6 were able to stimulate the
ligands and able to activate NOD-1 and NOD-2 (Tri-DAP and MDP) and the NLRP3
inflammasome to complement the TLR ligands already chosen. Highly significant results
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were obtained in the LOW RISK category for IL-10pg/mL responses in NOD1, NLRP3 and
NLRP3/LPS; IL-13pg/mL in TLR4, TLR2/6, TLR7/8 ad NOD1 and IL-6pg/mL on TLR7/8.
5.3.2 Specific reflections of ITEC
Strengths
There are many positive outcomes to this mechanistic study. We have:
(i)

Established a new innate activation assay for NOD and inflammasome innate pathways
initially using IL-1β as a read-out.

(ii)

Extended our assay to other innate and adaptive cytokines (IL6/IL8) comparing both
frozen CBMCs and fresh adult PBMCs blood (the latter having mature T cell
responses).

(iii) Established an assay to take forward for the ITEC study the changes in innate responses.
A discussion of the two new synthetic NODs is to be defined.
Limitations
There were some limitations to this mechanistic study. Firstly, our sample size is small and
as such the high risk and low risk population are limited in their reproducibility. Our immune
repertoire is suggestive and as such we will only gain future experience once we have the
results of the ITEC study at the end of the thesis. Our NOD panels are limited and nonreproducible and as such it may be that future work in this field is limited.
5.3.3 General reflections of ITEC
In conclusion we have shown a poor response to activation of the NOD cytokines, but a good
response from the activation of the inflammasome cytokines. We hope for the final thesis to
use modified synthetic NOD-1 (C12-iE-DAP) and NOD-2 (L18-MDP) analogues (as
suggested by Invivogen). Southampton has put forward a large MRC grant to take further
forward this work for the future. There is very little in the literature to guide the study of the
immune repertoire of children within a high and a low risk population. The work undertaken
is novel and underpins much of the future work of both the ITEC study and the future Mite
Antigen Prevention Study (Zolkipli, Roberts et al. 2015).
5.3.4 Future directions for ITEC Immune II Study
The prevalence of allergic diseases has significantly increased in recent years, understanding
the causes and mechanisms of these disorders is of high importance, and intense
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investigations are ongoing. Current knowledge pinpoints immune tolerance mechanisms as
indispensable for healthy immune response to allergens in daily life. It is evident that
development and maintenance of allergens-specific T cell tolerance is of vital importance for
a healthy immune response to allergens. There is considerable evidence that the risk of
developing allergic disease is determined in early life. An improved understanding of the
development and direction of immune responses and factors, which determine pre-and postnatal sensitisation versus tolerance, is critical. Funding has been secured to recruit pregnant
women in Southampton and the Isle of Wight whose infants are at high risk of developing
allergic disease within the ITEC study (Ref*8).
Aims and Hypothesis of a future study
The aim for the future Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood II study is to improve our
understanding of the development of allergic sensitisation in infancy, especially in children at
high risk of atopy, by investigating cellular responses and relevant biochemical mediators in
blood samples collected not only at birth but also at 6, 12 and 18 months of age. Specifically,
we will compare the development of the bridge between innate (responses via various PRRs;
DC type and function) and adaptive (DC type and function; T cell subsets) immune responses
in those with and without heredity risk of atopy.
We hypothesise that in children with atopic heredity (high risk), development of allergic
sensitisation (as defined by the presence of specific IgE to common allergens) in early
childhood, is caused by a lack of maturation of DCs mediated via reduced induction of T
regulatory cells, with consequent persistence of Th2 phenotype. We would like to show that
over time the changes in the immune responses (as detected in 5 months and 18 months of
age):
(i)

Decreases Th1/Th2 cytokine ratio responses to mitogens and microbial elements. (ii)
Reduces number and function of T regulatory cells, included Foxp3+ T regulatory and

iNKT cells.
(iii)

Increases Total IgE levels

(iv)

Increases NOD and inflammasome activity
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Specific objectives
1.

To quantify (a) different leukocyte subsets, and (b) production of IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-13,

IL-17, IFNγ, and TNFβ in cord and peripheral bloods of infants in relation to the hereditary risk
of atopy.
2.

To quantify (a) CD4+CD25+ high cells, and (b) quantify the IL-10 production in cord

and peripheral blood of infants in relation to hereditary risk of atopy.
3.

To quantify the levels of total IgE in cord and peripheral blood and assess whether this

is related to the heredity risk of atopy.
4.

To quantify NOD and inflammasome activity in cord and peripheral blood and assess

whether these are related to the hereditary risk of atopy.
Method proposals
The study design for the ITEC II immune study is summarised in Figure 5.2. The initial setup
paper work for ITEC started in 2009-2010. All HR and LR samples at 5-6, 12 and 18 months
of age have been cryopreserved ready for analysis.

Observational immunological ITEC study
High risk: 300
Low risk: 60

Antenatal

Birth

Visit 1: consent,
questionnaires

Cord blood:

Visit 2 (5-6 months):

12 months:

Visit 3: 18 months:

FACS,
Culture,
Cytokine
analysis,
genetics

FACS, Culture,
cytokine analysis

FACS, Culture,
cytokine analysis

FACS, culture,
cytokine analysis,
genetics

Post-natal follow-up

High
Risk
Low
Risk

Figure 5.2: Study design for the future of ITEC
Figure 5.2 outlines the study design from the immunological ITEC study from the initial visit
1 with recruitment and where consent was obtained. Cord blood was retrieved for
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immunological profiling at birth (part of this final thesis) and again at 6-month intervals for
flow cytometry, culture and cytokine analysis. Samples for genetics were undertaken at the
beginning and at the end of time points.
Clinical Outcomes
The clinical outcomes for the ITEC study are as discussed for ITEC in Chapter 4. Future
work will aim to complete the immunological mechanistic work for 5-6, 12 and 18 months
infant samples considering immune cell composition by flow cytometry, Toll-like receptor
(TLR) expression by quantitative PCR, and cytokine secretion after stimulation with
mitogenic, TLR, and T-cell stimuli by cytometric bead array as noted in ITEC’s final results
(section 4.1 and
4.3).
i.

Questionnaire: A similar questionnaire to that currently used in observation or

interventional studies within our academic paediatric allergy team in Southampton would be
used. This makes use of validated and extensively utilised ISAAC questionnaires. Questions
will focus on wheeze, eczema, allergic rhinitis and food allergy. The same questionnaires as
outlined in Appendix 5-8 would be used.
ii.

Examination: Full examination would be undertaken to assess wheeze and eczema

lesions using standardised photographs.
iii.

Skin prick testing: Common allergens (ALK, Horsholm, Denmark) will be tested

using standard lancets (ALK, Horsholm, Denmark).

The panel will include inhalant

allergens (house dust mite, cat, dog, Alternaria alternata, Cladosporium herbarium, grass
pollen mix, and tree pollen mix) and food allergens (cows’ milk, hens’ egg, peanut and soya).
Positive (histamine) and negative (saline) controls will be included. As with our previous
studies, the standard technique will be utilised (Dreborg 1993) (Dreborg, Businco et al.
1993). Wheal sizes will be assessed at 15 minutes as the average of the maximum wheal
diameter and the diameter perpendicular to this. Allergic sensitisation will be defined as a
mean wheal diameter of 3 mm greater than the negative control with atopy defined by having
a positive SPT to at least one allergen.
iv.

Lung function and reversibility: this will only be assessed at 6 years of age when

lung function testing becomes practical in most children.
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v.

Blood testing: Innate and adaptive immune function: the immune cell composition

of the PBMCs would be undertaken by flow cytometry, TLR expression by quantitative PCR,
and cytokine secretion after stimulation with mitogenic, TLR, and T-cell stimuli by
cytometric bead array as noted in ITEC’s final results (section 4.1 and 4.3).
Rate of sensitisation at 3 and 6 years of age by skin prick testing (primary outcome at 3
years) Rate of atopic eczema at 3 and 6 years of age using the questionnaire and examination
finding. This will utilise the criteria of Hanifin and Rajka (Williams, Burney et al. 1994,
Williams, Burney et al. 1994, Williams, Burney et al. 1994). Specifically, the infant must
have:
•

an itchy skin condition in the last 12 months plus three or more of:

•

History of flexural involvement

•

History of a generally dry skin

•

Personal or family history of other atopic disease

•

Visible flexural dermatitis as per photographic protocol

In a validation study, these criteria had a sensitivity and specificity of 85% and 96%
respectively when compared with a dermatologist's diagnosis (Williams, Burney et al. 1994,
Williams, Burney et al. 1994, Williams, Burney et al. 1994) .
•

Rate of wheeze in the previous year at 3 and 6 years of age

•

Rate of doctor diagnosed asthma at 6 years of age – defined as a doctor’s diagnosis of
asthma plus symptoms in the previous year (primary outcome at 6 years).

As stated above the future direction would be that at 6,12, and 18 months, and 3 and 6 years
of age an infant history will be taken. A diagnosis of eczema will be based on typical skin
lesions responsive to topical steroids and doctor diagnosed. IgE-mediated food allergy will be
defined as a history of immediate symptoms after contact with food, ingestion of food, or
both and a positive skin prick test (SPT) response to that food. Symptoms of acute food
allergy will include skin reactions (hives, rash, or swelling) and/or respiratory tract symptoms
(cough, wheeze, or stridor) and/or gastrointestinal symptoms (abdominal pain, vomiting, or
loose stools) and/or cardiovascular symptoms (collapse) were asked in the questionnaires.
Asthma will be defined as recurrent wheezing with evidence of responsiveness to
bronchodilator therapy. At latter visits sensitisation will be determined by the presence of a
positive SPT response to allergen extracts (egg, milk, peanut, house dust mite, cat, rye grass,
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and southern grass mix; ALK Abello SPT materials used) and a histamine control. A wheal
diameter of 3 mm or greater was considered positive. Parents will complete prospective diary
cards for infections (chesty colds, upper respiratory tract infections, and urinary,
gastrointestinal, and other infections) and allergy symptoms. Blood tests will be taken for
Immune Mechanistic studies.

5.4

Final concluding comments

The prevalence of allergic diseases continues to significantly increase. The understanding, the
causes and mechanisms of these disorders is of high importance, and intense investigations
are required. Current knowledge pinpoints immune tolerance mechanisms as indispensable
for healthy immune response to allergens in daily life. It is evident that development and
maintenance of allergens-specific T cell tolerance is of vital importance for a healthy immune
response to allergens. There is considerable evidence that the risk of developing allergic
disease is determined in early life. An improved understanding of the development and
direction of immune responses and factors, which determine pre-and post-natal sensitisation
versus tolerance, is critical. Funding has been secured to further develop our work on the
immune mechanistic studies comparing a HR and LR population in allergy and the role these
immune mechanisms play in both the prevention and causation of allergic disease (Ref*8).
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Chapter 7

Immune Tolerance in Childhood
Appendix 1
VIS Immune Methodology
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Appendix 1a
Invitrogen LIVE/DEAD Violet Viability/vitality Kit for VIS:
Introduction
The LIVE/DEAD® Violet Viability/Vitality Kit provided a two-color fluorescence cell
viability and vitality assay that was based on the simultaneous determination of live and dead
cells with two probes that measure recognised parameters of cell health: plasma membrane
integrity as a measure of cell viability, and intracellular esterase activity as a measure of cell
vitality. Calcein violet AcetoxyMethyl (AM) and aqua-fluorescent reactive dye were optimal
dyes used for this study. Live cells are distinguished from dead cells by the presence of
ubiquitous intracellular esterase activity, determined by the enzymatic conversion of the
virtually non-fluorescent cellpermeant Calcein violet AM to the intensely fluorescent Calcein
violet. In contrast, dead cells were deficient in esterase activity and did not convert Calcein
AM to its fluorescent form. However, dead cells could be positively distinguished from live
cells using the aqua fluorescent amine-reactive dye. The reactive dye permeated the
compromised membranes of dead cells and reacted with free amines in the interior of the cell,
resulting in intense fluorescent staining of dead cells. In contrast, live cells excluded the
amine-reactive dye and did not exhibit strong fluorescence.
Principle of method
The acetoxymethyl (AM) ester derivatives of fluorescent indicators made up one of the most
useful groups of compounds for the study of live cells. Modification of carboxylic acids with
AM ester groups resulted in an uncharged molecule that could permeate cell membranes.
Once inside the cell, the lipophilic blocking groups were cleaved by nonspecific esterases,
resulting in a charged form that was retained in cells to a much greater extent than its parent
compound. The Calcein violet AM ester is colourless and non-fluorescent until hydrolysed.
The polyanionic dye Calcein violet was well retained within live cells, producing an intense
uniform violet fluorescence in live cells (ex/em 400/452 nm). Based on the reaction of a dye
that is reactive with cellular amines, dead cells may be positively distinguished from living
cells. The aqua fluorescent reactive dye permeated the compromised membranes of dead
cells and reacted with free amines both in the interior and on the cell surface, resulting in
intense fluorescent staining (ex/em 367/526 nm). In contrast, only the cell-surface amines of
viable cells are available to react with the dye, resulting in relatively dim staining. The
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determinations of cell viability and cell vitality depends on these physical and biochemical
properties of the cells. As cells die, variations in fluorescence would be observed.
Working with the stock solutions
The components could warm to room temperature before opening the vials. The Calcein
violet AM was susceptible to hydrolysis when exposed to moisture. Once prepared, DMSO
stock solutions of Calcein violet AM were used within a short time period for one set of
experiments, while aqueous working solutions containing Calcein violet AM were prepared
immediately prior to use and used within one day. Once the aqua-fluorescent reactive dye
was reconstituted with DMSO, it was unstable if exposed to moisture.
Experimental protocol
The flow cytometry protocol was optimised using Jurkat cells (human T-cell leukaemia line)
at a concentration of 1 × 106 cells/mL. If another staining reaction was to be performed on
the sample, the user determined the optimal staining sequence for the two procedures.
1.1 One vial of each Component A, Component B, and Component C could come to room
temperature.
1.2 1 mL suspension of cells with 0.1–5 × 106 cells/mL for each assay was prepared. Cells were
suspended in medium or buffer.
1.3 50 µL DMSO (Component C) was added to one vial aqua-fluorescent reactive dye
(Component B).
1.4 42 µL DMSO (Component C) was added to one vial Calcein violet AM (Component A)
to prepare a stock solution. 40 µL of this stock solution was added to 1.25 mL of buffer or
medium to make a working solution of Calcein violet AM. This working solution was used
within one day.
1.5 1 µL aqua-fluorescent reactive dye working solution and 5 µL Calcein violet AM working
solution was added to each mL cell suspension and the sample mixed.
1.6 The cells were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature or on ice.
1.7 The cells were washed once and re-suspend in buffer.
1.8 The stained cells were analysed by flow cytometry using violet (~405 nm) excitation and
violet fluorescence emission (~450 nm) for the Calcein violet (live cells) and blue-green
fluorescence emission (~525 nm) for the aqua-fluorescent reactive dye (dead cells).
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Appendix 1b
TBNK Panel with Aqua for frozen PBMCs
The TBNK panel antibodies (BD Biosciences and product number) used included:
Antibody
CD3-FITC
CD16-PE
CD56-PE
CD45-PerCP
CD4-PE-Cy7
CD19-APC
CD8-APC-Cy7

Product number
345764
332779
345812
345809
348809
345791
348813

Table 7.1 TBNK panel antibodies (BD Biosciences and product number)
Methods
Compound A and B in the Live (A = Calcein – Pacific Blue) /B = Dead (Aqua (AmCyan) violet
kit (Appendix 1a) were diluted according to manufacturer’s instructions.
The 1 × 106 cells/mL thawed CBMC were washed in plain Phosphate Buffered saline (PBS).
The cells were re-suspended in 1mL plain PBS and 2µL of pre-diluted Compound A and 5µL of
pre-diluted Compound B were added and incubated for 30 minutes in the dark, on ice. The cells
were washed twice by adding 1mL PBS, 1% BSA and spun at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes with the
supernatant discarded between spins.
100 µL mixture of antibodies (table 7.2) was diluted in filtered Block Buffer FACS buffer (to
reduce non-specific staining of cells they were stained in filtered (0.2 µm) Block Buffer
(FACS buffer, 10% human AB serum).
The Live/Dead stained cells were re-suspended in 100µL of the antibody mixture.
The cells were incubated for 25 minutes, on ice, in the dark.
The cells were washed twice by adding 1mL FACS buffer followed by centrifugation at 1500
rpm for 5 minutes and the supernatant removed.
Following the last wash, the cells were re-suspended in 250 µL in FACS buffer and the cells
ready for analysis on the CANTO II.
Antibody
FACS buffer
CD3-FITC
CD16-PE
CD56-PE

Volume dilution
76 µL
4 µL (1/25)
4 µL (1/25)
4 µL (1/25)
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CD45-PerCP
CD4-PE-Cy7
CD19-APC
CD8-APC-Cy7

4 µL (1/25)
1 µL (1/100) (2)
1 µL (1/100) (2)
4 µL (1/100)

Table 7.2 TBNK panel antibodies Total 100 µL (BD Biosciences and volume (dilution))

Table 7.3: Details of the monoclonal antibodies. *non-CD4+ T cells: whilst these are likely
mostly CD8+ T cells, in the absence of a specific CD8 antibody in this panel, they are termed
‘non-CD4+’.

Appendix 1c
Panel A for cord blood immune responses for VIS:
Mononuclear cells were incubated with optimized amounts of fluorochrome-conjugated
Antibodies: Optimised FACS panels were undertaken using the following antibodies: AntiCD3/CD4 (T helper inducer cells), anti-CD3/CD8 (T cytotoxic/suppressor cells), antiCD3/CD16 (NK cells), anti-CD3/CD19 (B cells),anti-CD14 + TLR2 (Monocyte and TLR
ligand), anti-CD4+CD25+CD127 (T regulatory cells), anti-CD14+IgG2a-PE, anti-CD45-PE
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+ CD34-FITC (Hematopoietic Progenitor cells)(eBioscience). Appropriate isotype controls
were always included (anti-CD4+CD25+IgG1-PE (Treg control), anti-IgG1FITC+IgG1PE+IgG1-PE-Cy5 (Triple isotype control), anti-CD3-FITC+IgG1-PE (T cell control)
(Serotec and BD Biosciences) for permeabilisation and fixation, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Stained cells were re-suspended and analysed immediately. The
LIVE/DEAD® violet viability/vitality kit (Invitrogen) was used to exclude dead cells. After
staining samples were analysed on a FACSCanto II (BD Bioscience) and analysed using
DIVA software.

Appendix 1d
Panel B for cord blood immune responses for VIS:
Optimised FACS panels, Volume dilutions/sample (Table 7.4) were undertaken using the
following antibodies:
TBNK cells: CD3 FITC, CD16 PE, CD56 PE, CD45 PerCP,CD4 PE-Cy7,CD19 APC, CD8
APC-H7.
Dendritic Cells: BDCA-2 FITC, BDCA-1(CD1c) PE, CD14 PC5, CD19 PC5, CD83 APC,
CCR7 PE-Cy7, CD45 APC-H7.
T Memory; CD45RA FITC, CLA PE, CD3 PerCP, CCR7 PE-Cy7, CCR9 AF647, CD4 APCH7.
T Regulatory (Fox P3; isotype): CD4 FITC, CD3 PerCP, CD25 APC, FoxP3 PE, Rat IgG2a
PE.
iNKT cells: Vα24 FITC, Vβ11PE, CD3 PerCP, CD4 PE-Cy7, CD161 APC, CD8 APC-H7.

TBNK
Block buffer
CD3-FITC
CD16-PE
CD56-PE
CD45-PerCP
CD4-PE-Cy7
CD19-APC
CD8-APC-H7
T Memory
Block buffer
CD45RA FIT C

Cell number
0.5 x 106

0.5 x 106

Volume µL (dilution)/sample
75 µL
4/100
4/100
4/100
4/100
2/100
2/100
5/100
60 µL
10/100
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CLA PE
CD3-PerCP
CCR7 PE-Cy7
CCR9 AF647
CD4 APC-H7
T Reg
Block buffer
CD4 FITC
CD3 PerCP
CD25 APC
FoxP3 PE
Rat IgG2a PE isotype
iNKT
Block buffer
Va24 FITC
Vb11 PE
CD3 PerCP
CD4 PE-Cy7
CD161 APC
CD8 APC-H7
DC
Block buffer
BDCA-2 FITC
BDCA-1 (CD1c) PE
CD14 PC5
CD19 PC5
CD83 APC
CCR7 PE-Cy7
CD45 APC-H7
Live/Dead Discriminator
(pre-diluted)
Cpd A (Calcein)
Cpd B (AmCyan)

0.5 x 106

5/100
10/100
5/100
5/100
5/100
81 µL
10/100
4/100
5/100

1.5 x 106

0.5 x 106

5/100
5/100
55 µL
10/100
10/100
10/100
2/100
8/100
5/100
55 µL
7/100
7/100
7/100
7/100
7/100
5/100
5/100
2 µL /106
2.5 µL /106

Table 7.4 TBNK panel antibodies (BD Biosciences), cell number and volume/sample (dilution))
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Appendix Two:
Milestones
6.2.8 Milestones to date
20th April 2009
Submission to SPARKS Grant Application – rejected
4th June 2009
Submission to Wellcome Trust Fellowship Application - rejected
13th August 2009
Submission to Wessex Medical Research Grant Application - rejected
20th October 2009
Registered for MD/PhD Southampton University
Submission of AAIR Grant Application Submission
of EME Grant Application -Rejected 31st January
2010:
Submission of RfPB Grant Application-rejected
Submission of BUPA Grant Application - successful
Submission of AAIR Grant Application - successful
Collection, processing and storage of lymphocytes from 49 cord blood samples MAVIDOS
28th February 2010:
Piloting of techniques on cord blood samples
31st August 2010:
Completion of FACS analysis
30th October 2010:
Cytokine analysis of cell culture supernatants and completion of all total IgE assays.
Submission of BUPA 6-month report
31st December 2010:
Completion of FACS analysis
1st January – 31st July 2011
Clinical Locum Consultant Post. ITEC HR and LR babies recruited
Submission of RfPB Grant Application- rejected
Submission of Asthma UK Grant Application- rejected
31st March 2011:
Preparation for PAAM Conference and presentation June 2011
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23rd October 2011
Submission of FSA/MRC Immunology Grant Application - rejected
31st December 2011:
Submission of BUPA 12-month report
Complete study report (with publication)
April 2012
Submission of MRC Immune mechanistic Grant Application Round one-successful June
2012:
Submission of BUPA Final Report
Cryopreservation

technology

and

review September 2012:
Submission of MRC Immune Mechanistic Grant Application Round Two
Completion of FACS analysis and initial microRNA genetics of ITEC HR and LR cohort
September –December 2013:
Analysis

and

publication

th

30 May 2013:
Submission of PhD Transfer Thesis (Not possible before this date)
Deliverables- 2012

July

August

Sept

October

Dec

Dec-May
2013

Submit transfer thesis
Re-run of Luminex
Flow

cytometry,

culture,
Culture
Genetics
Analysis, publication
Submit Transfer thesis

Table 7.5: Milestones for the Transfer Thesis.
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MAVIDOS
Maternal Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study
Obstetric

QUESTIONNAIRE
Interviewer:
Date:

d

d

m

m

y

Hospital Number:
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Mother’s Name:
Mother’s Surname:
Ante-Natal
History:

________________________________________
________________________________________

Protein/Glucose: 0.

Date

Gestation
weeks days

Nil
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trace
+
++
+++
++++
+ + + + + or
more
Blood Pressure
Urine
Systolic
Protein
Diastolic
Glucose
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Admissions:
Date of Admission

Diagnosis

I/M Steroid injection given:

0.

No

(Beta/Dexamethasone)

1.

Yes

d
y y
Date of Delivery:

d

Date of discharge

m

Time of Delivery: (24 hr clock)
Place of Delivery:
2.
Ashurst
3.
Home
4.
Other

1.

PAH

Destination:

1.
2.

Ward
NNU

m

hrs

mins
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3.

Baby’s Name:

Home

___________________________________

Baby’s Surname:

Sex:

___________________________________

1.

Male

1. Live bi rth

2.

Female

2.
wks

Gestation:

Birthweight:

Stillborn

days

gms

1mins 5mins

Apgar scores:

3.

Mixed

Method of Feeding:

1.

Breast
2.

Presentation:

1.

1.

Transverse

Spontaneous
2.
Caesarian Sectio n
3.
4.

0. No

Breech

Cephalic
3.

Mode of delivery:

at time of
interview

Instrumental
Ventouse

Induced:

Drugs used:

0.
1.

Pethidine
0.

No
247

No
Yes

1.

Yes

Spinal:

1. Yes
0.
1.

No
Yes

Epidural:

0.
1.

No
Yes

GA:

0.
1.

No
Yes

Blood Loss:
gms
Fetal Distress: 0.
Yes

mls

Placental Weight:

No

Time:
(24 hr clock)

hrs

mins

MEASUREMENTS
Date:

d

d

m

m

y

y
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Measurer:

Helpers:
(Parent = 90)

.

.

Head circumference:
.

.

.

Left mid-upper arm
circumference:
.

.

.

.
.

Chest circumference:

.

.
.

.
.
.

Abdominal circumference:

.

.

.
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.
.
Triceps skinfold thickness:
(left arm)
.

.
.
.

Subscapular

skinfold

(left side)
.

thickness:

.

.
.
.

Crown rump length:

.

.

.
.

.
Crown heel length:

.

.

.

.
.

Skinfold callipers used:
Neonatometer used:
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Minimum carriage reading:

Phototherapy: 0.
1.
Yes

No

If yes, number of days

Method of feeding:
of DXA

1.
2.

Breast at time
Artificial
3.
Mixed

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP
This questionnaire was difficult to transpose thus mal-aligned
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MAVIDOS
Maternal Vitamin D Osteoporosis Study
14 week

QUESTIONNAIRE
d

d

m

m

y

y Interviewer:

Date of

interview:
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1.

Food frequency

I am going to ask you about a few of the foods you have eaten in the past 3 months. I will ask you how often you have eaten certain
foods and also the amount of food eaten. For some foods, I will show you drawings and models to help you estimate the amount of food.
Explain the use of spoons, cups, bowl and diagrams.

food

never

less
than
once
per
month

1-3
times
per
month

number of
times per week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

more
than
once
per
day

1.1 white bread, rolls, toast

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.2 brown bread, rolls, toast

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.3

no. of
times per
day

breakfast cereals

1.4

type

brand

What are the main types of
breakfast cereal used?

type

brand

type

brand
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less
than
once
per
month

food
never

number of
times per week
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1-3 per
month

more
than
once
per
day

1.5

eggs & omelettes

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.6

cheese

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.7

yoghurt & fromageais
fr

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.8

meat & meat dishes

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.9

oily fish

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0.3

0.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

What are the main types
of oily fish eaten?

no. of
times
per day

1
2
3

1.10

butter & margarine

What are the main types
1.11 1of spread?
2

31/

………………..

2/

………………..

3/

………………..
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Now I would like to ask in more detail about your milk intake.
1.12 Which types of liquid milk have you used regularly in drinks and added to breakfast cereals over the past 3 months?
below)
None
Whole pasteurised & UHT
Semi-skimmed pasteurised & UHT
Skimmed pasteurised & UHT
Other (record as much detail as possible)
Milk 1

(list

up

to

3

If "Other", specify ___________________________________

Milk 2
Milk 3

If "Other", specify___________________________________

If "Other", specify ___________________________________

1.13 On average over the last 3 months how much of each milk have you consumed per
day? (1 average beaker = 0.35 pints; 1 pint = 20oz)
.

Milk 1
Milk 2
Milk 3
1.14 Which types of dried milk have you used
months? (list up to 3 below)

.
.

pints
pints
pints
regularly in drinks (or used as reconstituted liquid milk) over the past 3
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None
Dried skimmed milk (eg Marvel, Tesco’s, Sainsbury)
Dried whole milk
Coffeemate, coffee whitener
Vending machine milk powder
Other
Milk 1

If "Other", specify ___________________________________

Milk 2
Milk 3

If "Other", specify___________________________________

If "Other", specify ___________________________________
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On average over the last 3 months how much of each dried milk have you consumed per
day? (1 vending machine cup = 1 teaspoon)
Milk 1

.

Milk 2

.

teaspoon

Milk 3

.

teaspoon

teaspoon

1.16 Have you regularly consumed any of the following foods over the past 3 months? (list: Dairylea dunkers, lunchables, strip cheese; Disney
fromage frais, pouches & probiotic drinks; Wildlife fromage frais, Thomas & friends fromage frais; Petits filous big pots, 6-pack etc)
number of times per
wee

k
more
than once
per day

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

no. of
times per
day
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1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

8

8
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1.17 During the past three months have you taken any pills, tonics or tablets to supplement your diet? (e.g. vitamins, minerals, iron tablets,
folic acid, fish oils etc.)
0. No 1. Yes
1.18 If yes, please state which:
(for number per day record number of tablets/capsules/teaspoons per day, as appropriate)
Supplement

Number
per day

2:

How many
days in the
last 90?

ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE

Now I’m going to ask you about your activity and exercise patterns over the last three months. We would like you to divide up a
“typical” day into three types of activity. These are:
(1) sleeping or lying, (2) sitting,
(3) standing or walking.
2.1
Over a typical 24 hour week-day how many hours do you generally
sleeping or lying with your feet up?
mins
hrs

spend
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(ask time usually go to bed & wake up, including any at work!)
This would indicate xx hours sitting or on your feet.
Of those hours how many on a typical day do you spend sitting down?
(e.g. includes sitting at work or at home, mealtimes,
driving or on transport, reading, watching TV, listening to the radio or music)
hrs
2.3
hrs

This would mean that you spend about xx hours a day on your feet. Does this sound about right?
mins

2.4
Out of these xx hours spent on your feet, about how much of the time are you actively
still)?. This includes work, child and family care, cooking, house work, gardening etc
1.
Very little
10%
2.
Some 30%
3.

mins

About half
4.
5.

50%
Most
Almost all

on the move (rather than standing fairly

70%
90%

During the past three months, how often have you done the following kinds of
exercise or activities?
strenuous exercise which normally makes your heart beat rapidly AND leaves you breathless and exhausted e.g. jogging, vigorous swimming
or cycling, aerobics
and on average about how long does
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each period of activity last?

hrs

mins

b)
moderate exercise which normally leaves you tired but not breathless, and makes your heart beat rapidly, e.g. brisk walking, dancing,
easy swimming or cycling, badminton, sailing.

and on average about how long does
each period of activity last?

hrs

mins

c)
gentle exercise which normally leaves you tired, e.g. walking, heavy housework (including washing windows and polishing, child and
family care), gardening, DIY, golf.

and on average about how long does
each period of activity last?
2.6

Over a typical 24 hour weekend day how many hours do
generally spend sleeping or lying with your feet up?
mins

hrs

hrs

mins
you

(ask time usually go to bed & wake up, including any at work!)
This would indicate xx hours sitting or on your feet.
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Of those hours how many on a typical weekend day do you spend sitting
down? (e.g. includes sitting at work or at home, mealtimes,
driving or on transport, reading, watching TV, listening to the radio or music)
hrs
2.8

This would mean that you spend about xx hours a day on your feet. Does this sound about right?
hrs

2.9

2.10

mins

mins

Out of these xx hours spent on your feet, about how much of the time are you actively on the
standing fairly still)?This includes work, child and family care,cooking, house work, gardening
1.
2.

Very little 10%
Some
30%

3.
4.
5.

About half 50%
Most
70%
Almost all 90%

move

(rather

than

On a typical week day, how many hours do you generally spend watching television?
1.
More than 5 hours
2.
4-5 hours
3.
3-4 hours
4.
2-3 hours
5.
1-2 hours
6.
Less than one hour
7.
None
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2.11

On a typical weekend day, how many hours do you generally spend watching television?
1.
More than 5 hours
2.
4-5 hours
3.
3-4 hours
4.
2-3 hours
5.
1-2 hours
6.
Less than one hour
7.
None

2.12

Which of the following best describes your usual walking speed?
1.
Very slow
2.
Stroll at an easy pace
3.
Normal speed
4.
Fairly brisk
5.
Fast

2.13

On an average week day over the last three months, how many hours did you spend

2.14

On an average weekend day over the last three months, how many hours did you spend outdoors?

2.15

Over last three months, have you regularly used sunblock when going outdoors in UK?
0. No go to 3.1
1. Yes

2.16

What factor was this usually?

outdoors?
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2.17

Over last three months, have you regularly used sunblock when going outdoors abroad?
0. No go to 3.1
1. Yes

2.18

What factor was this usually?

3:

LIFESTYLE

3.1
Are you currently smoking ?
0. No go to 3.3
1. Yes
3.2
3.3

How many per day? Record maximum stated
If no have you smoked in the last 12 months?

0. No go to 3.5
1. Yes
3.4

How long ago did you stop?

3.5

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION

3.5.1 Do you ever drink alcohol?
Yes

days

0. No go to 3.6

1.

During the past three months:
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3.5.2 a) How often have you drunk
Shandy or Low Alcohol Beer/Lager/Cider? FFQ 1-7
(don't include alcohol free lager etc)
b) When you drank these how many pints did you
(if range given code mid-point)
3.5.3 a) How often have you drunk
Beer/Stout/Lager/Cider/Alcopops?

normally have?

.

>x1

FFQ 1-7

b) When you drank these how many pints did you
.

>x1

normally have?

(if range given code mid-point)

3.5.4 a) How often have you drunk
Low alcohol wine?
b) When you drank this how many glasses did you
.
(if range given code mid-point)

FFQ 1-7

>x1

normally have?

3.5.5 a) How often have you drunk
Wine/Sherry/Martini/Cinzano?
b) When you drank these how many glasses did you
(if range given code mid-point)

FFQ 1-7

>

normally have?

x1
.
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3.5.6 a) How often have you drunk
Spirits/Liqueurs?
> x1

FFQ

1-7

b) When you drank these how many measures did you
normally have?

.

(if range given code mid-point)
3.6

What was your birth weight?
lbs

In pounds and ounces?

oz

.
Grams

Or In grams?

3.7
What was the birth weight of your baby’s father?
In pounds and ounces?

lbs

Or

grams?

In

3.8

How many previous children have you had?
(Include any stillbirths, infant and child deaths)

3.9

How often have you been pregnant (incl miscarriages)?

.

oz
G ram s
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3.9

Feet inches

How tall is your baby’s father?

cm

3.10

What was your recent weight before pregnancy?

Stone

pounds

.
4:

EDUCATION

4.1

How old were you when you left full-time education?
(don't round up; enter current age if still studying)
(count a year or less out as continuous education)

kg

yrs

4.2
Have you passed any exams or do you have any formal qualifications ?
1. None
2. CSE/ School cert/ GCSE grade D or lower/ NVQ1/ Foundation GNVQ
3. O levels/ Matric/ GCSE grade A,B,C/ RSA secretarial/ NVQ2/Intermediate GNVQ
4. A levels/ City & Guilds/ EN(G)/ ONC/ NNEB/ BTech (day release)/ NVQ3/ Advanced GNVQ/ OND / HNC
5. HND/ RGN/ Teaching Cert/ NVQ4
6. Degree/ NVQ5
7. Other (specify)
5:

EMPLOYMENT

5.1

Are you now, or have you been in the last year, in paid work, or self-employed?
269

0.
1.

No
Yes
If more than one job in last year, use most recent.

5.2
5.3

Job Position ________________
Self-employed/manager/foreman/employee
Industry ____________________

6:

ETHNIC GROUP

6.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To which of the ethnic groups listed on this card do you consider you belong?
White
Black Caribbean
Black African
Black Other
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Chinese
Other Asian group
Other (specify)______________________________

6.2
1.
2.
3.

To which of the ethnic groups listed on this card do you consider your baby’s father belongs?
White
Black Caribbean
Black African
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Black Other
Indian
Pakistani
Bangladeshi
Chinese
Other Asian group
Other (specify)______________________________

7:

MARITAL STATUS

7.1
What is your marital status?
1. Single (never married)
2. Married (living with husband)
3. Separated
4. Divorced
5. Widowed
8:

HEALTH AND MEDICATION

8.1 How would you rate your health in general before becoming pregnant? Would you say it was: Very
good
Good
Fair
Bad
Very bad
8.2
Do you or your parents have?: (Include previous disease if deceased) Tick for yes, leave blank for no or not known.
You
Your Mother
Your Father
Baby’s father
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Diabetes mellitus
Type 1/2?
Inflammatory bowel
disease
Fat malabsorption
Osteoarthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis
Thyroid disease
Coeliac disease
Asthma
Eczema
Kidney disease
Broken bone*
Osteoporosis
Other disease**
Other disease**
Other disease**
* Have you ever broken a bone just by falling over from standing?
** Do you have any other long-standing medical conditions? By long-standing I
mean anything that has troubled you over a period of time, or that is likely to affect
you over a period of time. Please write name of condition in relevant box.
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8.3
Do you take any regular medicines (not including the supplements recorded 1.20) (either from the chemist, doctor, or alternative
therapies)? Please include inhalers for asthma.
No- go to 9.1
Yes- please list them in the table below
Medicine Name

Code

How
many
days in
the last
90?

Dose per
day

Is it:
1) tablet
2) liquid
4)

inhaler

5)

injection

6) other?

(state)

9:

BODY MEASUREMENTS
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9.1
Which hand do you write with?
1. Right
2. Left
3. Completely ambidextrous
9.2

Weight
kg

9.3

Scales used

9.4

Height

9.5

Stadiometer used

.

.

cm

Mark and measure up the non-dominant arm and side of the body
(measure the left if completely ambidextrous)

9.6

Triceps skinfold

.
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(non-dominant side)

mm mm
.
.

9.8

.

mm

.

mm
9.7

mm

Biceps
skinfold
mm
(non-dominant side)

. .

mm
.

.

mm
mm

.

Subscapular skinfold
(non-dominant
side)
.
mm

mm

.

.

mm

.

mm
.

.

mm

mm

.
.
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9.9

Upper suprailiac skinfold
.
mm
mm
(non-dominant side)

.
. .
mm

mm

mm
9.10

Skinfold calipers used

9.11

Time (24 hr clock)

9.12

Grip strength
RIGHT SIDE

GRIP STRENGTH

h

(Record to nearest 0.5kg)

h
h
9.13 Father’s height (if
(Father of baby)

LEFT SIDE
h

h
h

.

present)
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Female Parent Questionnaire
Ple For

ase read each statement carefully and select the answer closest to your view by putting a cross like this:
each statement, please use BLUE or BLACK INK PEN only.

Height (in cm) : . cm

Weight (in kg) : . kg

1. Are you still in education?
Yes

No

1a. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
C o m p l e t ed a un i ve r s ity de g ree
Left b ef ore GCSE

Other ( p l ease s pec ify)

Comp le ted education at 16 years
Comp le ted education at 18 years

2. What is your ethnic group?

Asian o r Asian British Black or Black B ritish Chinese

Mixed rac e
O ther

3. Are you currently employed?

No

White

Yes
If yes, please specify

4. Do you smoke?

O cc u p a tio n :
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Y es Total years smoked
N
o
, e x- smoker
Total years smoked
No, I’ ve never smoked (go to Q5)

4a. Did you stop smoking or reduce the number of cigarettes you smoked when you found out you were pregnant?
Yes, s to pped completely No, continued to smoke the same

level

Yes,

before I became pregnant

r ed uced the number of cigarettes I had stopped

4b. About how many cigarettes a day were you smoking before you became pregnant?
ttes /
If the

Cigare

day

number varied please give an average
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4c. About how many cigarettes a day were you smoking while you were pregnant?
Cigarettes / day
If the number varied please give an average

5. Does the baby's father smoke?
Yes

No

6. Do others in the household smoke?
Yes

No

7. How many cigarettes per day are smoked in your home?
Ci gar

ettes / day

8. Were you exposed to passive (second-hand) cigarette smoke while you were pregnant?

Yes

No

9. What was your pre-pregnancy weight (in kg)

.

kg

10. When you were pregnant, did you take nutritional supplements (such as folic acid, vitamins, fish oil capsules etc.)?
Yes

No

If yes, please specif y

The following questions are about your chest
11. Have you ever had wheezing or whistling in the chest at any time in the past
Yes

No (go to Q17)

12. Have you had wheezing or whistling in the chest in the last 12 months?
Yes

No

13. How many attacks of wheezing have you had in the last 12 months?
None

1-3

4 - 12

>12

14. In the last 12 months, how often, on average, has your sleep been disturbed due to wheezing? 265

15. In the last 12 months, has wheezing ever been severe enough to limit your speech to one or two words at a time between
breaths?
Yes

No

16. In the last 12 months, has your chest sounded wheezy during or after exercise?

Yes

No

17. In the last 12 months, have you had a dry cough at night, apart from a cough associated with a cold or chest infection?
Yes

No

18. Have you ever had asthma?
Yes No
If yes, was it physician
diagnosed?

Yes

No

Don't know

What age was it diagnosed?
Years of a ge

The following questions are about your nose and eyes

19. Have you ever had a problem with sneezing, or a runny or a blocked nose when you did not have a cold or the flu?
Yes

No (go to Q24)

20. In the past 12 months, have you had a problem with sneezing, or a runny or a blocked nose when you did not have a
cold or the flu?
Yes

No

21. In the past 12 months, has this nose problem been accompanied by itchy-watery eyes?
Yes

No

22. In which of the past 12 months did this nose problem occur? (Tick all that apply)

January
May

Febru ar y
June

March

April

July

Augus t

September

Octob er

Novem b er

Dece mb er

23. In the past 12 months, how much did this nose problem interfere with your daily activities?
Not a l ot

A little

Moderate amount

A lot

The following questions are about your skin
25. Have you ever had an itchy rash which was coming and going for at least 6 months?
Yes

No (go to Q31)
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26. Have you had this itchy rash at any time in the last 12 months?
Yes

No

27. Has this itchy rash at any time affected any of the following places: The folds of the elbows, behind the knees, in front of
the ankles, under the buttocks or around the neck, ears or eyes?
Yes

No

28. At what age did this itchy rash first occur?
<2 ye ar s

2 - 4 years

>5 years

29. Has this rash cleared completely at any time during the last 12 months?
Yes

No

30. In the last 12 months, how often, on average, have you been kept awake at night by this itchy rash?
< one night a week

Never

31. Have you ever had eczema?
Yes

No

One or more nights a week

The following questions are about any animals you might have contact with
32. Do you react when near an animal?
Yes

No

If yes whi ch anim al(s)?
If yes how?

Itc hy s kin, h i v es, an g io -oede m a

R hinoc on junc tivitis

W hee z e / c ou g h

The following questions are about any food allergies you might have
33. Have you suffered from food allergy?
Yes

No (go to Q 37)

34. Suspected food 1
How many reactions to this food? times
How do you react?
Urtica ria / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing /

SOB Diarrhoea

Ecze ma Oral symptoms

Throat tightness

Vomiting Systemic

Colic
>12 hours

How quickly does the reaction occur after contact with the food?
<30 m in

30 min - 2 hours

2 - 12 hours
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[Type here]

35. Suspected food 2
How many reactions to this food?

times

How do you react?
Urtica ria / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing

/ SOB Diarrhoea

Colic

Eczem a Oral symptoms Throat tightness Vomiting Systemic

How quickly does the reaction occur after contact with the food?
<30 m in

30 m in - 2 hou r s

36. S uspec t ed food 3
How many reactions to this food? times
How do you react?
Urtica ria / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing

Eczem a Oral symptoms Throat tightness Vomiting Systemi

/ SOB Diarrhoea

Colic

2 - 12 hou r

[Type here]

How quickly does the reaction occur after contact with the food?
<30 min

30 min - 2 h ours

2 - 12 hour s

37. Have you ever had allergy testing?
Yes

No

Don't know

No

Don't know

38. Were any of the tests positive?
Yes
If yes please specify

>12 hours
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IMMUNE TOLERANCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Baseline Environmental Questionnaire - ITEC Study
se read each statement carefully and select the answer closest to your view by putting a cross like this:
each statement, please use BLUE or BLACK INK PEN only.

Plea
For

Date
of
Birth

(dd/mm/yyyy)

Date Seen (dd/mm/yyyy)

/

/

Male

/

Female

/
1. Are you living with baby's father (if no, please complete this questionnaire for each parent)
Yes

No

2. Is your house
Own ed privately

Rented privately

Rented - Council/Housing Association

Electric

Other

Other

3. Do you cook on
Gas

4. Does your home have damp spots on the walls or ceiling?
Yes

No

5. Does your home have visible moulds or fungus on the walls or ceilings?
Yes

No

6. Do you have a pet?
Yes

No

If yes, please specify what pet(s) and where they are allowed
Yes, allowed in bedroom

Yes, not allowed in bedroom

Yes, not in the house

No
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D og
C at
Other
Please list o ther pet s

7. Do you have regular exposure to anim als els ewhere?
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Dog
Cat
Other

8. How frequently are you exposed to outdoor air pollution (from traffic, industry etc) in your home if you keep
the windows open?
Every d ay

Once a week

One a month

Once a year

Never

9. How often do vehicles pass your house or on the street less than 100 meters away?
> 10 pe r hour

1 - 9 per hour

10 per day

Seldom

Never

10. What term best describes where you live now?
Farm
Small to wn eg. Ryde Suburbs of a City eg.

Rural village eg. Bembridge
Southampton

City C e ntre eg. Southampton

11. If you live on a farm, is there contact with live animals?
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Y es

No

Y es

Dairy cattle

Beef cattle

Poultry Pigs

Sheep

Ot her

Horse

No

Please specify

272
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IMMUNE TOLERANCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Baby Follow-up Questionnaire

6 Months

12 Months

18 Months

Name of baby
Date of Birth
Date Questionnaire Completed

Weig
ht
1

Do you or did you ever breastfeed your child? Yes,

Heig
ht

but not breastfeeding anymore
Yes, still breastfeeding
.
No
kg

2

How old was your child when you stopped

3

How

do

you

feed

your

child

at

Months

present?

cm

Weeks Days breastfeeding him/her? or or

Breastfed only

Both breast and formula fed
Cows milk = formula
Breast fed plus solid foods
Breast and formula fed plus solid foods
Bottle fed infant formula only
Bottle fed infant formula plus solid foods
Not breast or formula fed anymore (solids)

4

How many times on average do you feed your child
times
(breast/bottle/solid foods) over a 24-hour period?
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5

Has your child ever received any infant formula?

Yes

No

If so, what is/are the name of the formula/s:

6

What is your child’s weight?

7

What is your child’ height?

8

When breastfeeding, do you or did you take any of the following supplements?
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Folic acid
Multivitamins
9
Vitamin D (specifically)
If yes what was the average dose of Vitamin D?

I.U.

Fish oil capsules
Other supplements (please specify)

Other supplements (please specify)
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10

Has your child ever had a rash which was coming and going for at least 6
months? (do not count regular nappy rash)

Yes

No

11

Has your child ever had a rash or eczema that has lasted for at least 7 days or
more? (do not count regular nappy rash)

Yes

No

12

Have any of these rashes at any time affected the fold of the elbows, behind the
No knees, in front of the ankles, on the cheeks or around the neck, ears or eyes?

13

At what age (months) did this rash begin?

14

Was this rash itchy?

Yes

Yes

month/s

No
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15

Has your child had any of the following skin problems?

Swollen lips

Yes

No

At what age (months) did this begin?
month/s

Urticaria / hives

Yes

No

At what age (months) did this begin? month/s

16

Has the child had a problem with sneezing or a runny, or blocked nose when
not have a cold or the flu?

17

Has this nose problem been accompanied by itchy-watery eyes?

Yes

No

18

Has your child had an allergic reaction when in contact with animals?

Yes

No

19

Has your child had wheezing or whistling in the chest

Yes

Yes

No s/he did

No

If yes, when did it start weeks

20

Has your child had a dry cough at night, apart from a cough associated with a
No cold or chest infection?

Yes

If yes, when did it start weeks
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Has your child had chest infection/s (chesty cough and fever)

Yes

No

If so; how many since last visit?

21

Does your child wheeze in association with chest infection? (chesty cough and
No fever)

22

Has your child had colds (nasal congestion and discharge)
since last visit (or in the last 12 months if seen for the first

Yes

Yes

No

If so, how many

time)?

23

Has your child had wheeze in association with a cold? (nasal congestion and
discharge)

24

Does your child wheeze in between cold or chest infection?

25

Did a doctor ever diagnose asthma in your child?

26

Have any of the following medications been used?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bronchodilators

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes, when was it given weeks

Antihistamines

If yes, when was it given weeks
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Corticosteroids
Oral

Yes

No

If yes how many courses and when were they given weeks

weeks

Inhaled

Yes

No

If yes, when was it prescribed weeks

Any other medication for wheeze?

27

Does your child have adverse reactions to any foods,
such as eczema, breathing problems or

gastrointestinal

problems?

28

No (go to Q29)

Yes (go to Q28)

Has your child suffered from food allergy?

Yes

No

Suspected food 1
How many reactions to this food?

How long did it take to develop the symptoms?

<30 min

30 min – 2
hours

>2 hours

What symptoms?
Urticaria/hives Eczema

Vomiting

Angio- Oral
oedema
Diarrhoea

Colic

Wheezing/SOB
symptoms
Systemic Other
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Suspected food 2
How many reactions to this food?

<30 min

How long did it take to develop the symptoms?

30 min – 2
hours

>2 hours

What symptoms?
Urticaria/hives Eczema

Vomiting

Angio- Oral
oedema
Diarrhoea

Colic

Wheezing/SOB
symptoms
Systemic Other

Suspected food 3
How many reactions to this food?

<30 min

How long did it take to develop the symptoms?

30 min – 2
hours

>2 hours

What symptoms?
Urticaria/hives Eczema

Vomiting

29

Angio- Oral
oedema
Diarrhoea

Has your child received any vaccinations?

Colic

Wheezing/SOB
symptoms
Systemic Other

Yes

No
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30

What vaccinations has your child received and dates received? (from vaccination record)

Vaccines given since list visit only
Month / Year

Month / Year

Month / Year

Month / Year

Non Routine Immunisations
/

Tuberculosis
Hepatitis B

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

Other (please specify)
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/

/

/

/

Other (please specify)
43

/

What main type of flooring is in the ro o m /

/

/

where your child sleeps?

Yes

No

44

Does your baby’s mattress have a plastic surface or cover?

45

Do you have a pet at home?

46

If yes, please specify what pet(s) and where they are allowed
Yes, allowed in the

Yes (go to Q45)

Yes, not allowed in
house

No (go to Q46)

Yes, not in the bedrooms

the bedrooms

Dog
Cat
Other
Please list other pets

47

Do you have regular exposure to
animals elsewhere?

Yes

No
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48

How many adults live in the household?

49

How many children live in the household (including

50

How many bedrooms does your home have, including 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+ the child’s room and guest room?

51

Have you moved house recently (since

31

Do you (mother) smoke?

32

Does anyone else smoke inside your home?
No

Yes, daily

Yes, occasionally

33

Is your child exposed to tobacco smoke outside
No
the home? (for example at grandparents or

Yes, daily

Yes, occasionally

relatives, baby sitter)
34

Do you work in paid employment at the
on maternity leave

adults

children this child)?

Yes (go to Q52)

Yes, daily

No your last visit)?

Yes, occasionally

No

other

Yes

Yes, but currently

No

moment
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Questions about your new house

52

Is your new house

Owned privately
Rented privately
Rented – Council/Housing Association
Other

53

Do you cook on

Gas
Electric
Other

54

Does your home have damp spots on the

Yes

55

Does your home have visible moulds or

56

How frequently are you exposed to outdoor air pollution (from traffic, industry etc) in your home if you keep
the windows open?

Yes

No walls or ceilings?

No fungus on the walls or ceiling?

Every day

Once a year

Once a week

Never

Once a month

57

How often do vehicles pass

your house or on the street less than 100 meters away?

≥ 10 per hour

Seldom

1 – 9 per hour

Never

10 per day
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58

What term best describes where you live now?
Farm (go to Q59)

Rural village eg Bembridge

Small town eg Ryde

Suburbs of a city eg Southampton

City centre eg Southampton

59

If you live on a farm, is there contact with live animals?
Yes

No

Yes

Dairy cattle

Beef cattle

Poultry

Sheep

Pigs

Horse

No

Other
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IMMUNE TOLERANCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Male Parent Questionnaire
Please read each statement carefully and select the answer closest to your view by putting a cross like this:
each statement, please use BLUE or BLACK INK PEN only.
Ple For

1. Are you still in education?

Height (in cm) : . cm
No

Yes

1a. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
C o m p l e t ed a un ive r s ity de g ree
Left b ef ore GCSE

O ther ( p l ease s pec ify)

Comp le ted education at 16 years
Comp le ted education at 18 years

2. What is your ethnic group?
White
Asian o r Asian British

Mixed rac e
O ther

Black o r Black British Chine s e

3. Do you work?
Yes

No

O cc upa t ion :

4. Do you smoke?
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Y es Total years smoked
No, e x- smoker
Total years smoked
No, I’ ve never smoked
Per day

If yes, how many per day

The following questions are about your chest

5. Have you ever had wheezing or whistling in the chest at any time in the past
Yes

No (go to Q11)

. Have you had wheezing or whistling in the chest in the last 12 months?
Yes

No

7. How many attacks of wheezing have you had in the last 12 months?
None

1-3

4 - 12

>12

8. In the last 12 months, how often, on average, has your sleep been disturbed due to wheezing?
Never w oken with wheezing

Less than one night per week

One or more nights per week

9. In the last 12 months, has wheezing ever been severe enough to limit your speech to one or two words at a time
between breaths?
Yes

No

10. In the last 12 months, has your chest sounded wheezy during or after exercise?
Yes

No

11. In the last 12 months, have you had a dry cough at night, apart from a cough associated with a cold or chest
infection?
Yes

No
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12. Have you ever had asthma?
Yes

No

If yes, was it physician diagnosed?

Yes

No

Don't know

What age was it diagnosed?
Years of a ge

The following questions are about your nose and eyes
13. Have you ever had a problem with sneezing, or a runny or a blocked nose when you did not have a cold or the flu?
Yes

No (go to Q18)

14. In the past 12 months, have you had a problem with sneezing, or a runny or a blocked nose when you did not have a
cold or the flu?
Yes

No

15. In the past 12 months, has this nose problem been accompanied by itchy-watery eyes?
Yes

No

16. In which of the past 12 months did this nose problem occur? (Tick all that apply)

January
May
September

Febru ar y
June
Octob er

March

April

July

Augus t

Novem b er

Dece mb er
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17. In the past 12 months, how much did this nose problem interfere with your daily activities?
Not a lot

A little

Moderate amount

A lot

18. Have you ever had hay fever?
Yes

No

The following questions are about your skin
19. Have you ever had an itchy rash which was coming and going for at least 6 months?
Yes

No (go to Q25)

20. Have you had this itchy rash at any time in the last 12 months?
Yes

No

21. Has this itchy rash at any time affected any of the following places: The folds of the elbows, behind the knees, in front of
the ankles, under the buttocks or around the neck, ears or eyes?
Yes

No

22. At what age did this itchy rash first occur?
<2 ye ar s

2 - 4 years

>5 years

23. Has this rash cleared completely at any time during the last 12 months?
Yes

No

24. In the last 12 months, how often, on average, have you been kept awake at night by this itchy rash?
Never

< one night a week

One or more nights a week

25. Have you ever had eczema?
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Yes

No

The following questions are about any animals you might have contact with
26. Do you react when near an animal?
Yes

No

If yes whi ch anim al(s)?
If yes how?

Itc hy s kin, h i v es, an g io -oede m a

R hinoc on junc tivitis

W hee z e / c ou g h

The following questions are about any food allergies you might have
27. Have you suffered from food allergy?
Yes

No (go to Q31)
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28. Suspected food 1
How many reactions to this food? times
How do you react?
Urtica ri a / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing /

SOB Diarrhoea

Eczema Oral symptoms

Throat tightness

Vomiting Systemic

Colic

How quickly does the reaction occur after contact with the food?
<30 m in

30 m in - 2 hou r s

2 - 12 hou r s

>12 hou rs

29. S uspec t ed food 2
How many reactions to this food? times
How do you react?
Urtica ri a / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing /

SOB Diarrhoea

Colic

Ecze ma Oral symptoms Throat tightness Vomiting Systemic

How quickly does the reaction occur after contact with the food?
<30 m in

30 min - 2 hours

2 - 12 hours

>12 hours

30. Suspected food 3
How many reactions to this food? times
How do you react?
Urtica ri a / hive Angio-

oedema Wheezing /

SOB Diarrhoea

Colic

Ecze ma Oral symptoms Throat tightness Vomiting Systemic
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How quickly does the reaction occur after contact
with the food?
<30 min

30 min - 2 ho urs

31. Have you ever had allergy testing?
Yes

2 - 12 hour s

>12 hours

Don't know

No
Don't know

32. Were any of the tests positive?
Yes

No

If yes please specify
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Appendix 9
Immune Tolerance in Early Childhood (ITEC): Demographics
9.1

Introduction

The emergence of atopic diseases, such as asthma, atopic dermatitis, IgE and non IgE
mediated food allergy, as an epidemic has major health and socioeconomic effects on our
childhood population and the tolerance to allergens (Zolkipli, Roberts et al. 2015). Given the
early-life origins of atopy, primary prevention efforts should commence soon after, or even
before, birth to be most effective. Allergy is defined as a hypersensitivity to a substance, food
or allergen that another, non-atopic individual can tolerate. Atopy is defined as the genetic
propensity to produce IgE antibodies in response to exposure to allergens and is assessed as a
positive skin prick test (SPT) response or the presence of circulating specific IgE to one or
more of the common allergens (food allergens - milk, egg, wheat, soya, cod, peanut, sesame;
aeroallergens - house dust mite). The United Kingdom has one of the highest prevalence of
atopic disease, with 1 in 4 people being affected with food allergy manifestations (Meyer,
Fleming et al. 2013).
Prof Hasan Arshad and Roberts have shown previously that a change in lifestyle, allergen
avoidance, and parental education can significantly reduce sensitisation (Arshad and Hide
1992, Arshad, Matthews et al. 1992). Such measures are complex, expensive and impractical
(Scott, Roberts et al. 2012). Instead an understanding of the mechanisms of immune tolerance
in such a high-risk population might be preferable and beneficial: the immune system can be
targetted before sensitization has developed (Haddeland, Karstensen et al. 2005). Delayed
immunological maturity at birth occurs in both Th2 (allergy favouring) and Th1
(counterbalancing) responses, with regulatory T (Treg) cells postulated to maintain this
balance (Grindebacke, Stenstad et al. 2009). In children with atopic heredity, such a balance
seems difficult to achieve, and a Th2 predominance persists, leading to sensitisation and
development of clinically evident allergic diseases, such as eczema, rhinitis, and asthma.
In the ITEC study it was important to understand the epidemiology of the infant cohort and
their atopic heritage. With this subset of infants, our 35 high risk infants and the 10 low risk
infants, the data is presented and a comparison between the maternal, paternal and
environmental data given at the time of screening prior to birth.
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The study design and participants’ information for ITEC was outlined in Chapter 2. This was
an investigator-initiated study based at the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR)
Respiratory Biomedical Research Unit based at the University Hospital Southampton and the
David Hide Asthma and Allergy Research Centre, St Mary’s Hospital, Isle of Wight, United
Kingdom. Approval was given by the South Central Ethics Committee (number 09/H0504/5)
and participants’ parents provided written informed consent. Inclusion criteria were high risk
of atopy based on heredity (>_2 first-degree family members with allergic diseases [asthma,
allergic rhino-conjunctivitis, eczema, or food allergy]) (Figure 7.1). Infants who were born
premature (<37 weeks of gestation) or had major health problems were excluded. Parent,
environmental and baby validated International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood
(ISAAC) where presented in chapter 5 and the questionnaire shown in Appendix 5-8. Chapter
5 will outline the future directions for the ITEC study and outline the visits at 5,12,and 18
months are not part of this thesis but study specific questionnaires were used to assess the
presence of wheeze, eczema, food allergy, and severity of eczema in the parents and infants
(Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998, Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr,
Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015).

Figure 7.1 Total 1335 patients eligible. The outline of the randomly selected HR (n=35;
black) and LR (n=10; white) maternal and paternal questionnaires requested from screening.
Red rectangle area denotes the questionnaire numbers.
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9.1

Maternal and paternal baseline characteristics

The validated International Study of Asthma and Allergy in Childhood (ISAAC)
questionnaires from a random selection of mothers from both HR and LR groups (n=37) were
analysed (Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998, Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006,
Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015) at the baseline screening visit (Figure
5.0). Information from the questionnaires were scanned and the data analysed using teleform
system. Not all questions were answered thus number (n) does not always equal the total
number of subjects.
Most mothers were white Caucasian, average height and weight, educated, employed and
residing in the region of Southampton (post codes placed in the council borough of
Southampton (SO), Table 7.17.
All fathers (n=37) were invited to complete a validated ISAAC questionnaire (Vichyanond,
Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998, Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009,
Pols, Wartna et al. 2015) at the baseline screening visit. Information from the questionnaires
were scanned and the data analysed using Teleform. Not all questions were completed and as
such the final number (n) does not always equal 37 subjects. Most fathers were of average
height and weight, white Caucasian, educated, employed and residing in the region of
Southampton (SO).
9.1.1 Education
33 (89.2%) of the mothers completed an educational program with 2 (5.4%) leaving before
GCSE level and 6 (16.2%) still in education at the time of screening. 17 (45.9%) completed
education between GCSE level and A levels. 13 (35.1%) obtained a higher form of education
with 13 (35.1%) obtaining a diploma or certificate, 7 (18.9%) a university degree. 7 (18.9%)
of mothers stated they had achieved another form of qualification since finishing school
namely advanced diploma in nursing, college certificate, NVQ (level 1&2), and open
university play therapy course. The mothers stated that six fathers completed a university
degree with one qualifying as a dentist and the other in a doctoral thesis (PhD).
35 (94.6 %) of all father completed an educational program. A minority left school at GCSE
level whilst a moderate portion completed school to A level standard 17 (45.9%). Whilst the
majority completed higher education 27 (72.9%), 7 (18.9%) studied at University and
completed a degree with certificate, diploma, masters or PhD programme and 10 (27%)
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complete a college degree (GCSE or NVQ level 1-4). Of the seven fathers completing a
higher university degree one qualified as a dentist and the other in a doctoral thesis (PhD).
9.1.2 Occupation
29 (78.4%) of mothers outlined their occupation which included faculties from finance,
health, administration and education. These included administrator, archaeologist, shop
assistant, rehabilitation and personal assistants, bank and hospital clerks, health care and
general assistant, clinical trainer, commissioner, community arts co-ordinator, data analyst,
finance and managing directors, prison worker, receptionist, speech and language therapists,
teacher and trainees (accountancy).
36 (97.2%) of fathers outlined their occupation which included positions within engineering 8
(21.6%), the forces (army) 4 (10.8%), Industry 4 (10.8%), Information technology 4 (10.8%),
Assistant 4 (10.8%), transport 3 (8.1%), Director 3 (8.1%), and cleaner, health and other each
2 (5.4%). Occupations included mechanic, managers (assistant, technician, customer
services), baker and chef, builders, cars sales and directors, carpenters, cleaners, falconer,
dentist, engineers, designers or architects, police or security guards, car or van driver or as an
instructor and finally support or nursery worker.
9.1.3 Health, smoking and nutrition
The family household is an important high-risk environment for mothers with regards to
sensitisation to allergen especially when pregnant and as such the number of family members,
children and smokers in the home was queried as per the ISAAC questionnaires. Most
mothers resided in a three-bedroom house with 2 adults residing in the home with some
families accommodating grandparents with 5 adult members in the household. Mothers had
between 1 to 4 children with majority having one child only.
Smoking habits in the family changed during and after pregnancy. At screening only 1
mother was still smoking. 16 (43.2%) of mothers never smoked with 4 (10.8%) stopping
smoking during pregnancy. 12 (32.4%) mothers stopped smoking during pregnancy, 7
(18.9%) when pregnant and finally 1 mother reduced her smoking when pregnant but unable
to cease all together. Prior to pregnancy the number of cigarettes smoked included on average
7-8 cigarettes a day with a maximum of 20 cigarettes a day. Mothers stated that 8 (21.6%) of
partners smoked whilst the mother was pregnant (passive smoking).
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35 (94.6%) of the mothers took supplements during pregnancy with 14 (37.8%) taking folic
acid only and the remaining taking folic acid alongside other vitamins, supplements (iron),
pregacare, multivitamins, and omega 3 capsules.
At screening 11 (29.7%) fathers were still smoking. 14 (37.8%) of fathers had never smoked
with 12 (32.4%) stopping smoking prior to the pregnancy. Whilst 12 (32.4%) of the mothers
stopped smoking before pregnancy, and equal number of fathers 12 (32.4%) stated they used
to smoke but no longer since the baby had arrived in the home. In comparison, in the
maternal questionnaire mothers stated that 8 (21.6%) of partners smoked whilst the mother
was pregnant (passive smoking). At screening the mean number of cigarettes smoked per day
was 11.71 with a median of 10 and ranged from a minimum of 2 cigarettes per day to 20
cigarettes per day. Fathers smoked for an average of 12.8 years with a minimum of 3 years to
a maximum of 19 years. Table 7.7.
Characteristics
Current weight (kg)
Height (cm)
Ethnic group -white 36(97.3)
Ethnic group - black
Employed (*list of occupation)
Education (*degree/University degree)
In current education (*highest grade
reached)
Not in current education
Completed education until at least 18
years*
University degree
Occupation *
Finance
Health
Assistant
Administration
Education
Other *
Health and Environment
How many adults live in household
(*details)
How many children <18 live in
household (*details)

Maternal
70.93 (14.25) [32]
165.23 (6.25) [35]
36 (97.3)
1 (2.7)
29 (78.4)
33 (89.2)
*11 (29.7)
6 (16.2)

Paternal
87.5 (16.88) [34]
181.5 (9.77) [36]
36 (97.3)
1 (2.7)
36 (97.3)
35 (94.6%)
*27 (72.9)
3 (8.1)

31 (83.8)
17 (45.9)

34 (91.9)
17 (45.9)

7 (18.9)
37 (100)
7 (18.9)
7 (18.9)
6 (16.2)
5 (13.5)
2 (5.4)
2 (5.4)

27 (72.9)
36 (97.2)
0 (0)
2 (5.4)
4 (10.8)
2 (5.4)
0.(0)
28 (80)
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How many rooms in household (*details)
Health and Smoking
Never smoked
Ex-smokers
Ex-smokers - years smoked
How many cigarettes smoked a day
before pregnancy

16 (43.2)
20 (54.1)
8.1 (5.5) [16]
7.5 (7.3) [18]

14 (37.8)
12 (32.4)
9.27 (6.68) [12]
11.71 (4.29) [7]

Smoking stopped in pregnancy
12 (32.4)
Passive smoking exposure in pregnancy
8 (21.6)
Current smoker
1 (2.1)
12.8 (7.01) [1]
Health and Nutrition
Nutritional supplements taken (*FA,
35 (94.6)
vitamins, fish oils)
Table 7.7: Baseline maternal and paternal characteristics, education, smoking, health,
environment and nutrition. Numbers represent frequencies (percentages), means (SDs
[numbers of data points]), or medians (25th-75th percentiles [numbers of data points])
depending on data distribution. * Refer to chapter text for details

9.1.4 Parental allergic co-morbidities
In the mothers’ “physician diagnosed allergic diseases” included asthma (n = 15; 40.5%),
allergic rhinitis (n = 22; 59.5%), atopic dermatitis (n = 15; 40.5%), animal dander allergy (n =
10; 27%) and food allergy (n = 9; 24.3%). 7 (18.9%) of the mothers were skin prick test
positive to confirm physician diagnosed IgE mediated food allergy.
Fathers’ reported “physician diagnosed allergic diseases” for asthma (n =13; 35.1%), seasonal
allergic rhinitis (n = 24; 64.9%), atopic dermatitis (n = 8; 21.6%), animal dander allergy (n =
8; 21.6%) and food allergy (n = 3; 8.1%). Only 4 (10.8%) of these fathers had a positive skin
prick test to confirm IgE mediated allergy.
Asthma
Of the 15 (40.5%) mothers with confirmed asthma, 13 (35.1%) were diagnosed in childhood.
The mothers were diagnosed at different ages: 3 years of age (n = 2; 5.4%), 4 years (n = 1;
2.7%), 5 years (n = 3; 8.1%), 6 years (n = 1; 2.7%), 8 years (n = 2; 5.4%), and n = 1 (2.7%) at
each of 11, 14, 20 and 26 years of age.
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13 (35.1%) fathers had confirmed asthma, all being diagnosed in childhood from less than 12
months of age.
Seasonal Allergic Rhinitis
22 (59.5%) of the mothers had a confirmed diagnosis of seasonal allergic rhinitis with 21
(56.8%) stating that they were most effected in June and July (the grass season; n = 4; 10.8%)
followed by May, June, July and August (tree pollen and grass season; n = 3; 8.1%). For the
remaining women, the month(s) they were affected varied.
24 (64.9%) of fathers had a confirmed diagnosis of season allergic rhinitis. 18 (48.6%) stated
that they were most effected around June, July and August (the grass season) followed by 10
(27%) for March to August (whole pollen and grass season) and 3 (8.1%) from May to
August.
The remaining were affected at varying times of the year.
Atopic dermatitis
15 (43.2%) mothers had a physician confirmed diagnosis of atopic dermatitis with most being
diagnosed in childhood after 5 years of age (n = 10; 27%). 3 (8.1%) were diagnosed at less
than 24 months of age. 11 (29.7%) had typical skin changes over flexor and extensor surfaces
only. Only one mother (2.7%) stated that her atopic dermatitis was so severe that she suffered
insomnia.
8 (21.6%) fathers had a confirmed diagnosis of atopic dermatitis. The majority were
diagnosed after 5 years of age (n = 8; 21.6%), but 4 (10.8%) had been diagnosed at < 2 years
of age 4 and 1 father between 2-4 years of age. 3 fathers (8.1%) stated that their atopic
dermatitis was so severe that they suffered insomnia.
Animal dander allergy
10 (27%) mothers had an allergy to animal dander with only 3 (8.1%) showing IgE mediated
allergic reactions with rhino conjunctivitis and asthma symptoms. Cat dander was the most
common allergy (n = 2; 5.4%) with one mother stating multiple sensitisation to cat, dog, and
horse dander.
9 (24.3%) had triggers to animal danders and aeroallergens with 8 (21.6%) to animals alone
and 1 (2.7%) to aeroallergens alone. Whilst 17 (45.9%) confirmed symptoms only 8 (21.6%)
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were specific for IgE related symptoms including urticaria, rhinitis, angioedema and
anaphylaxis. 9 (24.3%) were skin prick test positive to confirm the diagnosis to animal
dander 4 (10.8%) and aeroallergens 5 (13.5%). The majority had non-purulent rhinoconjunctivitis as their main symptom. 4 (10.8%) had IgE mediated allergic reactions to
animal dander with cat dander 2 (5.4%) the most common. Only one father had multiple
sensitisation to “anything furry”.
Food allergy
9 (24.3%) mothers had a known food allergy: cow’s milk and dairy, egg and many stated
foods that might be associated with Pollen Food Syndrome including apples, pears, cherries,
fruits, oranges and peppers. 2 (5.4%) mothers stated an allergy to juice and squash due to
salicylate, benzoate and preservative sensitivity. 3 (7.15%) mothers stated they had a second
food allergy to marmite, onion, garlic and/or chocolate which caused 10-20 reactions in their
lifetime; namely non IgE mediate symptoms with flare of atopic dermatitis, vomiting or
diarrhoea.
Few mothers had formal allergy testing with 7 (18.9%) having confirmatory skin prick testing
to house dust mite, grass pollen, tree pollen, cat dander or dog dander. Only 2 (5.4%) of the 7
mothers had positive patch testing to washing powders and detergents, nickel, thiomersal or
wheat.
3 (8.1%) fathers had a known food allergy to alcohol, peanut/almond, pork and oats. 4 types
of reactions were recorded. Three fathers suffered IgE mediated reactions to these foods with
one also experiencing non IgE mediated reaction to oats. IgE mediated symptoms included
oral symptoms, throat closure and wheeze and occurred within 30mins to 2 hours after
exposure. The non IgE reaction included abdominal pain and vomiting. All three had positive
skin prick testing to cat and dog dander, grass and tree pollen, feathers, pork, peanut, almond,
and coconut.
Characteristics
Atopic Asthma
Wheezing or whistling in the chest in the last 12 months?
(*episode & symptoms)
Exercise induce wheeze
Nocturnal cough

maternal

paternal

8 (21.6)

16 (43.2)

6 (16.2)
5 (13.5)

7 (18.9)
6 (16.2)
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Physician diagnosed asthma (*age of diagnosis)
Rhinitis
Rhinitis symptoms
Recent rhinitis symptoms (12 months)
Non-purulent conjunctivitis
Seasonal effect and severity (*seasonal variation)
Physician diagnosed allergic rhinitis
Triggers - Animal dander & aeroallergen allergy
Reactions to animal dander (*animal dander specified)
Allergy testing undertaken
Positive skin prick test (allergens specified)
Animal dander
Aeroallergens
Atopic dermatitis
Itchy rash in the last 6 months
Itchy rash in flexor extensor surfaces
Age at first presentation of atopic dermatitis (*majority >
10 years of age)
Physician diagnosed atopic dermatitis
Positive Patch test (*allergens specified)
Food allergy
Number of reactions
Types of reactions
IgE mediated (*symptoms)
Non IgE mediated (*symptoms)
Food Pollen Syndrome
Duration to reaction (*Mins-hours)
Suspected food allergen (*food)
Allergy testing undertaken
Positive skin prick test (allergens specified)
Table 7.8: Maternal and paternal history of atopic disease

15 (40.5)

13 (35.1)

23 (62.2)
22 (59.5)
17 (45.9)
21 (56.8)
22 (59.5)

24 (64.9)
18 (48.6)
17 (45.9)
17 (45.9)
24 (64.9)

10 (27)
10 (27)
7 (18.9)
5 (13.5)
8 (21.6)

8 (21.6)
9(24.3)
9 (24.3)
4 (10.8)
5 (13.5)

16 (43.2)
11 (29.7)

14 (37.8)
9 (24.3)

16 (43.2)

13 (35.1)

15 (40.5)
8 (21.6)
3 (8.1)
0
9 (24.3)
3 (8.1)
11.57 (6.48) [7]
3 (8.1)
9 (24.3)
4 (10.8)
3 (8.1)
4 (10.8)
5 (13.5)
0
1 (2.7)
0
8 (21.6)
3 (8.1)
8 (21.6)
4 (10.8)
10 (27)
4 (10.8)
7 (18.9)
4 (10.8)
outlining data for atopic asthma,

allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis, and IgE and Non IgE mediated food allergy. Numbers
represent frequencies (percentages), means (SDs [numbers of data points]), or medians
(25th75th percentiles [numbers of data points]) depending on data distribution. * Refer to
chapter text for details.
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9.2

Environmental demographics

Table 7.9 outlines the environmental and hosing data of the parents. 36 mothers and 2 fathers
completed the environmental questionnaire. 32 (84.3%) mothers were living with the father at
the time of screening with 4 (10.5%) mothers managing as a single parent. Most the cohort
earned a good household income of >£42,000 9 (n = 9; 23.7%) with a further quarter earning
between £18,000- £29,999. Many families own the home they live in (n = 23; 60.5%) with
gas and electric kitchenette (n = 16; 42.1%). Only families in private or council rental
experienced damp (n = 7; 18.4%) and mould (n = 8; 21.1%) in the home. Families in a
private owned property did not state being affected. Whilst many (n = 16; 42.1%) had never
experienced any outdoor pollution due to traffic or industry, more than a quarter experienced
daily traffic pollution (n = 11; 28.9%). Two thirds of the families lived in small farming
towns (n = 24; 63.2%) whilst a quarter (n = 10; 26.3%) lived in the suburbs of the City of
Southampton. As such many families (n = 13; 34.2%) experienced heavy traffic outside their
front door (<100m from house) due to bus, car and train traffic.
17 (44. 7 %) families had regular exposure to pets in the house namely birds, fish, rabbit,
guinea pigs and turtles. Cats were allowed in the bedroom (n = 3; 7.9%), indoors (n = 1;
2.6%) or outdoors (n = 1; 2.6%). Dogs were more popular than cats and were allowed in the
bedroom (n = 5; 13.2%), indoors (n = 4; 10.5%) or outdoors (n = 8; 21.1%). Guinea pig
and/or rabbits (n = 3; 7.9%) were kept both indoors and outdoors. Other animals kept in the
house included birds, fish, and turtles (n = 7; 18.4%). Whilst none of the cohort lived on a
farm they were all exposed to farm animals elsewhere with family members, friends and
farms.
Environmental Demographics
Gender
Living with father of child
Total family income (estimate)

House characteristics

Male
Female
< £12,000
£12,000 - £17,999
£18,000 - £29,999
£30,000 - £41,999
> £42,000
private owned
private rent
council rent

n=38 (%)
2 (5.3)
36 (94.7)
32 (84.2)
7 (18.4)
5 (13.2)
9 (23.7)
8 (21.1)
9 (23.7)
23 (60.5)
12 (31.6)
3 (7.9)
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Residential Habitat

Transport Vehicles <100miles from
house

Outdoor pollution (traffic, Industry)

Cooker facilities

Small town
Rural village
City of Southampton
> 10 per hour

24 (63.2)
4 (10.5)
10 (26.3)
13 (34.2)

1 - 9 per hour
10 per day
Seldom
Never
Every day
Once a week
One a month
Once a year
Never
Electric
Gas
Gas electric
other

6 (15.8)
8 (21.1)
9 (23.7)
2 (5.3)
11 (28.9)
2 (5.3)
6 (15.8)
3 (7.9)
16 (42.1)
14 (36.8)
16 (42.1)
7 (18.4)
1 (2.6)
7 (18.4)

Damp spots on walls/ ceilings in
House
Mould spots on walls/ceilings in
House
Regular exposure to pets in house

8 (21.1)

17 (44.7)
cat
5 (13.2)
dog
17 (44.7)
guinea pig, rabbit
3 (7.8)
Exposure to other pets in house
7 (18.4)
Table 7.9: Demographics of the environmental and housing data. Numbers represent
frequencies (percentages).

9.3

Maternal pregnancy demographics

Prenatal maternal demographics
37 mothers completed the validated questionnaire for the prenatal and postnatal
demographics as per the ISAAC (Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998, Gharagozlou,
Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015) Table 7.3. There
was an equal spread of parity of pregnancy with most mothers being of 0001 parity 6
(16.7%). Most mothers had a full-term pregnancy with a mean gestation of 40 weeks and 3
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days with a spread of presentation from ex-premature infants at <37 weeks, 2 (5.6%), term 21
(58.3%) and overdue > 40 weeks 12 (33.3%). 14 (38.9%) mothers suffered a chronic illness
with 5 (13.9%) suffering from atopic co-morbidities such as asthma, atopic dermatitis and
seasonal allergic rhinitis with a further 5 (13.9%) suffering from scoliosis, gestational
diabetes, supraventricular tachycardia and urinary tract infections. A variety of medication
was used in 13 (36.1%) of women including citalopram, ferrous sulphate, flixotide, folic acid,
lansoprazole, mitrofurodantin, sodium citrate, ranitidine, Seretide, salbutamol, thyroxine and
insulin.

Maternal labour demographics
Maternal labour demographics are outlined in table 7.3. 3 (8.3%) mothers suffered from
preeclampsia ranging from 4-6 days. 23 (63.8%) mothers reported prolonged rupture of
membranes lasting on average 6.87 hours and from 30 mins to 36 hours in duration.
Antibiotics (Co-amoxiclav) were given in 5 (13.9%) for caesarean section, and benzyl
penicillin (n = 1; 2.8%) and intravenous cefuroxime (n = 2; 5.6%) for sepsis/ group B
streptococcus. Co-amoxiclav was given in 2 (5.6%) for sepsis and for routine cover for
caesarean section.
Prenatal Maternal
Demographics
Parity of pregnancy

n=36
0
1
0
1
2

Duration of pregnancy
(weeks)

2 (5.6)
3 (8.3)
4 (11.1)
6 (16.7)
4 (11.1)
39.8 (1.47) [35]

35-37
38-40
41-42
Duration of pregnancy
(days)

2 (5.6)
21 (58.3)
12 (33.3)
3.03 (1.86) [35]

0
1
2
3
4

4 (11.1)
5 (13.9)
4 (11.1)
7 (19.4)
6 (16.7)
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Maternal chronic disease
Classifications of chronic
disease

5
6

6 (16.7)
3 (8.3)
14 (38.9)

Atopy: Asthma, eczema, SAR

5 (13.9)

Other: Gestational diabetes,
hypothyroidism, scoliosis, UTI, SVT

5 (13.9)

Medications taken during
13 (36.1)
pregnancy
Table 7.10: Maternal labour demographics. Numbers represent frequencies (percentages),
means (SDs [numbers of data points]), or medians (25th-75th percentiles [numbers of data
points]) depending on data distribution. * Refer to chapter text for details.

9.4

Infant demographics

The ITEC cohort were born between 13th January 2010 and 10th November 2011 with a mean
weight of 3.635kg (ranging from 1.985 to 4780kg) and a mean head circumference of 35 cm
(ranging from 29 to 38.2cm). The majority (n = 23; 63.9%) were delivered by normal vaginal
delivery; n = 9 (25%) were delivered by emergency caesarean section, n=3 (8.3%) assisted
forceps and 1 (2.8%) by planned caesarean section. The majority were delivered with an
optimal APGAR score at 1 and 5 minutes. Only 1 baby required phototherapy for
hyperbilirubinemia.
3 (8.3%) infants were admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). One for sepsis, one
for gastro-oesophageal reflux disease and one for hypoglycaemia. The 3 (8.3%) infants
required antibiotics for presumed sepsis and given IV Cefuroxime and 1 infant suffering
hypoglycaemia requiring “sugar water” on the NICU. 1 baby received paracetamol and 2
babies required oxygen on NICU. No infants suffered meconium aspiration syndrome.
Most babies were breast fed; n= 8 (22.2%) were given normal infant cow’s milk formula
(Aptamil, cow and gate, SMA) including 3 (8.3%) due to a medical condition. Soy formula
was not offered to any baby and only 2 (5.6%) babies were commenced on a hypoallergenic
formula (Nutramigen) for “intolerance to normal cow’s milk formula”. The demographics are
outlined in Table 7.11.
Postnatal Infant demographics
Baby’s birth weight (grams)
Head circumference (cm)
APGAR score (at 1 minute)

n=36
3579.4 (550.1) [36]
34 (94.4)
37 (100)
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APGAR score 4
APGAR score 6
APGAR score 8
APGAR score 9
APGAR score (at 5 minutes)
APGAR score 7
APGAR score 8
APGAR score 9
APGAR score 10
Mode of delivery

Infant antibiotics
Reason for antibiotic(s)
Has the baby received any paracetamol
in hospital?
Has the baby received any other
medication in hospital?
Has the baby received any oxygen in
the hospital?
Admission and reason to Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit
Number of days admitted to NICU
Infant Sugar water administered
Normal infant cow’s milk formula
administered
Name of the Normal cow’s milk
formula

Normal, vertex
Assisted: Forceps,
ventous
Caesarean section,
planned
Caesarean section,
emergency
cefotaxime IV
Sepsis

2 (5.6)
3 (8.3)
5 (13.9)
26 (72.2)
36 (100)
1 (2.8)
1 (2.8)
26 (72.2)
8 (22.2)
36 (100)
23 (63.9)
3 (8.3)
1 (2.8)
9 (25)
3 (8.3)
3 (8.3)
1 (2.8)
19 (52.9)
2 (5.6)

Sepsis, GORD,
hypoglycaemia
4,5,6 days
respectively
Medical condition

3 (8.3)

Aptamil

2 (5.6)

Aptamil and cow
and gate
Aptamil comfort
and SMA
Cow and gate
SMA

1 (2.8)

Reason for normal cow’s milk formula
Maternal request
Medical condition

3 (8.3)
1 (2.8)
8 (22.2)

1 (2.8)
3 (8.3)
1 (2.8)
6 (16.6)
3 (8.3)
3 (8.3)
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Hypoallergenic
(modified)
infant Nutramigen2 (5.6)
formula administered
medical
Phototherapy given whilst in hospital
SBR 306 48 HRS 1 (2.8)
Table 7.11: Postnatal infant demographics. Numbers represent frequencies (percentages),
means (SDs [numbers of data points]), or medians (25th-75th percentiles [numbers of data
points]) depending on data distribution. * Refer to chapter text for details.

9.5

Discussion

The study design and participants’ information for the subset group of 35 HR and 10 LR
infants was outlined in Chapter 2 with the methods outlined in Chapter 3. Parent,
environmental, obstetric and baby validated International Study of Asthma and Allergies in
Childhood (ISAAC) and study specific questionnaires were used to assess the risk of atopic
heritage (presence of wheeze, eczema, food allergy, and severity of eczema in the parents).
Maternal infant obstetric and labour demographics have been outlined to determine any
confounding factors for risk of allergy (Vichyanond, Jirapongsananuruk et al. 1998,
Gharagozlou, Khalili et al. 2006, Flohr, Weinmayr et al. 2009, Pols, Wartna et al. 2015). I
have not undertaken cross tabulations of the infants in the HR or LR group as part of this
thesis but will be undertaken for the proposed manuscript publication outline in chapter 5.
The confounding factors in with regards to the demographics of the subset of infants include
bias in the data as there were 35 HR infants and only 10 LR infants. The date is thus not
equally distributed across the two groups. There was also inaccurate data collected as some
questions were not answered by all parents. Only 2 fathers (5.4%) answered the
environmental questionnaire. The smoking data was thus nonparametric and median, 25th and
75th quartiles will be ascertained at the manuscript publication with further clarification.
Physician diagnosed allergic co-morbid diseases in the mothers included asthma 15 (40.5%),
Allergic rhinitis 22 (59.5%), atopic dermatitis 15 (40.5%), animal dander allergy 10 (27%)
and food allergy 9 (24.3%). However only 7 (18.9%) of the mothers were positive skin prick
test (SPT) positive to confirm physician diagnosed IgE mediated food allergy. Again whilst
17 (45.9%) of mothers confirmed symptoms to aeroallergen and animal dander allergy, only
8 (21.6%) had specific for IgE related symptoms including urticarial, rhinitis, angioedema
and anaphylaxis and only 9 (24.3%) had positive SPT to confirm the diagnosis to animal
dander 4 (10.8%) and aeroallergens 5 (13.5%). This leads to a thought that perhaps formal
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SPT analysis should have been undertaken on the mother and father to confirm a diagnosis of
allergy as this is the main indicator for the HR population of our infants.
On disclosure of medical issues, concerns or illness during pregnancy it appears that 1 mother
had gestational diabetes and another pre-eclampsia. These are both often excluded in such
clinical trials as confounding factors. Indeed, ex-premature infants <37 weeks gestation are
excluded from such trials and we have recorded 2 (5.6%) infants born less than 37 weeks
gestation.
Further analysis will be undertaken on the cohort now that the group is unblended and cross
tabulations with regards to atopic heritage, method of birth delivery and antibiotics used
during the antenatal phase of the pregnancy to determine any differences between the
development of allergy and asthma in the HR and LR group.
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Chapter 7
Appendix 10

Immune Tolerance in Childhood
ITEC Methodology
Appendices A-I
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Appendices (A-I) Appendix A Preparation of stock solutions
i.

PGN-SA Peptidoglycan from Staphylococcus Aureus TLR-2 (cell surface)

ii.

Poly (I:C) High Molecular Weight Synthetic analogue of dsRNA – TLR3 ligand
TBD

iii.

LPS-EK Ultrapure Lipopolysaccharide from E. Coli K 12 strain – TLR 4 Ligand

iv.

Pam2CSK4 Synthetic bacterial lipoprotein – TLR2-TLR- 6 ligand SP used

v.

R848 Imidazoquinalone Compound – TLR7/8 Ligand antiviral intracellular TW used

vi.

Tri-DAP PGN-like molecule – NOD1 ligand CT not via the TLR receptor,
intracellular, different type of signalling TBD

vii.

Muramyl dipeptide – MDP Minimal bioactive peptidoglycan motif – NOD2 ligand
TBD

viii.

Nigericin NLRP3 Inflammasome inducer TBD

Appendix B Preparation of the synthetic stock solutions ix. C12-iE-DAP NOD 1
ligand
x.

L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand

Appendix C

IL-1β human single plex bead kit (luminex) LHC0011 Lot 983081

Appendix D

Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 10-plex (luminex) (for male)

Appendix E

Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 11-plex

Appendix F

Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 10-plex (for female)

Appendix G

Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-plex

Appendix H

Master template of statistics for Innate Immune Responses of final ITEC HR and LR cohort

Appendix I

Viability and recovery of Cord Blood Mononuclear Cells in ITEC infant samples
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Appendix A Stock solution preparation of the ligands
i.

PGN-SA Peptidoglycan from Staphylococcus Aureus TLR-2 (cell
surface)

PGN-SA is a peptidoglycan (PGN) preparation from the Gram-positive bacterium,
Staphylococcus aureus. PGN is a major surface component of Gram-positive bacteria. It is
embedded in a relatively thick cell wall with other polymers, such as lipoteichoic acids
(LTAs). There are some conflicting results regarding the TLR2 activity of PGN. PGNs from
diverse bacteria are known to be potent activators of NF-κB and TNF-α through TLR2
(Kwon, Breese et al. 2004). Recent studies with purified PGNs from different bacteria have
revealed that these PGNs are not sensed through TLR2, TLR2/1 or TLR2/6(Faure, Equils et
al. 2000, Xu, Dziarski et al. 2001). PGN sensing is lost after removal of lipoproteins or LTAs
from bacterial cell walls. The immuno-stimulatory activity of PGN is also recognised by the
intracellular pattern recognition receptors, NOD1 and NOD2, intracellular PRPs that detect
PGN degradation products. NOD1 senses the D-γ-glutamyl-meso-DAP dipeptide (iE-DAP),
which is found in PGN of all Gram-negative and certain Gram positive bacteria whereas
NOD2 recognises the muramyl dipeptide (MDP) structure found in almost all bacteria. This
discrepancy is attributed to the method of purification. PGN-SA is purified by detergent lysis,
enzymatic treatment, LiCl/EDTA and acetone cleaning. This purification method generates a
PGN preparation that activates TLR2.
The product used included 5 mg peptidoglycan from S. aureus (PGN-SA) with 25 ml
endotoxin-free water Storage. PGN-SA was shipped at room temperature and stored at -20
°C. Re-suspended PGN-SA could be stored at -20 °C for 1 year and we avoided repeated
freeze thaw cycles. The preparation of the PGN-SA stock solution (200 µg/ml) with a
working solution of 0.1 - 10 µg/ml PGN-SA was made by adding 1 ml endotoxin-free water
(provided) and vortexed to homogenize. The solution was transferred to a sterile nonpyrogenic 50 ml bottle and 24 ml of endotoxin-free water was added and homogenised. It
was noted that the solution remained hazy and was thus re-suspended each time it was used.
The aliquots were prepared and stored at - 20°C for long term storage.
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ii. Poly (I:C) High Molecular Weight Synthetic analogue of dsRNA – TLR3
ligand TBD
Polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (poly(I:C)) is a synthetic analogue of double stranded RNA
(dsRNA), a molecular pattern associated with viral infection. Both natural and synthetic
dsRNAs are known to induce type I interferons (IFN) and another cytokines production.
Poly(I:C) is recognized by Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3) 1, 2. Upon poly(I:C) recognition,
TLR3 activates the transcription factor interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), through the
adapter protein TollIL-1 receptor (TIR) domain-containing adapter inducing IFN-β (TRIF, also known as
TICAM1) 3. Activation of IRF3 leads to the production of type I IFNs, especially IFN-β. A
second pathway involves the recruitment of TNF receptor-associated factor 6 (TRAF6) or
receptor interacting protein 1 (RIP1), with the subsequent activation of the transcription
factors NF-κB and AP-14. Activation of this pathway triggers the production of inflammatory
cytokines and chemokines such as TNF-α, IL-6 and CXCL10. Poly(I:C) is also recognized by
the cytosolic RNA helicases retinoic acid-inducible protein I (RIG-I) and melanoma
differentiation associated gene 5 (MDA-5) 5.
Poly(I:C) High Molecular Weight (HMW) was provided lyophilised and was available in two
sizes and we used 10 mg: (tlrl-pic) with 10 ml or 2 x 25 ml sterile endotoxin-free
physiological water (NaCl 0.9%) The Poly(I:C) HMW was shipped at room temperature and
stored at 4°C. Upon resuspension, aliquots of Poly(I:C) HMW were prepared and stored at 20°C for long term storage or at 4°C for short term storage. Lyophilised product was deemed
stable for 1 year at 4°C when properly stored. Re-suspended product was deemed stable 1
month at 4°C and 1 year at -20°C. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles were avoided.
Preparation of sterile stock solution (1 mg/ml) was prepared by stimulation of TLR3. 30 ng 10 µg/ml Poly(I:C) was added to 10 ml of the endotoxin-free physiological water provided to
the 10 mg Poly(I:C) vial or 50 ml to the 50 mg Poly(I:C) vial to obtain a solution at 1 mg/ml.
We required 5mg/ml. The solution was mixed by pipetting up and down and heated for 10
minutes at 65 - 70°C. The solution could cool for 1 hour at room temperature to ensure proper
annealing.
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iii. LPS-EK Ultrapure Lipopolysaccharide from E.Coli K 12 strain –
TLR 4 Ligand
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the major structural component of the outer wall of Gramnegative bacteria, is a potent activator of the immune system. Large quantities of LPS induce
the overproduction of cytokines causing septic shock while suboptimal doses of LPS induce
tolerance to subsequent exposure to LPS. LPS recognition is predominantly mediated by
TLR4. This recognition involves the binding of LPS with lipopolysaccharide-binding protein
(LBP) and subsequently with CD14 which physically associates with a complex including
TLR4 and MD2. Formation of the TLR4-centered LPS receptor complex induces the
production of proinflammatory cytokines through the Myeloid Differentiation Response
(MyD88) pathway. LPS signalling also involves a MyD88-independent cascade that mediates
the expression of IFN-inducible genes. Furthermore, the shape of Lipid A, the component
responsible for the immune-stimulatory activity of LPS, has been shown to direct the
interaction of LPS with TLRs. Most LPS preparations on the market are contaminated by
other bacterial components, such as lipoproteins, thus activating TLR2 signalling as well as
TLR4 signalling. The ultrapure preparation only activates the TLR4 pathway.
1 mg ultrapure lipopolysaccharide from E. coli K12 (LPS-EK Ultrapure) was provided with
1.5 ml endotoxin-free water. The LPS-EK Ultrapure was shipped at room temperature and
stored at -20°C. The lyophilised product was deemed stable for 1 year at -20°C when properly
stored. Upon resuspension, aliquots of LPS-EK Ultrapure were prepared and stored at 4°C for
short term storage or -20°C for long term storage. Re-suspended product was deemed stable
for 1 month at 4°C and 6 months at -20°C. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles were avoided.
The preparation of sterile stock solution (1 mg/ml) was undertaken by adding 1 ml of
endotoxin-free water (provided) and homogenised & sonicated. Aliquots of stock solution
were prepared and stored at -20°C. Further dilutions were prepared using water. The
preparation of the sterile working solution involved TLR4 activation using LPS-EK Ultrapure
which was achieved with concentrations ranging from 1ng to 10µg/ml. A preparation of
1000X or 100X the working solution undertaken by mixing one volume of LPS-EK Ultrapure
solution and the appropriate volume of sterile water as per the Table 7.12:
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Working
concentration

10 ng/ml

100 ng/ml

1µ/ml

Working solution

10µ/ml

10µ/ml

100µ/ml

Dilution

1000X

100X

100X

10µl

100µl

990µl

900µl

LPS

solution 10µl

(1mg/ml)
Sterile H2O

990µl

Table 7.12: A preparation of 1000X or 100X the working solution undertaken by mixing one
volume of LPS-EK Ultrapure solution and the appropriate volume of sterile water.
For LPS stimulation the cell line as transfected with a pNiFty plasmid, an NF-kB reporter
plasmid, i.e. a plasmid carrying a reporter gene such as SEAP or luciferase, under the control
of an NF-kB-inducible ELAM-1 (E-selectin) promoter. TLR4 works in partnership with
soluble CD14 which is in FCS and if heat activated it is destroyed therefore we used non-heat
activated to help TLR4 stimulation.

iv.

Pam2CSK4 Synthetic bacterial lipoprotein – TLR2-TLR- ligand

Pam2CSK4 is a synthetic diacylated lipopeptide (LP). Bacterial lipoproteins are strong
immune modulators that activate early innate host responses after infection. LP analogues of
these lipoproteins signal either through TLR2/1 or TLR2/6 heterodimers. Per the current
model, triacylated LP like Pam3CSK4, are recognised by TLR2/1, whereas diacylated LP,
such as FSL1, induce signalling through TLR2/6. However, it was recently reported that
diacylated LP, such as Pam2CSK4, induce signalling in a TLR6-independent manner. This
finding suggested that both the lipid and peptide part of lipoproteins took part in the
specificity of recognition by TLR2 heterodimers.
Pam2CSK4 Biotin (1mg: tlrl-pam2-1) was provided as a lyophilised powder and shipped at
room temperature and stored at 4°C with protection from light. Upon resuspension with 10 ml
endotoxin-free water, aliquots of Pam2CSK4 Biotin were prepared and stored at 4°C for short
term storage or -20°C for long term storage. Protect from light. The re-suspended product was
deemed stable for 1 month at 4°C and 6 months at -20°C when properly stored.
The preparation of stock solution (1mg/ml) was achieved by stimulation of TLR2-TLR6 with
1-100ng/ml of Pam2CSK4. To obtain 1mg/ml stock solution 100µl endotoxin-free water
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(provided) to 100µl vial or 1ml of endotoxin-free water (provided) to 1mg vial and vortexed
for 30 seconds or until complete solubilisation.

v.

R848 Imidazoquinalone Compound – TLR7/8 Ligand

R848 (Resiquimod) is an imidazoquinoline compound with potent anti-viral activity. This
low molecular weight synthetic molecule activates immune cells via the TLR7/TLR8
MyD88dependent signaling pathway. R848 was shown to trigger NF-κB activation in cells
expressing murine TLR8 when combined with poly(dT). Unlike other commercially available
R848 preparations, this R848 is water soluble, validated for TLR7/8 potency and tested to
ensure the absence of TLR2 or TLR4 contamination.
R848 (5 mg: tlrl-r848-5) was provided lyophilised and was sterile filtered prior to
lyophilisation. R848 was shipped at room temperature and the lyophilised product stored at
4°C or -20 °C. Upon resuspension, aliquots of R848 were prepared and store at -20 °C. The
resuspended product was stable for 6 months when properly stored and repeated freeze-thaw
cycles were avoided.
Stimulation of the TLR7 of the R848 stock solution (1 mg/ml) was achieved with 10 ng-10
µg/ml R848, and stimulation of TLR8 of the R848 stock solution with 100 ng-10 µg/ml
R848. R848 5mg was re-suspended with the 5ml endotoxin-free water provided and vortexed
until completely dissolved. Aliquots were prepared and stored at -20°C. TLR stimulation with
R848 using HEK-Blue cells R848 can be used to stimulate TLR7 or TLR8 in HEK-Blue™
TLR7 or TLR8 cells. These cells stably express an NF-kB-inducible secreted embryonic
alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) and overexpress the TLR7 or the TLR8 gene.

vi.

Tri-DAP PGN-like molecule – NOD1 ligand

L-Ala-γ-D-Glu-mDAP (Tri-DAP) comprised the iE-DAP (γ-DGlu-mDAP) dipeptide and an
L-Ala residue. Tri-DAP is present in the peptidoglycan (PGN) of a subset of bacteria that
included Gram-negative bacilli and Gram-positive bacteria such as Bacillus subtilis and
Listeria monocytogenes. Tri-DAP is recognised by NOD1 (CARD4), an intracellular sensor
expressed in multiple tissues including intestinal epithelia cells. Recognition of Tri-DAP by
NOD1 induced a signalling cascade involving the serine/threonine RIP2 (RICK, CARDIAK)
kinase which interacted with IKK leading to the activation of NF-κB and the production of
inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα and IL-6 . Tri-DAP exhibited a ~3-fold higher ability
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to activate NF-κB than iE-DAP. Tri-DAP provided by InvivoGen was chemically synthesised
and tested in HEK293 cells overexpressing NOD1. Tri-DAP is a mixture of L-Alaγ-D-Glu-DmDAP and LAla-γ-D-Glu-L-mDAP.
1 mg L-Ala-γ-D-Glu-mDAP (Tri-DAP) - 2 ml sterile endotoxin-free water Storage: - TriDAP is provided as a sterile white lyophilized powder and shipped at room temperature.
Store at 20°C. - Upon resuspension, aliquot Tri-DAP and store at -20°C. - Product is stable 1
year at 20°C when properly stored. Avoid repeated freeze-thaw cycles.
The preparation of sterile stock solution (10 mg/ml) was undertaken by stimulation of NOD1
which was achieved between 1-10 µg/ml Tri-DAP. We aimed for 5 µg/ml. 100 µl of
endotoxin free water (provided) was added to the relevant solution and vortexed until
complete solubilisation. The ability of Tri-DAP to stimulate NOD1 was tested in HEK293
cells stably expressing human Nod1 gene and an NF-κB-inducible SEAP reporter gene.
HEK293 cells expressed endogenous levels of NOD1. The amount of SEAP secreted in the
supernatant was monitored by using HEK-Blue™ Detection medium, which turned blue in
the presence of SEAP. 293/NOD1-SEAP cells were inoculated in HEK-Blue™ Detection
medium (250,000 cells/ml) in a 96-well plate. Increasing concentrations of Tri-DAP (100
ng/ml to 10 µg/ml) were added per well. The plate was incubated overnight at 37°C, 5%
CO2. SEAP levels were assessed spectrophotometrically by reading the OD at 655 nm.

vii.

Muramyl dipeptide – MDP Minimal bioactive peptidoglycan motif –
NOD2 ligand TBD

Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) is the minimal bioactive peptidoglycan motif common to all
bacteria, the essential structure required for adjuvant activity in vaccines. MDP has been
shown to be recognised by NOD2, but not TLR2, nor TLR2/1 or TLR2/6 associations. This
recognition is highly stereospecific of the L-D isomer, excluding any reaction to the D-D or
LL analogues. NOD2 mutants associated with susceptibility to Crohn's disease have been
found to be deficient in their recognition of MDP. The potent adjuvant activity of MDP may
also be linked to an activation of the CIAS1/NALP3/Cryopyrin inflammasome.
Storage: - MDP is provided as a sterile white lyophilized powder and shipped at room
temperature. Store at -20°C. Upon resuspension, MDP aliquots were made and stored at 20°C. - Product is stable 6 months at -20°C when properly stored. Avoid repeated freeze-thaw
cycles. The preparation of the sterile stock solution (10 mg/ml) was made up with 5 mg
Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) and 2 ml sterile endotoxin-free water solutions supplied. We
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aimed for 10mg/ml solution thus used 5mg of solution with 0.5mls sterile endotoxin-free
water solutions.
Stimulation of NOD2 could be achieved with 10 µg/ml MDP. 500 µl endotoxin-free water
(provided) was added and vortex until complete solubilisation.

viii. Nigericin NLRP3 Inflammasome inducer ligand TBD
Nigericin is a microbial toxin derived from Streptomyces hygroscopicus. Nigericin acts as a
potassium ionophore. The release of IL-1b in response to nigericin has been demonstrated to
be NALP3-dependent. Like ATP, nigericin induced a net decrease in intracellular levels of
potassium which is crucial for the activation of caspase-12. Nigericin required signalling
through pannexin-1 to induce caspase-1 maturation and IL-1β processing and release.
Nigericin was provided as a sodium salt and was available in two quantities: 10 mg: tlrl-nig
and 50 mg: tlrl-nig-5.

We used 10 mg: tlrl-nig . The Nigericin was shipped at room

temperature and stored at -20 °C. Upon resuspension, the nigericin was stored at 4 °C for
short term storage or -20 °C for long storage. The product was re-suspended and deemed
stable for 1 month at 4 °C and or for 1 year at -20°C when properly stored. The biological
activity of nigericin was confirmed using the inflammasome induction assay based on THP1Null cells and HEK-Blue™ IL-1β cells. The absence of bacterial contamination (e.g.
lipoproteins and endotoxins) was confirmed using HEK-Blue™ TLR2 and HEK-Blue™
TLR4 cells.
Solubilisation of Nigercin was made by preparing a 5 mg/ml (6.7 mM) nigericin stock
solution in 100% ethanol. Further dilutions were prepared by adding the appropriate amount
of endotoxin-free water. The detection of NLRP3 inflammasome induction was undertaken.
Secretion of IL-1β was an indicator of the NLRP3 inflammasome induction. The activation
and release of IL-1β required two distinct signals: the first signal lead to the transcriptional
upregulation and synthesis of pro-IL-1β; the second signal lead to IL-1β maturation and
secretion through the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome.
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Invivogen
amount

Reconstitution
amount

Stock
Concentration

Allergen

Stock
volume

5mg

5ml water

1 mg/ml

PGN-SA

10mg

10ml water

1mg/ml

POLY I:C

neat

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml**

LPS-EK

10

1mg

1ml water

1mg/ml

Pam2CSK4

5mg

5ml water

1mg/ml

1mg

1ml water

5mg
10mg

Dilution

Volume
/well

Final
Conc

ml: Conc

2.5µl

1 ug/ml

7.5:3

neat

2.5µl

50ug/ml

0.5:10

2.5µl

10ug/ml

25(1:100):1µg/ml)

neat

10+990 then
10+90
neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5

R848

neat

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5

1mg/ml

TRI-DAP

neat

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1.25:5

500ul water

10mg/ml

MDP

10

1/10

10

90

2.5µl

1.25:5

2.5:5

2ml ethanol*

5mg/ml

Nigericin+

50

1/100

10

990

5µl

1.25:5

1.25:0.5

(ul)
1/10

1/1000

Working
Dilution
Stimulant PBS
(uL)
(uL)
10

90

Table: 7.13 Table used to determine concentration of the solutions. * 100% ethanol **
Sonicated LPS stock (sound waves through water to neutralise changes. 100% to LPS before
freezing). Used tissue culture white PBS. + Primers: LPS to Nigericin (10ng/ml of LPS to
Nigericin. Waited 3 hrs and then added nigericin.
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Appendix B
Preparation of the alternative synthetic (C12-iE-DAP NOD 1 ligand) and
(L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand).
ix.

C12-iE-DAP NOD 1 ligand

C12-iE-DAP is an acylated derivative of the dipeptide iE-DAP (g-D-Glu-mDAP), presented
in the peptidoglycan (PGN) of a subset of bacteria that include Gram-negative bacilli and
Gram-positive bacteria such as Bacillus subtilis and Listeria monocytogenes. C12iE-DAP
was generated by addition of a lauroyl (C12) group to the glutamic residue of iE-DAP.
Similarly, to iE-DAP, C12-iE-DAP was recognised by NOD1 (CARD4), an intracellular
sensor expressed in multiple tissues including intestinal epithelia cells. Recognition of C12iE-DAP by NOD1 induced a signalling cascade involving the serine/threonine RIP2 (RICK,
CARDIAK) kinase which interacted with IKK leading to the activation of NF-kB and the
production of inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-6. C12-iE-DAP stimulates
NOD1 at concentrations 100- to 1000-fold lower than iE-DAP. C12-iE-DAP provided by
InvivoGen has been chemically synthesised and tested in HEK293 cells overexpressing
NOD1. C12-iEDAP was a mixture of Lauroyl-g-D-Glu-D-mDAP and Lauroyl-g-D-Glu-LmDAP.
The kit supplied included 1 mg of C12-iE-DAP with 2 ml endotoxin-free water. The C12iEDAP was provided as a sterile white lyophilised powder and shipped at room temperature
and once received stored at -20°C. Upon resuspension, the aliquots of C12-iE-DAP were
prepared and stored at-20°C. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles were avoided.
The sterile stock solution (1 mg/ml) was prepared. Stimulation of NOD1 was achieved with
100 ng/ml C12-iE-DAP. To obtain a 1 mg/ml stock solution 100 ml DMSO (or methanol)
was added to 1 mg C12-iE-DAP vial and vortexed until complete solubilisation. Once C12iE-DAP was solubilised, 900 ml of water (provided) was added. The aliquots were prepared
and stored at -20°C. The C12-ie-daP stimulation was evaluated. The NOD1-expressing cell
line was transfected with an NF-kB reporter plasmid, such as a pNiFty plasmid, a plasmid
carrying a SEAP or luciferase reporter gene under the control of the NF-kB-inducible ELAM1 (Eselectin) promoter. (HEK293 cells express endogenous levels of NOD1). Twenty-four to
forty-eight hours after transfection, the cells were stimulated with 10 ng/ml to 10 mg/ml C12iEDAP for 6 to 24 hours. Alternatively, NOD1 activation could be evaluated by using
reporter cells, such as InvivoGen’s HEK-Blue™ hNOD1 or mNOD1 cells which express the
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human or murine NOD1 and SEAP reporter genes. NF-kB production in these cells can be
easily quantified using a SEAP detection medium, such as QUANTI-Blue™ or HEK-Blue™
Detection. NOD1 stimulation was determined by assessing reporter gene expression using the
appropriate detection system.

x.

L18- MDP NOD 2 ligand

Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) was the minimal bioactive peptidoglycan motif common to all
bacteria, the essential structure required for adjuvant activity in vaccines. MDP has been
shown to be recognised by NOD2, but not TLR2, TLR2/1 or TLR2/6 associations. To
enhance the protective activity against bacterial infection, numerous derivatives of MDP have
been synthesised. Among them, L18-MDP, a 6-Ο-acyl derivative with a stearoyl fatty acid,
showed the highest activity. In HEK 293 cells transfected with the NOD2 gene, L18-MDP
was
10 times more efficient than MDP to induce NF-κB activation.
The kit was supplied with 1 mg L18-MDP and 2 ml sterile endotoxin-free water. L18-MDP
was provided as a sterile white lyophilised powder and shipped at room temperature. It was
stored at -20°C. Upon resuspension, L18-MDP was aliquoted and stored at -20°C. The
product was deemed stable for 6 months at -20°C when properly stored. Repeated freezethaw cycles were avoided.
Preparation of sterile stock solution (1mg/ml): Stimulation of the NOD2 was achieved with
1100 ng/ml L18-MDP. 1 ml endotoxin-free water (provided) was added and vortexed until
complete solubilisation. The L18-MDP was stimulation was undertaken by transfecting our
cell line with an NF-κB reporter plasmid, such as pNiFty, a plasmid carrying a reporter gene
(either SEAP or luciferase), under the control of an NF-κB-inducible ELAM-1 (E-selectin)
promoter. If the cell line did not naturally express NOD2, we were to co-transfect with a
NOD2 expressing plasmid, such as a pUNO-NOD2 plasmid. Twenty-four to forty-eight hours
after transfection, the cells were stimulated with 1-100 ng/ml L18-MDP for 6 to 24 hours.
L18-MDP stimulation on NOD2 was determined by assessing reporter gene expression using
the appropriate detection system.
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Determination of the dilutions of dilutions of the final 8 ligands
The dilutions of the synthetic NOD1 and NOD2 were determined (10µg/mL) and stored in the
freezer in aliquots (Table 7.14).
Stock
Concentration

Allergen

Stock
volume

Dilution

(ul)
1 mg/ml

PGN-SA

Not done

POLY I:C

1mg/ml**

Working Dilution

Volume
/well

Final Conc

Stimulant
(ul)

PBS
(ul)

10

90

7.5µl

3 ug/ml

10+990 then 10+90

2.5µl

10ng/ml

10

1/10

LPS-EK

10

1/1000

1mg/ml

Pam2CSK4

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1mg/ml

R848

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1mg/ml

iE-DAP

100

neat

2.5µl

10ug/ml

1mg/ml

L18-MDP

10

1/10

10

90

2.5µl

1.25:5

5mg/ml

Nigericin+

50

1/100

10

990

5µl

1ug/ml

ml: Conc

Table 7.14: Concentration of the solutions. * 100% ethanol ** Sonicated LPS stock (sound
waves through water to neutralise changes. 100% to LPS before freezing). Used tissue culture
white PBS. + Primers: LPS to Nigericin (10ng/ml of LPS to Nigericin. Waited 3 hrs and then
added Nigericin to well).
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Appendix C IL-1β human single plex bead kit (luminex) LHC0011 Lot
983081
Invitrogen

This kit is comprised of components for the measurement of human IL-1β in serum, plasma

or tissue culture supernatant. The assay was run with Singleplex Bead Kits from Invitrogen.
Buffer reagents were obtained from Catalog #LHB0001. These reagents were intended to use
with the Luminex® 100™/200™ and the FlexMAP 3D® System. The reagents provided
included:
1.

Part #: LM019 Description: Hu IL-1β Antibody Bead Concentrate (10X) Lot:

985650 Size: 0.25 mL-100 tests Bead Region: 6 Form: 0.25 mL 10X bead concentrate
solution in storage buffer. Contains 0.05% sodium azide as a preservative. Storage: Lightsensitive material. Store at 2 to 8°C in the dark.
2.

Part #: BN019 Description: Hu IL-1β Biotinylated Ab Conc. (10X) Lot: 985649 Size:

1 mL-100 tests Form: 1 mL of a 10X stock of Biotinylated Antibody Concentrate in Biotin
Diluent. Contains 0.1% sodium azide as preservative. Concentration of antibody is matched
to this lot of beads. Do not mix lots of Coated Beads and Detection Antibody. Storage: Store
at 2 to 8°C.
3.

Part #: SM311 Description: Hu 16-Plex Standard Lot: 925003 Size: 2 Vials Form:

Lyophilized. The proteins in this standard were calibrated against the masses of highly
purified recombinant proteins, with the respective Invitrogen ELISA kits, and NIBSC
calibration standards (if available). Contained 0.1% sodium azide as a preservative. Storage:
Store at 2 to 8°C and used within 1 hour after reconstitution. The vial was discard
immediately after use. The concentration of Reconstituted Standard was lot specific: IL-1β
(8,200 pg/mL) IL-10 (19,700 pg/mL) IFN-α (13,800 pg/mL) IL-6 (5,150 pg/mL) IL-12
(13,400 pg/mL) IL-13 (21,700 pg/mL) IL-15 (26,600 pg/mL) IL-17 (25,600 pg/mL) GMCSF (19,200 pg/mL) IL-5 (5,250 pg/mL) IFN-γ (16,200 pg/mL) TNF-α (11,100 pg/mL) IL-2
(18,400 pg/mL) IL-7 (6,700 pg/mL) IL-4 (49,000 pg/mL) IL-8 (11,000 pg/mL). Figure 7.2.
Reconstitution: 1 mL Assay Diluent was reconstituted when measuring IL-1β in serum or
plasma samples. For other sample types, such as tissue culture supernatants, the standard in 1
mL of a solution consisting of 50% Assay Diluent + 50% of sample matrix was reconstituted.
The standard could rehydrate for approximately 10 minutes before further dilution
undertaken.

Recommended Starting Concentration for Standard Curve: Upon

reconstitution, the starting concentration of standard was the value cited above. Serial 1:3
dilutions in Assay Diluent (serum/plasma samples) or another appropriate matrix was made.
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100 µL per assay was used. As a Multiplex Assay was being established, this same standard
was used to measure the related cytokines cited above in a Multiplex Assay format.
Performance Characteristics Analytical Sensitivity: The minimum detectable dose of Hu
IL-1β was 150% recovery (NR - Not recommended) *Analysis performed during product
development and with first lots produced.
Correlation to ELISA: A correlation coefficient of 0.97 was calculated when values for
stimulated lymphocytes in RPMI + 10% FCS, obtained with the Hu IL-1β Singleplex Bead
Kit were compared to the Invitrogen ELISA for Hu IL-1β (cat.# KAC1211, KAC1212). Hu
IL-1β Singleplex Bead Kit (pg/mL) x 1.57 = Hu IL-1β ELISA (pg/mL).

Figure: 7.2. The dose response curve.
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Appendix D Human Cytokine 10-plex Panel (luminex) Invitrogen

Invitrogen’s Multiplex Bead Immunoassay Kits were developed to maximise flexibility in
experimental design, permitting the measurement of one or multiple proteins in panels
designed by the researcher. The Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel contained all the reagents
that are intended for use with the 100™ or 200™ dual laser detection system.
Advances in the field of cell biology have defined a complex and interdependent set of
extracellular and intracellular signalling molecules that control normal cell function. There
was growing interest in simultaneously monitoring multiple components of signalling
pathways. Solid phase multiplex protein assays were the tools of choice in these studies as
they maximised efficiency by simultaneously profiling several proteins within individual
samples. Invitrogen’s Multiplex Bead Immunoassays (MBI) were solid phase protein
immunoassays that use spectrally encoded antibody-conjugated beads as the solid support.
The spectral beads are suitable for use in single plex assays or may be mixed for multiplex
assays. Each assay is carefully designed and tested to assure that sensitivity, range, and
correlation are maximized. The assay was performed in a 96-well plate format and analysed
with a Luminex® 100™ or 200™ instrument which monitored the spectral properties of the
capture beads while simultaneously measuring the quantity of associated fluorophore.
Standard curves generated with this assay system extended over several orders of magnitude
of concentrations, while the sensitivity and quantitation of the assays were comparable to
ELISAs (Enzyme Linked-Immuno-Sorbent Assays). Assay standards were calibrated to
NIBSC (National Institute for Biological Standards and Controls) reference preparations, to
assure accurate and reliable results.
Invitrogen’s Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel was designed for the quantitative determination
of GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFN-γ and TNF-α in serum, plasma,
and tissue culture supernatant.
The xMAP® technology combined the efficiencies of multiplexing up to 100 different
proteins for simultaneous analysis, with reproducibility like ELISA. The technology used 5.6
µm polystyrene beads which were internally dyed with red and infrared fluorophores of
differing intensities. Each bead was given a unique number, or bead region, allowing
differentiation of one bead from another.

Beads of defined spectral properties were

conjugated to protein specific capture antibodies and added along with samples (including
standards of known protein concentration, control samples, and test samples), into the wells
of a filter-bottom microplate and where proteins bind to the capture antibodies over the
course of a 2-hour incubation. After washing the beads, protein-specific biotinylated detector
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antibodies were added and incubated with the beads for 1 hour. During this incubation, the
protein-specific biotinylated detector antibodies bound to the appropriate immobilised
proteins. After removal of excess biotinylated detector antibodies, streptavidin conjugated to
the fluorescent protein, R-Phycoerythrin (Streptavidin-RPE), was added and allowed to
incubate for 30 minutes. The Streptavidin-RPE bound to the biotinylated detector antibodies
associated with the immune complexes on the beads, forming a four-member solid phase
sandwich. After washing to remove unbound Streptavidin-RPE, the beads were analysed with
the Luminex detection system. By monitoring the spectral properties of the beads and the
amount of associated RPhycoerythrin (RPE) fluorescence, the concentration of one or more
proteins was determined. The experimental outline for using the Human Cytokine 10-Plex
Panel is shown below in Figure 7.3:
Pre-wash cells
Add beads

Wash

Add incubation buffer, standard, and samples
Incubate 2 hours

Wash
Add detection Antibody

Incubate 1 hour

Wash
Add Streptavidine-RPE

Incubate 30 minutes

Wash

Re-suspend and aquire data using Luminex Detection System
Figure 7.3: The Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel pathway
Prior to starting the experiment, the following was required: Luminex® xMAP® system with
data acquisition and analysis software (Invitrogen, Cat. no. MAP0200), Filtration vacuum
manifold for bead washing, Sonicating water bath, Vortex mixer, Orbital shaker (small
diameter rotation recommended), Calibrated, adjustable, precision pipettes, preferably with
disposable plastic tips (A manifold multi-channel pipette is desirable), Distilled or deionized
water, Glass or polypropylene tubes, Aluminium foil or opaque 96-well plate cover.
The procedural notes were reviewed before to starting the protocol. Before mixing the plexes,
each protein was represented by a unique bead region. It was advised not to invert the filter
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plates during the assay. The filter plates were designed to be used in conjunction with a
vacuum manifold (not exceeded 5 mm Hg) and emptied from the bottom. It was advised to
not freeze any component of the kit and to store kit components at 2 to 8°C when not used.
All reagents were warmed to room temperature before use (air-warm all reagents at room
temperature for at least 30 minutes, or alternatively, in a room-temperature water bath for 20
minutes (except plate and standard vials). The fluorescent beads were light-sensitive and
therefore they were protected from light to avoid photobleaching of the embedded dye.
Aluminium foil was used to cover test tubes used in the assay alongside filter plates
containing beads. As the amber vial did not provide full protection, the vials were kept in a
drawer when not in use. The beads were not exposed to organic solvents. Filter plates were
not placed on absorbent paper towels during loading or incubations, as the liquid was lost due
to contact wicking. An extra plate cover was used to rest the filter plate. Following the plate
washing, excess liquid was removed and blotted from the bottom of the plate by pressing the
plate on clean paper towels. Multi-channel pipettes were used for reagents to maintain a
consistent order of addition from well-to-well to ensure equal incubation times for all wells.
To prevent filter tearing, touching the filter plate membrane with pipette tips was avoided. Inhouse controls were used with every assay and if control values fell outside pre-established
ranges, the assay was abandoned or returned. A plate plan was designed before starting the
assay (as noted in Table 7.15 below).
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Table 7.15: A plate template for Human Cytokine 10 plex panel. B= Blank (assay diluent),
standards 7 through1, lowest concentration to highest, Controls 1-8, with samples run in
duplicates. 3 Cord blood samples and 1 fresh adult male blood sample.
Preparation of the reagents
The Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel included both antibody bead reagents and buffer reagents
and the components of the Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel. They were prepared according to
the manual. All reagents and samples were brought to room temperature before use. Upon
storage at 2 to 8°C, a precipitate formed in the 20X Wash Solution Concentrate (WSC) and
thus the 20X WSC was warmed to 37°C and mixed until the precipitate had dissolved. A 1X
Working Wash Solution (WWS) was prepared with a 96-well plate by transferring the entire
contents of the WSC bottle to a 500-mL container (or equivalent) and then 285 mL of
deionized water was added and mixed well. 1-part 1X WWS mix of 20X concentrate was
mixed with 19 parts of deionized water, mixed well and stored at 2 to 8°C and used for future
experiments.
Preparation of the samples
Serum, plasma, and tissue cell culture supernatants were suitable for use with Invitrogen’s
Multiplex Bead Immunoassays (MBI). We measured protein in cell culture supernatants (i.e.
post stimulation with innate ligands). Samples were collected in pyrogen/endotoxin-free
tubes, centrifuged, separated, and transferred to polypropylene tubes for storage. Samples
were collected shortly after thawing and mixed well (not vortexed) prior to analysis. Clarify
all samples by centrifugation (1,000 × g for 10 minutes) and/or filter prior to analysis to
prevent clogging of the filter plates. Should the sample concentrations exceed the standard
curve, the samples were diluted and reanalysed. The serum or plasma samples were diluted in
the Assay Diluent (AD) and the tissue culture supernatants in the corresponding tissue culture
medium.
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Preparation of the Standard Curve
Each kit was supplied with 2 complete sets of standard vials so that 2 runs on the plate could
be made with freshly prepared standards. The protein standard was reconstituted within 1
hour of performing the assay. Before performing standard mixing and serial dilutions
included in the Singleplex Bead Kit(s), all reconstitution volumes on the Technical Data
Sheet were confirmed. The concentrations of the protein components of the standard were
indicated on the Technical Data Sheet. The standard dilutions were performed in glass tubes.
When serum or plasma samples were used, the standard was reconstituted with the AD
provided. When tissue culture supernatant was used, the standard was reconstituted with a
mixture, composed of 50% AD and 50% of the matrix which closely resembled the sample
type (50%/50% mixture). For example: When the sample type is RPMI medium containing
5% FBS, the standards were reconstituted in a mixture composed of 50% AD and 50% RPMI
containing 5% FBS. It was important to note that protein standards could be analysed alone,
or in combination with other protein standards for higher levels of multiplexing. More than 4
vials were not combined.
The reconstitution of Lyophilised Standards
The suggested reconstitution volume of the appropriate diluent was added to the standard
vials. (table 7.16). The sample was NOT vortexed, and foaming was always avoided. The vial
stopper was replaced, and the vial could stand undisturbed for 10 minutes. The vial was
gently inverted and swirled 2 to 3 times to ensure complete reconstitution and allowed to sit
at room temperature for an additional 5 minutes.
One vial of standard

The standard vial was reconstituted in the
suggested reconstitution volume, usually 1
mL, of appropriate diluent.

Two vials of standards

Each vial was reconstituted with 0.5 mL of
appropriate diluent. 300 µL from each vial
was combined and mixed with gently
pipetting up and down 5 to 10 times.

Three vials of standards

Each vial was reconstituted with 0.333 mL
of appropriate diluent. 200 µL from each
vial was combined and mixed by gently
pipetting up and down 5 to 10 times.
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Four vials of standards

Each vial was reconstituted with 0.250 mL
of appropriate diluent. 150 µL from each
vial was combined and mixed by gently
pipetting up and down 5 to 10 times.

Table 7.16: Reconstitution of Lyophilised Standards.
The standard curve was made by serially diluting the reconstituted standard in Assay Diluent
for serum and plasma samples or a mixture of 50% AD and 50% tissue culture medium for
tissue culture supernatant samples. In all samples vortexing was avoided and the samples
were mixed by gently pipetting up and down 5 to 10 times. All remaining reconstituted and
diluted standards were discarded after completing the assay. The AD was returned to the kit.
Figure: 7.4 below.

Figure 7.4: The preparation of the Standard Curve
The preparation of the 1X Antibody Beads
The number of wells required for the assay was determined. The Antibody Bead Concentrate
was supplied as a 10X concentrate and was diluted prior to use. The fluorescent antibody
conjugated beads were light-sensitive and thus protected from the light during handling.
Immediately before dispensing, the 10X Antibody Bead Concentrates was vortexed for 30
seconds followed by sonication in a sonicating water bath for 30 seconds. The 1X Antibody
Bead stock was prepared by diluting 2.5 µL from each 10X beads in 25 µL of WWS (above)
per assay well. Each well required 25 µL of the diluted beads. The volumes required are
shown below (Table 7.17). Note: Dilution factor was 1:11 for extra pipetting volume.
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Number of wells

Volume of 10x Antibody Volume of Working Wash
Bead Concentrate
Solution

24

0.06mL

0.6mL

32

0.08mL

0.8mL

40

0.10mL

1.0mL

48

0.12mL

1.2mL

56

0.14mL

1.4mL

64

0.16mL

1.6mL

72

0.18mL

1.8mL

80

0.20mL

2.0mL

88

0.22mL

2.2mL

96

0.24mL

2.4mL

Table 7.17: The preparation of the 1X Antibody Beads
Method of Washing
Incomplete washing adversely affected the assay results and as such all wash steps were
performed with the Wash Solution supplied with the kit. All phases of the assay, including
incubations, washing steps, and loading beads, were performed in the filter bottom plate
supplied with the kit. To wash the beads, the filter plate was placed on the vacuum manifold
and the liquid aspirated with a gentle vacuum (maximum 5 mm Hg). Excessive vacuum
caused the membrane to tear, resulting in antibody bead loss. Any vacuum surge was
prevented by opening and adjusting the vacuum on the manifold before placing the plate on
the manifold surface. The vacuum pressure was stopped as soon as the wells were empty.
Pulling the plate off the vacuum manifold while the vacuum was still on was not
recommended as filter plate damage would occur. The vacuum was released prior to
removing the plate. Should solution have remained in the wells during vacuum aspiration, the
bottom of the 96 well filter plate was thus not detached. In some cases, minor clogs in the
filter plate were dislodged by carefully pressing the bottom of the plate under the clogged
well with the pointed end of a 15-mL plastic conical tube. The filter plate was placed on a
clean paper towel and a gloved thumb or a 1 mL Pasteur pipette bulb was used to plunge the
top of the clogged well. All clogged wells were emptied entirely before continuing the
washes. After all wells were emptied, the filter plate was lightly tapped onto clean paper
towels (the plate was held in the center for tapping) to remove excess fluid from the bottom
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of the filter plate. Inversion of the plate was avoided. After the last aspiration and plate taps, a
clean absorbent towel was used to blot the bottom of the filter plate before addition of next
liquid phase. The plate was not left on any absorbent surface when adding reagents.
The method for reverse pipetting
All reagents and samples were brought to room temperature prior to use. The recommended
reverse pipetting technique method was used to reduce bubbles and loss of reagents due to
residual fluid left in pipette tips. To reverse the pipette, it was set to the appropriate volume
needed. The technique was not sued if reverse pipette volumes <20 µL were required. The
push-button was slowly pressed to the first stop and then press on past it. The amount past the
first stop depended on the volume of liquid available to aspirate from. The tip was immersed
into the liquid, just below the meniscus and the push-button slowly released smoothly to the
top of the resting position and the set volume of liquid aspirated. The end of the tip was
placed against the inside wall of the recipient vessel at an angle the push button was slowly
and smoothly pressed to the first stop. Some liquid remained in the tip, which was not
dispensed, and the tip removed, keeping the pipette pressed to the first stop.
Analyte Capture
An adhesive plate cover was used to seal any unused wells to keep the wells dry for future
use.
The designated assay wells were pre-wet by adding 200 µL of WWS into the designated wells
and the plate incubated for 15 to 30 seconds at room temperature. The WWS was aspirated
from the wells using the vacuum manifold. The diluted bead solution (prepared above) was
vortexed for 30 seconds, and then sonicated for at least 30 seconds immediately prior to use
in the assay. 25 µL of the diluted bead solution was pipetted into each well and once added to
the plate, the beads on the plate were protected from light.
200 µL WWS was added to the wells and allowed to soak for 15 to 30 seconds. The WWS
was aspirated from the wells with the vacuum manifold and this washing step was repeated.
The bottom of the filter plate was blotted onto clean paper towels to remove any residual
liquid and the filter plate was placed onto a plate cover or non-absorbent surface before all
incubations.

Fifty (50) µL of Incubation Buffer was pipetted into each well. To wells

designated for the standard curve, 100 µL of appropriate standard dilution was pipetted. To
the wells designated for the sample, 50 µL AD was pipetted followed by 50 µL of the sample
to each well or 50 µL in-house controls, if used. The filter plate containing beads was covered
with an aluminium foil-wrapped plate cover and the plate was incubated for 1.5 hours at
room temperature on an orbital shaker. Shaking speed was determined sufficient to keep
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beads suspended during the incubation (400 rpm). Larger radius shakers required a lower
speed and smaller radius shakers typically handled higher speeds without splashing. Ten to
fifteen minutes prior to the end of this incubation period, the biotinylated detector antibody
was prepared and then proceed to Analyte Detection, below.
Preparation of the 1X Biotinylated Antibody
The Biotinylated Antibody was supplied as a 10X concentrate and was diluted prior to use.
To prepare a 1X Biotinylated Antibody stock, 10 µL of each 10X Biotinylated Antibody was
diluted in 100 µL of Biotin Diluent per assay well. Each well required 100 µL of the diluted
Biotinylated Antibody. The table 7.10 below outlined examples of volumes to combine with a
Dilution factor of 1:11 for extra pipetting volume. If using IL-1β then one antibody, if using
10 plex then 10 antibodies were used.
Number of wells

Volume of 10x Antibody Volume of Working Biotin
Bead Concentrate
Diluent or PBS

24

0.24mL

2.4mL

32

0.32mL

3.2mL

40

0.40mL

4.0mL

48

0.48mL

4.8mL

56

0.56mL

5.6mL

64

0.64mL

6.4mL

72

0.72mL

7.2mL

80

0.80mL

8.0mL

88

0.88mL

8.8mL

96

0.96mL

9.6mL

Table 7.18: The preparation of the 1X Biotinylated Antibody
Analyte Detection
After the 2-hour capture bead incubation, the liquid from wells was removed by aspiration
with the vacuum manifold and 200 µL of Working Wash Solution was added to the wells.
The beads could soak for 15 to 30 seconds and then aspirated with the vacuum manifold. The
washing step was repeated. The bottom of the filter plate was blotted on clean paper towels to
remove residual liquid and 100 µL of prepared 1X Biotinylated Detector Antibody (Table
7.18) was added to each well and the plate incubated for 1 hour at room temperature on an
orbital shaker. Shaking was deemed sufficient to keep the beads suspended during incubation
(500356

600 rpm). The Luminex® 100™ or 200™ instrument was prepared during this incubation
step and reference was made to the Technical Data Sheet for all bead regions and standard
concentration values. The Streptavidin-RPE was prepared 10-15 minutes prior to the end of
the detector incubation step and the Assay Reading was initiated (Table 7.19).
Preparation of the Streptavidin-RPE (The detection colour)
The Streptavidin-RPE was supplied as a 10X concentrate and was diluted prior to use. The
Streptavidin-RPE was protected from light during handling. To prepare a 1X StreptavidinRPE stock, 10µL of 10X Streptavidin-RPE was diluted in 100µL of Streptavidin-RPE Diluent
per assay well. Each well required 100µL of the diluted Streptavidin-RPE. A Dilution factor
of
1:11 was given for extra pipetting volume. 100µL of Streptavidin-RPE to 10mLs of PBS was
used. Examples of the volumes to combine were outlined below in Table: 7.19.
Number of wells

Volume of 10x Streptavidin-RPE

Volume of Streptavidin-RPE

Concentrate

Diluent or PBS

24

0.24mL

2.4mL

32

0.32mL

3.2mL

40

0.40mL

4.0mL

48

0.48mL

4.8mL

56

0.56mL

5.6mL

64

0.64mL

6.4mL

72

0.72mL

7.2mL

80

0.80mL

8.0mL

88

0.88mL

8.8mL

96

0.96mL

9.6mL

Table: 7.19. Preparation of the Streptavidin-RPE stock.
Assay Reading
The liquid was removed from wells by aspiration with the vacuum manifold and 200 µL of
Working Wash Solution was added to the wells. The beads could soak for 15 to 30 seconds,
then aspirated with the vacuum manifold. This washing step was repeated, and the bottom of
the filter plate was blotted onto clean paper towels to remove residual liquid. 100 µL of
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prepared 1X Streptavidin-RPE was added to each well and the plate incubated for 30 minutes
at room temperature on an orbital shaker. Shaking was deemed sufficient to keep the beads
suspended during incubation (400-500-600 rpm). The liquid was removed from the wells by
aspiration with the vacuum manifold the beads were washed by adding 200 µL Working
Wash Solution to the wells. The beads could soak for 10 seconds, then aspirated with the
vacuum manifold. This washing step 2 was repeated additional times for a total of 3 washes.
The bottom of the filter plate was blotted onto clean paper towels to remove residual liquid.
100 µL of WWS was added to each well and the plate shaken on an orbital shaker (400-500600 rpm) for 2 to 3 minutes to re-suspend the beads. If the plate was unable to be read on the
day of the assay, it was covered and stored in the dark overnight at 2 to 8°C for reading the
following day without significant loss of fluorescent intensity. Working Wash Solution was
aspirated from stored plates and 100 µL of fresh Working Wash Solution was added, the plate
placed on an orbital shaker for 2 to 3 minutes at 400-500-600 rpm prior to analysis. The plate
was uncovered and inserted into the XY platform of the Luminex® 100™ or 200™
instrument, and the samples analysed. The concentration of the samples was determined from
the standard curve using curve fitting software. It was recommended to use the fiveparameter algorithm with a weighted function (1/y2), depending on the software package
used. I referred to the manual for setup of the Luminex® 100™ or 200™ instrument. A plate
template for Human Cytokine 10 plex panel. B= Blank (assay diluent), standards 7 through 1,
lowest concentration to highest, Controls 1-8, with samples run in duplicates. 3 Cord blood
samples and 1 fresh adult male blood sample. Table 7.20:

10-plex assay on Luminex

(standards)
Standard Mean

Florescent Concentration

01

Intensity
events
99.0

(MFI) Pg/mL

01

101.0

11.37

02

325.0

36.74

02

267.0

30.42

03

935.0

99.78

03

963.0

103.12

04

2497.0

319.04

0.00
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04

2389.0

296.37

05

4469.0

881.65

05

4675.0

1002.59

06

6403.0

2544.51

06

6825.0

3391.24

07

8033.0

7175.58

07

8685.0

9224.81

Table 7.20: Standards for Luminex 100 calibration report for IL1β readout.
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Appendix E Human Th1/Th2 Human 11-plex Panel
The Human Th1/Th2 11plex RTU FlowCytomix Kit was designed for the measurement of
human IFN-γ, IL-1-β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12 p70, TNF-αand TNF-β in an
immunoassay analysed on a flow cytometer. The kit contained the following bead
populations IFN-γ (A4), IL-1-β (B8), IL-2 (A6), IL-4 (B6), IL-5 (B7), IL-6 (A12), IL-8
(A10), IL-10 (A8), IL-12p70 (A2), TNFα (B9), TNF-β(B10). We were interested in the
ligand activity of IL-6 and IL-8. All the antibody coated bead populations, biotin conjugates,
lyophilised standard proteins were premixed in one vial for each. The simultaneous
quantification of multiple analytes was as simple to perform as an ELISA.
The term Th1 cytokines and Th2 cytokines refer to the patterns of cytokines secreted by two
different subpopulations of human CD4 + T cells that determine the outcome of an antigenic
response toward humoral or cell-mediated immunity. Numerous cells, other than T-cells
expressing CD4, have been shown to be capable of producing Th1cytokines and Th2
cytokines as discussed in the introduction. These cells include CD8 + T-cells, monocytes,
natural killer cells, B-cells, eosinophils, mast cells, basophils, and other cells. Th1 cytokines
may include IL-2, IFN-γ, IL-12 and TNF-β, while Th2 cytokines may include IL-4, IL-5, IL6, IL10 and IL-13. Th1 cells, but not Th2, secrete IL-2, IFN-γ and TNF-β, whereas Th2 cells,
but not Th1 cells, express IL-4, IL-5, IL-6 and IL-10.
The molecular mechanisms underlying the evolution of these two different cell types from
common precursors are still unknown. Studies with transgenic mice carrying null mutations
of the IL-4 gene have shown that IL-4 plays an important role in the establishment of a
functional Th2 immune response. The different patterns of cytokine secretion correspond
with different functions as immune effectors. Th1 cells promote cell-mediated effector
responses. Th2 cells are mainly helper cells that influence B-cell development and augment
humoral responses such as the secretion of antibodies, predominantly of IgE, by B-cells. Both
types of Th cells influence each other by the cytokines they secrete; IFN-gamma, for
example, can downregulate Th2 clones while Th2 cytokines, such as IL-10 can suppress Th1
functions. IFN-γ has been shown also to inhibit the proliferation of human Th2 cells but not
that of Th1 helper T lymphocyte clones. It thus appears that these functional subsets are
mutually antagonistic such that the decision of which subset predominates within an infection
may determine also its outcome.
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Principles of the Fluorescent Bead Immunoassay
Beads were coated with antibodies specifically known to react with each of the analytes to be
detected in the multiplex system. The beads could be differentiated by their sizes and by their
distinct immunofluorescent rays. A mixture of coated beads for each analyte to be measured
were incubated with the samples or standard mixtures. The analytes present in the sample
bound to the antibodies linked to the fluorescent beads. A biotin-conjugated second antibody
mixture was added, the specific antibodies bound to the analytes captured by the first
antibodies. Streptavidin-Phycoerythrin was finally added, which bound to the biotin
conjugate and emitted fluorescent signals.
Two sets of beads of different sizes were used for the FlowCytomix: Size A 5µm and Size B
4µm. The two different bead sets made it possible to distinguish 20 bead sets in one
florescent channel.
The FlowCytomix provided setup beads, Florescent bead mixture (containing 11 bead
populations coated with specific antibodies), standard mixture (lyophilised containing 11
standard proteins IFN-γ, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p70, TNF-α and
TNF-β: all 20ng/ml concentration in the standard mixture upon reconstitution except IL-8
which was 10ng/ml), Biotin – conjugate mixture, assay buffer, reagent dilution buffer (RDB),
streptavidin-phycoerythrin (Streptavidin-PE), filter plates and adhesive films. The kit was
stored at 2° to 8°C.
Specimen Collection
Cell culture supernatant was thawed and tested with this assay. Lipaemic samples were
avoided as fat caused agglutination of the beads. Any lipaemic samples were centrifuged
(16.000x g for 5 minutes) before analysis was undertaken. Attention was paid to the bias of a
possible “Hook Effect” due to high sample concentrations. Clinical samples were kept at 2°
to 8°C and separated rapidly before storing at -20°C to avoid loss of bioactivity. Samples run
within 24 hours, were stored at 2° to 8°C. Repeated freeze-thaw cycles were avoided. All
reagents could stand to room temperature and vortex well before usage. The samples were
labelled according to our plate diagram (Table 7.21) used for the luminex 11 below:
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Table 7.21: Preparation of the 96-well Plate for Th1/Th2 11-plex using three HR samples in
two concentrations: Conditions - 250ul/well; 1 x 10^6/mL; RPMI + 10% NHI FCS; 24hr
cultures. 3 cord bloods (1020;1047;2080) and 1 adult male fresh (PN) blood sample. * primed
with LPS 3 hrs prior to addition of Nigericin; ** The LPS sonicated prior to addition. [Note:
5 x 10^6 min cells required] Adult not used due to lack of beads.
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Preparation of reagents and samples for using the human Th1/Th2 11plex kit Assay
Buffer
If crystals had formed in the Assay Buffer Concentrate (ABC) (10x), the vial was warmed
gently until they have completely dissolved. The contents of the bottle were mixed well. 50
ml of ABC (10x) was added to 450 ml distilled or de-ionised water and mixed gently to avoid
foaming. The vial was then stored at 2° to 8°C.
Preparation of the Standards
Reconstitution of lyophilised Standard Mixture:
The vial was spun down to a few seconds in a micro-centrifuge before opening to collect
lyophilised standard mixture which had settled at the bottom. The lyophilised standard
mixture was reconstituted by adding assay buffer (1x) according to the label on the standard
mixture vial. The vial was swirled thoroughly to ensure solubilisation of the contents. After
10-30 minutes the standard was pipetted. This was standard 1. The vial was once again spun
down for a few seconds in a micro-centrifuge before pipetting the reconstituted standard
mixture.
Serial Dilution of Standard Mixture:
100 µl of Assay Buffer (1x) was added to 6 tubes labelled standard 2 to 7. 50 µl of standard 1
was transferred to tube 2, mixed well and 50 µl similarly transferred to tube 3. The procedure
was repeated and a row of 7 standard dilutions was created. Any standard left after usage was
discarded.
Preparation of Bead Mixture (1x):
The Bead Mixture was prepared in a centrifuge tube according to the following
calculation:
Per test (equivalent to a well): 25 µl of the Bead Mixture (1x) was required. Tests were
considered for standard curves, blanks and samples plus an additional test for standard 1 for
setup. The final volume (V fin) of the Bead Mixture (1x) needed was calculated. (V fin =
number of tests x 25 µl) A volume was rounded up for pipetting reservoir. e.g.: 96 tests x 25
µl
= 2400 µl, round up: V fin = 3000 µl.
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The bead mixture (2x) vial provided in the kit was vortex for 5 seconds and half of the final
volume (V fin) was pipetted to a vial labelled “Bead Mix (1x)”. e.g.: V fin = 3000 µl; 1/2 of
final volume = 1500 µl. The tube was filled up to the final volume (V fin) with Reagent
Dilution Buffer (RDB). The vial was centrifuged at 3000 x g for 5 min. The excess liquid was
carefully removed from the surface, leaving 50 µl in the vial (e.g.: total volume 3000 µl, take
off 2950 µl). This was undertaken to avoid re-suspension of the beads. The same volume of
Reagent
Dilution Buffer that had been removed (e.g.: 2950 µl) was added and vortex for 5 seconds.
Preparation of Biotin-Conjugate Mixture (1x)
The Biotin-Conjugate-Mixture (1x) was prepared by adding 3500µl of Reagent Dilution
Buffer to the Biotin-Conjugate-Mixture (2x) vial provided in the kit (this was a 1+1
Dilution). This diluted Biotin-Conjugate-Mixture (1x) was stable for 6 months at 4°C if not
contaminated by handling.
Preparation of Streptavidin-PE Solution
A dilution of the concentrated Streptavidin-PE in Assay Buffer (1x) was made according to
the Table 7.22 below:
Number of tests

Conc. StreptavidinPE (µl)

Assay Buffer (1x)
(µl)

Final

volume of
-PE
Streptavidin
Solution(µl)

48

88

2662

2750

96

176

5324

5500

33

60.5

1830

1890.5

Table 7.22: Preparation of Streptavidin-PE Solution depending on the number of tests (in our
case 33)
Calculations that we used included: 96 samples would give 176 microlitres; 65 samples would
give x=119 microlitres. Technical tips were considered as per protocol prior to
commencement.
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Test protocol
In our experiment incubations were performed in tubes. Centrifugation steps were necessary
for test performance. As the Th1/Th2 11plex Kit was used the following methods was
undertaken. The Assay Buffer (1x) was prepared as stated above for “Prepare Standards
Mixtures 1-7, Bead Mixture and Biotin-Conjugate Mixture” stated above.
a. To determine the number of cytometer tubes required to test the desired number of samples
(33) plus appropriate number of tubes needed for running blanks and standards (2x7) and
calculate number of reagents needed respectively (above). Two standard curves and an
additional standard 1 (see section on pipetting scheme) were made to have enough solution
of standard 1 also for cytometer setup (below).
b. 25 µl of Standard Mixture dilutions 1 to 7 was added to designated tubes. NOT tube 8!
c. 25 µl of Assay Buffer (1x) was added to the blank tubes.
e. Add 25 µl of sample to the designated sample tubes. Not tube 8!
f. 25 µl of Bead Mixture (1x) was added to all tubes, including the blank tubes.
g. 50 µl of Biotin-Conjugate Mixture (1x) was added to all tubes, including the blank tubes.
h. The contents of each tube well were mixed and incubated at room temperature (18° to
25°C) for 2 hours. They were protected from light by using aluminium foil.
i. The Streptavidin-PE Solution was prepared (refer to Preparation of Streptavidin-PE).
j. 1 ml of Assay Buffer (1x) was added to all tubes, vortex and spun down at 1500-2000rpm
for 5 minutes.
k. The supernatant was carefully discarded from each tube leaving 100 µl of liquid in each
tube.
l. Steps j. and k were repeated.ie 2 washes
50 µl of Streptavidin-PE Solution was added to all tubes including the blank tubes. A low
amount was noted in tube 79.
m.

The contents of each tube well were mixed and incubated at room temperature (18° to

25°C) for 1 hour. They were protected from light with aluminium foil.
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n. 1 ml of Assay Buffer (1x) was added to all tubes, vortex and spun down at 1500-2000rpm
for 5 minutes.
o. The supernatant was carefully discarded from each tube leaving 100 µl of liquid in each
tube. q. Steps o and p were repeated.
r. 250-300µl Assay Buffer (1x) was added to each tube.
s. The tubes were protected from the light by placing them in a dark cupboard.
t. Samples could proceed to next step of protocol or the tubes stored for a maximum of
24 h at 2 – 8°C protected from light. The tube contents were swirled thoroughly if
they were stored longer than 2 hours. In our case we stored for 3 hours of incubation.
u. Before analysing samples on a flow cytometer, the cytometer setup protocol was
followed.
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Appendix F
Human Cytokine Singleplex 10-plex Kit Invitrogen
The Invitrogen’s Multiplex Bead Immunoassay (IMPIA) Kit permitted the measurement of
multiple proteins in a personalised panel-“The Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel”.
Background
Recent advances in the field of cell immunobiology have defined intricate and interdependent
extracellular and intracellular signalling molecules that control normal cell function via
complex pathways. We were interested in determining the mechanisms of multiple
components of these signalling pathways. These solid phase multiplex protein assays are the
backbone of these studies as they simultaneously analyse several proteins within individual
samples. For multiple sample studies these assays have proven beneficial.
IMPIA solid phase protein immunoassays use spectrally encoded antibody-conjugated beads
as the basic support. The spectral beads were suitable for use in both single and multi-plex
assays. Each assay was carefully designed and tested to assure maximum sensitivity, range,
and correlation. The assay was performed in a 96-well plate format and analysed with a
Luminex® 100™ apparatus which monitors the spectral properties of the capture beads while
simultaneously measuring the quantity of associated fluorophore. Standard curves were
generated with this assay system and were performed over several orders of magnitude of 7
concentrations. The sensitivity and quantitation of the assays were comparable to ELISAs
(Enzyme Linked-Immuno-Sorbent Assays). Assay standards were calibrated to NIBSC
(National Institute for Biological Standards and Controls) reference preparations according to
protocol to assure accurate and reliable results.
IMPIA Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel determined quantitative GM-CSF, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4,
IL-5, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IFN-γ and TNF-α in tissue culture 24 hour supernatant.
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The xMAP® technology combined the efficiencies of multiplexing up to 100 different
proteins for simultaneous analysis, with reproducibility like ELISA. The figure 7.5 below
outlined the experimental Overview.

Pre- wet cells
Add beads

Wash

Add incubation buffer, standard, and samples
Incubate 2 hours

Wash
Add detection antibody

Incubate 1 hour

Wash
Add streptavidin

Incubate 30 mintues

Wash

Re-suspend and acquire data using Luminex
Detection System
Figure 7.5: The experimental outline for using the Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel
The technology used 5.6 µm polystyrene beads which were internally dyed with red and
infrared fluorophores of differing intensities. Each bead was given a unique number, or bead
region, allowing differentiation of one bead from another. Beads of defined spectral
properties were conjugated to protein-specific capture antibodies and added along with
samples (including standards of known protein concentration, control samples, and test
samples), into the wells of a filter-bottom microplate (Table 7.23) and where proteins bind to
the capture antibodies over the course of a 2-hour incubation.
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Table 7.23:

Preparation of the 96 well Plate Plan for Luminex 10-plex. NOTE: All

standards, samples and controls were run in duplicate if enough sample was available.
Conditions - 250ul/well; 1 x 10^6/mL; RPMI + 10% NHI FCS; 24hr cultures [Note: 5 x 10^6
min cells required]. *Prime with LPS 3hrs prior to addition of Nigicerin. **Sonicate the LPS
prior to addition.
After washing the beads, protein-specific biotinylated detector antibodies were added and
incubated with the beads for 1 hour. During this incubation, the protein-specific biotinylated
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detector antibodies bound to the appropriate immobilized proteins. Excess biotinylated
detector antibodies were removed, streptavidin was conjugated to the fluorescent protein,
RPhycoerythrin (Streptavidin-RPE), was added and allowed to incubate for 30 minutes. The
Streptavidin-RPE bound to the biotinylated detector antibodies associated with the immune
complexes on the beads, formed a four-member solid phase sandwich. The samples were
further washed to remove unbound Streptavidin-RPE, and then the beads were analysed with
the Luminex detection system. By monitoring the spectral properties of the beads and the
amount of associated R-Phycoerythrin (RPE) fluorescence, the concentration of one or more
proteins could be determined.
The Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel included both antibody bead reagents and buffer
reagents. All components of the Human Cytokine 10-Plex Panel were prepared according to
according to user manual instructions 16th April 2010 PRLHC0001. All reagents and samples
were brought to room temperature before preparation of samples.
The Preparation of Wash Solution
The 20X Wash Solution Concentrate upon storage at 2 to 8°C may precipitate. It was thus
warmed to 37°C and mixed well until the precipitate had dissolved.
1.

A 1X Working Wash Solution for use with a 96-well plate was prepared by

transferring the contents of the Wash Solution Concentrate bottle to a 500 mL container (or
equivalent) and 285 mL of de-ionized water added. It was mixed well.
2.

As the 1X Working Wash Solution was stable for up to 2 weeks if stored at 2 to 8°C.

It was beneficial to prepare a smaller volume of 1X Working Wash Solution. Thus 1 part of
20X concentrate was mixed with 19 parts of de-ionized water. The preparation of the 24hour tissue culture supernatants
The supernatants were collected in pyrogen/endotoxin-free tubes. They were then
centrifuged, separated, and transferred to polypropylene tubes for storage. The samples were
analysed shortly after thawing was complete. They were mixed well (and NOT vortexed)
prior to analysis. All samples were clarified by centrifugation (1,000 × g for 10 minutes)
and/or filter prior to analysis to prevent clogging of the filter plates.
The preparation of the Standard Curve
The kit came with 2 complete sets of standard vials. The protein standard was reconstituted
within 1 hour of performing the assay. All standards were calibrated to NIBSC preparations.
Confirmation of the reconstitution volumes on the Technical Data Sheet, included in the
Single plex Bead Kit was undertaken prior to performing standard mixing and serial
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dilutions. The concentrations of the protein components of the standard were indicated on the
Technical Data Sheet. Standard dilutions in glass or polypropylene tubes were performed.
The tissue culture supernatant was reconstituted with the standard composed of a mixture of
50% Assay Diluent and 50% of the matrix which closely resembles the sample type
(50%/50% mixture).
The reconstitution of Lyophilised Standards
The suggested reconstitution volume of the appropriate diluent was added to the standard vial
as per the protocol. The samples were NOT to be vortexed. When mixing or reconstituting
the protein solutions, foaming was avoided. The vial stopper was replaced, and the vial
allowed to stand undisturbed for 10 minutes. The vial was gently swirled and inverted 2 to 3
times to ensure complete reconstitution and allow the vial to sit at room temperature for an
additional 5 minutes.
The preparation of the standard curve
One vial of standard was reconstituted in the suggested reconstitution volume, usually 1 mL,
of appropriate diluent. The standard curve was made by serially diluting the reconstituted
standard in a mixture of 50% AD and 50% tissue culture medium. The samples were NOT to
be vortexed. The samples were mixed well by gently pipetting up and down 5 to 10 times.
Preparation of the reagents for the Assay Procedure Preparation of the 1X
Antibody Beads
A 96 well plate was used. The Antibody Bead Concentrate (ABC) was supplied as a 10X
concentrate and was diluted prior to use. The fluorescent antibody conjugate beads were
light-sensitive and as such were protected from light during handling. Immediately prior to
dispensing, the 10X ABCs were vortexed for 30 seconds followed by sonication in a
sonicating water bath for 30 seconds. The 1X Antibody Bead stock was prepared by diluting
2.5 µL from each 10X beads in 25 µL of WWS (as stated previously) per assay well. Each
well required 25 µL of the diluted beads. As we had 96 well plate and with a dilution factor is
1:11 for extra pipetting volume, we used 0.24mL of 10X ABC to 2.4mL of WWS.
The Assay Procedure Method of washing
Incomplete washing may adversely affect assay results. As such all wash steps with the WWS
supplied with the kit was performed as per their protocol. All phases of the assay, including
incubations, washing steps, and loading beads, were performed in the filter bottom plate
supplied with the kit.
1. To wash the beads, the filter plate was placed on the vacuum manifold and the liquid
aspirated with a gentle vacuum (5 mm Hg was NOT to be exceed). Excessive vacuum
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could cause the membrane to tear, resulting in antibody bead loss. Thus, a vacuum surge
was prevented by opening and adjusting the vacuum on the manifold before placing the
plate on the manifold surface.
2. The vacuum pressure was stopped as soon as the wells were empty. Care was taken not to
attempt to pull the plate off the vacuum manifold while the vacuum was still on or filter
plate damage may have occurred. The vacuum was released prior to removing the plate.
3. Should solution remain in the wells during vacuum aspiration procedure, care was
undertaken not to detach the bottom of the 96 well filter plate. Minor clogs in the filter
plate could be dislodged by carefully pressing the bottom of the plate under the clogged
well with the pointed end of a 15 mL plastic conical tube. The filter plate was placed on a
clean paper towel and a 1 mL Pasteur pipette bulb was used to plunge the top of the
clogged well. All clogged wells were emptied prior to continuing the washes. Repeated
pull vacuum on plates with clogged wells was avoided as this may have led to a
compromise to the unclogged well and bead loss may have occurred.
4. All wells were emptied. The filter plate was lightly tapped onto clean paper towels (hold
the plate in the centre for tapping) to remove excess fluid from the bottom of the filter
plate. Inversion of the plate was avoided.
5. After the final aspiration and plate tap, a clean absorbent towel was used to blot the bottom
of the filter plate before addition of the next liquid phase.
6. Care was taken NOT to leave plate on an absorbent surface when adding reagents.
Reverse pipetting instructions
To reduce bubbles and loss of reagents due to residual fluid left in pipette tips, the reverse
pipetting technique recommended as per their protocol was used. This full protocol may not
be needed.
1. To reverse pipette, the pipette was set to the appropriate volume needed. Note: Pippet
Volumes <20 µL were avoided.
2. The push-button was slowly pressed to the first stop and then press on past it. Note:
the amount past the first stop depended on the volume of liquid available to aspirate
from.
3. The tip was immersed into the liquid, just below the meniscus.
4. The push-button was slowly released and smoothly to the top resting position to
aspirate the set volume of liquid.
5. The end of the tip was placed against the inside wall of the well at an angle.
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6. The push button was slowly and smoothly pressed to the first stop. Some liquid
remained in the tip, this was NOT dispensed.
7. The tip was removed, with the pipette pressed kept to the first stop.
8. All reagents and samples were brought to room temperature before use.
The Analyte Capture Assay procedure
1. An adhesive plate cover was used to seal any unused wells to keep them dry for future use.
2. The designated assay wells were dampened by adding 200 µL of WWS. The plate was
incubated for 15 to 30 seconds at room temperature.
3. The WWS was aspirated from the wells using the vacuum manifold.
4. The diluted bead solution (prepared above) was vortexed for 30 seconds, then sonicated for
at least 30 seconds immediately prior to use in the assay.
5. 25 µL of the diluted bead solution was pipetted into each well. Once the beads were added
to the plate, the plate was protected was protected from the light.
6. 200 µL of Working Wash Solution was added to the wells and the beads allowed to soak
for 15 to 30 seconds.
7. The WWS was aspirated from the wells with the vacuum manifold. This washing step was
again repeated.
8. The bottom of the filter plate was blotted on clean paper towels to remove any residual
liquid. Once again care was taken to place the filter plate on a plate cover or a nonabsorbent surface before all incubations.
9. 50 µL of incubation Buffer was pipetted into each well.
10.100 µL of standard dilution designated for the standard curve was pipetted into the wells.
11.

50 µL of AD followed by 50 µL of sample (or 50 µL in-house controls, if used) were

pipetted to each designated well for sample.
12.

The filter plate containing beads was covered with an aluminium foil-wrapped plate

cover. The plate was then incubated for 2 hours at room temperature on an orbital shaker. The
shaking was enough to keep the beads suspended during the incubation (500-600 rpm). Often
a larger radius shaker was used and required a lower speed. If a smaller radius shaker was
used higher speeds were able without splashing.
13.

Ten to fifteen minutes prior to the end of the incubation, the biotinylated detector

antibody was prepared. Procedures under Analyte Detection, Step 1 were then followed.
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The preparation of the 1X Biotinylated Antibody
The Biotinylated Antibody was supplied as a 10X concentrate and was diluted prior to use.
To do this and prepare a 1X Biotinylated Antibody stock, 10 µL of each 10X Biotinylated
Antibody was diluted in 100 µL of Biotin Diluent per assay well. Each well required 100 µL
of the diluted Biotinylated Antibody. A Dilution factor of 1:11 for extra pipetting volume was
undertaken. For a 96 well plate 0.96mL of 10X Antibody Bead Concentrate was added to
9.6mL of Working Biotin Diluent.
The Analyte Detection Assay Procedure
1. After the 2-hour capture bead incubation period, the liquid was removed from the wells by
aspiration with the vacuum manifold.
2. 200 µL of WWS was added to the wells. The beads could soak for 15 to 30 seconds, and
then aspirated with the vacuum manifold. This washing step was repeated.
3. The bottom of the filter plate was blotted on clean paper towels to remove any residual
liquid.
4. 100 µL of prepared 1X Biotinylated Detector Antibody (BDA) (above) was added to each
well and the plate incubated for 1 hour at room temperature on an orbital shaker. Shaking
was sufficient to keep the beads suspended during the incubation period (500-600 rpm).
5. The Luminex® 100™ instrument was prepared during this incubation step.
6. Ten to fifteen minutes prior to the end of the detector incubation step, the Streptavidin-RPE
was prepared. The protocol for the Assay Reading, Step 1 was then undertaken.
The Preparation of the Streptavidin-RPE
The Streptavidin-RPE was supplied as a 10X concentrate and was diluted prior to use. The
Streptavidin-RPE was protected from light during handling. To prepare a 1X StreptavidinRPE stock, 10 µL of 10X Streptavidin-RPE was diluted in 100 of µL Streptavidin-RPE
Diluent per assay well. Each well required 100 µL of the diluted Streptavidin-RPE. The
Dilution factor was 1:11 for extra pipetting volume. For a 96 well plate 0.96mL of 10X
Streptavidin-RPE Concentrate was added to 9.6mL of Streptavidin-RPE Diluent.
The Assay Reading Procedure
1. The liquid was removed from the wells by aspiration with the vacuum manifold.
2. 200 µL of WWS was added to the wells. The beads could soak for 15 to 30 seconds, and
then aspirated with the vacuum manifold. This washing step was then repeated.
3. The bottom of the filter plate was blotted on clean paper towels to remove any residual
liquid.
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4. 100 µL of prepared 1X Streptavidin-RPE was added to each well and the plate incubated
for 30 minutes at room temperature on an orbital shaker. Shaking was sufficient to keep the
beads suspended during incubation (500-600 rpm).
5. The liquid was removed from the wells by aspiration with the vacuum manifold.
6. The beads were washed by adding 200 µL of WWS to the wells. The beads could soak for
10 seconds and then aspirated with the vacuum manifold. This washing step was repeated
for two additional times for a total of 3 washes.
7. The bottom of the filter plate was blotted on clean paper towels to remove any residual
liquid.
8. 100 µL of WWS was added to each well. The plate was again shaken on an orbital shaker
(500-600 rpm) for 2 to 3 minutes to re-suspend the beads. If there were time constraints
and the plate could not be read on the day of the assay, the plate was covered and stored in
the dark overnight at 2 to 8°C for reading the following day without significant loss of
fluorescent intensity. The WWS was aspirated from stored plates and 100 µL of fresh
WWS was added. The plate was then placed on an orbital shaker for 2 to 3 minutes at 500600 rpm prior to analysis.
9. The plate was uncovered and inserted into the XY platform of the Luminex® 100™
instrument and the samples analysed.
10.

The concentration of the samples was determined from the standard curve using curve

fitting software. It was recommended to use the five-parameter algorithm with a weighted
function (1/y2).
The Luminex 100™ Instrument Setup
1. The appropriate Bead Region was assigned (refer to the kit-specific technical data sheet) to
each analyte.
2. 100 events/bead region were counted. Minimum Events was set to 0. Sample Size was set
to
50 µl. Flow Rate was set to 60 µl/minute.
6.For Invitrogen kits it was recommended to use an initial Double Discriminator (DD) gate
setting of 7,800-15,200. (This setting may vary among instruments and must be determined
by the user.)
7. Median RFU was collected.
Note: All Invitrogen Multiplex Luminex Kits are qualified at low PMT setting.
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Appendix G
Human Th1/Th2 cytokine 13-plex Luminex
Stimulation of 8 ligands/1 control and their responses
10mls of blood (green heparin vials) was taken from each adult. The protocol for separation
of the cells to select the PBMCs (using histiopaque protocol (RPMI + 10% IN FCS)) was
undertaken in chapter 3. We aimed for >5,000,000 (1x10>6) cells on new haemocytometer
slides. The cells were placed overnight in an incubator (37°C for 24 hours) and stimulated
with the 8 stimulants and 1 control over night. When looked under the microscope stimulated
cells were recorded a success. After this time point, the plate was spun (1500rpm for 5
minutes with brake on high. This allowed a pellet to form at the base of the each well. With
the aid of a multi-channel pipette 200 µl of the supernatant (cell free) was harvested from the
250µl well into a sterile 96 well plate and placed in the fridge (2-4°C) overnight. The cell
pellets were added to 100 µl RNA protect, the plate was labelled, sealed in cling film and
placed in the freezer at -20°C overnight to commence the 13-plex the following day. The
protocol followed was that of BMS817ff. This protocol was not available any longer on line
for reference and is similar to that of the 11-plex and IL-13 and IL-17 added.
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Cytokines

Control
Low
Risk

High
Risk
IL1-beta (n)

P value

6.915

128.290

167.190

120.940

Min

2.100

Max

TLR2/6

Low Risk
10

35.730

1371.040

451.920

282.160

2.100

2.100

849.030

391.170

25th centile

2.100

75th centile

P
value

Low Risk

P value

124.870

1307.760

1238.890

217.830

75.890

895.190

703.940

24.770

2.100

24.770

112.030

108.260

3448.500

255.610

915.220

255.610

4002.960

2274.520

2.100

832.450

63.230

115.380

63.230

929.390

647.550

215.330

326.010

1912.290

187.220

292.630

187.220

2000.560

1763.030

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

90.285

1027.310

280.31

4211.590

5786.88

2244.960

3050.37

4317.610

6959.27

979.718

794.1421

1581.345

2885.22085

2112.037

5618.51726

1548.799

7561.13312

2172.349

13863.99704

Min

0.600

2.74

0.600

8.05

0.600

996.97

0.600

195.72

0.600

104.99

Max

4294.520

2412.63

6260.490

8700.77

11887.730

20020.62

5527.770

25061.47

11538.040

45496.98

25th centile

9.860

24.923

174.090

162.315

3002.200

3395.328

1684.665

1782.825

3230.588

2938.343

75th centile

118.120

421.063

2291.170

3365.100

4989.700

8276.900

3550.310

5384.020

5369.903

14676.678

IL-10 (35)

35

10

31.000

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

Median

0.9

0.900

8.500

18.430

27.990

27.540

6.180

14.670

29.780

19.040

1.735

4.865

76.577

17.937

138.289

60.655

14.242

10.108

227.482

50.161

Min

0.9

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.650

0.900

Max

0.05

12.590

314.350

52.360

756.850

185.930

66.900

34.400

1279.980

136.600

Std Deviation

163.550

871.820

75.890

2.100

54.470

2139.490

817.110

2.100

32.970

42.100

27.180

35

10

29.410

P value

Low Risk
10

Std Deviation

1324.900

0.105

0.656

0.111

0.989

0.255

High Risk
34

Median

9

0.949

0.510

High Risk

TLR7/8

30

0.208

0.463

High Risk
30

IL-6

2.100

0.677

Low Risk
9

Std Deviation

10

High Risk

TLR4

31

Median

35

TLR2
P
value

0.241

0.107
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0.326

0.186

0.710

25th centile

0.900

0.900

0.900

5.560

8.520

14.413

0.900

7.245

10.510

12.290

75th centile

0.900

9.620

32.780

36.040

95.610

75.843

13.730

21.565

57.253

105.158

IL-10 (25)

25

10

24

9

25

10

25

9

25

10

Median

0.9

0.9

14.855

18.43

47.91

27.54

6.34

14.67

34.61

19.04

1.29909

4.86514

83.66197

17.93709

156.35617

60.65495

15.11072

10.10815

261.05679

50.16068

Min

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

5.43

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

Max

7.39

12.590

314.35

52.360

756.85

185.930

66.9

34.400

1279.98

136.600

25th centile

0.9

0.900

0.9

5.560

19.87

14.413

0.9

7.245

16.77

12.290

75th centile

0.900

9.620

34.355

36.040

124.190

75.843

14.780

21.565

65.540

105.158

IL-10 (10)

10

10

9

9

10

10

10

9

10

10

Median

0.9

0.9

0.9

18.43

73.37

27.54

6.18

14.67

37.885

19.04

Std Deviation

Std Deviation

0.113

0.143

0.984

0.161

0.321

0.247

0.175

0.497

0

4.86514

71.84071

17.93709

61.22238

60.65495

21.86403

10.10815

77.76981

50.16068

Min

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

13.66

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

Max

0.9

12.59

219.09

52.36

185.64

185.93

66.9

34.4

271.46

136.6

25th centile

0.9

0.900

0.9

5.56

22.1925

14.4125

0.9

7.245

20.295

12.29

75th centile

0.900

9.620

18.870

36.040

128.310

75.843

25.8575

21.565

61.67

105.1575

35

10

32

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

4.740

17.845

168.865

157.920

466.420

468.480

111.420

207.630

2048.930

2191.310

82.948

18.551

459.099

298.649

2049.457

1501.283

300.066

235.138

3772.179

3874.582

Min

1.600

1.600

12.810

18.900

61.250

42.780

7.750

35.890

80.240

36.560

Max

339.120

62.480

1865.880

838.310

9788.890

4823.550

1023.780

697.260

15820.100

11795.010

25th centile

1.600

9.260

31.008

24.590

230.100

84.855

46.010

44.960

379.885

1172.180

75th centile

30.590

29.595

617.480

458.290

2050.820

1081.468

494.933

441.240

4154.933

7364.440

TNF-alpha (n)
Median
Std Deviation

0.324

0.631

0.475

0.909

382

0.24

0.436

0.481

IFN-gamma

35

10

Median

0.800

Std Deviation

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

2.585

0.800

0.800

6.295

2.880

3.656

0.000

2.197

0.000

434.749

48.005

6.741

6.110

199.952

248.360

Min

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

Max

15.440

0.800

11.000

0.800

2550.220

149.080

25.280

19.130

942.980

5804.890

25th centile

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

75th centile

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

12.450

34.010

3.670

0.800

56.475

102.713

35

10

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

Median

0.750

0.75

0.750

2.41

6.990

8.76

2.350

5.55

7.150

10.32

Std Deviation

1.557

3.55475

2.685

3.75905

5.800

4.19874

4.256

3.7585

5.020

4.73125

Min

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.260

1.88

0.000

0.75

0.260

0.75

Max

9.380

12.07

12.330

9.73

25.720

14.15

15.410

12.63

16.730

13.73

25th centile

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

4.3975

0.750

2.135

2.485

5.5575

75th centile

0.750

2.3425

2.240

8.135

10.980

11.565

6.383

7.81

10.178

12.21

IL-2

35

10

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

Median

8.2

8.200

8.2

8.200

48.05

8.200

14.54

8.200

30.525

8.200

24.8796

26.433

57.5185

25.360

37.60724

32.841

35.68551

25.846

47.21531

25.854

Min

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

5.480

8.200

8.200

8.200

Max

98.290

69.040

284.020

84.280

128.610

82.160

116.530

69.040

193.280

71.280

25th centile

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

75th centile

48.130

51.760

42.190

8.200

78.970

65.758

64.730

36.335

78.240

56.433

35

10

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

5.35544

0

0

0

9.48264

2.33692

4.77399

0

13.36683

0

IL-9

Std Deviation

IL-4
Median
Std Deviation

0.427

0.118

0.925

0.799

0.775

0.177

0.306

1.000

0.475

0.396

0.324

0.861

0.544

0.180

0.241

0.658

383

0.945

0.227

0.196

0.591

Min

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

Max

41.44

10.4

10.4

10.4

63.88

17.79

30.25

10.4

83.62

10.4

25th centile

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

75th centile

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

IL-5

35

10

30

9

35

10

29

9

33

10

Median

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.39182

0

5.06113

0

12.12731

2.60572

5.95199

0

17.6644

9.05697

Min

0.66

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.21

0.8

Max

8.3

0.8

25.6

0.8

57.37

9.04

25.6

0.8

83.48

27.01

25th centile

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

75th centile

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

4.41

0.8

5.765

0.8

11.74

14.145

IL12-p70

35

10

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.91988

1.02437

0.81256

0.57982

3.29865

3.23846

1.64645

0.37302

3.95229

1.17212

Min

0.42

0.75

0.42

0.75

0.32

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.32

0.75

Max

4.56

3.75

3.96

2.16

14.05

11.08

6.59

1.63

19.05

4.47

25th centile

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

75th centile

0.75

1.150

0.75

1.355

1.65

2.550

1.3

1.155

1.075

0.920

IL-13 (35)

35

10

31

9

35

10

30

9

34

10

Median

2.2

2.2

2.2

71.63

2.2

55.055

22.515

74.030

16.04

72.090

16.3524

34.90485

19.51564

37.23383

15.67731

34.023

19.15749

36.547

20.20516

30.652

Min

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

Max

74.33

77.010

74.7

73.730

57.55

82.800

75.16

79.100

74.13

75.370

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

23.890

Std Deviation

Median
Std Deviation

Std Deviation

25th centile

0.904

0.861

0.883

0.566

0.610

0.188

0.366

0.861

0.012

0.173

0.635

0.05

384

0.966

0.880

0.003

75th centile

20.74

73.135

27.98

74.845

34.13

75.910

30.9375

73.705

10

9

10

10

10

9

10

10

2.2

13.940

71.630

19.125

55.055

21.865

74.03

17.775

72.09

16.028

34.90485

21.491

37.234

17.293

34.023

18.094

36.54711

23.414

30.65209

Min

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.200

2.200

2.200

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

Max

52.540

77.01

74.700

73.730

57.550

82.800

55.590

79.1

67.690

75.37

25th centile

2.200

2.2

6.850

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

23.89

75th centile

21.160

73.0375

27.825

73.135

29.310

74.845

34.620

75.91

34.590

73.705

IL-17a

35

10

32

9

35

10

31

9

35

10

Median

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

0.00676

0.000

0

0.000

0

4.810

3.52565

0.000

0

0.000

Min

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

Max

1.29

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

16.460

20.88

1.250

1.25

1.250

25th centile

1.250

1.250

1.250

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

75th centile

1.250

1.250

1.250

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

35

10

31

10

35

9

30

10

34

9

21.6

261.325

84.75

208.045

105.1

278.05

96.445

255.37

118.285

280.34

96.72983

98.60694

102.75114

103.85051

110.80184

137.51986

112.13772

108.94499

114.54007

102.80577

Min

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

Max

404.82

299.2

437.64

294.4

593.74

412.37

505.01

289.65

598.37

299.21

25th centile

21.6

121.4575

21.6

91.9425

80.33

52.9

21.6

73.545

72.27

174.98

75th centile

117.01

279.8325

112.46

271.825

166.24

286.745

144.5725

265.175

162.745

294.405

IL-13 (10)
Median
Std Deviation

Std Deviation

IL-22 IGNOR
Median
Std Deviation

20.34

73.038

10

10

7.735

0.853

0.904

0.000

0.780

1

0.011

0.089

0.638

0.092

0.113

0.899

0.039

385

0.019

1.000

0.010

Cytokines

Control
Low Risk

P value

35

10

0.677

2.100

High
Risk
IL1-beta (n)

NOD1
High Risk

NOD2

Low Risk

28

9

6.915

16.560

167.190

120.940

Min

2.100

Max

P value

Low Risk

28

8

2.100

27.500

311.030

33.410

2.100

2.100

849.030

391.170

25th centile

2.100

75th centile

Median
Std Deviation

IL-6
Median

Low Risk

P value
10

18.920

171.230

1299.780

124.680

2.100

2.100

1490.680

85.990

2.100

2.100

42.100

27.180

35

10

29.410

90.285

P value

Low Risk
9

195.760

1967.090

1854.860

3153.570

390.050

2062.730

926.930

2.100

2.100

2.100

120.330

405.990

6917.350

316.690

18209.280

1065.420

11008.710

3435.550

2.100

2.100

2.100

46.060

30.690

1444.380

1288.010

97.570

59.190

76.210

189.170

474.170

727.100

3182.290

2695.160

28

9

28

8

34

10

32

9

29.500

21.99

109.445

27.63

148.565

165.09

4264.035

7296.79

0.466

0.923

High Risk
32

0.589

0.695

High Risk

LPS/LRP3

34

0.208

0.566

High Risk

LRP3
P value

0.751

386

0.485

2.855

Std Deviation

979.718

794.1421

1167.708

182.0686

1021.320

2471.42211

2208.983

1536.44015

4802.514

13557.7116

Min

0.600

2.74

0.600

10.98

0.600

14.19

0.600

11.32

0.600

359.53

Max

4294.520

2412.63

4580.700

541.54

4760.390

6860.35

11162.160

3918.04

25701.960

45496.98

25th centile

9.860

24.923

13.480

15.585

31.760

19.988

16.193

18.138

2057.988

3932.375

75th centile

118.120

421.063

420.123

198.335

491.828

2108.335

448.305

1943.570

6721.358

11533.575

IL-10 (35)

35

10

28

8

28

9

34

10

32

9

Median

0.9

0.900

0.900

9.055

0.900

0.900

0.900

5.165

0.900

12.590

1.735

4.865

1.702

4.453

90.161

10.543

2.882

6.003

3.558

7.170

Min

0.9

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.200

0.900

0.050

0.900

Max

0.05

12.590

7.300

10.020

478.060

32.490

12.480

14.160

17.400

16.970

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

Std Deviation

25th centile

75th centile

0.900

9.620

IL-10 (25)

25

10

Median

0.9

0.105

0.900

9.620

25

8

0.9

0.9

1.29909

4.86514

Min

0.9

Max

0.011

0.900

12.020

25

9

9.055

0.9

1.79278

4.4531

0.9

0.9

7.39

12.590

25th centile

0.9

75th centile

0.100

0.900

12.786

25

10

0.9

0.9

95.41557

10.5431

0.9

0.9

7.3

10.020

0.900

0.9

0.900

9.620

IL-10 (10)

10

10

Median

0.9

0.047

3.830

16.540

25

9

5.165

0.900

12.59

2.66201

6.00321

2.559

7.17074

0.9

0.2

0.9

0.050

0.9

478.06

32.490

12.48

14.160

10.390

16.970

0.900

0.9

0.900

0.9

0.900

0.900

0.900

0.900

9.62

0.900

12.02

0.900

12.7675

3.780

16.54

10

8

10

9

10

10

10

9

0.9

0.9

9.055

0.9

0.9

0.9

5.165

0.9

12.59

0

4.86514

0

4.4531

0

10.5431

0.22136

6.00321

0.42233

7.17074

Min

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.2

0.9

0.05

0.9

Max

0.9

12.59

0.9

10.02

0.9

32.49

0.900

14.16

1.840

16.97

Std Deviation

Std Deviation

0.113

0.143

0.013

0.027

0.111

0.113

0.054

0.035

387

0.014

0.011

0.013

25th centile

0.9

0.900

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.900

0.9

0.900

0.9

75th centile

0.900

9.620

0.9

9.62

0.9

12.02

0.9

12.7675

0.9

16.54

35

10

28

9

28

8

34

10

32

9

4.740

17.845

18.290

15.690

21.890

14.665

10.745

22.850

401.485

400.290

TNF-alpha (n)
Median
Std Deviation

0.324

0.589

0.723

0.312

82.948

18.551

72.742

9.633

173.652

55.624

455.374

187.039

598.511

683.096

Min

1.600

1.600

0.260

1.600

0.080

1.600

1.600

1.600

19.440

21.120

Max

339.120

62.480

246.530

29.430

807.040

164.650

1702.440

451.500

2745.220

1875.490

25th centile

1.600

9.260

1.600

2.495

7.248

4.485

1.600

3.225

96.633

191.520

75th centile

30.590

29.595

40.650

19.730

51.575

55.725

97.075

346.170

686.958

1253.465

35

10

28

9

28

8

34

10

32

9

Median

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

Std Deviation

3.656

0.000

2.695

0.000

1.731

0.000

6.425

0.193

5.005

2.438

Min

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.190

0.800

0.800

Max

15.440

0.800

15.060

0.800

9.960

0.800

35.490

0.800

21.990

7.980

25th centile

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

75th centile

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

0.800

2.855

35

10

28

9

28

8

34

10

31

10

IFN-gamma

IL-9

0.427

0.118

0.876

1.000

0.896

0.614

0.273

0.858

Median

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

10.710

5.29

Std Deviation

1.557

3.55475

1.425

0.55333

5.973

2.8718

7.011

3.1985

5.243

9.43992

Min

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.260

0.75

0.750

0.75

Max

9.380

12.07

6.080

2.41

32.350

7.81

28.730

9.81

18.500

30.31

25th centile

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

0.750

0.75

4.940

1.1775

75th centile

0.750

2.3425

0.750

0.75

0.750

4.6125

1.635

4.27

13.360

13.0325

388

0.546

0.429

0.286

IL-2

35

10

Median

8.2

29

9

8.200

8.2

24.8796

26.433

Min

8.200

Max

98.290

Std Deviation

0.925

0.478

29

9

8.200

8.2

22.15017

10.727

8.200

8.200

69.040

0.262

34

10

8.200

8.2

39.34159

17.849

8.200

8.200

90.020

40.380

184.170

0.102

32

9

8.200

32.35

8.200

58.85252

4.440

45.71202

34.833

8.200

5.480

8.200

8.200

8.200

62.140

249.270

22.240

155.380

112.930

25th centile

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

8.200

75th centile

48.130

51.760

21.055

8.200

58.745

10.655

45.720

8.200

68.815

9.205

35

10

29

9

29

9

34

10

32

9

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

5.35544

0

17.06289

0

1.93495

0

11.14226

0

24.05636

0

Min

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

3.66

10.4

Max

41.44

10.4

101.57

10.4

20.82

10.4

71.54

10.4

144.77

10.4

25th centile

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

10.4

75th centile

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

10.4

10.400

IL-5

35

10

28

9

28

9

34

10

31

9

Median

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.39182

0

1.37862

0

3.88056

0

19.93912

0

9.20366

0

0.66

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Max

8.3

0.8

6.73

0.8

19.21

0.8

83.48

0.8

34.43

0.8

25th centile

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

75th centile

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

5.18

0.8

IL12-p70

35

10

28

9

30

8

34

10

32

9

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.91988

1.02437

1.58662

0.66138

0.91142

1.78079

1.35407

0.49532

1.82006

0.37192

IL-4
Median
Std Deviation

Std Deviation
Min

Median
Std Deviation

0.799

0.904

0.861

0.661

0.638

0.986

0.893

0.542

0.428

0.689

0.339

0.923

389

0.120

0.889

0.147

0.722

Min

0.42

0.75

0.39

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.46

0.75

0.75

0.75

Max

4.56

3.75

6.52

2.56

4.8

5.9

6.59

2.13

8.86

1.69

25th centile

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

75th centile

0.75

1.150

0.75

1.285

0.75

1.543

0.8

0.978

1.2475

1.115

IL-13 (35)

35

10

29

9

29

8

34

10

32

9

Median

2.2

2.2

9.57

73.930

2.2

16.550

16.225

72.280

19.91

73.630

16.3524

34.90485

14.902

31.795

15.97816

35.300

27.47563

37.085

22.12542

36.213

Min

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

Max

74.33

77.010

55.31

77.350

67.09

75.370

124.08

75.910

74.33

77.350

25th centile

2.2

2.200

2.2

37.380

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

75th centile

20.34

73.038

26.63

74.435

26.26

72.655

32.6175

74.538

31.255

74.645

10

10

10

9

10

8

10

10

10

9

7.735

2.2

10.555

73.93

16.760

16.55

25.615

72.28

20.305

73.63

16.028

34.90485

16.498

31.79534

20.620

35.2996

39.498

37.08507

16.925

36.21305

Min

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

2.200

2.2

Max

52.540

77.01

55.310

77.35

67.090

75.37

124.080

75.91

64.490

77.35

25th centile

2.200

2.2

2.200

37.38

2.200

2.2

12.955

2.2

14.770

2.2

75th centile

21.160

73.0375

21.795

74.435

30.565

72.655

47.455

74.5375

32.638

74.645

35

10

30

9

30

9

34

10

33

9

Std Deviation

IL-13 (10)
Median
Std Deviation

IL-17a
Median

0.883

0.853

0.904

0.002

0.022

1.000

0.299

0.633

1.000

0.206

0.912

0.901

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

0.00676

0.000

0

0.000

0

0.000

4.37493

0.000

19.80465

4.373

Min

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

Max

1.29

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

26.76

1.250

100.7

14.370

25th centile

1.250

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

75th centile

1.250

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

1.25

1.250

Std Deviation
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0.052

0.182

0.857

IL-22 IGNOR

28

9

261.325

21.6

96.72983

98.60694

Min

21.6

Max

Median
Std Deviation

35

10

21.6

0.000

0.040

28

9

260.22

21.6

108.83357

121.6831

21.6

21.6

0.958

34

9

21.6

21.6

120.18122

121.2042

21.6

21.6

0.231

32

10

252.71

84.025

273.51

159.20317

133.3251

154.09986

11.09559

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

255.9

404.82

299.2

433.29

273.51

546.04

269.02

844.15

296.79

673.81

287.3

25th centile

21.6

121.4575

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

21.6

262.955

75th centile

117.01

279.8325

117.7075

266.25

139.645

261.35

193.675

279.225

144.02

282.08

Table 7.24: Tabulation of final results for the row and column statistics for the cytokine readout for 13 cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4,
IL5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-17α, Il-22, and TNF-α) as prepared in Appendix G.
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Viability and Recovery of ITEC samples
A time frame of December 2011 was given whereby the cryopreservation liquid nitrogen
storage facility was presumed to have been faulty. As such a “Quality & Care” Viability and
Recovery” analysis was required comparing peripheral blood mononuclear cells in fresh
blood (both cord and adult fresh) preserved at different time intervals and samples thawed at
1 and 4 weeks effectively.
Researchers included: LM for DoHAD in red, DS, SH, DH for WTCRF in blue, PN (shaded
resuscitation).
The principle behind the analysis was (1) To understand the poor return of cells in recovery
of our cryopreserved CMBCs to date for the ITEC study, (2) To date 6 high risk and 2 fresh
adult samples have been processed to complete validation work for the ITEC study (3) In so
doing we noticed that we had poor recovery of “batched” cryopreserved cells and there was
a question as to whether the cryo-bank, to which the cells had been stored over the period of
December 2011, had been switched off due to an emergency power cut and therefore the
cells had been damaged or died. It was decided as part of the Quality & Care proceedings to
undertake the following experiment.
Aim:
(1)

To determine the PBMC number T0 hours, T4 hours, T8 hours, T16 hours, T24 hours

post collection.
(2)

To determine recovery and viability after 1 week and 4 weeks cryopreservation,

respectively.
Sample: Fresh peripheral blood (LM)
A fresh blood sample from an adult was undertaken at T0. The samples were then
cryopreserved at T4, 8, 16 and 24 hours. As per protocol (Chapter 3) for collection and
cryopreservation of PBMCs samples were prepared across two sites: Developmental Origins
of Health and Disease and Welcome Trust Clinical Research Facility. The samples were then
resuscitated at 1 and 4 weeks respectively by LM (1 week) and PN (4 weeks) to look at any
differences between the groups with respect to the researcher.
AIM (1) above at time 0, 4, 8, 16, 24 hours for cryopreservation and
AIM (2) above at subsequent thawing of batched cells at 1 and 4 weeks respectively.
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Table 7.25: Results of viability and recovery of PBMCs of fresh adult blood (LM) taken on
28th/ 29th June 2012 and 29th July 2012. The colours denote reference in the text below to an
abnormality noted at a site and/or the result obtained.
Results
Viability
a. Viability (%) = [total number of viable cells / total number of cells] x 100
b. Quite similar across the sites (highlighted in sapphire blue) except for cell
count (fuscia pink) and resuscitation at T16 and T24 at WTCRF
c. T16 a three-fold increase in results across the two sites; Possibly due to
the volume of blood in tube i.e. not all a full 6mls of blood
d. T16 and T24 samples appeared haemolysed with pink serum prior to
processing
e. Haemolysis cannot give a higher cell number (not correct thinking)
f. LM used 3mls histiopaque; WTCRF used 6mls as per 50:50 criteria (6 mls
blood)
Recovery
Recovery (%) = [total number of cells (alive + dead) / total number of cells cryopreserved] x
100.
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a. Week one
i.

% live cells at week one – 14% (T4 WTCRF) -29% (T16 DoHAD)
(exception was a cell count of 3 at T24 (WTCRF)

ii. % dead cells at one week – 1% (T24)– 10% (T4) (both DoHAD)
b. Week 4
i.

% live cells at 4 weeks – 14.5% (T8 WTCRF) – 40% (T0 WTCRF)

ii. % dead cells at 4 weeks – 1.5% (T8 DoHAD)-7% (T0 WTCRF), an
exception was where the dead cell count was high at 17.5%(T4
WTCRF)
iii.
C. Poor viability and recovery noted in tallow highlighted section. (orange
as yellow shows with poor visibility)
In general, we aim for 10-20 million cells per vial. Our number of cells per vial was variable
and often more than we would normally put in a vial as we only required two vials per time
point for this experiment. In ITEC we have stored as many vials as the sample would allow
with a top limit of 10 million per vial.
On average this was achieved in all time points except T4 DoHAD. We thus aim for a cell
count of 100-200 cells. In general, we had a cell count of 81-293 cells per vial. This latter
cell count was achieved at T16 WTCRF where double was counted. It may be that tiny
lymphocytes were counted as well as the normal cell count. It appears that only one vial was
stored at T16 and T24 from WTCRF. T16 due to cell number and not sure as to why only
one vial used from T24.
Discussion:
To assess the ex vivo immunological parameters (protein cytokines, proliferations and
immune cell subsets) of our babies we isolated, separated and cryopreserved (frozen) their
white blood cells (leukocytes – cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMC) Chapter 3. The cells
were cryopreserved by using standard techniques for future batch analysis, as previously
published (Ausiello, Lande et al. 1999) (Prescott and Holt 1998). Batched culturing limited
day to-day variability in culture conditions. It has been shown previously that
cryopreservation and thawing does not distort mononuclear cellular immune responses. The
responses of CBMCs are not distinguishable from those of mononuclear cells that had not
been cryopreserved (Macaubas, Sly et al. 1999) (Rudin, Macaubas et al. 2001). With regards
to the results above we know that the following improve the cell number at cryopreservation:
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•

Keep the cell volume to 10-20 million cells per vial (We have noted that if the cell
number in the vial is too crowded the cells die)

•

Keep the Mr Frosty in the fridge prior to use as the temperature of the cells must be
kept as constant as possible

•

The volume of histiopaque at 3mls or 6mls as long as 50:50

•

To cryopreserve within 4 hours if possible.

•

To do less washes otherwise lose cells

•
•

To do 2-3 counts if results within +/- 20 cells
To freeze very slowly with DMSO

•

In general, our results at 1 week and 4 weeks were better at the T4 time point than the
T16 and T24 time point when cells were haemolysed (pink) and when there were
often cells out of the general range

Considerations were made on timing of the cryopreservation, timing of the thawing and
recovery, viability and recovery of the cells. Proposals to be made for future work includes:
•

Limit the number of cells per vial

•

Change of reagent(s)

•

Freezing technique (Mr Frosty in fridge prior to adding cells)

•

Freeze very slowly

•

Histiopaque volume (3 versus 6mls)

•

Cryopreservation within 4 hours to -20 then -80 freezers – time check
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